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I

The concept of imperialism has been wielded and studied by a wide 
range of disciplines over the last two centuries or more (History, Po liti-
cal Studies, Po liti cal Economy, Cultural Studies) as well as by diverse the-
oretical traditions (Liberalism, Marxism, Post- Colonialism). For all this 
varied deployment and a distinguished intellectual history in the writings 
of Burke, Marx, Hobson, Lenin, Luxemburg, Gandhi, Fanon, Guha, 
and Said,  there remains disagreement about its meaning and relevance; 
and  there is still much confusion about its relationship to ‘colonialism’.

On a standard understanding of the distinction between colonialism 
and imperialism, the latter— deriving in its etymology from the Latin 
term ‘imperium’ connoting ‘command’— has to do with the domina-
tion of one region by another through some form of control  whether 
direct or indirect; whereas the former refers to such a control by a 
direct and relatively abiding, if not always permanent, settlement of a 
population or, at the very least, a governing class, by some form of 
conquest of one region by another. The treatment of the subject in the 
pages that follow is a variant on the standard view and its focus is en-
tirely on the modern period. A clear claim is made: ‘Imperialism’ is said 
to be the more general term and it is defi ned by a form of economic 
domination of one region by another. Colonialism is then treated as 
an historically special case of imperialism. Historically, imperialism fi rst 
took a colonialist form. But it frequently survived the passing of colo-
nialism, that is to say survived the withdrawal of a governing class from 
the conquered region  after the latter gained its in de pen dence from 
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x Foreword

colonial rule. It shares with colonialism certain properties of economic 
domination of one geo graph i cal region over another, properties that 
get modifi ed  after decolonization, yet at a more general and more fun-
damental level of description  these properties are invariant in colonial 
as well as post- colonial contexts.

Presenting  these invariant properties is the large theoretical preoc-
cupation of the book. A specifi cation of  these invariant properties may 
properly be said to be the theory of imperialism on off er in it. Presenting 
the diff  er ent mechanisms by which  these invariant properties are instan-
tiated fi rst during and then  after the colonial period respectively, is only 
one of the several illuminating details it pres ents.

The analy sis, though it has some affi  nities with the Marxist tradi-
tion, derives a good bit of its argument by revealing some of the lim-
itations of that tradition. It is a highly original argument made with 
both a conscientious focus on empirical detail as well as a deep theoret-
ical foundation, building up its case by coming to its main claims from 
a variety of diff  er ent  angles, fair- minded against the views it opposes, 
and throughout raising hard questions and objections to its own con-
victions and responding to them with attentive care. For all  these rea-
sons, despite its modest use of the indefi nite article in the title of the 
book, the analy sis is as close to a defi nitive scholarly treatment of im-
perialism as one can hope for in a book of relatively short length. It takes 
the concept of imperialism beyond its popu lar usage  today, which only 
speaks of episodic forms of domination via invasions and wars waged 
by stronger nations on weaker ones, to a chronic condition of history 
over centuries down to the pres ent day.

The most general of the book’s claims regarding the economic basis 
of imperialism, is that  there is no understanding the nature of capital-
ism as an economic formation of modernity without understanding im-
perialism as being, not a mere ‘last stage’ to use Lenin’s phrase, but es-
sential to capitalism pretty much from the outset. This means that it is 
not suffi  cient to see capitalism merely in terms of the privatization of 
land and property and the recruitment of wage- labour by its propri-
etors to work on it with the purpose of obtaining surpluses. If that  were 
suffi  cient to defi ne the economic formation that we call ‘capitalism’, 
then imperialism would be a merely contingent further accrual to it, an 
expansionist extra, as it  were, but not built into its essential workings. 
This would be to view the nature of capital in purely static terms, miss-
ing its intrinsically dynamic nature whereby, as a result of the demands 
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Foreword xi

forced by the incessantly competitive nature of capital, new and exter-
nal stimuli are indispensable to the reproduction of capital— and one 
vital such external stimulus is provided by the relations that capital con-
stantly seeks from outside of its initial territorial anchors in more dis-
tant regions of the world.  These relations are inevitably relations of 
domination and the features of the relations that specify the exact na-
ture of the domination is what is called ‘imperialism’. As I said,  these 
features  were fi rst instantiated historically by the mechanisms which co-
lonialism put into place by conquest and direct control, and recurred 
in a diff  er ent form  after decolonization.

II

What, then, are  these features according to the Patnaiks?
They are presented in a theory and, like all theories of this sort, it 

contains an analytical component and an empirical component.
The analytical component contains a sustained argument which, at 

the most schematic and general level, exploits three central concepts, 
with a number of further auxiliary concepts brought in to elaborate the 
details of the theory and to defend it against pos si ble objections. The 
three chief concepts are ‘increasing supply price’, ‘the value of money’, 
and ‘income defl ation’. The general line of argument, taking capitalism 
to be the prevailing economic formation, is this: Capital accumulation 
 causes increased demand for certain goods, leading to more production, 
leading in turn to increasing supply price. When this happens,  there 
 will be a threat to the value of money. The actualization of such a threat, 
given the nature of capitalism, is intolerable. The actualization of this 
threat to the value of money can only be avoided by enforcing an in-
come defl ation that imposes hardship on the petty producers and work-
ing population.

This theoretical argument, as I have expounded it, is, as I said, general 
and schematic, so imperialism is not vis i ble in it. When the analytical 
schema is fi lled in with ele ments of the empirical component, the argu-
ment becomes an argument about imperialism.

The fi rst and driving empirical observation is that both in the past 
and in the pres ent some countries have provided certain commodities 
which other countries cannot  really do without and which they cannot 
produce in their own territories  because of climactic and geo graph i cal 
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xii Foreword

considerations. In fact, very often, as with food crops, it is not merely that 
countries x, y, z, can produce goods that countries a, b, c, cannot pro-
duce but need, it is also the case that x, y, z can produce in the winter the 
goods that a, b, c produces in the summer. So  there is an actual material 
asymmetry induced by climate and geography. This material real ity of an 
asymmetry is exploited eff ectively by the Patnaiks to expose the fallacious 
assumptions under lying Ricardo’s theory of comparative advantage 
which could only be true by assuming something manifestly false (the 
absence of such asymmetries) and which was advanced by him and all of 
subsequent mainstream trade theory to preach the universal benefi ts of 
trade, disguising the historical fact that a  great deal of trade had a bra-
zenly coercive dimension to precisely overcome the handicaps bestowed 
by geography’s asymmetries. What was this coercive dimension?

 Here we return to the argument of the analytical component applying 
it now to the empirical component of such a material asymmetry. So: 
 after a point, for the reasons given earlier, the relevant commodities are 
producible only at increasing supply price. When this happens, the coun-
tries which require  these goods but cannot themselves produce them 
are able to acquire them from the countries that produce them only  under 
a threat to the value of money. In order to avoid this threat, which is 
intolerable,  these countries impose income defl ation on the countries 
where  these goods are produced causing untold hardship to the poor 
and working  people of  those countries. The countries that produce 
 these goods and have this income defl ation imposed on them by the 
countries that need and acquire  these goods from them  were initially 
the colonized and colonizing countries respectively, but the same rela-
tionship frequently abides between  these sets of countries via diff  er ent 
mechanisms  after decolonization. ‘Imperialism’ is the name for this re-
lationship between  these diff  er ent sets of countries. Or to put it more 
specifi cally, since the beginning of the fault- line is the prospect of in-
creasing supply price of the commodities that are predominantly pro-
duced in some countries, imperialism is the set of policies (income defl a-
tion) devised by countries that rely on  those commodities but do not 
suffi  ciently produce them, to prevent that from happening and thereby 
preventing the threat to the stability of the value of money on which 
their monetary economy depends. It is  these set of policies devised with 
 these anx i eties and purposes in mind that amount to the economic 
domination of one set of countries by another that has always character-
ized ‘imperialism’, properly so called, in the modern period.
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Foreword xiii

All this explains more specifi cally what is meant when I said that cap-
italism by its nature generates imperialism  because it needs an external 
source to be the very sort of economic formation it is, thereby giving 
it the spatial dimension that this book stresses. Though  there is no 
doubt that capitalism originated in Eu ro pean nations, it was never  really 
a self- standing system, isolated from the rest of the world and proceed-
ing to become global as a mere and late contingency. Rather, its logic 
suggests that it did not become capitalism till it found itself (or formed 
itself) to be centred within a much larger system which contained a vast 
pre- cap i tal ist population of peasants, artisans,  etc., (petty producers, to 
use the Marxist term) in outlying regions which alone produced a range 
of commodities necessary for the reproduction of capital. This is 
 because, given the dynamic nature of capital, it seeks at the very outset 
to reproduce itself and so, as capital accumulates in this pro cess, it must 
seek an external stimulus and one such is the prospect of obtaining ex-
ternal inputs of primary and extractive commodities (at diff  er ent points 
in the book  there is extensive discussion of a variety of foods, of miner-
als including oil, of cotton . . .) that are produced in a geo graph i cally 
and climactically distinct region ( either exclusively or, at any rate, at 
suffi  cient levels and all the year- round). It is thus brought into interac-
tion at the outset with  these outlying pre- cap i tal ist populations with 
which it has a relationship with very specifi c structural properties. 
With increasing accumulation of capital,  there is a continuous need for 
 these commodities from  these regions at non- increasing prices, if the 
value of money and a monetary system which allows wealth to be 
stored, is to remain stable, and it ensures that it is stable by rendering 
the outlying population chronically poor and thereby compresses the 
population’s own demand for the commodities they produce and thus 
restrains absorption of  those products in internal consumption (some-
thing it is necessary to do  because  these commodities are not inexhaust-
ible and the cultivated land mass is neither infi nite nor measurably 
 under- used) so that they are available to Eu ro pean nations (and more 
generally to the cap i tal ist countries of the temperate  belt) at a supply 
price that is not subject to increase. It is that pro cess which is called 
‘income defl ation’.

From a diff  er ent starting point than the one I have expounded above, 
one may reformulate the book’s argument as follows. Capitalism is cen-
tred on money (or assets tied to money) as a store of wealth. This is what 
underlies and makes pos si ble the circulation of money via its function 
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xiv Foreword

as a medium for transactions. The value of money, as we know, is 
mea sured by the amount of goods a given amount of money can buy 
in a given period of time. It is determined, for the most part, there-
fore, by the general price level— the value of money is high when the 
general price level is low, and vice versa. If the value of money falls 
against commodities,  there is a danger that citizens  will shy away from 
holding money and move  towards holding commodities, thereby un-
dermining money’s status as a store of wealth and eventually therefore 
its status as a circulatory medium. The entire monetary system,  under 
capitalism, is thus jeopardized by the threat of price increases and an 
increase in supply price of essential commodities needed for the repro-
duction of capital is a serious source of concern therefor for the stability 
of capitalism as a system. Citizens must be given grounds to expect that 
the value of money is  going to be stable. To display how well understood 
this point was among economic thinkers of an earlier era, the Patnaiks 
unearth a gorgeous quote from Keynes which refers to Lenin: “Lenin is 
said to have declared that the best way to destroy the Capitalistic System 
was to debauch the currency . . .  Lenin was certainly right.  There is no 
subtler, no surer means of overturning the existing basis of society than 
to debauch the currency.” (The Economic Consequences of the Peace).

The point then is that when  those essential commodities are not pro-
duced by cap i tal ist countries (call them the ‘metropole’) and only pro-
duced in regions containing pre- cap i tal ist populations in outlying lands 
(call this the ‘periphery’), it must be ensured that their supply to the 
metropole must be at non- increasing prices. How is this to be ensured? 
If  there is no restraint on the demand for  those commodities among 
the peripheral population that produces them, the supply price is bound 
to rise since  there  will be decreased availability of  these commodities 
for the consumption of metropolitan capital. So, what needs to be en-
sured is that that demand itself is compressed. That is done by ‘income 
defl ation’, a method of reducing the power of  these populations to pur-
chase  these goods, which then releases them for consumption in the 
metropole (Or it may take a slightly diff  er ent form: the suppression 
of demand for some goods that are not in demand in the metropole 
via the curtailment of the spending power of  these populations may 
lead to the abandoning of their production for the production of other 
goods that are demanded by the metropole.)

I have given the argument in its most skeletal form. At each step of 
the argument, the book considers a number of objections to the argu-
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ment at that stage or considers claims that are alternative to their own 
claims at that stage of the argument; and it addresses  these objections 
and alternatives before it moves to the next step. This dialectical method 
not only achieves what it is supposed to— fortifi cation of the book’s 
argument—it provides valuable lessons in the entire fi eld of the po liti cal 
economy of imperialism. Thus for instance,  after it is argued that in-
creasing supply price of certain agricultural commodities would cause 
a shift from the money form of holding wealth to the commodity form 
thereby threatening the monetary system, it is considered  whether this 
threat can be avoided by something other than the pro cess of income 
defl ation of the outlying populations. Of course, as I implied above, if 
the commodities  were inexhaustible or if the size of the land mass 
was infi nite or if it was highly  under- used,  there would be no need to 
compress the demand of the populations of the outlying populations 
for the commodities they produce by defl ating their incomes so as to 
make the commodities available for metropolitan use in the reproduc-
tion of capital. One could just grow more of the commodities both for 
metropolitan use and for local consumption. But in the absence of such 
plenitude, are  there other possibilities yet? The authors consider one 
such possibility for agricultural commodities in par tic u lar, by consider-
ing methods which, even in the face of fi nitude of land and its full 
utilization, would increase the output per natu ral unit of land, methods 
which are summarized in the book  under the label of ‘land augmenta-
tion’ (examples being higher yielding seeds, multiple cropping, more 
quantities of fertilizer, . . .  to name just a few). Could  these methods 
make income defl ation unnecessary? The answer is yes they could, but 
land augmentation of this kind involves all sorts of further commit-
ments. Thus some improvements  will involve serious and substantial 
commitments to technical research,  others such as multiple cropping 
require irrigation on a much larger scale. This  will require both new 
forms of expenditure and a much greater scale of expenditure, which 
one cannot expect individual petty producers to undertake; so it would 
depend on public investments of a kind only the state could undertake. 
And that is precisely what is not countenanced within a cap i tal ist frame-
work,  whether out of a consideration of ‘balancing the bud get’ in the 
earlier colonial form of imperialism (thus, for instance, the British Crown 
invested next to nothing by way of public irrigation in India during 
colonial rule) or out of considerations of ‘sound fi nance’ in our con-
temporary neo- liberal version of imperialism. I’ve mentioned just one 
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such alternative claim to their own that is addressed by them at one 
stage of their argument.  There are, throughout the book, several such 
self- consciously pursued fortifi cations of the argument against virtually 
all comers, in the course of which a wide variety of positions from Ri-
cardo and before to Keynes and  after are discussed at length and with 
an impressive weight of substantial and constructive as well as destruc-
tive criticism.

III

During the colonial period of imperialism, the Patnaiks point out, in-
come defl ation was imposed partly by the agency of the colonial state 
and partly by the ‘spontaneous’ tendencies of trade within a cap i tal ist 
framework. The former method was basically the colonial state’s sys-
tem of taxation targeting the population of petty producers which re-
sulted in the reduction of their income and a reduction therefore of 
the domestic absorption of  these commodities; and the tax revenues 
 were then largely used to purchase  these very goods from the very same 
producers and send them abroad— basically a case of something for 
nothing, which is why it was referred to by critics as the ‘drain’ of sur-
plus or wealth. The second method was a fallout of the imports of man-
ufactured products from the metropole to the periphery, which, as a 
result of their replacing the products of the local artisans (something 
that  those very same critics referred to as ‘deindustrialization’), created 
a reserve army of  labour in the periphery; and to be cast out of work in 
this way is, in eff ect, to suff er from an income defl ation, again ensur-
ing restraint on the domestic absorption in the periphery of the com-
modities that are sought cheaply by the metropole so as to maintain 
stability in the value of money.

In a fi ne chapter on  labour reserves, the authors elaborate in detail 
how imperialism quite generally, that is to say in both its colonial and 
post- colonial phase, eff ect this continuing income defl ation by making 
sure that this army of unemployed and underemployed does not ever 
diminish in the periphery, in par tic u lar. In addition to this,  there is a 
strategy of income defl ation in the post- colonial period that is more 
specifi c to the last four de cades or so— familiarly characterized as ‘neo- 
liberal’— and this is the strategy of ‘fi scal mea sures’. This period is 
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characterized by two features: on the one hand, the global fl ows of cap-
ital, including fi nance capital, and on the other the demands of fi scal 
discipline which imposes serious limits to the relative size of fi scal defi -
cits. The fi rst feature surfaces when nations in the peripheral regions, 
seeking ‘development’, are caught in this global network of fi nance capital 
and they competitively seek to lure investments, something that is 
bound to be more successful only if  there are concessions off ered to 
capital such as, for instance, tax concessions to corporations. But given 
 these concessions to capital, the other feature—of fi scal responsibility— 
can only be exercised by making sure that  there are cuts elsewhere, in 
par tic u lar cuts in public expenditure, i.e., cuts in all transfers to the 
working (and workless) population such as expenditure on health, food 
subsidies, education,  etc. All of this defl ates their income, once again 
bringing to eff ect a restriction of their consumption of the goods 
needed for the metropolitan region at a non- increasing supply price. A 
similar eff ect is brought about by yet another familiar strategy of our 
time, a revival of what Marx called ‘primitive accumulation’, the ‘em-
inent domain’ form of dispossession of the peasantry from their land 
(and foresters from the commons) for corporate proj ects at ‘throwaway’ 
prices as part of this headlong pursuit of ‘development’, thereby im-
poverishing this dispossessed population of petty producers. I have 
named just two of the most prominent strategies for income defl ation 
in our own neo- liberal time, the book off ers more yet in a very thor-
ough treatment and thereby instructs us comprehensively about the 
nature of con temporary imperialism and its continuities with as well as 
diff erences from colonialism.

In this very brief exposition of income defl ation, I leap- frogged from 
how it was achieved in the colonial period to how it has been done the 
last forty years. I was  silent on the period immediately following de-
colonization, roughly the three de cades or so  after the Second World 
War.  There lies a tale of instructive signifi cance.

The Patnaiks view the po liti cal economy of  these de cades as a kind 
of caesura in the rhythms of imperialism, which then allows them to 
explain the emergence of the neo- liberal strategies for income defl ation 
of more recent years via the concepts of their own analytical account of 
imperialism. As they see it, this period is defi ned not only by the con-
tinuance of constraints fi rst put on the natu ral (what they call the 
‘spontaneous’) trajectory of capital by the Keynesian policies of demand 
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xviii Foreword

management in the metropole to cope with a prolonged and unpre ce-
dently deep crisis, but, given their interest in imperialism, it is a period 
of even more signifi cant constraints coming from policies  adopted in the 
periphery by governments formed through the success of mass mobili-
zations that led to decolonization. As a result of decolonization itself, 
the income- defl ating strategies of colonialism (‘drain of surplus’ and 
‘deindustrialisation’ as discussed above) lapsed. That much is obvious. 
But  because the peasantry and other petty producers had extensively 
participated in  these mass movements that led to decolonization,  these 
new governments, out of a sense of obligation to them, not only did not 
replace them with other policies to the same eff ect, they in fact  adopted 
polices that pulled somewhat in the opposite direction, against the 
runaway interests of foreign and domestic capital and— through sub-
sidies and the provision of some essential services—in favour of petty 
production. Thus capitalism in this period, having lost its colonialist 
strategies for income defl ation and faced with  these new constraints 
from the newly emerging governments of erstwhile colonies, was con-
fronted with precisely the increase in supply price of essential commod-
ities from  these ex- colonies that threatened the value of money and its 
entire monetary system.

The Patnaiks thus reverse the standard accounts of this period. 
Where the standard account views the increase in commodity prices in 
the nineteen seventies as a consequence of an extreme and panicky re-
action to the collapse of the monetary system of Bretton Woods, their 
account explains the emergence of neo- liberalism  after the re- mantling 
of the Bretton Woods institutions as a way of coping with the rise of 
commodity prices that owed, fi rst to the loss of colonialist forms of 
income defl ation and, second to the adoption of  these new policies 
of freshly in de pen dent governments that pulled away from income 
defl ation—  a neat confi rmation of their own theory of imperialism. To 
repeat in summary, the neo- liberalism of the last thirty years was a way 
of returning to the protection of the value of money against commod-
ities (something essential to the wealth- holding function of money on 
which capitalism fundamentally depends) by a restoration of capitalism’s 
built-in imperialism, i.e. its policy of income defl ation in the periphery 
(but now by diff  er ent post- colonialist strategies of primitive accumula-
tion by land dispossession of petty producers, fi scal responsibility and 
austerity mea sures,  etc) to  counter the increase in commodity prices 
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resulting from the policies of a heterodox interregnum in the years im-
mediately following the Second World War.

IV

The book is primarily a theoretical analy sis of imperialism and a theo-
retical diagnosis of its per sis tence throughout the history of cap i tal ist 
po liti cal economy. Despite its wide and humane sympathies, it does not 
undertake any elaboration of what re sis tance to imperialism would re-
quire nor what a world without imperialism, as they diagnose it, would 
look like exactly. It is an obvious inference from the analy sis itself, which 
explains how imperialism is a non- cancellable feature of capitalism, that 
capitalism would have to be, as the title of the very brief last section of 
the book puts it, ‘transcended’ for imperialism to be a  thing of the past. 
The details of the analy sis, especially of the post- colonial period, logi-
cally imply, as the authors briefl y hint in vari ous places, that to overcome 
imperialism the nations of the South would have to mobilize an oppo-
sition against the policies  adopted by their elites, which acquiesce in 
imperialist eff orts to impose income defl ation on their subaltern popu-
lations. This implication is obvious not only from the analy sis of impe-
rialism itself, but from what the authors say about what I have called 
the heterodox interregnum in the immediate aftermath of decoloniza-
tion where precisely such an opposition was fi tfully attempted by many 
ex- colonies. But what such an opposition to compulsory income defl a-
tion would amount to once neo- liberal policies set in in the third quarter 
of the last  century is bound to be very diff  er ent from what was attempted 
in the preceding de cades of heterodoxy.

 There are some suggestive hints on off er in the book. The Patnaiks 
speak passingly of the necessity for nations of the South to ‘de- link’ from 
neo- liberalism’s globalized fi nancial economy (presumably initially 
by serious eff orts to impose controls on the fl ight of capital) and else-
where they hint of a subsequent partial South- South relinking so that 
the smaller economies of the South can survive with the support of its 
larger economies.  These are only hints of necessary initial steps and it 
would be an in ter est ing exercise to explore how they may be developed 
in detail, building on the wealth of detail of their analytic and diagnos-
tic account of imperialism. It seems to me that one thought- experiment 
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to pump our intuitions on the  matter might be to ask a question in 
the subjunctive: if such a de- linking (and partial South- South re- 
linking)  were to occur, would the countries of the South be better off  
than they are and would the countries of the North and temperate re-
gions be worse off ? I realize that terms like ‘better off ’ and ‘worse off ’ 
are themselves ideologically contested terms since what gets to count 
as better or worse off   will be diff erentially approached by contesting 
positions. But assuming some resolution of such disputes, an affi  rmative 
answer to  these questions would be to confi rm one’s intuition about 
the presence of imperialism, while  those who are sceptical of the con-
tinuing relevance of the category of ‘imperialism’ for our con temporary 
world,  will give negative answers.  These sceptics who intuitively an-
swer in the negative  will then have to respond to the entire argument 
of this book and also particularly to the extensive empirical evidence 
mobilized in the making of the argument, including in the vari ous 
 tables and in the carefully formulated response by its authors to David 
Harvey’s spirited and challenging comment on their argument (also pub-
lished  here), which, in fact, expresses this scepticism.

I expect that many, even many on the Left,  will be made anxious by 
the very idea of resisting income defl ation by some form of partial 
delinking. Most economists do not want to resist fi nancial globaliza-
tion, they want to ‘make globalization work’. Moreover  there is a wide-
spread anxiety among the lay intelligent sia and the cultural Left that 
such de- linking amounts to some sort of return to nationalism and na-
tionalism, given the history of Eu rope, understandably fi lls the West-
ern mind with qualm. But  there are fascinating hints in the book that 
point  towards a more subtle analy sis, suggesting that a return to greater 
national sovereignty in the very specifi c realm of economics (i.e., a re-
turn to control of one’s economy rather than have it hegemonized by 
global fi nance capital) is the best way to resist the wrong forms of na-
tionalism all over the world, the rightly feared reactionary nationalisms 
based on ethnicities and extremist religious ele ments prevalent in many 
parts of the world  today.  These ideas deserve close study and further 
development.

Though it is not how it is explic itly presented in the book, I have in 
 these introductory remarks right at the outset distinguished between the 
analytical and empirical sides or components of its theory of imperial-
ism. I have done so deliberately. This is  because  there is scope for mis-
understanding its conclusions, misunderstandings that are avoidable. 
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 There is no gainsaying the importance to the book of the sheer empir-
ical facts about climatic divisions in the world’s geography, facts that 
bring out the spatial nature of imperialism, the domination of one re-
gion of the world by another. We do not have a completely clean and 
exceptionless vocabulary with which to distinguish between  these two 
regions, and the authors do the best they can by helping themselves to 
a variable ongoing vocabulary at hand (‘Metropole and Periphery’, 
‘North and South’, ‘Temperate and Tropical/Sub- Tropical’ . . .). But 
they should not be held rigidly bound to any of  these labels, for that 
would give rise to irrelevant quibbles about  whether one or other coun-
try in question is properly described by one or other of  these terms. As 
with all such labels, they  don’t in  every single case fi t the subject- matter 
of a complex theory. But the substance of the book’s claims should not 
be held hostage to the shortcomings of an ongoing available terminol-
ogy. The work is being done by the theory and the empirical support 
for it, not by the nomenclature. Indeed even the term ‘colonialism’ may 
not be perfectly suffi  cient for the authors’ purposes since  there  were 
colonialisms that  were not characterized by the structural relationships 
that the theory posits. That only shows that the terms ‘colonialism’ and 
‘imperialism’ are eventually intended to be defi ned by the analytical 
and empirical relations that the theory proposes, not by some in de-
pen dent criterion. As I said, by the end of the theoretical argument, 
‘imperialism’ is just a term for the features of the economic domina-
tion that are invariant in the colonial and the post-  colonial era. Once 
 those features are characterized, i.e., once the theory of imperialism on 
off er is in place, the exceptions to a more casually understood notion of 
‘colonialism’ are also explained by the theory itself. (Thus for instance, 
once the account of imperialism is in place,  those colonialisms that 
occurred with the settlement of populations within the temperate re-
gion itself— North Amer i ca, for example, more or less replacing native 
populations or reducing them to life in reservations— are not instances 
of imperialism but rather of a diff usion of capitalism from Eu rope to 
other temperate areas of the world. Indeed the theory also explains 
why such a diff usion did not take place to the non- temperate regions 
of the world since then one would not possess the external ele ment in 
the form that is essential for the stability of the value of money.)  There 
is nothing surprising or unusual about this method and this way of 
proceeding. It is how all explanation proceeds: One fi rst identifi es an 
explanandum with a terminology that one has on hand—in this case, 
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by the term ‘colonialism’ and ‘imperialism’ and the vari ous labels I 
mentioned above for the basic distinction between the two geo graph-
i cal regions. One then constructs a theory that provides an explana-
tion of what one has identifi ed. The explanation then retroactively 
shows the limitations of the initial terminology that identifi ed the phe-
nomenon to be explained and accounts for the exceptions to the ter-
minology. If this is right, nothing deep is at stake if  there are excep-
tions to any bit of nomenclature that is initially deployed.

I am labouring this point as well as stressing in my exposition that 
the book has a dual aspect—an analytical schema which then gets 
an empirical fi lling— because I think  there is perhaps less disagreement 
between David Harvey (who raises some of  these exceptions) and the 
Patnaiks than it might fi rst seem. Apart from pointing to exceptions, 
Harvey worries about a geo graph i cal determinism that pervades the 
book, a worry that might to some extent subside if one saw the geo-
graph i cal claims as having the role of giving empirical ground to an 
analytical schema both of which together comprise the theory of im-
perialism. This is not to suggest that the empirical claims appealing to 
geo graph i cal and climatic diff erentials are not impor tant for the book’s 
claims. They certainly are. It is just that their importance does not come 
at the expense of denying that geography itself is deeply integrated with 
po liti cal economy and that the subject of the book is that integrated 
phenomenon, just as Harvey rightly insists work of this kind should be.

V

I could not close  these forewords on A Theory of Imperialism without 
expressing a sense of gratitude that I feel, and I expect many  others 
 will feel, for what it brings to the peculiar disciplinary pass that we have 
been landed with in the acad emy in the past many de cades. This book 
is so welcome  today not just for its brilliance and originality, nor just 
for its depth of insight and its painstaking empirical specifi cations, but 
 because the discipline of Economics, as it is pursued in departments in 
universities all over the world, has completely ignored the subject of 
imperialism for half a  century or more. The idea that one can under-
stand the economic conditions of the world without a full comprehen-
sion of imperialism both past and pres ent comes close to the proportions 
of an intellectual scandal. And it is this perhaps that accounts for what 
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would other wise be a curious development of the last few de cades: the 
recent revival of the topic by the passionate advocacy of a Palestinian 
literary critic whose wide infl uence made it central to intellectual life 
in universities. As a result it is En glish Departments and the modish 
developments in what has come to be called Cultural Studies that have 
explored the subject in recent years. Though I suppose we must ac-
knowledge and applaud the generosity and capaciousness of  these dis-
ciplines for picking up the scandalous slack in other disciplines that have 
abdicated a theme that should in a sane disciplinary distribution be 
central to their interests, we cannot also fail to remark that the study 
of imperialism in our universities in recent years has, as a result, not 
unsurprisingly, focused primarily on its cultural aspects. This is not 
merely restrictive, it cannot fail to be shallow, since  there is no under-
standing the culture of imperialism in de pen dently of an understanding 
of its po liti cal economy (and, to be fair, I  don’t doubt that the reverse 
is also true). Utsa and Prabhat Patnaik have performed the long over-
due ser vice of returning the subject of imperialism to its economic 
roots and they have done so with a marvelously accessible argument 
that non- Economists may also grasp without strain.

Akeel Bilgrami
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Preface

THIS BOOK is the result of seeking answers to a number of questions 
that arose from a study of the origins and functioning of con temporary 
capitalism and from our failure to fi nd satisfactory answers to  these 
questions in existing theories. One question was why external expansion 
and trade  were historically so impor tant for the rise of the cap i tal ist 
system at its West Eu ro pean core. Access to energy, food, and raw mate-
rials was clearly essential for its development and for industrialization, 
and evidence shows that internal sources or exchange with sovereign 
areas alone did not provide the bulk of  these necessities for the fi rst 
industrializing countries. Colonial subjugation of  peoples located 
mainly in tropical and subtropical areas and the large scale transfer of 
tax- fi nanced or rent- fi nanced goods gratis to the core countries  were 
crucial to the rise of industrial capitalism, but  these realities  were gen-
erally glossed over by existing theory, which located growth and indus-
trial transformation in endogenous  factors alone.

This led to the realization that mainstream theories of trade and 
development ignored the material real ity that the production capacities 
of temperate lands and  those of tropical lands  were and continue to be 
vastly diff  er ent. In fact, despite all technological advances, import sub-
stitution is not pos si ble at all as regards a large range of tropical products 
in the temperate- region advanced economies— where the defi nition of 
“tropical products” includes strawberries and roses in December. The 
products of the tropical landmass, along with energy, are an essential, 
taken- for- granted part of the daily requirements of advanced countries, 
both as current inputs into production and for the consumption basket 
of their populations. But the supply of the tropical landmass and of 
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known, currently exploitable energy sources is inelastic. Ricardo’s idea 
that trade arose  because  there was mutual benefi t from specialization 
and exchange was not tenable since the basic assumption of the theory, 
that all countries can produce all goods, was not true. Some countries 
alone could produce all goods, which all countries required.

The stability of the prewar international payments system based on 
the gold standard and centred on the world cap i tal ist leader, Britain, 
and the ac cep tance of the pound sterling as being “as good as gold” 
seem to have been crucially dependent on the latter’s appropriation 
gratis of the global export earnings of its tropical colonies.  These earn-
ings reached remarkable heights  because only  these lands could pro-
duce a certain range of goods needed by the entire developing cap i tal ist 
world. The appropriation without any quid pro quo of  these export 
earnings by the world cap i tal ist leader enabled it not only to run current 
account defi cits with, but even to export capital to, the developing areas 
of recent Eu ro pean settlement, all of which  were located in the temper-
ate regions of the world.

The value of money at the core, and hence the entire fi nancial sys-
tem, rested on the ability to ensure that an uninterrupted fl ow of  these 
goods could be obtained at nonincreasing prices by the expanding 
cap i tal ist core. This was made pos si ble by severely limiting the growth 
of demand of indigenous populations through taxation, through rent 
extraction, and through the creation of mass unemployment by the 
destruction of local crafts. And a part of this very same tax and rent 
revenue was used to pay for the fl ow of  these goods to the expanding 
cap i tal ist core, which meant therefore, from the point of view of the 
colonizing power, an appropriation of  these goods without any quid 
pro quo.

In what ways has the pres ent- day cap i tal ist system maintained the 
most impor tant structural features of the earlier period of imperialism 
even in the absence of direct po liti cal control? This was the main ques-
tion to be answered, particularly with re spect to countering the insta-
bility of the value of money at the core, which could destroy the viability 
of the fi nancial system. As in the earlier period, ensuring that the 
supply of energy and of goods is kept fl owing at nonincreasing prices 
to meet the growing demand at the core is crucial for maintaining the 
value of money at the core, as well as to ensure the stability of wealth- 
holding, which is a central concern of capitalism; but the conditions for 
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 doing so are more diffi  cult to establish in the absence of direct po liti-
cal control. How this stability is nonetheless achieved is a major issue 
that we had to examine.

In the existing lit er a ture the question has been posed: What is the 
origin of third world food dependence? But the even more impor tant 
question is never asked: What is the origin of the demand for the prod-
ucts of third world land by the advanced industrial nations and how is 
this demand, which continues to increase, met? And what is the con-
sequence for local populations of meeting this growing demand from 
the North? The nature of land as a nonproducible resource, and the 
absence of specifi c “land- augmenting” economic mea sures by their 
states,1 which  were constrained by the system’s insistence upon “sound 
fi nance” (or its recent incarnation, “fi scal responsibility”), meant that 
the specialization by southern nations in export crops, rather than ben-
efi ting them, entailed certain impor tant adverse consequences: it was 
always marked by a decline in the production and availability of food 
grains for local populations owing to the diversion of land and other 
resources to export crops. This inverse relation, between the growth 
of export crops and the availability of food for the local populations, is 
invariably ignored in development theory.

The main economic mechanism for ensuring an uninterrupted 
supply of  these products to the advanced North at nonincreasing prices 
has been an “income defl ation” imposed on the working populations of 
the South, which restricts their demand for their own products. This has 
indeed proved to be a highly eff ective tool and continues to be used even 
in the absence of direct po liti cal control being exercised over southern 
populations. The resulting decline in the nutritional standards of this 
population and the rise in the incidence of poverty within it are denied 
in the existing “mainstream” lit er a ture, which follows untenable meth-
ods of mea sur ing poverty.

In the pro cess of asking and answering  these questions, we found 
that we had formulated a theory of imperialism that has relevance not 
only for the past, but also in the pres ent era. This theory is set out in 
the pres ent book in a brief form. It is not our intention to pres ent this 
theory as a substitute for, or as an alternative to, the existing theories 
of imperialism. We are simply attempting to draw attention to certain 
phenomena that have always characterized capitalism and continue to 
do so even now.  These phenomena underlie imperialism but have not 
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received the attention they deserve. They are ensconced within a 
universe that has been much studied by writers on imperialism; our 
concentrating on them alone while not discussing  these other studies, 
should not be construed as detracting from the worth of  these other 
studies.2
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THE TER M “IMPER I A LISM,” though still widely used in 
third world countries, has become rather rare even in radical discourse 
in advanced cap i tal ist countries. Terms like “empire” have increasingly 
replaced it;1 and even when “imperialism” is occasionally used, it is 
usually taken to merely describe the tendency on the part of the lead-
ing cap i tal ist power, the United States,  either singly or with the support 
of other cap i tal ist powers, to exercise political- military hegemony over 
countries of the third world, without reference to any economic 
compulsion for  doing so. In fact, many well- known Marxist writers 
 today explic itly reject the term “imperialism” insofar as it is taken to 
mean any systemic tendency for metropolitan capital to dominate the 
outlying regions in par tic u lar.

ch a pter one

Introduction
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2 Introduction

I

Reluctance to Use the Term “Imperialism”

This reluctance to use the term “imperialism” is not surprising. Central 
to the concept as it was used earlier was a division of the world into two 
segments, with both workers and cap i tal ists in one of them being better 
placed than their counter parts in the other. It made sense in that situ-
ation to talk of a systemic tendency that could be seen as under lying 
imperialism. But in  today’s context, two basic changes have been brought 
about by globalization. On the one hand, the domestic big bourgeoisie 
in several third world countries like India not only is closely integrated 
with international fi nance capital but has actually prospered and fl our-
ished as well: the list of the top billionaires in the world  today not only 
contains, as it used to in the old days, the names of persons belonging 
to the advanced cap i tal ist countries, but a fair number of Chinese 
and Indian names as well.

On the other hand, capital is  free to move across countries and 
locate plants in the third world for producing goods not just for the 
local market but for exports to the entire world market. Since this 
freedom does not exist merely on paper but is actually exercised by 
metropolitan capital that is locating plants in China and elsewhere for 
servicing the world market, the implication is that workers in the metro-
politan countries are now competing against low- wage workers of the 
third world. They are no longer insulated from the low wages prevail-
ing in the third world.

The segmentation of the world economy such that workers in one 
part of it could raise their wages more or less in tandem with the in-
crease in their  labour productivity, while workers in the other part  were 
stuck at a subsistence level (admittedly not a biological subsistence) 
 because of massive  labour reserves, breaks down in the era of global-
ization. Workers in the advanced cap i tal ist countries are now exposed 
to the baneful eff ects of the third world’s  labour reserves on their real 
wages, as Joseph Stiglitz’s fi nding that the real wage rates of Ameri-
can workers have not increased at all over the last several de cades proves.2 
What this means is that the growing divergence in real wage rates over 
time between the two segments of the world economy has been halted, 
if not even slightly reversed.3
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Thus, while the third world big bourgeoisie is coming up rapidly and 
making common cause with the cap i tal ists of advanced countries, to a 
point where even the distinction between the two bourgeoisies is get-
ting obliterated,  there is also a certain parallel tendency, if not  towards 
an  actual obliteration of the wage diff erences between the workers in 
the advanced and third world countries, then at least  towards a freezing 
of  these diff erences. The advanced country workers have wages whose 
ratio to third world wages does not increase no  matter how high the 
rate of growth of their  labour productivity.

It follows then that in lieu of the original dichotomy between an 
advanced cap i tal ist world and a backward cap i tal ist world, which typi-
cally underlay the concept of imperialism, we might be seeing the di-
vision between the cap i tal ists on the one hand and the workers on the 
other as an emerging phenomenon, both within countries and also 
globally. The spatial dichotomy between two parts of the world, or 
the segmentation of the world economy into two unequal parts, one 
of which maintains control over the other, as the term “imperialism” 
implied, appears to be passé.

 There is a further point, quite apart from the break-up of the former 
segmentation of the world economy as a consequence of globalization, 
which lends support to this view: it has to do with the emergence of 
international fi nance capital as the new lead actor on the global scene. 
When Lenin (1977) was writing about imperialism, his perception was 
of a set of rival imperialist powers, each characterized by a fi nancial 
oligarchy that presided over a co ali tion of banks and industrial capital, 
was closely integrated with that country’s state personnel, and was 
engaged in partitioning and repartitioning the world in the quest for 
“economic territory.”

The three main features of the scenario sketched by Lenin  were: 
fi rst, the national character of fi nance capital; second, a close link 
within each nation among industry, banks, and the state, which en-
tailed that the quest for “economic territory” (as the strategy of this 
national fi nance capital that was put into eff ect by the State and 
ideologically sustained by a glorifi cation of the “national idea” [as 
Hilferding noted4], also promoted industrial interests and could be 
presented as a “national strategy”; and, third, the pervasiveness of 
rivalry among  these national fi nance capitals, of an “inter- imperialist 
rivalry” for repartitioning a world whose partitioning had already 
been completed.
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 These features have been largely superseded by the emergence, 
through further centralization of capital, of international fi nance cap-
ital that is globalized, is not tied to any par tic u lar nation- state (though 
it is defended in its global operations by the leading cap i tal ist state with 
support from the  others), is much more fi nancial in nature, and is 
engaged in massive speculation for capital gains, rather than being 
concerned with the promotion of industry. (The term “fi nancialization” 
that is often used in lieu of and as distinct from “industrialization” 
captures this last point.) It is in the interests of international fi nance 
capital, which moves all over the world in quest of speculative gains, 
that the world should not be partitioned, that no barriers should exist in 
the way of the  free movement of capital, including in the form of fi -
nance, and of commodities. International fi nance capital therefore 
specifi cally wants a muting of inter- imperialist rivalry, a removal of all 
barriers in the form of bound aries between “economic territories” of 
rival fi nance capitals, which had been a feature of the scenario sketched 
by Lenin. This, as we know, does not mean an end of wars, or the 
ushering in of an era of peace, but only the end of wars caused by inter- 
imperialist rivalry.

Two implications of this pro cess of globalization of capital are impor-
tant in this context. First, while capital is globalized, the states still 
remain nation- states, which suggests that state policy must, willy- nilly, 
cater to the caprices of globalized fi nance. The po liti cal and military 
might of the most power ful cap i tal ist state is proximately used for de-
fending the interests and operations of globalized fi nance capital, but 
all states fall in line in concurring with the defence of  these interests 
(with the exception of some “recalcitrant” state, which may be trying 
to opt out of the globalization arrangement and hence ipso facto curb-
ing the  free movement of globalized fi nance, and against which the 
might of the most power ful state would typically be directed). Second, 
globalized fi nance capital does not belong exclusively to any one 
country; rather, it draws the capital of all countries into the pro cess of 
globalization. The corporate- fi nancial oligarchies in all countries get 
integrated into the pro cess of globalization.

In this scenario  there is a certain apparent uniformity in the experi-
ence of all economies.  There is no one economy, no one power aggran-
dizing itself at the expense of some other countries. Instead, freely 
mobile globalized fi nance capital apparently metes out even- handed 
treatment to all countries. To be sure, not all become equal gainers or 
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losers  because of such treatment, but  these disparities are determined 
by a host of  factors having nothing to do with the domination of one 
country by another. And if one argues, with some justifi cation, that 
being caught in the vortex of  free cross- border fl ows of capital and com-
modities is per se inimical to the interests of the  people of the third 
world, then two kinds of objections would be raised against that 
 argument: fi rst, that the experience of China, India, and several East 
and Southeast Asian countries proves that  there is nothing in the na-
ture of the international economy, as opposed to  factors internal to 
third world countries which they should try to overcome on their 
own, that hurts the  people through such  free fl ows; and second, that 
 there is no coercion being exercised against the wishes of third world 
governments to make them embrace globalization, so that the blame 
for the deleterious consequences, if any, of such globalization on the 
 people’s living standards should not be laid at the door of some-
thing called “imperialism.”

Taking all this into account then— quite apart from the fact that the 
divergences between the advanced and backward countries’ bourgeoi-
sies and between the advanced and backward countries’ workers no 
longer operate the way they used to— a spatial perspective on the world 
economy, such as what imperialism suggests, is far removed from what 
we have  today: namely, a foregrounding of globalized fi nance capital. 
It is not “North versus South” or “advanced versus backward countries” 
or as Lenin (1977, 637) had put it, the “fi nancial strangulation” of the 
overwhelming majority of the world’s  people by a handful of advanced 
countries; it is globalized fi nance capital, of which the fi nance capitals 
of individual countries are component parts and which does not belong 
to any par tic u lar country, operating all over the globe. Even if it immis-
erates the  people, it does so, and can do so, everywhere; it cannot be 
called “imperialism.” Capitalism has the eff ect of exploiting, oppress-
ing, and immiserating the  people; and con temporary capitalism, which 
is no exception to this, does this in its own way. But calling it “imperi-
alism” is misleading.  Doing so gives an impression that what had 
prevailed earlier continues to prevail  today. It analytically obliterates 
the sui generis character of con temporary capitalism and should there-
fore be shunned.
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II

The Object of the Pres ent Book

The purpose of the pres ent book is to argue a position contrary to 
the one outlined above: namely, that  there is an abiding relevance to the 
concept of “imperialism.” It seeks to establish that  there is a conti-
nuity between the colonial period and now, notwithstanding the fact 
that countries of the third world now are no longer ruled by foreign 
powers. This continuity arises from a certain structural relationship 
that characterizes capitalism but that, surprisingly, has received very 
 little attention  until now. Put diff erently, in addition to the capital- 
wage  labour relationship, capitalism is characterized by an additional 
structural relationship, and “imperialism” refers to that structural 
relationship. That relationship necessarily has a spatial dimension and 
was as much a feature of the colonial period as it is of con temporary 
capitalism: its essence lies in the fact that capitalism, within which of 
course metropolitan capitalism has the predominant position, must, in 
its “spontaneous” operation, act in ways that tend to immiserate the 
traditional petty producers of the third world, who constitute the 
overwhelming bulk of the working population of  these countries.

The fact that big capital of the third world itself is complicit in this 
pro cess of undermining and squeezing the traditional petty producers, 
viz., the peasants, craftsmen, fi shermen, artisans, and so on—is not ger-
mane to the argument, just as the fact that metropolitan capitalism 
also squeezes its own residual petty producers, not to mention the 
workers directly employed by it, is not germane to the argument. What 
is impor tant is the fact of this compression of income and livelihoods 
exercised by metropolitan capitalism upon the traditional petty produc-
ers of the third world, especially of the tropics. This occurs for a very 
specifi c reason and must be distinguished from the general tendency of 
capitalism to destroy the basis of petty production everywhere.

Not to recognize the sui generis nature of this compression, and 
hence of the structural relationship of which it is an expression, is to 
miss out on a very crucial aspect of capitalism, which alas has largely 
been the case  until now. We use the term “imperialism” to cover this 
structural relationship, and not to recognize imperialism in this sense 
amounts to missing out on an understanding both of colonialism 
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and of con temporary capitalism. The need for metropolitan capital-
ism to impose income defl ation upon the petty producers of the 
tropics  will be discussed at a theoretical level in the next several 
chapters,  after which we  shall pres ent empirical data to substantiate 
our argument.
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The Reason for Increasing Supply Price

Capitalism at the core cannot do without access to a number of pri-
mary commodities that have the following two characteristics. The 
fi rst is that they are produced in distant outlying regions and typically 
by petty producers who, though linked to capitalism and therefore 
no longer retaining their original character, are nonetheless outside 
of the capital- wage  labour relationship. Some of  these commodities, 
even when produced within the metropolitan core, are nonetheless 
also imported to the metropolitan core from the outlying regions, so 
that an increase in the demand for them at the margin requires larger 
supplies from  these outlying regions. But other such commodities sim-
ply do not get produced at all within the core and are not even pro-
ducible within it  because of their specifi c climatic and other natu ral 
requirements.

ch a pter t wo

The Threat of Increasing 
Supply Price
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The Threat of Increasing Supply Price 9

The second characteristic is that  these commodities are subject to 
the phenomenon of increasing supply price, which means that if an in-
crease in the demand for them  were to be satisfi ed by greater produc-
tion, then even at the existing level of money wage rate per effi  ciency 
unit of  labour at the point of production, or money income of the pro-
ducers per unit of their  labour (mea sured in effi  ciency units), their unit 
prime cost of production would increase.

The notion of the “effi  ciency unit of  labour” may be explained as 
follows. If a given output, what ever it is, is maintained over time, then 
it is quite pos si ble that  either through “learning by  doing” or through 
the use of new technology,  labour productivity would increase in the 
production of this output, which is the same as saying that one labourer 
would become over time the equivalent of more than one. A doubling 
of  labour productivity for instance means that as a consequence of such 
doubling, one labourer becomes the equivalent of two— i.e., one “natu-
ral unit” of  labour becomes two “effi  ciency units” of  labour. To say “at 
given money wage rate per effi  ciency unit of  labour” amounts therefore 
to saying: “if the money wage rate per labourer (as a person) increases in 
tandem with the rise in his or her  labour productivity.” Obviously, if 
money wages per person increase in tandem with the rise in the person’s 
 labour productivity, then the unit  labour cost in money terms remains 
unchanged at any given level of output, so long as the unit  labour in-
put (in effi  ciency units) remains unchanged. And if in addition the non-
labour current inputs per unit output also remain unchanged, then 
 there is no reason why the unit prime cost of production, and hence the 
unit supply price, should change over time.  There is, in short, a certain 
supply price associated with that level of output. If the output increases 
in any period, and if the current input coeffi  cients, including the 
 labour input, which would have prevailed had the smaller output been 
produced, could be replicated, then  there is no reason why the supply 
price should increase. Put diff erently (since the other current inputs do 
not  matter so much for our general argument), if the level of  labour 
productivity per effi  ciency unit of  labour remains unchanged in any pe-
riod in the event of an output expansion, then the supply price should 
remain unchanged for any given money wage rate per effi  ciency unit of 
 labour. Hence increasing supply price, in the sense of a rise in the unit 
prime cost (or unit variable cost) of production with an increase in out-
put, arises when this increase lowers the level of  labour productivity per 
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10 The Threat of Increasing Supply Price

effi  ciency unit of  labour, i.e., raises the  labour input (in effi  ciency units) 
per unit of output.

Increasing supply price occurs therefore not  because one natu ral 
unit of  labour becomes less in effi  ciency units (which amounts to tech-
nological retrogression). It occurs  because of a decline in  labour pro-
ductivity per effi  ciency unit of  labour, which means that as more is 
produced, more  labour in effi  ciency units is needed per unit of output. 
With the money wage rate per effi  ciency unit of  labour assumed to be 
given, this raises the unit  labour cost and hence the unit prime cost, 
i.e., the supply price.1 And the only way such an increase can happen 
is  because of transition to inferior quality of land, or  because of the 
greater depth to which the extraction of mineral resources has to be 
carried, and so on.

The fact that commodities with  these two characteristics are re-
quired regularly by capitalism is obvious. Mineral resources, in the 
absence of the discovery of new and more easily exploitable sources, 
are a clear example of such a commodity. They may not be produced 
by petty producers, but they are produced in distant outlying regions, 
and without supplies from  these regions, the growing demand for them 
cannot be met. (Less than one- eighth of remaining known global oil 
and natu ral gas reserves lies within the territories of the advanced 
economies.) The other clear example consists of the products of the 
tropical landmass. Such products are produced typically by petty pro-
ducers in outlying regions that are at some distance from the metro-
politan core. In fact, most such products are  either not producible at 
all within the core itself for climatic reasons, or are not producible ex-
cept in a limited season; they can  either only be produced on tropical 
lands or be accessed from  these lands to avoid seasonal dearth of sup-
ply. And in their case, since uncultivated tropical land scarcely exists 
any longer, in the absence of “land- augmenting” technological change 
(on which more  later), we do not have just increasing supply price, but 
actually an almost vertical supply curve, i.e., a steeply increasing supply 
price.

While the argument of this book  will also hold with suitable mod-
ifi cation for the case of mineral resources, we  shall be concerned in what 
follows primarily with products of the tropical landmass.
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The Threat of Increasing Supply Price 11

II

The Fallacy of “Mainstream” Trade Theory

The fact that a large range of products of the tropical landmass, which 
are not producible at all in cold temperate regions where the metropoli-
tan core of the cap i tal ist world is located, are essential nonetheless for 
this metropolitan core has been systematically ignored in economics 
and continues to be ignored to this day. In fact, all arguments about 
the benefi ts of  free trade are fundamentally based on ignoring and gloss-
ing over of this material real ity. Since the idea that  free trade benefi ts 
all trading parties is the core idea of “mainstream” economics, which 
informs con temporary policy mea sures like the setting up of the World 
Trade Organ ization and was being emphasized during the recent Doha 
round of negotiations,2 it follows that such glossing over is central to 
“mainstream” economics.

This ignoring of material real ity, this glossing over of facts, began 
with none other than David Ricardo himself, whose theory of com-
parative cost advantage argued that even if the absolute cost of pro-
duction of commodities was lower in some countries compared to 
 others, all countries would benefi t from specializing in producing  those 
commodities in which they enjoy a relative or “comparative cost ad-
vantage.”3  Free trade, which makes countries produce in accordance 
with their comparative cost advantage, is potentially benefi cial for all, 
 because with such specialization and exchange through trade, the to-
tal world output, taking all countries together, is vector- wise larger than 
in a pretrade or a nontrade situation.4 This argument presupposes that all 
countries can produce all commodities, and in fact do so in the pre trade 
scenario, so that relative costs can be defi ned. Only then does trade bring 
about a situation in which countries benefi t when they specialize in par-
tic u lar commodities and exchange, instead of producing every thing 
themselves.

The material fallacy in Ricardo’s argument, which renders it an in-
correct one, arises from the fact that all countries could not produce 
all goods: precisely that premise is not true, which is required to reach 
the conclusion of benefi t for all through trade. Ricardo, in short, was 
ignoring the fact that the cold temperate regions could never produce 
a large range of crops, which tropical or subtropical countries could, 
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12 The Threat of Increasing Supply Price

whereas the latter countries (especially the large ones with varying to-
pography) could produce through year- round cropping not only  those 
crops that cold temperate regions could never produce, but also, during 
their winter months, even the same crops that temperate regions did 
in summer.5 With permanently zero output of tropical products in tem-
perate lands,  there was no “cost of production” that could be defi ned 
 there at all for  these products, let alone any relative cost (U. Patnaik 
2005). Thus, no basis existed for comparing cost advantage.

Even within the temperate region itself production capacities diff ered 
between the warm temperate and cold temperate regions.  There  were 
two distinct prob lems with Ricardo’s specifi c example in which he took 
Britain and Portugal as the two countries and woolen cloth and grape 
wine as the two commodities to reach the conclusion that even though 
 labour used per unit of output was lower in both goods for Portugal, 
since relative costs diff ered, Britain should specialize in producing cloth 
and Portugal should specialize in producing wine, and thereby both 
countries would benefi t through exchange. First, the premise of the 
argument was that both countries could produce both goods (other-
wise relative cost cannot be defi ned), but this premise was not satisfi ed 
by his own example since cold temperate Britain could not produce 
grape wine on a commercial basis; this was particularly so when Ricardo 
wrote, since ge ne tic modifi cation of plants was unknown. Second and 
much more importantly, even if Ricardo had chosen an example to fi t 
his premise, the argument would not be true  because his premise itself 
was wrong.

While warm temperate Portugal could produce both grape wine and 
cloth, cold temperate Britain could produce only cloth; and in such a 
case specialization does not bring about a vector- wise increase in the out-
put of the two commodities, taking both countries together, so trade is not 
mutually benefi cial. Since Britain would have already been specializing 
in cloth production before trade (as it could produce no grape wine) 
and since Portugal would be producing some cloth before trade, the 
post- trade specialization by Portugal in wine production would mean 
an overall reduction in world cloth output and an overall increase in 
world wine output, but no vector- wise increase in the output of both 
commodities. Ricardo’s proposition falls to the ground if both coun-
tries do not produce both goods before trade.

Specialisation and trade certainly did take place, but not for the 
happy Ricardian reason of perceived mutual benefi t. Mercantilist poli-
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The Threat of Increasing Supply Price 13

cies, the use of a combination of naval force and diplomatic pressure 
by Britain on Portugal, led to the Methuen Treaty in 1703, a  century 
before Ricardo wrote, which gave nonagricultural market access for 
En glish woolen cloth in exchange for the wine it could not itself pro-
duce. Portugal shifted a large part of the adverse eff ect of importing 
cloth, which displaced its own manufacture, by re- exporting cloth to 
Brazil, but the historical rec ords show that it did suff er decline in its 
own grain output as the area  under vineyards grew (Boxer 1973). To 
this day, obtaining nonagricultural market access in the developing 
world is the mantra for advanced countries, which have written the 
rules for the WTO. And as we  shall see  later, the pressure to export 
primary products the advanced countries cannot produce has led to 
the same outcome of declining grain production per head in develop-
ing countries.

Ricardo’s specifi c example, which did not fi t his own premise, was 
altered without any discussion of why he did so, by Paul Samuelson 
(1970). Samuelson replaced “wine” with “food” in both text and dia-
gram in his paper on “Market Mechanisms and Maximisation,” and this 
is the form in which modern text books pres ent the theory. But this 
clandestine alteration to make the example fi t the premise obviously 
cannot address the basic prob lem that the premise itself— that both 
countries can produce both goods (and by extension, all countries can 
produce all goods)—is not true. The type of material fallacy in Ricar-
do’s argument is what logicians call “the converse fallacy of accident” 6 
in which, a specifi c and restrictive premise is stated, but the conclusion 
arrived at on its basis (mutual benefi t from specialisation) is improperly 
treated as a general one— namely, the conclusion is asserted to hold in 
all cases including  those in which the premise is not true. But the con-
clusion of mutual benefi t cannot hold when the premise is not true. 
Numerical examples can be easily worked out to demonstrate this 
(see U. Patnaik 2005).

“Mainstream” trade theory  after Ricardo has followed the same fal-
lacious track. The case for  free trade is made nowadays on the basis of 
the argument that the “utility possibility curve”  after trade in each 
country lies outside (though it may touch at some point) the “utility 
possibility curve” before trade. For the “utility possibility curves” to 
have this relationship, the bundle of goods available to each country 
must be vector- wise larger with trade than without; and for this to 
happen to both countries, the total bundle of goods available  after 
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14 The Threat of Increasing Supply Price

trade, to both countries taken together, must be vector- wise larger 
than before trade.7 But this is impossible  unless both countries  were pro-
ducing both goods before trade. Other wise if, before trade, country A 
produces only commodity x ( because it cannot produce y), while coun-
try B produces both x and y, then any change in the production pattern 
as a result of trade must bring about a lowering in the output of x 
(assuming of course, as “mainstream” trade theory does, that  there is 
full utilization of resources in both countries in both the pretrade and 
post- trade situations). The basic premise for demonstrating the mu-
tual benefi t of trade collapses.

“Mainstream” trade theory to this day has therefore assumed that the 
temperate countries can also produce tropical products, which is an in-
correct statement of fact and renders the theory itself incorrect. But clearly 
it is an expedient assumption since it leads to the inference of mutual 
benefi t. It has allowed mainstream theory to ignore the real reasons 
for North–South trade in tropical commodities, as well as the  actual 
methods of extra- economic coercion used for securing the trade. It has 
also allowed mainstream theory to ignore the economic implications of 
the limited size of the tropical landmass— implications we discuss  later, 
both as regards adverse eff ects on the food security of local popula-
tions as primary exports grow, and as regards the methods of defl ating 
their incomes both historically and at pres ent to ensure that the supply 
price of  these products does not rise.

Since the tropical landmass is more or less fully used up, and since 
its products are required in the metropolitan core located in the tem-
perate world, capital accumulation that enlarges the demand for such 
products must lead to a rise in the price of such products. Such a rise 
in the price of  these products  will not elicit larger outputs of  these prod-
ucts from the tropical lands (on this more  later). But additionally, such 
a rise has serious implications for the stability of the metropolitan 
economy.

III

The Threat to the Value of Money in the Metropolis

Even if the output of the products produced by the tropical landmass 
does not increase  because of the fi xity of this landmass, which is fully 
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The Threat of Increasing Supply Price 15

used up, the supplies to the metropolis of  these products can still in-
crease as a consequence of the rise in their prices; but this can happen 
only if the money wages of the workers or the money incomes of the 
petty producers, including the peasants, who are engaged in producing 
this output, do not increase in tandem with the rise in prices. For, in such 
a case  there would be what Keynes (1930) called a “profi t infl ation,” 
giving rise to a forced reduction in the consumption of the fi xed money 
income-earners. This forced reduction in their consumption is often 
called “forced savings,” but this is misleading in an impor tant sense, 
since the credit for such “savings” does not accrue to  those whose 
consumption is squeezed. What they do not consume accrues to profi t- 
earners who market  these commodities and who therefore get the credit 
for the “savings,” even though they are not the ones whose consump-
tion has been curtailed; they in turn make  these products available to 
the metropolis. If the rise in prices also aff ects the buyers whose money 
incomes do not rise in tandem in the metropolis itself, then they too 
are forced to consume less. In such a case, even as the supplies of  these 
commodities increase from the tropical lands through a curtailment 
in their local consumption, the demand for  these commodities si mul-
ta neously falls in the temperate regions. The rise in prices works at 
both ends.

But such a rise in prices runs the risk, at least in the metropolis, of 
generating demands for money wage increases, in which case the infl a-
tion would become more acute and the squeeze on the tropical fi xed 
money income-earners (workers, petty producers, and poor peasants, 
who constitute a semi- proletariat) even more severe.

But no  matter  whether the infl ation is more or less acute,  every in-
crease in demand for such commodities would give rise to a fresh round 
of price increases, which would come to an end only when the balance 
between demand and supply has been restored (or excess demand has 
fallen to zero). And this would happen in  every period as capital accu-
mulation in the core proceeded. Such a situation, however, would 
undermine the value of money in the metropolis and with very serious 
consequences. Let us see why.

Money constitutes not only a medium of circulation, but also a form 
in which wealth is held. Indeed, even in playing its medium of circula-
tion role, money si mul ta neously plays the role of being a form of wealth- 
holding, since in the C-  M-  C cir cuit itself (where money is only a 
medium of circulation),  there is a period of interregnum when the 
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16 The Threat of Increasing Supply Price

wealth, obtained from the sale of commodities, is held in the form of 
money, before being converted to commodities again.

This is a point that monetarism in all its forms,  whether the old mon-
etarism of Ricardo or the monetarism of Walras or the monetarism of 
Milton Friedman and his successors, does not understand. Under lying 
monetarism is the implicit assumption that money is a mere medium 
of circulation but not a form of wealth- holding, for if wealth was held 
in the form of money, then, as Keynes demonstrated, Say’s Law that 
“supply creates its own demand” would break down and the prob lem 
of defi ciency of aggregate demand, which undermines monetarism, 
would arise. But money cannot constitute a medium of circulation 
(which monetarism assumes) without si mul ta neously being a form of 
wealth- holding (which monetarism implicitly denies); and if money is 
assumed to be a form of wealth- holding, then monetarism becomes 
invalid. (All attempts to build a monetarist argument even while 
giving money the role of a wealth- form, such as by invoking the “Pigou 
Eff ect” or the “Real Balance Eff ect,” can be shown to be logically 
inconsistent.8)

But the role of money as a form of wealth- holding, which in real life 
it is, gets threatened if its value is expected to fall vis- à- vis commodi-
ties, i.e., if wealth- holders expect infl ation to occur in commodity prices. 
In such a case they would be tempted to shift from holding money 
to holding commodities. The fi rst question that arises in this context 
therefore is: What does their expected rate of infl ation depend upon? 
And the immediate answer that would strike one would be: the cur-
rent rate of infl ation.

This, however, is not necessarily true. Even when the current rate of 
infl ation is positive, if the money wage rate remains fi xed and the 
output can expand without any increase in current input coeffi  cients, 
then wealth- holders  will expect prices, no  matter how high they may 
currently be, to come down in the  future to some “normal” level, or at 
the very least to stabilize at their current level. The expected infl ation 
rate in such a case would be negative or zero, no  matter how high and 
positive the current infl ation rate. The expected infl ation rate in this case 
would certainly not be positively related to the current rate of infl ation.

But if the money wage rate moves up (with a lag) when prices move 
up, then even if output can expand at given input coeffi  cients, the ex-
pected infl ation rate  will become a positive function of the current in-
fl ation rate. And, likewise, if output cannot expand at all (or can do so 
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The Threat of Increasing Supply Price 17

only with a rise in input coeffi  cients, though this is a case we consider 
only  later), then too the expected infl ation rate becomes a positive func-
tion of the current infl ation rate. This is  because, even with a given 
money wage rate (per effi  ciency unit of  labour), the price in such a case 
depends not on the unit prime cost any longer but upon demand.  There 
is nothing to “tether” price to any par tic u lar level, and if demand is 
high enough to cause a positive rate of current infl ation, then every-
one would expect it to be higher still in the  future to cause a positive 
rate of infl ation between the current period and the next. In other 
words,

{(pt + 1 − pt) / pt}
e = f {(pt −  pt − 1) / pt − 1}, with f ’ > 0; 

and f (0) = 0 . . . .  . . . .   . . .  (A)

But then a second question arises: Does any current infl ation rate, 
which in the case of vertically increasing supply price also infl uences 
the expected rate of infl ation for reasons just discussed, dislodge money 
from its role as a form of wealth- holding? The immediate answer is 
likely to be “no” for the following reason. Since commodities have a 
“carry ing cost,” which includes the cost of storage and the cost of de-
cay or damage during the period of storage, while money has zero 
carry ing cost, commodities can never possibly become a substitute for 
money as a form of wealth,  unless the rate of infl ation expected to ob-
tain exceeds the carry ing cost. More precisely, if we ignore risks, and 
denote the carry ing cost of a commodity (in terms of itself ) by c per 
unit, then the commodity would be held in lieu of money only if its 
expected rate of price infl ation exceeds c— i.e., {(pt+1 − pt) / pt}

e > c.
If, for instance, a commodity costs $100 and its price is expected to 

rise to $110 by the end of the time horizon, then it would be worth 
holding the commodity in lieu of money only if its carry ing cost in 
terms of itself is less than 10  percent. If, say, decaying is assumed to be 
the only form of carry ing cost, then a commodity with an expected 
appreciation of 10  percent in its money price would be held in lieu of 
money only if less than 10  percent of it decays over the period. But since 
commodities usually have large carry ing costs, it is not any rate of ex-
pected infl ation but only a high enough rate of expected infl ation that 
would induce a shift from money to commodities. And since, in the 
case of increasing supply price, the expected rate of infl ation is linked, 
as we have seen, to the current rate of infl ation, it is only a suffi  ciently 
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18 The Threat of Increasing Supply Price

high rate of current infl ation that would induce a shift from money to 
commodities. In other words, it would be argued that infl ation per se 
does not constitute a threat to the role of money as a wealth- form; it con-
stitutes a threat only when it exceeds a certain “threshold” rate.

This argument, however, is invalid,  because it takes all wealth- holders 
and all commodities as being identical, which is not the case. Diff  er ent 
wealth- holders have diff  er ent expectations about infl ation, even when 
they all experience the same current infl ation rate, i.e., they have diff  er-
ent f- functions. If, what ever the current infl ation rate, some wealth- holders 
expect the infl ation rate in  future to exceed the carry ing cost, then they 
would shift from money to commodities. Since  there is no off setting 
symmetrical movement from commodities to money by anybody  else, 
as nobody was holding commodities as a wealth- form to start with, this 
would cause an excess demand for commodities, raising their prices fur-
ther and hence the current rate of infl ation further. This in turn  will 
increase the expected infl ation rate for all, since f ’ > 0 for all, despite 
the f- function being diff  er ent for each, which  will persuade some more 
wealth- holders to move from money to commodities, and so on. With 
the very onset of infl ation, in other words, even when its rate is less 
than c,  there  will be no equilibrium with money being a form in which 
wealth is held.

Exactly the same result arises, and even more powerfully (which is 
why we  shall concentrate upon it  here), when we take into account the 
fact that all commodities are not identical and have diff  er ent carry ing 
costs. In par tic u lar,  there is one commodity, gold, which has a very low 
carry ing cost but about which  people are generally confi dent that its 
value in the long run  will never fall vis- à- vis commodities in general. 
In a period of infl ation therefore  there would be a shift, if not from 
money to commodities in general, then at least from money to gold as a 
hedge against infl ation. If money consists of currency with gold back-
ing and bank deposits, then in a period of infl ation, wealth- holders 
would shift from money to gold, which would make it impossible to 
sustain the gold backing for the currency. Even if money does not have 
gold backing, the fl ight from money to gold  will destabilize the value 
of money.

This is precisely how the Bretton Woods system broke down.  Under 
that system the U.S. dollar was a reserve currency convertible into gold 
at the rate of $35 per ounce of gold. By taking advantage of this role of 
the dollar, the United States ran large current account defi cits for main-
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The Threat of Increasing Supply Price 19

taining its string of military bases all around the world. (This role also 
enabled American companies to buy up Eu ro pean fi rms with dollars 
printed in the United States but sanctifi ed by the system to be “as good 
as gold.”) As the Vietnam War escalated, the U.S. current account defi -
cit widened, and a torrent of dollars poured out of the United States, 
even as excess demand pressures appeared in the world economy and 
increased the rate of infl ation to levels that could no longer be ignored 
(Kaldor 1976).  There was therefore a rush to gold, in which President 
De Gaulle of France took the lead, the gold- dollar link could no longer 
be sustained, and the Bretton Woods system collapsed.

Of course in the uncertainty that followed this collapse  there was 
an  actual rush to hold commodities, which pushed up commodity 
prices for a while  until the recession in the world economy brought 
down  these prices, but with one notable exception, namely, the price 
of oil, which the OPEC cartel even jacked up to create the fi rst “oil 
shock.” But the collapse of the Bretton Woods system, which has been 
usually put down to President De Gaulle’s “bloody- mindedness,” was 
in real ity a result of the fact that money with gold backing cannot func-
tion as money in the face of infl ation. This is exactly what we are 
arguing.

On the other hand, if money has no gold backing whatsoever, then 
that does not help  matters  either. If gold price is expected to increase in 
terms of money  because of infl ation, then since gold too has very  little 
carry ing cost, gold would still become a favoured form of wealth- 
holding. And  there is no “equilibrium” value of gold in terms of money 
at which the wealth- holders would be prepared to hold both. In other 
words the preference for gold would persist no  matter what its value, 
which would in eff ect render money worthless compared to gold.

It may be thought that if over any one period commodity prices are 
expected to rise by say 10  percent and if gold prices are supposed to 
move in tandem with commodity prices, then all that this would do is 
push up the spot price of gold by 10  percent, and once that has hap-
pened  there would be no further reason for the spot price of gold to 
rise, since the expected rise in its price from that position would simply 
become zero, the same as with money in terms of itself. In other words, 
the relationship captured in equation (A) above for commodities in gen-
eral need not hold for a single commodity, gold, so that our claim that 
 there is no fi nite upper limit to the price of gold, if its price is expected 
to increase at all in terms of money, is invalid.
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20 The Threat of Increasing Supply Price

But this is not the case. While this  counter- argument against our 
claim could be valid if the rise in commodity prices was episodic, it does 
not hold if commodity prices are expected to rise in the next period, 
and in the period  after that, and in the period  after that, ad infi nitum, 
 because of the phenomenon of vertically increasing supply price, and 
the same expectation holds for gold prices as well.

 There is no reason in this case why, even  after spot price of gold has 
increased by 10  percent, wealth- holders should still not go on wanting 
to buy gold. Suppose for instance that commodity and gold prices are 
expected to rise by 10  percent over a period T. If infl ation is not epi-
sodic but per sis tent, then over a period of 2T, the expected increase in 
commodity, and gold, prices would be 20  percent, in which case, since 
gold, like money, has negligible carry ing cost (so that holding it for 
2T periods costs no more than holding it for a period of T), its spot 
price should increase by 20   percent, and not 10   percent. It follows 
therefore that with per sis tent expected infl ation,  there is no equilib-
rium spot price of gold at which wealth- holders would be indiff erent 
between holding money and holding gold, which means that gold 
would displace money from its role as a medium of wealth- holding, 
and hence as a medium of circulation.

Put diff erently, if infl ation is expected to occur in  every “period” in 
the  future, then the notion of “period” itself loses any boundedness. 
With infl ation, commodity prices over a long enough time horizon cease 
to have any specifi c upper limit, and the same holds for gold as well. 
Hence, with zero carry ing cost of gold, even spot gold price would cease 
to have any upper limit.

It follows then that if infl ation occurs in commodity prices and is 
expected to continue, then the value of money in the metropolis gets 
destabilized.9 This destabilization would happen more rapidly if the 
money wage rate in the metropolis is  either linked to a cost of living 
index or rises almost immediately at any given level of economic activity 
(or unemployment rate),  because of trade  union bargaining in response 
to a rise in the cost of living index. For in such a case wealth- holders 
would be even more anxious to shift to gold without any further delay. 
But even if it does not rise immediately, so that real wages in the me-
tropolis do get eroded, even then  after some time when  there has been 
considerable erosion, the workers would demand to be compensated 
for this erosion, and this would add to infl ation and compound the 
destabilization of the value money.
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But let us take the following extreme case. Suppose  these tropical 
commodities do not enter as current inputs into the products of the 
metropolis but are required only as wage- goods. And suppose the 
money wage rate in the metropolis does not rise at all, i.e.,  there is a 
long run secular decline in real wages (with  labour productivity as-
sumed, for the sake of simplicity, to be given). In such a case even if 
 there is a rise in the prices of tropical products over time owing to the 
increase in their supply price,  there is no rise in the prices of metropol-
itan goods. Would  there still be any threat to the value of money in 
the metropolis?

The  simple answer to this question (which is examined in a  later 
chapter) is “yes.” Even if within the metropolis  there is no tendency 
for wealth- holders to shift from money  either to the tropical commod-
ities whose price is expected to rise owing to increasing supply price or 
to gold as a surrogate for such commodities— i.e., even if  there is no 
immediate change in the asset- preference within the metropolis—  there 
would certainly be such a change within the tropical region itself.

Faced with a rise in the price of local products, wealth- holders in 
the tropical region would like to hedge against infl ation by moving 
to gold. They would, it may be argued, move to the metropolitan cur-
rency from their own currency, since the price of the metropolitan 
currency vis- à- vis gold should have no reason to change (except pos-
sibly through their own action). But in  either case,  there  will be no 
equilibrium with a positive value of the currency of the tropical re-
gion vis- à- vis gold or the metropolitan currency, which itself would 
be an untenable situation. A system in which the product of the pe-
riphery has the form of a commodity with a positive exchange value 
becomes impossible if the value of the currency of the periphery falls 
to zero.

Besides, if wealth- holders in the tropical region associate some risk 
with holding metropolitan currency (whose price vis- à- vis gold could 
conceivably change), but none with holding gold, and if they therefore 
shift from the tropical currency to gold as their fi rst preference, when 
faced with a per sis tent rise in the prices of tropical goods, then  there 
would be a further prob lem. At the base relative prices of the three 
assets— viz., gold, tropical currency, and metropolitan currency— 
there would be an excess demand for gold, which would raise the gold 
price in terms not only of the tropical currency but also of the metro-
politan currency. This would also make metropolitan wealth- holders 
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shift from money (of the metropolis) to gold and thereby destabilize 
the value of money  there. Hence, the point is not  whether  there is in-
fl ation in the prices of products of the metropolis; the point is the shift 
away from money as a form of wealth. And this would happen even 
when  there is no  actual infl ation in the prices of goods produced by 
the metropolis itself.

If we postulate that  there is no long- run secular decline in the real 
wage rate relative to  labour productivity in the metropolis, our argu-
ment of course is strengthened; but even if  there is such a secular de-
cline, this fact per se does not invalidate the argument that increasing 
supply price of commodities undermines the role of money as a form 
of wealth- holding. In other words, how rapidly the workers in the 
metropolis are compensated for the rise in commodity prices is not 
germane to the validity of this argument.

It follows from this that the argument about the weight of tropical 
products in the wage- basket of the metropolitan workers or (if we are 
talking of raw materials) in the gross value of output in the metropolis 
being too small to  matter is  really beside the point. That argument is 
concerned with how much infl ation a rise in the price of tropical prod-
ucts may cause within the metropolis; but the real issue relates to asset 
preference, taking wealth- holders both in the metropolis and in the 
periphery.

Our argument against the objection to a theory of imperialism on 
account of the small weight of third world products in the gross value 
of metropolitan output is diff  er ent from that of Harry Magdoff  (1969). 
He had rightly emphasized that  these products, no  matter how small 
their share in the gross value of output of the metropolis,  were mate-
rial inputs without which metropolitan production simply could not occur 
at all. The weight of, say, raw materials in the value of manufactured 
output may be small, but  there can be no manufacturing at all without 
raw materials. While accepting this point, our argument brings in an 
additional point— namely, the question of the value of money in the 
metropolis.

Of course if it was only an episode of infl ation, then it might not be 
of much consequence, no  matter where it occurred. But any per sis tent 
infl ation, such as would occur in the case of increasing supply price, 
must necessarily aff ect the choice of wealth- form; and  because of this 
fact, no  matter where such infl ation occurred, it would undermine the 
value of money both in the metropolis and in the periphery.
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IV

An Alternative Statement of the Argument

We have so far been assuming that the increase in supply price of trop-
ical commodities takes the shape of a vertical curve. Let us continue 
with that assumption, which means that the magnitude of output of 
the tropical product is given in absolute terms. As the ex ante demand 
for it increases on account of capital accumulation,  there has to be forced 
reduction of consumption on the part of some groups: i.e., the peas-
ants themselves, or other petty producers and workers in the tropical 
region who are buyers of  these commodities, or even the workers in the 
metropolitan core.

This forced reduction can occur in two diff  er ent ways, through a 
change in prices at given money incomes, which is what we have con-
sidered  until now, or through a squeeze on money incomes with no 
change in prices. Or, expressing this idea more elaborately, we can say 
that the reduction in absorption can occur  either through a rise in 
price relative to the money wage rate per effi  ciency unit of  labour in 
the periphery or in the metropolis or in both; or it can occur through 
a decline in the money wage rate (or money income of petty produc-
ers) per effi  ciency unit of  labour in the periphery or in the metropolis or 
in both. The threat to the value of money in the metropolis arises, we 
argued earlier, when  there is a rise in the nominal price that keeps oc-
curring in  every successive period, no  matter where it occurs— i.e., 
when  there is a rise in the nominal price of the commodities in the 
metropolis or in the periphery or in both. The threat in short arises 
when the fi rst route is followed.

What the threat- to- the- value- of- money argument states is that if the 
forced reduction in consumption that occurs within the tropical region 
through a squeeze on money incomes and the forced reduction in consump-
tion in the metropolis that occurs through a decline in the money wage 
rate per effi  ciency unit of  labour in the metropolis, are together insuffi  -
cient in successive periods to eliminate excess demand for the tropical com-
modity whose output cannot be augmented  because of the fi xity of the 
tropical landmass, then the stability of the value of money in the metrop-
olis gets undermined. It follows therefore that metropolitan capitalism 
must necessarily make  every pos si ble eff ort to ensure that  these other 
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ways of reducing consumption of the tropical product, which obviate 
the necessity for an increase in the nominal price of the commodity in 
the metropolis and also in the periphery, are  adopted to a suffi  cient 
extent to eliminate the excess demand for the commodity.

V

The Specifi city of “Increasing Supply Price”– Based Infl ation

The foregoing argument may appear odd  because,  after all, increase in 
the absolute nominal price of tropical commodities has been occur-
ring in the metropolis for a long time now. Nobody can possibly claim 
that the absolute prices of tropical goods in the metropolis  today are 
what they  were at the time of the Napoleonic Wars. So, why has  there 
been no threat to the value of money in the metropolis in the sense 
discussed above, namely, a collapse in this value relative to gold, which 
undermines the entire monetary system?

The answer to this question lies in the specifi city of increasing 
supply price– based infl ation, which is what we have been discussing 
 until now. Increasing supply price– based infl ation entails that in  every 
successive period the price keeps increasing (assuming that the other 
ways of forced reduction of consumption are insuffi  cient to prevent 
this). And it is this, as we saw earlier, which makes the shift to gold 
from money worthwhile for wealth- holders. But suppose we have a sud-
den cost- push infl ation or even an excess demand- caused infl ation (as 
during a war), which is episodic in nature. In such a case  there is no 
reason to expect the price to keep increasing over time, and hence no 
reason to shift from money to commodities or to gold.

It may be thought that since such episodes keep appearing from time 
to time, expectations of a continuous increase in prices would still be 
generated, and  there would be no diff erence between this case and 
the previous case of increasing supply price– based infl ation. The two 
cases however are diff  er ent. To see this let us fi rst assume that  every 
episode of infl ation is one in which gold price moves up in tandem with 
commodity prices. Even then, however, since  there would be no pre-
dictability about when the next episode of commodity price infl ation 
 will occur, wealth- holders  will not move from money to gold (let alone 
to commodities). Gold, strictly speaking, does entail some slight incon-
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ve nience compared to money as a medium of wealth- holding. Our as-
sumption that gold is as good as money and has zero carry ing cost is 
only approximately but not exactly true. In real ity gold, though it can 
easily replace money as a form of wealth, is not a perfect substitute for 
money, especially as far as con ve nience of use as a medium of circula-
tion is concerned, in which case infl ationary episodes  will not encour-
age a shift to gold and cause a destabilization in the value of money, as 
long as they remain episodes whose time of emergence remains unpre-
dictable. In other words, increasing supply price– based infl ation that 
occurs continuously is certain to raise commodity prices between now 
and any  future date, but episodic infl ation is completely diff  er ent: we 
do not know when the next episode  will arise.

In addition, however, gold and commodity prices do not always 
move in perfect synchrony. Even if gold price in the long run moves in 
tandem with commodity prices, in the short run  there is considerable 
fl uctuation in their relative prices. If in the current period  there is an 
infl ationary episode that is expected to come to an end, and if com-
modity prices are expected to stabilize at a higher absolute level there-
after, at least for a certain period, then  there would be  little point in 
shifting from money to commodities or even to gold. True, in some 
 future period, such an episode may again be repeated, but holding gold 
in lieu of money from now  until that period would be pointless, since 
when that period would come is not known in advance, and it is quite 
pos si ble that at the beginning of that period the gold price may be lower 
than at the end of the current period.

Put diff erently, since the money price of gold can fl uctuate in the 
short run,  there is a risk associated with holding gold compared to 
money, which is why money continues to be held, despite both money 
and gold having zero (or in the latter case near- zero) carry ing costs. 
But with increasing supply price– based infl ation, this risk dis appears, 
since  there is an expected steady upward trend in the money prices of 
gold as well as commodities. We become absolutely certain over any 
arbitrarily chosen time period that  these prices  will rise, which is not 
the case with episodic infl ation.

As a  matter of fact, the main periods of infl ationary increase in prices 
in the twentieth  century have occurred during the two World Wars (and 
their immediate aftermath), when the infl ation, though very pro-
nounced, would have been considered episodic, and hence not war-
ranting a shift from money to commodities or gold, except during the 
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period of the infl ationary episode itself; and the freedom of asset choice 
would have been curbed anyway during  those periods by the condi-
tions of war. We  shall come back to this issue in a  later chapter.

VI

A More General Case

We have so far talked about a vertical supply curve where increasing 
supply price takes the form of a vertical straight line. Given the fi xed 
supply of the tropical landmass, in the absence of any “land- augmenting” 
technological change, this indeed would be the shape of the supply 
curve. (Textbook economics of course defi nes the supply curve by pre-
cluding technological pro gress, and the supply curve is supposed to 
shift owing to technological pro gress. For our purpose  here, however, 
we need not distinguish the shift of the curve and a movement along 
the curve, as long as the output at which the curve is vertical is unaf-
fected by any technological pro gress, i.e., as long as technological 
change is not land augmenting.)

But the argument developed till now is equally applicable if instead 
of a vertical straight line, we have a supply curve that merely slopes up-
wards. In such a case an increase in demand  will call forth an output 
increase, but at a supply price that increases with such output increase 
for any given level of money wage rate per effi  cientcy unit of  labour in 
the tropical region (again this description also covers the case in which 
technological pro gress occurs through historical time). Even in this case, 
however, the threat to the value of money in the metropolis  under the 
conditions specifi ed earlier remains.  These conditions can be restated 
to cover this case as follows.

If an ex ante excess demand for the tropical product arises at the old 
level of output and price, and if this excess demand is not eliminated 
through a forced reduction in the consumption in the tropical region 
itself and in the metropolis through a reduction in the money wage 
rate per effi  ciency unit of  labour (or money income per  labour applied, 
mea sured in effi  ciency units, which actually accrues to producers), then 
 there  will have to be an increase in output, a necessary condition for 
which is an increase in supply price. This increase in supply price would 
threaten the value of money in the metropolis  because, once again, it 
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makes the expected rate of infl ation a function of the current rate, even 
at given money wages.

To sum up, the fi xity in the size of the tropical landmass, which, in 
the absence of land- augmenting technological change, entails that 
higher output can be produced only with an increase in supply price 
for a given level of the money wage rate per effi  ciency unit of  labour in 
the tropical region, constitutes a threat to the value of money in the 
metropolis. This threat can be warded off  if the ex ante increase in 
the demand for tropical products is negated through forced reductions 
in consumption in both regions, brought about by income adjustments 
per unit of  labour mea sured in effi  ciency units. How are such adjust-
ments undertaken? Or, put diff erently, how is the threat to the value of 
money in the metropolis warded off ? Let us turn to this issue next.
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 THER E CA N BE FOUR pos si ble ways of coping with the threat 
to the value of money in the metropolis. More specifi cally, given the 
fact that the tropical landmass is fi xed in size and fully utilized,  there 
are four pos si ble ways in which the growing demand for tropical prod-
ucts, arising from capital accumulation in the metropolis (and in the 
tropical region itself ), can be met, so as not to entail a shift from the 
money of the metropolis (and of the periphery) to other forms of 
holding wealth, which a continuous rise in prices of such products 
would ordinarily cause. Let us discuss  these  seriatim.

I

Land Augmentation

The fi rst way is through land augmentation. The essence of land aug-
mentation is an increase in output per natu ral unit of land. This can 
occur through multiple cropping, which typically requires irrigation, 

ch a pter thr ee
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and also through an increase in the productivity of gross sown area, 
which requires appropriate  water availability, better farm practices, high- 
yielding va ri e ties of seeds, heavier dosages of fertilizer use, and other 
such mea sures. What is striking about  these mea sures is that they typ-
ically require state action in the form of investment in public irrigation 
works; investment in research and development; a public extension ser-
vice network to make the results of research available to peasants; and 
assured profi ts to peasants so that they can embark on the adoption of 
 these new land- augmenting farm practices, through the provision of 
cheap subsidized inputs and assured procurement of crops at remuner-
ative prices. In addition, they also require land reforms that break the 
hold of landlordism and the “rent barrier” to which it gives rise (on 
this more  later) and which reduces the incentives on the part of both 
the landlords and the tenants to introduce better farm practices; and 
of course cooperative and collective forms of agricultural or ga ni za-
tion, which create opportunities for yield- raising.

The centrality of public irrigation to agricultural growth in the trop-
ics has been long recognized. Even private irrigation, for instance 
through tube wells, becomes profi table when public irrigation in the 
form of canals comes to an area. Karl Marx recognized both the im-
portance of irrigation and of the state for providing it in his famous 
remarks on India: “ There have been in Asia, generally, from immemo-
rial times, but three departments of Government: that of Finance, or 
the plunder of the interior; that of war, or the plunder of the exterior; 
and fi  nally, the department of Public Works. Climate and territorial 
conditions . . .  constituted artifi cial irrigation by canals and  water works 
the basis of Oriental agriculture. . . .  This prime necessity of an eco-
nom ical and common use of  water . . .  necessitated, in the Orient, . . .  
the interference of the centralizing power of Government.”1  These re-
marks of Marx have given rise to some fanciful theories, such as that 
of Karl Wittfogel (1957) concerning “oriental despotism.”2 But on the 
basic issues of the need for irrigation and for the state to take a leading 
role in providing it, Marx was certainly right.

On the question of research and development and of provision of 
subsidies and remunerative prices to peasants, the need for state inter-
vention is too obvious to need restating. All  these, like irrigation, re-
quire expenditure by the state. The epoch of capitalism, however, has 
meant that in third world socie ties, including in countries located on 
the limited tropical landmass, the state is constrained in the  matter of 
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expenditure. In the colonial period, when tax revenue was used as a 
means of siphoning off  the surplus from the colonies to the metropolis 
(to be discussed in a  later chapter), and when the dictates of “sound 
fi nance”  under the gold standard meant that the colonial governments 
had to balance their bud gets, hardly any resources  were left for the state 
to undertake any investment in irrigation, let alone in research and de-
velopment for improving agricultural practices. In addition the colo-
nial government, in India for instance, insisted on public investment 
earning a minimum rate of return to justify it, which ruled out any sig-
nifi cant investment. It is noteworthy that in the entire history of the 
British Empire, the “canal colonies” of Punjab  were the only signifi -
cant irrigation investment undertaken; they  were never replicated any-
where  else.

Since the  whole colonial regime needed the support of landlords and 
local feudal ele ments,  there was no question of carry ing out any land 
reforms to improve the conditions of the peasants or increase their in-
centives. At the same time, the displacement of traditional craftsmen 
by the import of manufactured goods from the metropolis, a pro cess 
referred to by Indian nationalist writers as “deindustrialization,” in-
creased the pressure of population on land, which, in turn, raised land 
rents and lowered rural wages (Chandra 1968). Tenants typically bore 
all costs of cultivation and provided not only  labour but the required 
livestock and equipment; so rent was an income for landlords obtained 
gratis by virtue of their property right alone, not as return on any in-
vestment. (“Rent”  here refers to Adam Smith’s and Marx’s concept of 
rent as arising from mono poly of landed property owner ship and not 
to Ricardo’s concept, which is not germane to the pres ent discussion.) 
High rents  under  these conditions constituted a barrier to yield- raising 
investment on land. While the tenants had neither the means nor the 
incentive for undertaking such investments, a substantial part of the re-
turns from which would have “leaked” into the hands of the landlords, 
the landlords themselves  were also hamstrung by this “rent barrier,” 
which can be understood as follows.

Any yield- raising investment on land would typically require the 
resumption of the land from petty tenants for direct cultivation by 
hired  labour so that the landlords could be sure of actually getting the 
benefi ts of such investment. But in such a case, the investment that 
the landlord now had to make, had to earn not only the  going average 
rate of return on capital (in its alternative uses), but an additional 
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amount to cover the rent foregone. The higher the rent per unit area the 
greater of course was this additional amount that had to be earned, 
which meant that the high rents that actually prevailed as a conse-
quence of colonial deindustrialization erected a formidable barrier 
against land- augmenting technological change (U. Patnaik 1976),3 
over and above the  factor of state apathy mentioned earlier.

While the colonial period saw  little land augmentation,  there was a 
change in this re spect  after decolonization. The dirigiste regimes that 
came to power as legatees of the anticolonial strug gles  were commit-
ted in a sense to providing some relief to the peasantry. While they by 
and large eschewed any radical land re distribution (except in East Asia 
 under American occupation as a means of breaking the power of Japa-
nese landlords, or where Communist regimes came to power), they did 
carry out land reforms up to a point, usually to facilitate a transition to 
cap i tal ist farming, which would typically be an admixture of both peas-
ant capitalism and landlord capitalism. Such mea sures included giving 
owner ship rights to rich tenants who could then take to cap i tal ist 
agriculture.

Additionally, the dirigiste regimes did undertake several impor tant 
mea sures, such as protecting agriculture against world market price 
fl uctuations, providing subsidized credit and other inputs, carry ing out 
some research and development, setting up a wide extension network, 
investing in irrigation, and providing assured remunerative prices. No 
doubt the bulk of the benefi ts of  these mea sures accrued to the emerg-
ing cap i tal ist class in the countryside, but some also went to other 
sections of the peasantry.

At any rate, owing to the sharp rise in yield permitted by “green 
revolution” technology, the rent barrier was overcome, and land aug-
mentation did occur. As a result,  there was a considerable increase in 
agricultural output  under the dirigiste regimes, even in countries with 
fi xed and fully utilized tropical landmasses, compared to the colonial 
period (U. Patnaik 1986).

However, like the Keynesian demand- management regimes in ad-
vanced cap i tal ist countries, the dirigiste regimes represented an unusual 
interlude. They had come into being in a very specifi c and extraordi-
nary conjuncture when world capitalism was fi ghting for its survival 
against the growing strength of the working- class movements in the 
metropolis and the growing strength of the anticolonial movement in 
the periphery, all against the backdrop of the “Communist threat.” The 
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concessions made for its survival, through decolonization and through 
the adoption of Keynesian demand management (which, though it 
might have taken the form of larger military expenditure in the United 
States, did entail signifi cant welfare expenditure in Eu rope), did not 
represent the “spontaneous” working of the system. Such “sponta-
neous” working in a sense got restored  under latter- day “globalization,” 
which sapped domestic trade  union strength and “rolled back” both 
Keynesian demand management and third world dirigisme.

Not surprisingly,  under “globalization” once again we fi nd “land 
augmentation” receding to the background. With globalization of 
capital, especially in the form of fi nance, occurring in a world of nation- 
states, each such state, once it gets into the vortex of “globalization,” 
has willy- nilly got to bow before the demands of globalized capital, for 
fear that other wise capital would leave its shores, precipitating a fi nan-
cial crisis. In other words, whereas during the dirigiste period, the 
bourgeois state, even while promoting the development of capitalism, 
appeared to be standing above classes and “looking  after” the interests 
of all (and hence making concessions to other classes as well, and con-
trolling to an extent the operations of the bourgeoisie), now the state 
becomes far more tied to promoting the exclusive interests of the 
corporate- fi nancial elite, which is integrated with international fi nance 
capital.4

Once again, therefore, since fi nance capital prefers “sound fi nance,” 
 there is “fi scal responsibility” legislation limiting the size of the fi scal 
defi cit relative to the gross domestic product (usually to 3  percent or 
less nowadays as opposed to zero in colonial times); and since this hap-
pens together with substantial tax concessions to the corporate fi nan-
cial elite, the neoliberal state curtails “land- augmenting” expenditure 
and investment, just as it curtails welfare expenditures and transfer 
payments to the poor. At the same time, subsidies to the peasants are 
cut, cheap credit is no longer made available, input prices are raised, 
public extension ser vices dwindle, protection against world market 
price fl uctuations is removed, and even procurement operation at as-
sured remunerative prices is wound up (since it also falls foul of World 
Trade Organ ization rules). “Land augmentation” therefore, as had 
been the case in colonial times, takes a back seat.

Not surprisingly, per capita agricultural output in the third world, 
which had stagnated or even declined in the colonial period, but had 
made considerable pro gress during the dirigiste period, once again 
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moves into stagnation and decline.5 It is also not surprising that large 
numbers of peasants fi nd even “ simple reproduction” impossible to 
carry on. In countries like India they are leaving agriculture in consid-
erable numbers and are also resorting to large- scale suicides (over 
240,000 peasant suicides have occurred in India over the fi rst de cade 
and half of the pres ent  century).

The point being made, in other words, is that capitalism in its “spon-
taneity” does not bring about “land augmentation.” Since such land 
augmentation requires state eff ort, and since the requisite state eff ort 
is not forthcoming  under capitalism in its spontaneity, land augmenta-
tion suff ers. The colonial state worked directly and exclusively in the 
interests of metropolitan capital, while the neoliberal state works di-
rectly and exclusively in the interests of international fi nance capital, 
which is the lead actor in the current epoch. The state acting directly 
and exclusively in the interests of the lead actor of the world capitalism of 
the time is what capitalism in its “spontaneity” demands. This precludes 
“land augmentation” as a means of coping with the threat of increas-
ing supply price of products of the tropical landmass to the value of 
money in the metropolis.

II

Income Defl ation in the Periphery

The commonest means of coping with the threat historically has been 
through a reduction in the absorption of the products of the tropical 
landmass within the periphery itself by the population of the countries 
located on this very tropical landmass. And the primary instrument 
of this has been the imposition of an “income defl ation” upon them, 
through a curtailment of their purchasing power so that, out of a rela-
tively unchanging output of the fi xed tropical landmass, they are obliged 
to release more and more goods for use in the metropolis. This hap-
pens  either directly, in that the same goods that are released from local 
mass absorption are then absorbed in the metropolis; or it happens in-
directly in that land that was previously devoted to the production of 
goods for which mass demand declined  because of income defl ation is 
now diverted to the production of other types of goods demanded 
by the metropolis. In  either case, any threat to the value of money in 
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the metropolis is warded off , and supplies are obtained from the trop-
ical landmass to meet metropolitan demand without the prob lem of 
increasing supply price coming into play at all. Within income defl a-
tion in the periphery, however, we have to distinguish between two 
ele ments: income defl ation imposed by the state and “spontaneous” 
income defl ation. In the colonial period the chief instrument of 
the former was the colonial system of taxation, which, for much of the 
period, fell heavi ly upon the peasantry, i.e., upon the producing class 
itself. The crux of the  matter is readily apparent from the early period 
of colonial rule in India when the East India Com pany had a mono-
poly of trade and had obtained the sovereign right of tax collection 
starting from 1765. The peasant producers directly, or the landlords to 
whom they paid rent,  were taxed in cash as  were artisans; a large part 
of total taxes—on average one- third, was used by the Com pany to 
“purchase” goods for export, from  these very same producers. The 
producers appeared to be paid, but  were not actually paid since their 
economic surplus extracted as tax payment merely changed its form, 
from money to goods. The producers did not smell a rat however, 
 because the agent of the Com pany who collected the tax from them 
was diff  er ent from the agent of the Com pany who bought their goods 
by using the very same tax monies, a fact they did not know.  These 
goods obtained completely gratis  were shipped abroad as export sur-
plus without entailing any external payment liability for the metropo-
lis, any quid pro quo, thereby eff ecting the “drain” of surplus, or trans-
fer referred to earlier. As the requirement of such goods, or of substitute 
goods that  were produced on the same landmass, increased, if the out-
put from the landmass remained unchanged, then the tax burden 
simply had to increase to restrict local mass consumption even more, 
to balance supplies of such goods with the metropolitan demand for 
them.  These goods  were imported as a  matter of policy, far in excess of 
the absorptive capacity of the metropolis itself,  because tropical goods 
 were in much greater demand in other temperate lands that, like the 
metropolis, could never produce them, than  were the goods produced 
domestically in the metropolis. The excess of tropical imports by the 
Com pany into Britain, was re- exported to the emerging cap i tal ist 
countries in continental Eu rope and to the temperate regions of new 
Eu ro pean settlement, in exchange for  those temperate land goods 
Britain could not produce in adequate volumes. Re- exports boosted 
the purchasing power of Britain’s domestic exports on average by 
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54  percent during 1765 to 1804 (U. Patnaik 2006, 35). In the Nether-
lands which ruled over Java, re- exported goods  were more than its 
export of domestically produced goods in the eigh teenth  century 
(Maddison 2006, 83). A cold temperate country which acquired po liti-
cal control over a tropical region, in eff ect sat on a gold mine: it not 
only got goods it could never produce, completely  free for its own use, 
it also got such goods  free to exchange against imports from sovereign 
temperate lands, all as the commodity- equivalent of taxes raised from 
the colonized population.

Visualizing taxation and transfer in the situation when the Com-
pany’s mono poly of trade ended by 1833 and colonial goods went di-
rectly to many countries makes no analytical diff erence to this  simple 
picture. The linking of the fi scal and trade systems (using taxes to ob-
tain export goods) continued, but now using bills of exchange as ex-
plained below. The “drain of surplus,” or transfer, was never shown as 
such; it was camoufl aged  under certain heads of administered expen-
diture that occurred only  because the colonised periphery was ruled 
by the metropolis, which showed its administered expenditures both 
in the government bud get and also in the balance of payments. Say 
Rs1,000 of taxes (or £100 at the current exchange rate) was set aside 
in the colony’s bud get for “expenditure abroad” on the vari ous drain 
items. The metropolis simply siphoned off  £100 of the merchandise 
export surplus earned by the colony from the rest of the world, by 
showing on the debit side of the colony’s external account £100 of 
administered invisible liabilities.  These consisted of the same drain 
items as in the bud get, leaving both the bud get and the current account 
balanced.

The producers of the £100 merchandise export surplus in the col-
ony got no claim on the gold, sterling, and other currencies they had 
earned. Exporting agents in India  were sent bills of exchange by for-
eign importers (issued by the Secretary of State for India in London to 
 these importers against deposit of the £100 worth of import proceeds 
in his account).  These bills on submission to local exchange banks got 
the agents and through them the producers, “payment” of Rs1,000 in 
local currency out of the budget— that is, out of the producers’ own 
tax contributions. The producers’ entire earnings from merchandise 
export surplus to the world,  were intercepted and appropriated in 
London. Thus, export surplus of goods continued to be the commod-
ity form of taxes, and thereby continued to accrue in a costless manner 
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to the metropolis. The exporting agents took a substantial cut from 
the sum that came to the producers, so that eff ecting a “drain” of 
£100 entailed a correspondingly greater squeeze on the latter.

While both the bud get as well as the current account of the balance 
of payments would appear balanced,  there would actually be a bud-
getary surplus of Rs1,000 equivalent to £100 and a current account 
surplus of £100 if we leave aside the “drain”- constituting invisible pay-
ments. As the demand for tropical goods rises, then, without involv-
ing any rise in output and hence without bringing increasing supply 
price into play, the taxes would be raised, together with the amount of 
the “drain,” so that even though the bud get and the balance of pay-
ments continue to remain apparently balanced, in eff ect more would 
be taken out of the given output through a heavier dose of income 
defl ation. One impor tant ele ment of the drain items in the bud get, the 
Home Charges  rose from 18  percent in the early 1860s to 26  percent of 
public expenditure by the late 1920s (Bhattacharya 2005, Kumar 1984).

The “spontaneous” income defl ation in the colonial period, by con-
trast, arose from the fact of “deindustrialization” mentioned earlier. If 
imports from the metropolis of manufactured goods worth £100 re-
place local artisan products of the same magnitude, then the artisans 
thrown out of work suff er an income defl ation; what they  were absorb-
ing earlier (or their substitutes produced on the same landmass) can 
now be exported to pay for the manufactured goods imports, involving 
no increase in output, and hence no prob lem of increasing supply price. 
As long as the peripheral economy is kept open to trade (and hence to 
deindustrialization),  there is a “spontaneous” income defl ation imposed 
upon its population, which makes supplies of tropical goods available to 
the metropolis without any threat to the value of money  there. (The 
“second- order eff ects” of the artisans’ suff ering income defl ation in the 
form of a pos si ble shrinking of demand for metropolitan manufactured 
goods within the periphery are not being considered  here since they do 
not aff ect the logic of the pres ent argument.)

Income defl ation of the colonial period had a directness. A similar 
pro cess occurs in a more indirect manner  under neoliberalism. Public 
fi nance in a neoliberal regime takes the form of keeping the fi scal defi -
cit controlled while giving tax concessions to the domestic and foreign 
corporate- fi nancial ele ments. This necessarily entails  either a rise in tax-
ation upon other classes or a reduction in government expenditure 
that would have other wise put purchasing power in their hands. What 
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fi scal policy achieves, therefore, is a re distribution of purchasing 
power from the other classes to the domestic and foreign corporate- 
fi nancial ele ments in the country. Since the “propensity” to absorb 
tropical goods per unit of income in the hands of  these corporate- 
fi nancial ele ments is lower than the corresponding propensity of the 
other classes, such re distribution has the eff ect ceteris paribus of reduc-
ing the domestic absorption of tropical products within the periphery. 
(This argument incidentally remains valid in princi ple even when the 
economy of the periphery where such re distribution occurs is not itself 
a producer of tropical goods.)

Indeed any re distribution of purchasing power, not just through fi s-
cal policy, but by any other means as well, has the same eff ect of releas-
ing tropical products from absorption within the periphery to meet the 
demand of the metropolis without increasing output and hence without 
bringing increasing supply price into play. And we know that in a neo-
liberal regime, such re distribution occurs in a pronounced manner—an 
obvious example being the entry of agribusiness in the form of seed, 
fertilizer, and marketing multinational corporations, which, at any 
given international price of the product, take a larger proportion of 
the value of output for themselves, leaving a smaller proportion for the 
peasantry than before. The entry of agribusiness entails in short a re-
distribution of the value of output in favour of agribusiness and against 
the peasant producers, which has the eff ect of reducing the absorption 
of tropical goods within the domestic economy.

 There is of course a basic diff erence between the colonial income de-
fl ation and the neoliberal income defl ation, which is that in the former 
a part of the reduction in income was simply taken as “drain” without 
any quid pro quo, while in the latter this is not always the case. But that 
makes  little diff erence to the pres ent argument, which is concerned 
with showing how a larger amount of tropical products can be made 
available to the metropolis without an increase in their output, and not 
with how this amount made available is fi nanced by the metropolis 
( whether entirely gratis, or through borrowing, or some other means).

Some of the mechanisms mentioned above in the context of neolib-
eralism can also be categorized as “spontaneous” defl ation, but we have 
something more specifi c in mind when using that term. Growth  under 
neoliberalism is essentially stimulated by “ bubbles” whose collapses 
plunge the economy into crises; but let us for a moment assume away the 
prob lem of defi ciency of aggregate demand and visualize an economy 
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in the periphery experiencing growth. The existence of substantial 
 labour reserves, to start with, keeps real wages tied to some “subsis-
tence” level. Along with growth, however,  there is an increase in 
 labour productivity, which means that the share of “surplus” in total 
output increases. At the same time, though, expenditure out of the sur-
plus is typically on goods that have a lower employment- intensity than 
the goods upon which wage incomes, or more generally the working 
 people’s incomes, are spent. We therefore have a vicious circle: rise in 
surplus leading to a rise in  labour productivity, which in turn keeps 
the relative size of the reserve army of  labour intact or even enlarged, 
and hence keeps wages at the subsistence level, which, in the context 
of  labour productivity increases and raises the share of the surplus still 
further.

The rise in the share of surplus therefore follows ipso facto from an 
increase in  labour productivity through structural change. But this rise 
in the share of the surplus also in turn contributes to an increase in 
 labour productivity. We thus have a self- sustaining mechanism that 
brings about a spontaneous income defl ation over time.

Two additional  factors also operate in the same direction. The fi rst 
is that the rich tend to demand newer and newer goods; that is, the 
commodity composition of the demand of the rich involves a faster rate 
of product innovation than the commodity composition of the demand 
of the working  people. And since product innovation typically occurs 
in the metropolis before being transferred to the periphery, it tends to 
be  labour- economizing, which means that as the share of surplus rises, 
the rate of growth of  labour productivity also increases over time 
 because of this very rise in the share of surplus.

On the basis of econometric work done by P. Johannes Verdoorn, 
Nicholas Kaldor propounded the Kaldor- Verdoorn law, which postu-
lated the rate of growth of  labour productivity to be an increasing 
function of the rate of growth of output (Kaldor 1968). However, the 
Kaldor- Verdoorn law implicitly presumes income distribution to be 
constant; if it is shifting in favour of surplus earners, then this func-
tion itself would not be stable, but would keep rising over time for any 
given growth rate.

The second  factor is the demand of surplus earners not just for com-
modities produced by  labour and by produced means of production 
(where we have so far been examining how employment intensity moves 
over time), but for land itself, in the form of real estate— for country 
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 houses, golf courses, and such like— which generate very  little employ-
ment but displace much  labour on agricultural land, though not 
 necessarily only on agricultural land.

When we put all  these  factors together, we fi nd that the capacity of 
the growth pro cess  under neoliberalism to generate employment is very 
limited; and this fact itself ensures that  labour reserves persist, wages 
remain tied to a subsistence level, and the share of surplus in output 
keeps rising, thus causing a vicious circle. This vicious circle, however, 
also means that  there is a spontaneous restriction on the growth of de-
mand for the goods produced by the tropical landmass. True, as the 
last example shows, the restriction on the demand for goods produced 
by the tropical landmass may also be accompanied by a reduction of 
cultivated area and hence of output (which would also hold in the case 
of income defl ation on the peasants); but this is a  matter we  shall dis-
cuss  later. The point  here is simply that  there is a spontaneous restric-
tion of demand for goods produced by the tropical landmass as capital 
accumulation occurs within the periphery.

The curtailment of local absorption within the periphery of goods 
produced on the tropical landmass is one way of ensuring that the prob-
lem of increasing supply price does not come into play and  there is no 
threat to the value of the currency in the metropolis as capital accu-
mulation occurs  there.

III

Profi t Infl ation Within the Periphery

The third pos si ble way is the following. Supplies of tropical products 
can be squeezed out from the periphery for use in the metropolis 
through what Keynes (1930) called a “profi t infl ation” in the periphery 
itself; and if such profi t infl ation is accompanied by an equivalent de-
preciation in the currency of the periphery vis- à- vis that of the me-
tropolis, then  there appears to be no threat to the value of money in 
the metropolis.

Let us examine this a  little more closely. Profi t infl ation entails a rise 
in the price of commodities vis- à- vis the money wage rate of the workers, 
or more generally vis- à- vis the money incomes of the working  people, 
including the self- employed. It entails in other words a shift from wages 
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to profi ts (whence the term “profi t infl ation”), or more generally from 
the working  people to the surplus earners (including the traders in 
agricultural goods who are the benefi ciaries of the price rise of such 
goods). Since surplus earners have a lower ratio of consumption to in-
come than working  people, such a shift of income distribution has the 
eff ect of bringing about a net reduction in the absorption of commod-
ities out of a given output.

The increased “saving” in output thus squeezed out of the working 
 people is referred to as “forced saving.” They get no reward for it, since 
the reduced consumption enforced upon them accrues as increased 
“savings,” and hence as increased wealth, to the surplus earners. In fact, 
the reduced consumption enforced upon them is usually a multiple of 
the increased wealth of the surplus earners, since the latter’s consumption 
also increases at the expense of the former.

A  simple illustration  will clarify the point. Consider a universe with 
only two classes: workers (who are the sole ele ment in the set of work-
ing  people) and cap i tal ists (who are the sole ele ment in the set of sur-
plus earners). Suppose the workers consume their entire income while 
the cap i tal ists consume only half of their income. Then, for “savings” 
to increase by 100 (for  running an export surplus to the metropolis for 
meeting its increased demand), the consumption of the workers must 
be squeezed by 200 through a rise in the price vis- à- vis the money 
wage: of  these 200 units that would accrue as additional profi ts to the 
cap i tal ists, 100 would be consumed by them (since they consume half 
of their income), and 100 would be “saved” by them, which, in turn, 
would augment their wealth while enabling an export surplus to be run. 
The  actual “sacrifi ce” (to use a Marshallian term) for meeting the 
increased demand from the metropolis is made by the workers; but the 
cap i tal ists get to both consume more and increase their wealth without 
having made an iota of “sacrifi ce.” Keynes (1940) had referred to this 
200 accruing to the cap i tal ists as a “booty” that would land on their 
laps through profi t infl ation at the expense of the workers.

Even if output is not given, but increases in part to meet the in-
creased demand from the metropolis, so that the phenomenon of 
“increasing supply price” at given money wages in the periphery does 
literally come into play, even then “profi t infl ation” would manifest 
itself. With given money wages, prices would rise to exactly that extent, 
where the additional output produced, plus the reduced consumption 
of workers (compared to the base situation) minus the additional con-
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sumption by the cap i tal ists ( because of their higher profi ts) equals the 
export surplus to the metropolis for meeting its increased require-
ment. In short, increasing supply price entails that higher demand  causes 
both an increase in output and also “forced saving” by the workers. 
And the sum of  these two must equal the increased consumption of 
the cap i tal ists and the export surplus to the metropolis.

Such profi t infl ation can pose a threat to the value of money in the 
metropolis in two pos si ble ways: one, to the extent that the rise in prices 
of tropical products gets “passed on” as higher infl ation in the metropo-
lis, itself, via a rise in raw material or wage goods costs in the metropolis; 
and two, even if  there is no infl ation in the metropolis as a result of the 
higher tropical goods prices, if wealth- holders in the periphery shift to 
gold, which raises gold prices in general and thereby jeopardizes the 
value of money in the metropolis. Neither of  these ave nues, however, 
would be eff ective if the exchange rate of the currency of the periphery 
vis- à-  vis that of the metropolis depreciated exactly to the same extent as 
the rise in tropical goods prices.

To see this, let us suppose that with given money wages the price of 
tropical goods rises by 10  percent in local currency, which creates an 
export surplus for the metropolis. If  there is a 10  percent depreciation 
of the local currency vis- à- vis the currency of the metropolis, then  there 
is no rise in the tropical good’s price in terms of metropolitan currency, 
and hence no question of any cost- push infl ation in the metropolis. At 
the same time a 10  percent depreciation of the periphery’s currency 
vis- à- vis that of the metropolis, exactly matching the 10  percent rise in 
the price of its good, presupposes that  there is no change in the price 
of gold in terms of the currency of the metropolis; i.e., the decline in 
the price of the periphery’s currency is with re spect to both gold and the 
metropolitan currency, with no change in the relative price of the latter 
two. In such a case  there is no reason for any shift by wealth- holders 
from metropolitan currency to gold, and hence no threat to the value of 
money in the metropolis.

Let us assume that this happens, and that  there is no threat to the 
value of the currency of the metropolis  because of profi t infl ation in the 
periphery. Even so the question arises: Is such a scenario sustainable?

What the above discussion has ignored till now is the threat to the 
value of money in the periphery itself. We have already seen in chapter 2 
that  there is a distinction between episodic infl ation and the sustained 
infl ation that increasing supply price gives rise to: in the latter case  there 
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cannot be any positive equilibrium level at which the value of the cur-
rency in terms of which infl ation is occurring can  settle vis- à- vis gold 
(or any currency that has a fi xed value in terms of gold). In the pres ent 
context, it follows that if increasing supply price  were to generate a pro-
cess of profi t infl ation in the periphery, in terms of the periphery’s cur-
rency, then the monetary system in the periphery  will collapse, even if 
ex hypothesi  there is no direct threat to the value of the metropolitan 
currency. A pro cess of profi t infl ation in the periphery cannot there-
fore be the means through which the metropolis can, in a sustainable 
manner, cope with the threat of increasing supply price of goods pro-
duced in the tropical and subtropical regions.

Profi t infl ation in the periphery also entails a second prob lem. It im-
plies that locating the production of any footloose industry in the 
periphery becomes more profi table than locating its production in 
the metropolis,  because the wage rate in the periphery in terms of the 
local currency has remained unchanged (the assumption  behind profi t 
infl ation), while its exchange rate has actually depreciated in terms of 
the metropolitan currency.

In the pre– World War II world of colonialism, where capital, though 
juridically freely mobile across countries, was in fact not mobile but 
went into the tropical periphery only in sectors like plantations and 
mines (i.e., only as a complement to the colonial division of  labour), 
such wage diff erences did not  matter for the location of activities. Profi t 
infl ation in the periphery accompanied by an exchange rate deprecia-
tion therefore would not have aroused any opposition from the workers 
in the metropolis. In other words, this mechanism had some potential 
in the colonial period. But precisely in the colonial period the need for 
this mechanism did not  really arise  because the combined eff ects of colo-
nial taxation and of “deindustrialization” perpetrated in the colonies 
 were quite suffi  cient to ensure adequate supplies of tropical products to 
the metropolis without causing any profi t infl ation in the periphery and 
endangering the value of its money.

In the current era of globalization, when colonial- style surplus ap-
propriation from the periphery is no longer pos si ble (a manifestation 
of which is that the largest and the most power ful metropolitan econ-
omy at pres ent is also the most indebted)— when, in other words, the 
need for this mechanism of profi t infl ation, among  others, does arise for 
extracting tropical products to meet metropolitan demands— the world 
has ceased to be segmented. The use of this mechanism in the current 
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era  will lead to a shift of capital from the metropolis to the periphery 
for locating production units in the latter for sales to the world market, 
which would arouse opposition from the workers in the metropolis 
and hence some pressure on metropolitan states to explore alternative 
mechanisms. In fact it is signifi cant that successive U.S. administrations 
have been systematically pressurizing Asian economies, which have 
provided favourable sites to metropolitan capital (including especially 
American capital), for locating production units in them for meeting 
global demand, to appreciate their currencies vis- à- vis the U.S. dollar.

True, as we have argued earlier, the nation- states’ policy stances in 
the current era are driven by the demands of international capital, 
 because of which the interest of domestic workers scarcely  matters for 
policy. But the United States, whose currency is still believed by the 
world’s wealth- holders to be almost “as good as gold,” does have a 
degree of autonomy vis- à- vis the caprices of globalized capital, and 
hence can aff ord to take steps to prevent an avoidable alienation of 
domestic workers, which is why profi t- infl ation- cum- exchange- rate- 
depreciation can scarcely constitute a major instrument for extracting 
supplies from the periphery.

It follows that, for the reasons just mentioned, money income defl a-
tion in the periphery takes pre ce dence over profi t infl ation as a means 
of coping with the threat of increasing supply price. This is not to say 
that profi t infl ation never occurs. It certainly does in exceptional cir-
cumstances like wars, when income defl ation alone may not suffi  ce and 
when wealth- holders’ freedom to move their wealth across assets is in 
any case constrained. The most glaring example of a profi t infl ation 
being unleashed on an economy of the periphery to make it provide 
larger supplies for metropolitan (war) needs was during the Second 
World War, when such a profi t infl ation caused a massive famine in 
Bengal, which resulted in the deaths of 3.1 million  people.6

IV

Income Defl ation Within the Metropolis

 Here again, as in the case of the periphery, we have to distinguish 
between spontaneous income defl ation and state- imposed income de-
fl ation. In the metropolis, the mechanism of spontaneous income 
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defl ation is exactly similar to what has already been discussed in the 
case of the periphery. Spontaneous income defl ation comes into its 
own only when real wages are kept down at some par tic u lar level, even 
as  labour productivity increases,  because of the eff ect of large  labour 
reserves; and this typically happens only  under the pres ent globaliza-
tion regime, when metropolitan workers are exposed to competi-
tion from the low- wage workers of the periphery and hence indi-
rectly to the baneful consequences of the massive  labour reserves of 
the periphery.

Even with  free movement of goods across national bound aries, a 
squeeze on the wages of workers in the metropolis would happen if 
 there  were no barriers in the way of the periphery producing the same 
goods that the metropolis produces; in such a case, too, metropolitan 
workers would be competing against lower- wage periphery workers, a 
situation that would constrain their own upward wage movement. 
But with  free capital mobility, the barriers to the periphery’s produc-
ing the same goods as are produced in the metropolis are certainly 
lowered, since metropolitan capital itself takes advantage of lower pe-
riphery wages to locate plants  there.

As real wages in the metropolis do not increase, even as  labour 
productivity increases, the share of surplus increases in metropolitan 
output. Even assuming no prob lems of realization— i.e., of defi cient ag-
gregate demand, since the surplus is spent on less employment- intensive 
goods and also on goods that entail a higher rate of product innova-
tion, where each new innovation typically means higher  labour 
 productivity— a steady increase in the share of surplus is associated 
with a lower and lower rate of employment growth for any given rate 
of output growth. This means that, even when  there is no crisis of 
over- production (or of inadequate demand), a spontaneous check  will 
occur on the rise in the size of the total wage bill, and hence on the 
rise in demand for tropical products, which are likely to be fi guring 
more prominently in what the workers demand than what the cap i tal ists 
demand (including investment goods).  There is therefore some spon-
taneous check on the rise in demand for such products.

But clearly spontaneous check is not enough. Even if we accept that 
per unit income, the workers demand more tropical products than the 
cap i tal ists (including through the inputs required for investment goods), 
the demand of the latter for tropical products per unit income is certainly 
positive. With growth of output,  unless  there is an  actual spontaneous 
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shrinking of the incomes of the workers in absolute terms,  there would 
certainly then be some positive increase in the demand for such prod-
ucts. Spontaneous income defl ation in the metropolis cannot then 
provide an escape route from the prob lem of increasing supply price, 
and hence from the prob lem of maintaining the value of money in 
the metropolis.

That leaves state- imposed income defl ation within the metropolis it-
self to keep down the demand for imported tropical products. But 
clearly, metropolitan states would impose an income defl ation on their 
own populations, if at all, only  after income defl ation has been imposed 
on the population in the periphery. It follows then that metropolitan 
capitalism would be constrained to ensure at all times that the interna-
tional arrangements are such as to squeeze out supplies from the pe-
riphery at the expense of the local population to meet the demands of 
the metropolis, without giving rise to a situation where the value of 
money in the latter is jeopardized. In other words, it cannot do without 
the phenomenon of imperialism, an integral part of which is the imposi-
tion of income defl ation on the working population of the periphery.

V

A Restatement of the Argument

The argument presented  until now can be restated as follows. Capital-
ism cannot do without a  whole range of goods produced by peasants 
located in the tropical and subtropical areas that have a fi xed landmass— 
goods that  either cannot ever be produced in temperate lands or can-
not ever be produced in adequate volumes. As the ex ante demand for 
such goods increases with capital accumulation, it cannot be met by 
increased output from this fi xed landmass without threatening the value 
of money in the metropolis  because of the increasing supply price of 
such output at any given money wage rate. If land- augmenting invest-
ment and land- augmenting technological change could occur in the 
tropical periphery for raising this output, then increasing supply price 
could be kept in abeyance. But that requires a relationship between 
the cap i tal ist state (which has to play a crucial role for such change) 
and the peasantry, which, other than a brief period of dirigisme in the 
postcolonial era, simply cannot exist: the tendency  under capitalism is 
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to pursue inter alia a fi scal policy characterized by “sound fi nance” 
that precludes state activism in this regard.

As a result, this ex ante excess demand for tropical and subtropical 
goods is met by the imposition of income defl ation upon the periph-
ery itself, in order to squeeze out larger supplies from a given output at 
the expense of local absorption. The alternative route of a profi t infl a-
tion combined with exchange rate depreciation in the periphery threat-
ens the value of money within the periphery and is unsustainable; 
besides, it does not remove the threat to the value of money in the 
metropolis, apart from arousing po liti cal opposition from the metro-
politan working class. An income defl ation upon the workers in the 
metropolis itself is unlikely ever to be imposed, if it is imposed at all, 
to an extent that does away with the need for income defl ation on the 
working  people in the periphery. In short, squeezing local absorption 
in the periphery to meet the demands of capital accumulation in the 
metropolis is an essential feature of capitalism, and this, far from being 
obviated by capital accumulation (and the development of capitalism) 
within the periphery, only makes the prob lem even more serious. 
Reducing such local absorption by poor populations through income 
defl ation is the essence of imperialism.
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THE THR EAT to the value of money in the metropolis does not 
arise only  because of excess demand pressures for commodities pro-
duced on the fi xed tropical landmass. It could in princi ple also arise 
from excess demand for commodities produced in the cap i tal ist sector 
proper, but this, as a moment’s refl ection would suggest, is not a seri-
ous threat. Since the supplies of commodities produced within the cap-
i tal ist sector are augmentable over time— i.e., since  there is no long- run 
fi xity of inputs for the production of such commodities (other than 
 those produced on the fi xed tropical landmass)— even in the event of 
an increase in their prices in the short term, the expectation would be 
that  these prices would come back, for a given level of the money wage 
rate, to a constant level (which would be equal to the long- run supply 
price at the given money wage). They would not therefore constitute a 
threat to the value of money, since  there would be no tendency to move 
 either to such commodities or to gold (as a hedge against infl ation) 
from money as a form of holding wealth.

Besides, as Kalecki (1971:168) pointed out, cap i tal ist economies in 
any case scarcely ever reached full capacity output, even at the peak of 

ch a pter four

The Reserve Army of  Labour 
in the Periphery
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a boom. Hence, a rise in the demand for commodities produced in the 
metropolis does not raise their prices even in the short run (as long as 
suffi  cient inventories of current inputs produced on the fi xed tropical 
landmass are available). Hence, the value of money in the metropolis is 
not threatened by the emergence of any excess demand for goods pro-
duced within it, the way it is threatened by the excess demand for goods 
produced by a host of petty producers on the fi xed tropical landmass.

 There is, however, a pos si ble threat to the value of money that can 
arise from cost- push  factors,  whether  because of an autonomous rise 
in the money wage rate within the metropolis itself or  because of a 
rise in the price of primary commodities produced in the periphery, not 
on account of any excess demand for them but  because of an autonomous 
rise in the money wages/producers’ incomes in the periphery. Any such 
autonomous cost- push is kept in check by the existence of the reserve 
army of  labour. But given the fact that the autonomous wage push can 
arise  either in the metropolis or in the periphery itself, the cap i tal ist 
system needs a reserve army in the periphery in addition to the reserve 
army that it has within the metropolis. This reserve army in the pe-
riphery is in fact generated by the encroachment of capitalism itself into 
the economy of the periphery (via the pro cesses of “drain of surplus” 
from colonies and the “deindustrialization” of the colonial economies, 
mentioned earlier).

I

Two Reserve Armies of  Labour

The standard discussion of the reserve army of  labour in the lit er a ture 
on Marxian economics has two obvious limitations. First, the role of 
the reserve army is seen entirely in terms of keeping the real wages in 
check, with very  little cognizance of its role in keeping money wages 
in check, and hence keeping the value of money intact. The concern, 
in other words, has been with explaining why the cap i tal ist system al-
ways has a positive rate of surplus value. And  here, while economists 
like Schumpeter (1952) claim that the pro cess of accumulation of capi-
tal, by stepping up the demand for  labour power, would exhaust the 
reserve army and lead to a rise of real wages to a point where surplus 
value would dis appear, the Marxist argument against this claim has 
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been that accumulation itself would dry up if the rate of profi t fell be-
low a threshold level. In other words, the Marxist argument has been 
that the reserve army can never get exhausted by the pro cess of accu-
mulation (Goodwin 1967). Since demonstrating this has been the 
focus of attention, it is the role of the reserve army in keeping down 
real wages that has been in the forefront. The question of the role of 
the reserve army in keeping down money wages has scarcely been dis-
cussed at all.

This distinction did not  matter for Marx. Since he was talking about 
a commodity- money world, real and money wages moved together; 
hence  there was no separate discussion of the role of the reserve 
army for maintaining the value of money. But when we move from a 
commodity- money world into a credit- money world, and retain the as-
sumption that the wage bargain is always in money terms (which is an 
assumption in keeping with real ity), maintaining the value of money 
by preventing autonomous increases in money wages assumes impor-
tance; and the role of the reserve army of  labour in  doing so becomes 
crucial.

This fact has been recognized more recently outside of the Marxist 
tradition, albeit in a somewhat refracted form. Joan Robinson (1956) 
was among the fi rst to see that a certain minimum level of unemploy-
ment had to be maintained in a cap i tal ist economy if it was not to come 
up against an “infl ationary barrier.” Subsequently this idea reappeared 
in the lit er a ture on the Non- Accelerating Infl ation Rate of Unemploy-
ment (NAIRU), though this has to be distinguished from the Natu ral 
Rate of Unemployment (NRU) of the monetarists, which, though 
having a  family resemblance to the NAIRU, constitutes de facto full 
employment.1

The NAIRU lit er a ture misses a central point, however. The issue is 
not one of accelerating infl ation; the issue is of infl ation itself, even if 
such infl ation occurs at a steady rate. No noncommodity money can ful-
fi ll its role of being a form in which wealth continues to be held if  there is 
per sis tent infl ation in the economy, even if such infl ation occurs at a steady 
rate. If such money has gold backing, i.e., if it is de jure commodity 
money even if having the physical form of paper money, then  there 
would be a rush from such money to gold even in the event of a steady 
infl ation, making its convertibility into gold impossible to sustain. And 
if it has no gold backing, i.e., it is not convertible at all, then its value in 
terms of gold, as we have seen, would plunge downwards in the event of 
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even a steady infl ation, as wealth- holders fl ee to gold from such 
money, making it ultimately worthless. What prevents such a denoue-
ment in a cap i tal ist economy is inter alia the perennial existence of a 
reserve army of  labour. Such a reserve army therefore is necessary not 
just for the existence of a positive rate of surplus value (and hence a pos-
itive rate of profi t), as Marxian lit er a ture has traditionally emphasized; 
it is necessary for the very preservation of the value of money in the 
metropolis.

The second way in which the reserve army discussion in Marxian 
lit er a ture has been limited is that it takes no cognizance of the prod-
ucts produced in the periphery but used in the metropolis. The dis-
cussion of the modus operandi of the system is invariably placed within 
the setting of a cap i tal ist economy that consists of workers and cap i tal-
ists and produces all the commodities it needs; and the reserve army 
exists on the fringes of this universe to keep the workers in check in 
vari ous ways, by imposing work discipline among them, by ensuring 
that wage demands are restricted, and so on.

Once we reckon, however, with the obvious fact that capitalism lo-
cated in the metropolis cannot do without products that are produced 
in the periphery by precapitalist petty producers, who supplement their 
own  labour with that of hired workers in par tic u lar seasons, then the 
role of an additional reserve army of  labour located within the periph-
ery becomes clear. It keeps down the money wage rate/money incomes 
within the periphery and hence prevents any possibility of an autono-
mous cost- push in the case of such commodities.

Capitalism in short has always used two reserve armies of  labour and 
not one: one of  these located within the metropolis, which, as Marx 
discussed, has served to “discipline” the workers who are directly em-
ployed by capital;2 the other one located within the periphery, which 
has served to keep down the money wages/incomes of  those engaged 
in producing goods for the cap i tal ist sector, and also to keep them 
“disciplined.”

The latter, not recognized in traditional Marxist lit er a ture, is far 
more impor tant in a sense than the former, since it can be relied upon 
even to provide a source of recruitment for the cap i tal ist sector’s direct 
employment whenever the need arises. Indeed, it did so in the post– 
Second World War period when immigrants from the former colonies 
and dependencies  were allowed to throng to the metropolis to join the 
workforce. Since the reserve army of  labour located in the metropolis 
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cannot be expected to “discipline” the primary commodity producers 
in the periphery, while the reserve army located in the periphery can 
be used, via greater immigration into the metropolis, to “discipline,” 
or at least to “tame,” the workers directly employed by capital in the 
metropolis, the latter has an even greater importance in the function-
ing of capitalism.

It also has the “advantage” that most would not even recognize it 
as a reserve army of  labour for capitalism. The fact that its very exis-
tence has been caused by cap i tal ist penetration into the periphery via 
the pro cesses of “drain” and “deindustrialization” mentioned earlier, 
and the fact that it is also useful for capitalism in its current phase would 
not be appreciated by many.

On the contrary, this distant reserve army would appear to be a 
feature of the peripheral economy, arising from the infi rmities that 
“naturally” characterize such economies. And since it is seen as an in-
ternal, specifi c, and preexisting feature of the periphery, the impact of 
capitalism upon it is seen entirely as a benefi cial one. The cap i tal ist 
sector is seen as occasionally relieving the travails of the periphery by 
taking away a part of  these unemployed labourers for its own use. This 
supposedly benefi cial role of capitalism, however, is as untrue as the 
view that the reserve army in the periphery is a legacy of its own past, 
unrelated to the encroachment by capitalism.3

Why, it may be asked, should capitalism need an internal reserve army 
in addition to the one located in the periphery? In other words, even if 
we accept the argument mentioned above that the internal reserve 
army cannot substitute the external one, surely the latter can substi-
tute the former; why then should  there be two distinct reserve armies 
of  labour?

The answer lies in the fact that  there is a qualitative diff erence be-
tween the two reserve armies. The one located within the metropolis 
can strictly be called a reserve army while the one located in the periph-
ery is not so much a reserve army as simply a massive  labour reserve 
whose disciplining role for the workers directly employed by capital in 
the metropolis can at best be an imperfect one. This is  because such 
 labour reserves are devoid of the skills that even the “unskilled” work-
ers in the metropolis possess. Besides, the large geo graph i cal distance 
that separates the active army of  labour employed by metropolitan 
capitalism from  these  labour reserves makes them inadequate for 
“disciplining” this active army.
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II

The Need for “Price- Takers”

The  labour reserves in the periphery play an additional role in the func-
tioning of capitalism, which is insuffi  ciently recognized. And this con-
sists in the fact that they make the primary commodity producers of 
the periphery, catering to the demands of the cap i tal ist metropolis, 
“price takers” in the sense that such producers become incapable of rais-
ing their money prices even when they are faced with a rise in prices in 
other sectors. And this in turn helps eventually to damp down the rise 
in prices elsewhere, though at the end of this damping down,  these pro-
ducers are worse off  in real terms than they  were at the beginning.

The necessity of having a group of “price- takers” for the stability of 
the cap i tal ist system was underscored by Keynes himself who saw the 
workers as constituting such a group. Keynes pooh- poohed the neo-
classical idea that while real wage fl exibility always ensured full employ-
ment  under capitalism, the level of money wage depended upon the 
magnitude of money supply, which meant that real wages  were more 
stable than money wages (since the latter varied with  every variation in 
monetary policy, according to this argument), and said: “That money 
wages should be more stable than real wages is a condition of the sys-
tem possessing inherent stability” (1949:239). If money wages  were not 
stable while real wages  were (in the sense of being tied to the “marginal 
productivity of  labour” at the full employment level that was always 
maintained), then  every change in the “marginal propensity to con-
sume” or in the “marginal effi  ciency of capital,” he had argued, would 
make money wages tumble to zero or zoom up to infi nity. The cap i tal ist 
system, it followed, needed the stability of money wages, or more gener-
ally, the existence of a group of price- takers.

Keynes’s own explanation of how such stability of money wages came 
about in a cap i tal ist system, however, was not very convincing. He at-
tributed it to “money illusion” on the part of the workers, i.e., to the 
fact that they  were generally so focused on the level of their money 
wages that as long as this level was not  going down, they did not no-
tice reductions in real wages caused by increases in the price level. But 
this psychological explanation is less than persuasive. A far more plau-
sible explanation can be found in the fact that the level of unemploy-
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ment within which they are ensconced is so high that they lack the sheer 
bargaining strength even to defend their real wages in the face of ris-
ing prices. The most they can hope for is that the level of money wages 
is not cut; in fact, the maintenance of money wages has a certain social 
sanction which helps them even in the midst of mass unemployment.

This incapacity, owing to being surrounded by massive  labour re-
serves, of a group of producers who sell to the cap i tal ist sector, how-
ever, is more likely to affl  ict the petty producers in the periphery than 
the workers in the cap i tal ist sector proper. The real “price- takers,” upon 
whose incapacity to defend real incomes in the face of a rise in prices 
the stability of capitalism rests, are to be found not within the metrop-
olis, not among the metropolitan workers, but in the periphery, among 
the petty producers and the workers they employ to supplement their 
own  labour (P. Patnaik 1997).

The need for a group of “price- takers” arises not just for the reasons 
that Keynes had mentioned— namely, a sudden increase in the propen-
sity to consume or a sudden fi llip to the inducement to invest. Keynes 
had seen  these as problematical  because a rise in aggregate demand for 
 these reasons would increase output and hence prices,  because of increas-
ing short- run supply price of the output produced in the metropolis for 
a given money wage. This would cause a reduction in real wages, which 
had somehow to be made to stick if output was in fact to be fl exible.

But in addition to  these  factors, and even in the case emphasized by 
Kalecki (1954)— which is more realistic in conditions of mono poly and 
oligopoly, where the supply price remains constant for a given money 
wage in the neighbourhood of “equilibrium”— the absence of a group 
of “price- takers” would destabilize the value of the currency in the 
event  either of a rise in the profi t- mark-up margin (or what Kalecki 
called the “degree of mono poly”) or of an autonomous money wage- 
push. The existence of large  labour reserves, in other words, acts not 
only to prevent an autonomous money wage- push by the working 
 people whom it surrounds, but to make out of them a group of “price- 
takers,” who, in the event of such a push by some other segment of the 
working population, serve to stabilize the value of money.

Galbraith (1963), in his analy sis of postwar American capitalism, em-
phasized this: that is, he actually distinguished between the or ga nized 
and the unor ga nized sectors of the economy and argued that money 
wage increases by the workers in the or ga nized sector (for any given level 
of  labour productivity) raise unit  labour costs, and hence unit variable 
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costs, and get “passed on” in the form of higher administered prices by 
the cap i tal ists. The system nonetheless has an “equilibrium”  because 
 there exists a group of “price- takers” who cannot change their money 
earnings in response to such price increases  because they lack the ca-
pacity to “administer” the prices they charge for their own products.

Late nineteenth-  and early twentieth- century capitalism was char-
acterized by the emergence of monopolies in the form of cartels and 
trusts. Even in the subsequent period when  there was no explicit col-
lusion to fi x prices,  there was always implicit collusion (in the form for 
instance of “price- leadership”) to charge administered prices (Baran and 
Sweezy 1966). Likewise,  there was a growth of the trade  union move-
ment that extracted signifi cant concessions from the cap i tal ists in the 
form of wage increases ( until the recent weakening of this movement 
in the era of globalization, on which more  later). Such parametric in-
creases in the bargaining strength of the workers and in the mark-up 
margins of the cap i tal ists (which is what collusion ensures) would have 
destabilized the system, exactly in the way Keynes had visualized as 
arising from the side of demand, in the absence of such a group of 
“price- takers.”

 These  labour reserves  were located not within the metropolis itself, 
but in the periphery, making the producers of the periphery’s goods 
that are required in the metropolis into a group of “price- takers.” 
Kalecki (1954) argued that the share of wages between roughly the end 
of the third quarter of the nineteenth  century and the beginning of 
the Second World War remained constant in the advanced cap i tal ist 
economies,  because the rise in the “degree of mono poly” (causing a 
rise in the mark-up margin) was counterbalanced by a decline in the 
ratio of raw material prices to the unit wage costs. The former on its 
own would have lowered the share of wages; it did not do so  because 
of the squeeze on raw material prices, of which the adverse terms of 
trade movement for primary commodities vis- à- vis manufactured goods 
in the world economy (emphasized by Prebisch [1950], Singer [1950], 
and Lewis [1966]) was a symptom.

 These, however,  were not two in de pen dent fortuitous movements that 
happened to cancel one another in their impact on the share of wages, 
leaving this share unchanged in the aggregate. This unchanged wage 
share was the expression of a dynamics wherein the parametric increase 
in the ex ante profi t share (owing to the rise in the “degree of mono-
poly” from collusive price- fi xing) was off set by a squeeze on the group 
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of “price- takers,” whose location in the midst of vast  labour reserves 
incapacitated them in the  matter of defending their real incomes (P. 
Patnaik 1997).

III

Migration Streams and  Labour Reserves

With the reduction in the weight of primary commodities in the 
gross value of output in the metropolis— and, for that  matter, in 
the  gross value of output of the cap i tal ist sector of the world as a 
 whole, located both in the metropolis and in the periphery itself— this 
stabilizing role of the  labour reserves has obviously become attenu-
ated. The question may then arise: Has capitalism in recent times lost 
this prop of stability?

Even as the stabilizing role played by the existence of a group of 
“price- taking” petty producers in the periphery has been attenuated, 
capital, not just in the form of fi nance but even productive capital, has 
become globalized to a degree unpre ce dented in the history of capital-
ism. This has also linked the position of the workers in the metropolis 
to the  labour reserves located in the periphery to an extent unparalleled 
till now. One implication of this, already mentioned earlier, has been 
the stagnation, or even decline, in the real wage rate in the most power-
ful cap i tal ist economy, the United States, over the last four de cades. 
But the other implication is that the “price- taking” role that was earlier 
played by the petty producers in the periphery has begun to devolve on 
the workers in the cap i tal ist segment itself, including in the metropolis. 
In other words, what Keynes had conceptualized, namely that workers 
engaged within the cap i tal ist sector act as “price- takers” and thereby 
lend stability to the system, is becoming more relevant  today than it 
was in Keynes’s own time.

But the real point is not so much who constitutes the group of 
“price- takers” but what compels “price- taking” behaviour. And this 
compulsion,  whether in the earlier period or  under the current phase 
of globalization, undoubtedly comes from the vast  labour reserves 
that exist in the periphery. To be sure, if  labour reserves  were located 
in the metropolis itself rather than being located in the periphery, they 
would have played the same role of stabilizing the system by making 
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the metropolitan workers into “price- takers.” But their location in the 
periphery, which of course was not planned in any way (since capital-
ism is not a planned system) but arose out of the interaction between 
the cap i tal ist and the precapitalist sectors, confers several advantages 
upon the system, even while imparting stability to it.

The fi rst advantage is social stability within the metropolis itself. The 
existence of vast  labour reserves within the metropolis would have en-
tailed an extent of social and po liti cal turmoil that would have threat-
ened the cap i tal ist system, much the way that Marx had argued and 
imperialists like Cecil Rhodes (quoted in Lenin [1977]) had explic itly 
admitted.

The fact that the petty producers displaced within the metropoli-
tan area itself did not linger on as a vast unemployed and underem-
ployed mass was not  because they  were largely absorbed into the domes-
tic cap i tal ist sector, as is commonly believed. Early machines, although 
 simple, displaced  labour on too massive a scale for its full reabsorption 
into the growing factories. (A single “spinning jenny” with 80 spin-
dles displaced 78 traditional spinners; jennies with up to 800 spindles 
each  were known in  Eng land by the end of the eigh teenth  century 
[Mantoux 1928]). The  labour reserves built up within the metropolitan 
countries by the pro cess of expropriation of the local petty producers, 
and owing to technical change in the leading factory industries,  were 
reduced to a signifi cant extent through large- scale emigration to the 
much vaster temperate regions of white settlement in the New World. 
 Those who migrated from Eu rope had already decimated and displaced 
indigenous inhabitants in  these regions while occupying their lands. 
Capital from Europe— mainly from Britain and France— migrated to 
 these lands in the wake of population migration, eff ecting an im mense 
diff usion of capitalism from its West Eu ro pean home base to the tem-
perate regions of white settlement, such as Canada, the United States, 
Australia, and New Zealand (Bagchi 1972). In turn, capital exports on 
such a large scale depended substantially on colonial transfers, whose 
mechanism we discuss in chapter 8.

The scale of this emigration can be gauged from one  simple fi gure. 
Between 1821 and 1915, over 16 million persons migrated permanently 
out of Britain (Kenwood and Lougheed 1971:40), a number larger than 
Britain’s 1821 population. British emigration alone made up 36  percent 
of all emigration from Eu rope during this period. The average num-
ber of persons migrating  every year from Britain over this period 
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works out to nearly half the annual increase in population (U. Patnaik 
2012).

In the case of the periphery, however, although  there was substan-
tial displacement of petty producers owing to the mechanisms of 
“drain” and “deindustrialization,”  there was neither any scope for em-
igration on this scale, nor was  there even any domestic development of 
cap i tal ist production (except in mines and plantations) that could 
absorb some of the persons displaced. No doubt  there was emigration: 
between 1831 and 1915, 17 million Indian, Chinese, and other Asian 
labourers emigrated (a more accurate description would have been 
“ were made to emigrate by metropolitan capital”) to other tropical 
regions for working on mines and plantations  there (Northrup 1995:155–
157, quoted in Bhattacharya 2006:198), while 45 million  people emi-
grated from Eu rope to the temperate regions of white settlement. Both 
in absolute terms, as well as relative to their own populations and rela-
tive to the numbers displaced from their traditional occupations  because 
of the encroachment of capitalism, permanent emigration from Asia was 
far smaller than that from Eu rope.

The Asian emigration was, besides, “low- wage emigration.” The mi-
grants did not occupy land in the places to which they went; they did 
not set up as in de pen dent farmers; and their emigration did not have 
the eff ect of raising the “reservation price” and hence the real wages of 
 those left  behind. They went as indentured  labour at the behest of 
capital, not on their own in de pen dent initiative, from lands that had 
seen the emergence of modern mass poverty owing to the expropria-
tion of petty producers (Raychaudhuri 1985). Moreover, they  were not 
allowed to move to the temperate regions through offi  cial restrictions on 
migration from tropical to temperate regions.

The nineteenth  century marked a break from the earlier forced re-
moval of enslaved  people from West Africa to work not only tropical 
plantations but also temperate lands in North Amer i ca. An estimated 
9.8 million enslaved  humans had been transported to the Amer i cas and 
the Atlantic basin between 1480 and 1867 (Bhattacharya 2006:197). 
Slavery was not abolished  until the mid- nineteenth  century, but the 
major waves of new arrivals of enslaved  humans had ceased by the 
beginning of that  century (Drescher and Engerman 1998), and inden-
tured  labour replaced slavery.

Thus,  there  were two quite “distinct streams of migration” in the 
nineteenth  century as W. A. Lewis (1979) had stressed: a low- wage Asian 
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migration at the behest of capital from tropical/subtropical lands to 
other tropical/subtropical lands; and a high- wage Eu ro pean migration 
from temperate regions to other temperate regions.  These two streams 
of migration  were kept separate, with restrictions being placed on Asian 
migration to the temperate regions, and such restrictions continue to 
this day. The net result of all this was the continuation,  after the initial 
displacement of petty producers, of vast  labour reserves within the 
periphery, contrasted with relatively smaller  labour reserves in the me-
tropolis, which had the advantage that the metropolis could use the 
 labour reserves located in the periphery for its systemic economic 
stability, even while achieving a degree of social stability within its own 
frontiers.

The second advantage of the location of vast  labour reserves in the 
periphery from which metropolitan capitalism benefi ted but for which 
it was not held responsible (except in “nationalist” writings, which 
scarcely entered, even in their heyday, the po liti cal economy discourse 
that was always centred on the metropolis, and which do so even less 
now, not only in the metropolis but even within the periphery itself), 
was clearly ideological. It became pos si ble for po liti cal economy to dis-
sociate the mass poverty in the periphery from the capitalism in the 
metropolis, and therefore even to argue that the solution to this mass 
poverty lay in permitting unrestricted encroachment by capitalism, i.e., 
in giving  free rein to the very  factor that had given rise to the prob lem in 
the fi rst place. In any case, a prettifi ed and sanitized picture of capital-
ism could be presented, as the unemployment and mass poverty it 
generated and continues to take advantage of are located at a safe 
distance.

The maintenance of  these  labour reserves is essential for the systemic 
economic stability of capitalism. To say this is not to suggest that the 
entire amount of  labour reserves that exist in the periphery, down to 
the last unemployed person, is somehow functionally necessary for the 
system; but any serious depletion in it would undermine the economic 
stability of the system. In other words, capitalism, not just earlier but 
even to this day, rests upon an asymmetric structural relationship, 
whereby the periphery continues to be saddled with mass unemploy-
ment, underemployment, and poverty. Such mass unemployment and 
poverty in the periphery cripple the bargaining strength of the work-
ers in the metropolis (in the current era of globalization of capital) so 
that the latter too become “price- takers.”
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IV

Concluding Observations

Let us draw together the threads of the argument. The relation of met-
ropolitan capitalism that emerged in Eu rope to the temperate regions 
of the world was vastly diff  er ent from its relation to the tropical regions. 
The commodities it required from the temperate regions  were produced 
within the context of a massive diff usion of capitalism from Eu rope to 
 these temperate regions. Under lying this diff usion was emigration from 
Eu rope, which, apart from bringing fresh land into use, snatched land 
resources away from the original inhabitants who  were decimated 
through war and disease, while their remnants  were confi ned to a few 
“reservations.”

In the case of the tropical regions, however, land was already quite 
intensively cultivated long before capitalism came into being by popu-
lations densely concentrated on  these lands. And what ever land aug-
mentation was pos si ble could be undertaken only by the state, but in 
the era of capitalism it was loath to do so. This reluctance on the part of 
the colonial state to undertake land augmentation arose inter alia from 
its class orientation, which predisposed it  towards “sound fi nance” ap-
proved by metropolitan capital rather than expenditure that would have 
raised peasant incomes. Even if such increased incomes could have been 
taxed away by the state (and no doubt the colonial state did tax the 
peasantry heavi ly), it saw  little reason for raising their incomes in the 
fi rst place.  There was in any case continuous expansion of tax collec-
tions over time through territorial conquests, starting from 1757 in Ben-
gal to 1885 in Burma.

At the same time,  wholesale appropriation of peasant lands for the 
development of capitalism in the tropics, would have caused no land 
augmentation per se and hence brought about the same result, viz., mass 
income defl ation in the periphery, which occurred anyway. But it would 
have brought about this result in a far more violent form for capital-
ism, in a far more socially and po liti cally unsustainable form, than the 
 actual forms of income defl ation that  were resorted to. No doubt, if 
capitalism had supplanted peasant agriculture in the tropical lands, then 
the reluctance on the part of the colonial (or semicolonial) state to 
undertake land- augmenting expenditure might have been less, since 
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the benefi ciaries of such expenditure would have been not tropical 
peasants but (realistically at the time) a group of cap i tal ists largely 
drawn from the metropolis itself. But, if  there had been capitalism in 
tropical agriculture, then the massive income defl ation it would have 
meant in the form of dispossession of the peasantry would have made 
it unnecessary for the state to undertake any large- scale expenditure 
on land augmentation anyway. This is  because supplies from the trop-
ics for the requirements of metropolitan capitalism would have been 
available aplenty by this very fact of dispossession and hence the ex-
traordinarily massive income and demand defl ation that such dispos-
session would have entailed.

The cap i tal ist sector’s demand for tropical products therefore was 
met historically, and continues to be met  today, through an income de-
fl ation imposed on the periphery, even while retaining broadly the 
framework of a peasant agriculture (notwithstanding the more recent 
development of capitalism, both landlord capitalism and peasant capi-
talism, at the margin, from within such agriculture).

Such income defl ation imposed on the periphery, which has been a 
necessary accompaniment of the accumulation of capital within the cap-
i tal ist system (not just in the metropolis but even in the periphery 
itself ) except in the brief period of dirigisme, also has the “advantage” 
from the point of view of capitalism that it sustains, and strengthens 
the prevalence of, “price- taking” behaviour. Indeed in the era of “glo-
balization,” which entails above all the “globalization” of capital, such 
behaviour extends even to the workers in the metropolis. This struc-
tural relationship, which entails the imposition by capitalism of income 
defl ation upon the working  people in the periphery and the related 
maintenance of large- scale  labour reserves, informs imperialism in all 
its phases. But it has not received the attention it deserves. Let us there-
fore turn in the next chapter to a closer examination of it.
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I

Marx and “Immiseration”

Karl Marx famously said in Capital: “The accumulation of wealth at 
one pole is, therefore, at the same time accumulation of misery, agony 
of toil, slavery, ignorance, brutality,  mental degradation, at the oppo-
site pole, i.e. on the side of the class that produces its own product in 
the form of capital” (1978:604). This passage has always been taken to 
mean less than it should have for at least three reasons, and one cannot 
absolve Marx entirely from the responsibility for understating the ten-
dency  towards “immiseration”  under capitalism.

First, the term “misery” in this passage has been generally interpreted 
not necessarily as referring to the material deprivation of the total army 
of labourers available to capital; rather it has been seen in a broader, more 
inclusive sense, as incorporating, in the language of the passage itself, 
“agony of toil, slavery, ignorance, brutality,” and “ mental degrada-
tion.”  These latter affl  ictions no doubt are piled on the working masses 
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by capitalism, but the suggestion has been read into the passage that 
capitalism does not necessarily infl ict material deprivation upon them.

Indeed, Marx’s own remark a few lines earlier, “that in proportion 
as capital accumulates, the lot of the labourer, be his payment high or 
low, must grow worse” (emphasis added), strengthens this perception 
that what capitalism  causes is not necessarily growing immiseration in 
any material sense— i.e., in the sense of exposing the working popula-
tion, taking both the active and the reserve armies of  labour together, 
to growing material deprivation, on average, as wealth increases through 
accumulation; rather, capitalism  causes an increase in misery only in a 
more general sense.

In the wake of the signifi cant rise in real wages in the post– Second 
World War period in the metropolitan centres of capitalism, prolonged 
discussions in Marxist circles, which sought to distance Marx from any 
theory of “absolute immiseration,” strengthened this rather broad and 
general interpretation of the passage. This “distancing” of Marx from 
any suggestion of “absolute immiseration” in the material sense may 
well have been a valid one, in the sense that Marx perhaps did not have 
any such “absolute immiseration” in mind while analyzing capitalism 
in his opus, Capital. But without doubt it arose also from a concern 
among Marxists, focused almost entirely on the metropolis, that no stigma 
of being “out of date” must come Marx’s way, on account of the big 
postwar gains of the metropolitan working class. In the pro cess, how-
ever, a deeper Marxist analy sis of capitalism,  going beyond the “model” 
of Volume I of Capital, which is a model of a “closed capitalism” without 
any colonial possessions or imperialist domination, was avoided.

This brings us to the second prob lem with the passage above, which 
consists in the fact that the industrial reserve army that Marx talks about 
in the part of the text from which the passage is taken refers exclusively 
to the reserve army located in the metropolis, in the vicinity of the cap-
i tal ist sector itself. The reserve army located in the periphery does not 
fi gure in it.  There is no awareness in that passage, or in Marx’s entire 
discussion in that chapter, that the  labour reserves created in the peri-
phery through the pro cesses of “drain” and “deindustrialization,” 
even when they are never drawn upon for direct use by capital (which 
occurs only in the post– Second World War years, long  after Marx’s 
time), nonetheless play an essential role in the functioning of capital-
ism in that they serve as a source of stability for it. Marx must have 
been aware of  these  labour reserves since he wrote at length about co-
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lonialism. His plans for Capital, however, for reasons we need not go 
into  here, precluded any discussion of colonialism. But for  later Marxism 
to continue with the Volume I “model” of a “closed capitalism” meant 
a missed opportunity both to set  things right and to deepen scientifi c 
understanding by taking a more comprehensive view of the cap i tal ist 
system. At any rate the  labour reserves created in the colonies and semi- 
colonies are not recognized in the passage cited.

The third prob lem with the passage is that the modus operandi of 
the system through which “misery” is supposed to be getting gener-
ated refers exclusively to the pro cesses whereby capital, on the one hand, 
“releases”  labour through technological change accompanying capital 
accumulation, and, on the other hand, absorbs  labour on account of 
this same accumulation, leaving on balance a perennial reserve army 
of unused  labour. Even if the displacement of petty producers and 
craftsmen in the colonies and semi- colonies owing to the encroachment 
of cap i tal ist products is taken note of, the production of “misery” at 
one pole accompanying that of wealth at another is still seen entirely 
through  these pro cesses of  labour displacement via competition and of 
 labour absorption via accumulation. The question of tropical raw ma-
terials, of primary commodities extracted in increasing quantities from 
a given tropical landmass owing to capital accumulation, does not enter 
the discussion at all.

This also means that the specifi city of the spatial confi guration of 
capitalism in relation to a  whole group of precapitalist producers lo-
cated in a par tic u lar region does not enter the picture  either. But once 
this aspect is taken into account, and our perception of the area of op-
eration of capitalism is widened beyond the “closed cap i tal ist universe” 
of the metropolis that Marx was concerned with in his opus, we get a 
very diff  er ent picture of the relationship between capitalism and the 
production of mass poverty, compared to what even that remarkable 
passage of Marx quoted above suggests.

II

Substitution of Tropical by Temperate Foodgrains

In the absence of land- augmenting technological pro gress, the total 
output of the tropical landmass, assuming for simplicity a given level 
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of land productivity, may be taken proximately as a given amount of 
foodgrains. The non- grain crops like sugar, raw cotton, and so on can 
be expressed in terms of foodgrain- equivalents as regard the land re-
sources they require. As the demands from the metropolis for the prod-
ucts grown on this tropical landmass increase (say in terms of grain 
plus grain- equivalents), the availability per capita of tropical foodgrains 
for the noncapitalist or peasant sector decreases, even assuming a given, 
nonincreasing population. If the purchasing power of the consumers 
of such foodgrains in the noncapitalist sector could increase to prevent 
the diversion of land use  towards the products demanded by the cap i tal-
ist sector, then, even though  there might be unrestrained infl ation,  these 
consumers would not be any worse off . (Their not being worse off  is 
precisely what would make the infl ation unrestrained.) This, however, 
does not happen (if anything, purchasing power in their hands declines 
as we know on account of income defl ation).  These consumers, it follows, 
must be worse off  as a consequence.

The question may be asked: As long as in the temperate regions of 
the world, the “frontier” has not been reached (i.e., as long as  there 
are still “empty spaces” that can be used by ousting local inhabitants), 
cannot the reduction in per capita foodgrain availability in the tropics 
(owing to the diversion of tropical land  towards other commodities de-
manded by the metropolis), be made up by greater imports of foodgrains 
from the temperate regions through an increase in the latter’s output? 
Is the imposition of income defl ation on the population of the tropical 
lands necessary, as long as output can be expanded on temperate lands? 
Or, to put it in terms of the argument we have been developing, if 
 there is a constant supply price for foodgrains in the temperate regions, 
which can be imported into the tropical countries, then even if the 
latter experience increasing supply price, why should  there be any threat 
to the value of money?

 There are at least three reasons why such a threat would still exist. 
First, and most obviously, the presumption under lying this argument, 
namely that the foodgrains produced and consumed in the tropical 
lands are the same as  those produced in the temperate regions, has du-
bious validity. While rice is the predominant food crop in the tropics, 
it is wheat that is the main staple in the temperate regions. Secondly, 
 there is a theoretical reason why income defl ation in the tropics still 
remains necessary even if tropical and temperate foodgrains  were iden-
tical. To see this let us in fact assume that tropical and temperate food 
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crops are identical (but tropical food crop output must shrink to make 
room for the needed export crop to the metropolis). Let us also as-
sume away transport costs since they are not germane to the pres ent 
argument.

Suppose in the absence of food imports that the domestic price 
would have increased ( because of the export of the tropical crop to the 
metropolis) from a base level of 100 to 120 and that at the base exchange 
rate, any increase in food price above 100 induces imports. The ex-
change rate, however, does not remain constant when the domestic 
food price rises. If wealth- holders expect the exchange rate to depreci-
ate  because of infl ation— which, in an economy with a large weight of 
the agricultural sector,  will be infl uenced signifi cantly by movements in 
the foodgrain price— then they would shift from the domestic cur-
rency to gold or to the metropolitan currency. The exchange rate of 
the tropical currency vis- à- vis the metropolitan currency, in other 
words,  will depreciate.

But such depreciation increases the import price of foodgrains 
into the tropical lands. Hence as long as  there is any depreciation of 
the exchange rate in response to an initial rise in foodgrain price in 
the tropical country,  there  will necessarily be some infl ation owing to the 
diversion of tropical land for meeting metropolitan demands. And since 
this would be a per sis tent infl ation over time owing to the phenome-
non of increasing supply price, and not a mere sporadic episode of in-
fl ation, the monetary system in the tropical country  will become un-
sustainable for reasons we have already discussed. Income defl ation to 
prevent per sis tent infl ation therefore becomes necessary. This neces-
sity, to recapitulate, arises  because imports never increase instanta-
neously to nip infl ation in the bud; rather, some price increase must 
fi rst occur to induce increased imports at all; and this price increase 
has an eff ect on the exchange rate and hence the cost of imports.

If the state in the tropical country played a proactive role to nip infl a-
tion in the bud, then  matters would be diff  er ent. But neither the colonial 
state nor the neoliberal state plays such a proactive role. On the other 
hand, the local distribution of grains in the tropical country, includ-
ing even of the imported grains, is typically controlled by a few large 
grain traders, who are also the prime benefi ciaries of the profi t infl ation. 
They can hardly be expected to wipe out this profi t infl ation entirely.

 Under the textbook assumption of perfect competition, they may be 
visualized as  doing so, but this assumption itself is an utterly unreal 
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one: typically, a limited number of traders control the business, and 
even though they compete against one another, this competition does 
not entail an absence of collusion on their part, at the very least to pre-
vent a slide back of prices in terms of the wage unit to the initial level 
that had prevailed. And this fact itself keeps down imports, which 
means that the traders are not even saddled with any excess unwanted 
stocks while preventing a slide back in price to the initial level.

This situation itself can get repeated in  every period, with a decline 
in real wages and the real incomes of producers, a decline in the per 
capita foodgrain absorption as a consequence of exports of tropical 
products to the metropolis, and a decline in the nominal exchange rate 
of the tropical country occurring together. But, as argued earlier, if 
tropical wealth- holders anticipate that such infl ation is  going to hap-
pen in  every period, then the currency value  will collapse.1 The sheer 
fact of the availability of imports from the temperate regions, in other 
words, would not make the imposition of income defl ation on the trop-
ical population unnecessary.2

Thirdly, in a regime where income defl ation is already in operation, 
the attempt to nip in the bud any tendency for a price rise of foodgrains 
owing to the diversion of land for producing the crops demanded in 
the metropolis is made not through larger imports, but precisely 
through a further intensifi cation of income defl ation. In other words, 
between the two alternative ways of combating infl ation— namely, 
importing more to maintain the living standards of the working pop-
ulation or imposing income defl ation on the working population— a 
regime in which income defl ation is already in vogue would typically 
choose a continuance of the latter option.

And when such income defl ation occurs, it  causes absolute material 
deprivation among the working  people in the periphery.  There must, 
in short, be an absolute worsening of their nutritional standards, or, as 
some would put it, in their “nutritional poverty.”

III

The Tendency  Towards Absolute “Immiseration”

But what is the connection between “nutritional poverty” and general 
“poverty”? Some would see no necessary link between a worsening of 
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nutritional standards and the growth of “poverty.” They would accept 
the fact of a worsening of nutritional standards on account of the di-
version of tropical land to crops needed in the metropolis, but would 
stop at that. It can, however, be argued that “nutrition” for which 
foodgrains are an input, directly or indirectly (the latter via pro cessed 
foods and animal products, into which foodgrains enter as feedgrains), 
constitutes a priority for any consumer. A consumer typically wishes, 
as far as pos si ble, to maintain his or her nutritional standards by 
diverting spending from other ave nues if necessary. This is all the more 
true in a country where a large proportion of consumers have initial 
nutritional levels that are already below or just at the levels consistent 
with working health. A reduction in (direct and indirect) foodgrain in-
take therefore must necessarily be accompanied by a reduction in other 
expenditures in real terms, in a situation of  free choice in the market. 
This means that if we actually observe a reduction in foodgrain intake 
then we can infer from it a worsening in the overall material living 
standard of the consumer.

Besides, even if, for argument’s sake, we do not take this strong 
position that a reduction in foodgrain intake is invariably accompa-
nied in real terms by a reduction in the intake of other items, but in-
stead take a weaker position that a reduction in foodgrain intake is 
never accompanied by an increase in real terms in expenditure on any 
other item, even then we can conclude from an  actual reduction in food 
intake that  there must have been a vector- wise reduction in all com-
modity intakes. (In other words, if  there is an observed decline in 
total foodgrain intake, then it must be that a ≤≤ b but a ≠ b where a and 
b are vectors denoting commodity intakes in the initial and subse-
quent situations.) On the basis of a decline in foodgrain availability we 
can argue, therefore, that  there is an increase in absolute poverty in 
the case of a house hold (a typical decision- making unit in this realm).

It thus follows that if we fi nd a decline in per capita food availability 
for a region or a group as a  whole, then we can legitimately conclude on 
the basis of this that at least signifi cant sections of the working  people, 
i.e., leaving aside  those to whom the economic surplus accrues, have 
become worse off .

 There is strong empirical support for the proposition that increased 
food absorption and improved real income are monotonically related. 
It has been shown from  house hold data that whenever  there is an in-
crease in command over the bundle of goods purchased in the base 
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year, i.e., whenever the  house hold’s “real” income, calculated by de-
fl ating money income by a base- weighted (Laspeyre) price index, in-
creases, the magnitude of foodgrains absorbed by it, taking both direct 
and indirect absorption into account, the latter through pro cessed foods 
and animal products, also increases. In other words, as  house holds be-
come better off  in terms of their command over the bundle of goods 
and ser vices they  were purchasing, they absorb, directly and indirectly, 
more foodgrains.

Quite remarkably, when taking pooled cross section and time series 
data for a number of countries over a number of years, we even fi nd 
that when per capita real income (per capita money income defl ated by 
a base- weighted price index) increases for a country, its per capita total 
(i.e., direct plus indirect) absorption of foodgrains also increases 
(Krishna 2013). This occurs  until a very high level of per capita real in-
come is achieved (well beyond what has ever prevailed in the periphery 
or prevails  today),  after which such absorption fl attens out.

It would follow from this that a decline in foodgrain absorption can-
not,  unless certain peculiar parametric changes are invoked, go hand 
in hand with a rise in command over the base- year bundle of goods 
purchased. In the absence of such changes, a reduction in per capita 
foodgrain absorption in the periphery cannot be said to have occurred 
if  there is a rise in per capita real income. Hence, if it has occurred, then, 
 unless one can plausibly adduce such parametric changes, it must have 
been thrust upon the  people and must have been associated with a re-
duction in per capita real income.

In short, a decline in per capita foodgrain absorption, if we rule out 
certain peculiar parametric changes, must be associated with a rise in 
poverty, in the sense of a reduction in per capita command over the 
base- year bundle of goods and ser vices. We  shall refer to this mea sure 
of poverty as “basket commanded.”

The usual parametric change invoked by  those who seek to dissoci-
ate the two phenomena, viz., a reduction in foodgrain absorption and 
an increase in poverty, is a change in tastes and preferences. They argue 
that a change in tastes and preferences, involving greater demand for 
education or healthcare, would bring about a voluntary reduction in 
food intake, so that  every such reduction need not indicate a pro cess of 
immiseration. But two points about this argument must be noted.

First, even if this argument is accepted in princi ple, its practical 
bearing, at least during the colonial period, upon the pres ent discus-
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sion is limited, since  there was very  little increase in education and 
healthcare facilities available to the  people during that period. Secondly, 
and more importantly, this argument is without any relevance in the 
pres ent context since ex hypothesi the decline in per capita foodgrain 
output on the tropical landmass that we are talking about occurs not 
in response to reduced demand from within the countries located on 
such landmass, but in response to increased demand for other products, 
producible on the same land mass, from the metropolis. When the latter 
occurs, the “basket- commanded” mea sure of poverty must show an 
increase.

The second parametric change that can be invoked relates to prod-
uct innovation. Take, for instance, the introduction of new medical 
drugs that are life- saving but expensive: the consumers’ choosing to 
spend on such drugs at the expense of buying foodgrains would express 
itself as a spurious reduction in real income (since the price index would 
be spuriously infl ated  because of not taking cognizance of the change 
in the quality of the product, in this case drugs), and also of course as 
a reduction in foodgrain consumption. The reduction in foodgrain 
consumption would then appear forced, associated with an increase in 
the “basket- commanded” mea sure of poverty, while in fact it is based 
on consumer choice, and does not entail any decline in living standard 
 because of the improvement in the quality of the product.

But,  here again if the decline in foodgrain absorption was on account 
of more being spent by consumers on new drugs, which, though ex-
pensive, raise their living standards, the fall in foodgrain output for lo-
cal use would have been the result of reduced demand from within 
rather than increased demand for products of the tropical landmass 
from outside. This was neither the case historically nor relevant in the 
context of our argument. Hence within the context of our argument, 
whose relevance has to be judged on its own merit, a decline in per cap-
ita foodgrain availability is invariably associated with a rise in the 
“basket- commanded” mea sure of poverty.

Put diff erently,  there are two quite distinct issues  here: First, does 
an increase in the supply of products from the fi xed tropical land mass 
for the cap i tal ist market entail increased immiseration of the popula-
tion outside of the cap i tal ist sector? The answer  here is unambiguously 
“yes.” The second issue, which is of general theoretical interest but not 
germane to our discussion in this book is: If a decline in foodgrain ab-
sorption is occurring in a situation of product innovation, can we say 
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that poverty, as mea sured by the “basket- commanded” mea sure, is 
increasing?

To answer this second question, we have to distinguish between two 
diff  er ent kinds of product innovation. One is what was discussed above, 
where a new product such as a life- saving drug, despite being more 
expensive, is voluntarily chosen by (almost) every one over the old prod-
uct. The second is where  there is no such scope for voluntary choice, 
even as product innovation occurs, such as for instance a shift from a 
bazaar, consisting of petty shopkeepers, to a shopping mall, which is 
forced upon consumers  either by state action favouring big capital 
( under some pretext, like the enforcement of standards of hygiene, 
which petty shopkeepers allegedly violate) or by the preference of a 
small segment of  middle- class consumers having a decisive voice in the 
 matter.

In the fi rst case of product innovation, since the apparent rise in 
the price of drugs relates to two diff  er ent drugs of which every one 
prefers the latter, the apparent price- rise does not constitute an  actual 
rise in price, in which case  there is no decline in the size of the “basket- 
commanded”: the two “baskets,” in the initial and the subsequent 
situations, are not vector- wise comparable as being “more” or “less,” 
since in one  there is more food while in the other  there is less food and 
better drugs. In other words, it is not just that the original basket of 
goods and ser vices has ceased to be very meaningful, and with it the 
“basket- commanded” mea sure itself, but that the mea sure itself can-
not give a comparison in terms of “more” or “less.” From the observed 
decline in foodgrain absorption we cannot say that  there has been a 
reduction in the size of the “basket- commanded.” But in the second 
case of product innovation, where  there is no expressed preference 
for the shopping mall over the bazaar, and  people go to the former 
 because they simply have to, as it has replaced the bazaar, the increase 
in price they have to pay for the “ser vice” of retail sale amounts in 
eff ect to infl ation (the quality diff erence between the two kinds of ser-
vices not being pertinent from their point of view). In this case, we 
can say that the reduction in foodgrain absorption entails an increase 
in the magnitude of poverty, by the “basket- commanded” mea sure. 
In short,  whether reduced foodgrain absorption in the context of 
product  innovation constitutes an increase in the “basket- commanded” 
mea sure of poverty depends in princi ple upon  whether the product 
innovation is imposed on consumers or conforms to their preference.
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This to be sure is not easy to determine in practice. What is more, 
even in the case of, say, a life- saving drug becoming available, the  actual 
price charged has a large ele ment of mono poly rent, and the concept 
of  people’s preference itself becomes largely irrelevant  because  there are 
not enough va ri e ties of the new drugs that they can choose from. 
Indeed, in recent years what may appear as an increase in drug price 
owing to product innovation turns out on closer examination to have 
been an increase caused by the removal of price controls enforced in 
the dirigiste period by the state upon drug fi rms. In other words, the 
increase has been a fallout of neoliberal policies, including  those aris-
ing from the ac cep tance of the Trade- Related Intellectual Property 
Rights regime rather than being the result of any genuine product in-
novation. And to the extent this is true, associating a decline in foodgrain 
absorption with an increase in the “basket- commanded” mea sure of 
poverty acquires greater generality.

But in any case, as already mentioned, this entire discussion is not 
germane to our pres ent argument when the decline in foodgrain ab-
sorption in the periphery is forced upon the  people from the supply 
side. Even when their demand for foodgrains is also curtailed, it is 
 because of income defl ation rather than any voluntary preference for 
some other commodity at the latter’s supply price, i.e., at a price exclud-
ing mono poly rent. (Indeed charging them a price inclusive of mono-
poly rent is nothing  else but a means of enforcing income defl ation.)

We have so far argued that the growing demand for tropical products 
from the cap i tal ist sector owing to capital accumulation necessarily en-
tails reduced per capita foodgrain absorption and growing poverty by 
the “basket- commanded” mea sure for segments of the working  people 
in the periphery. It is logically conceivable however that some sections 
of the working  people may be getting better off  even while  others are 
being squeezed. For instance, the peasants who grow the cash crops 
required in the metropolis, at the expense of foodgrains on the tropical 
landmass, could witness an improvement in their living standards (in-
cluding an increase in food intake, which, however, has the eff ect of 
only making the condition of the  others even worse.)

But in a situation of massive  labour reserves,  unless the peasants 
happen to own their land, they are unlikely to witness any improve-
ment in their living standard. The landlords can always lease out their 
land to  those waiting in the wings (i.e., to  those who are part of the 
 labour reserves), especially in a situation where the latter are becoming 
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worse off  owing to reduced food availability, to prevent peasants who 
happen to be their current lessees from becoming better off  as a result 
of the switch to cash crops. In other words, just as the  labour reserves keep 
down the wage rate in the periphery, they also keep down peasant- tenants’ 
incomes. It follows from this that the working  people as a  whole would 
become worse off  by the “basket- commanded” mea sure in a vector- 
wise sense (with nobody among them becoming better off  while some 
become worse off ), as a consequence of the growing demand of the 
metropolis for the commodities produced by the tropical landmass.

To say this is not to suggest that  there has been no improvement in 
all  these years in the living standards of the  people in the periphery, 
when capital accumulation has occurred in the metropolis. The increase 
in poverty we are arguing to be a consequence of capital accumulation is 
in terms of nutritional poverty, and also in terms of the basket- commanded 
mea sure. It is in other words an increase in poverty in a very specifi c 
sense. At the same time, however,  there has been an improvement in 
 people’s living standards owing to the sheer availability of new life- 
saving drugs, such as penicillin and antibiotics: such drugs, and greater 
awareness of hygiene and health  matters, have brought down infant and 
maternal mortality rates and increased life- expectancy, so that we can-
not say that the  people in the periphery  today are in the same abysmal 
state of living as they  were half a  century ago. But our point is that 
 there has been, as we  shall show in detail  later, a reduction in per cap-
ita foodgrain availability, and hence in the “basket- commanded” mea-
sure of poverty, which is not due to such innovations, but which has 
been a necessary fallout of the pro cess of capital accumulation within 
the cap i tal ist sector of the world.

IV

Poverty and In equality

To sum up, in addition to Marx’s point in the passage cited earlier re-
lating to capitalism’s production of wealth at one pole and misery at 
another, which concerned the active and reserve armies of  labour within 
the cap i tal ist sector,  there is a further and far more serious pro cess of 
production of poverty  under this system. This poverty3 is produced in 
the periphery; it affl  icts the working  people in the periphery; and the 
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“spontaneous” tendency of capitalism is to keep aggravating it in abso-
lute terms over time as a consequence of capital accumulation. The 
proposition about absolute immiseration, repudiated by Marxist theo-
rists  because of its obvious unrealism in the context of capitalism in the 
advanced countries, is quite apposite (as a “spontaneous” tendency of 
capitalism that was briefl y arrested and even reversed  under postwar 
dirigisme) in the context of the periphery, where the working  people 
are consumers of the products of the tropical landmass.

We have, to be sure, assumed above that the output from the trop-
ical landmass is given and derived our conclusion about increasing im-
miseration from that assumption. In fact,  there could be some increase 
in tropical output occurring over time, even without entailing in any 
signifi cant sense the prob lem of increasing supply price. We have in like 
manner, however, also assumed a constant population among whom 
the tropical output, minus what is sent out to the cap i tal ist sector, is 
distributed. This, too, has to be relaxed for a realistic understanding 
of the eff ects of capitalism in the periphery. But the crux of the immis-
eration argument, though ensconced in empirical complexities, is as 
stated above.

This immiseration, to recapitulate, arises  because of the decline in 
the output of foodgrains that can be accessed by the  people in the 
periphery. If income defl ation is strong, i.e., if the compression in their 
demand is strong, then the availability of foodgrains to the  people in 
the periphery may fall even below what the per capita output could 
sustain, but that only means a worse poverty scenario than warranted 
by the decline in per capita output. Nonetheless, immiseration per se 
follows from the decline in per capita output.

If  there is such a decline, then  there must be an increase in income 
in e qual ity as well. With a tendency  towards absolute immiseration 
among the working  people as a  whole, the real wages of the workers 
proper within the periphery can hardly be expected to increase; at the 
most, they would remain fi xed at some bare subsistence level. If we di-
vide the entire universe of the periphery between the working  people, 
consisting of the petty producers and of the rural and urban workers 
on the one side, and the “ others” on the opposite side, then quite ob-
viously the per capita real income diff erence between  these two groups 
must increase over time.

But while this is undeniable,  there are two pos si ble scenarios  here 
that are of interest. In the fi rst scenario the real wages of the advanced 
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country workers are dissociated from  those of the periphery, which is 
what happened over much of the history of capitalism. This is  because 
capital does not move freely from the metropolis to the periphery (except 
to “enclaves” like plantations and mines), while  labour cannot move 
freely from the periphery to the metropolis.  Labour can move within 
the periphery, or, in geo graph i cal terms, within the tropical region, at the 
behest of capital; but it is not  free to move from the tropical region to 
the temperate region that constitutes the geo graph i cal heart of capitalism 
(Lewis 1979). In addition to  these two types of immobility, however, 
 there is a further immobility, namely, of manufactured goods produced 
by newly emerging cap i tal ists within the periphery with the help of 
cheap local  labour, which could potentially out- compete the production 
within the metropolis using the same technology but more expensive 
 labour. The production of such goods is  either discouraged by colonial 
governments and the general ethos of the colonial economy (Bagchi 
1970); or such goods are simply not allowed into the metropolis except 
at very high rates of tariff  (Dutt 1905; Lewis 1978).

In conditions of such immobility, where the world economy is 
segmented and workers in the metropolis are insulated against the 
restraining eff ect on their real wages by the massive  labour reserves of 
the periphery, the growing in e qual ity takes the form of an increas-
ing distance between the metropolis and the periphery. This, as al-
ready mentioned, is what happened over much of  actual history; and 
traditional theories of development- underdevelopment are concerned 
with this. (The surplus earners of the periphery can be put along with 
 those of the metropolis for the purpose of this discussion.)

Con temporary globalization however breaks down such immobili-
ties. Capital is more freely mobile across the “north- south” divide now 
than ever before, even if  labour still is not. But along with the mobility 
of capital, we also have greater access in the metropolitan markets for 
manufactured goods and ser vices produced in the periphery (which is 
an impor tant reason for the mobility of capital in any case, since it 
locates production in low- wage economies for exporting to the metro-
politan countries). The metropolitan workers’ wages in this scenario 
get closely tied to  those of the workers in the periphery, at least in the 
sense that despite being diff  er ent, they no longer tend to diverge secu-
larly. The growing in e qual ity in this case is no longer between two geo-
graph i cal segments of the world economy but between surplus earners 
in both the metropolis and the periphery on the one side, and the work-
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ers in both the metropolis and the periphery on the other. We have in 
short not a spatial division but one between the cap i tal ists and the 
“workers” (including the working  people in the periphery) within 
the world economy.

But no  matter  whether the division is between regions or classes, the 
growing gap between them is  because of the existence of massive  labour 
reserves in the periphery, which, in turn, are linked to the pro cess of 
getting tropical products for metropolitan requirements without un-
dermining the value of money in the metropolis. It is ironic therefore 
that the phenomenon of imperialism is denied on the grounds of an 
obliteration of the spatial distinction and its replacement by class cate-
gories, when under lying  these class categories themselves is the real ity of 
imperialism.

V

Ex Ante Underconsumption in the World Economy

 There is, however, an impor tant diff erence between the one case, where 
the growing in e qual ity refers to regions, i.e., is between the cap i tal ist 
metropolis and the periphery, and the other, where it relates to the in-
e qual ity between the working  people the world over on the one side 
and the surplus earners the world over on the other.

In the former case the share of wages of the workers in the value 
added in the metropolis remains more or less constant, as many argue 
was the case between the late nineteenth  century and the Second World 
War and even into the postwar period. The product wages of the work-
ers in the metropolis, in other words, increase more or less in tandem 
with  labour productivity. This acts to keep up the level of aggregate 
demand in the metropolis and to keep any tendency  towards under-
consumption at bay.

An ex ante tendency  towards underconsumption arises, however, if 
the share of profi ts in value added has an upward trend. Since the “pro-
pensity to consume” (to resort to a much- used Keynesian term) out of 
wages is higher than out of profi t, such an upward trend implies that 
 there is an ex ante tendency for the weighted average of the two pro-
pensities to consume, from wages and profi ts, to come down, i.e., for 
the ex ante share of consumption in total income to come down.  Unless 
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 there is an increase in the magnitude of investment expenditure as a 
proportion of output to off set this ex ante tendency, for which  there is 
no reason whatsoever, such a reduction in the weighted average pro-
pensity to consume entails a secular tendency for the level of  actual in-
come to reduce relative to the potential income, i.e., a secular tendency 
 towards growing unutilized capacity and unemployment. Growing un-
utilized capacity in turn would bring down investment expenditures 
further, and growing unemployment would reduce the share of wages 
further, compounding the prob lem and pushing capitalism into deeper 
crisis. This no doubt is an ex ante tendency whose realization may be 
prevented by other  factors, such as military expenditure by the metro-
politan states or by the leading metropolitan State (as postwar U.S. 
military expenditure had done according to Baran and Sweezy [1966]). 
Nonetheless a tendency  towards underconsumption poses a serious 
threat to the system  under  these circumstances.

But of course if the share of wages in the metropolis remains more 
or less unchanged,  there is no reason for such a tendency to develop 
(though  there may still be prob lems of inadequate aggregate demand 
arising from time to time for other reasons, such as the collapse of par-
tic u lar exogenous stimuli that might have sustained investment earlier). 
Indeed, Joan Robinson (1963) argues that one of the  factors keeping the 
tendency  towards underconsumption at bay in metropolitan capitalism 
over a long period, against the prognostications of Rosa Luxemburg, 
was the rise in (product) wages in tandem with  labour productivity.

But we are in a situation, within the regime of globalization, in which 
the mobility of capital links the metropolitan wage rates to  those pre-
vailing in the periphery and the vector of world real or product wages 
(let us not worry about the distinction for the moment) does not show 
any upward trend  because of the existence of the vast  labour reserves 
in the periphery. Hence, the rise in world  labour productivity raises the 
share of surplus in world output and thereby unleashes a tendency 
 towards underconsumption. This tendency encompasses the world 
economy as a  whole including the metropolitan cap i tal ist economies 
(P. Patnaik 2011a).

Again, within the regime of globalization, where the hegemony of 
international fi nance capital that characterizes such a regime typically 
entails a restriction on government expenditure, the chief instrument 
that remains available for keeping such a tendency at bay is credit- 
fi nanced private expenditure. And since  there are limits to which such 
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credit- fi nance would be forthcoming except against assets, what  really 
counts for boosting expenditure is the credit- fi nance available against 
assets.

But  here a peculiar prob lem arises. If the prices of assets remain un-
changed, then with a reduction in the share of wages, the credit- 
fi nance relative to the base value of assets must increase to prevent the 
realization of the ex ante tendency  towards underconsumption. For in-
stance, let the base value of assets be K, the output- capital ratio be  
(at some “normal” level of capacity utilization), the share of wages be 
 to start with, and investment be b.K; and let the entire .K output 

be realized in the base period. And let us assume that all wages are con-
sumed but only a part c of surplus is consumed as a  matter of course.

Now, suppose the share of wages falls to ’. If the tendency  towards 
defi cient demand on account of this fall is to be prevented, i.e., if demand 
has to be kept up so as to realize output .K as before, then noninvestment 
expenditure must rise by .K ( - ’)(1- c), i.e., by a proportion .( - ’)
(1- c) of the base value of the capital stock, which has to be fi nanced by 
credit expansion. As ’ falls, the net credit expansion (apart from repay-
ment) needs to rise as a proportion of the base value of capital stock to 
keep up aggregate demand.

In cap i tal ist conditions such an increase in net credit- fi nance relative 
to the value of assets cannot be expected to occur (we are not considering 
 here the vari ous layers of intermediation). Credit- fi nanced expenditure 
for boosting aggregate demand therefore requires an increase in the value 
of assets, i.e., the formation of “ bubbles” on the asset markets. Thwarting 
the tendency  towards underconsumption  under a regime of globalization 
therefore necessarily requires the formation of “ bubbles.” But with the 
bursting of such “ bubbles,” the cap i tal ist sector plunges into a severe 
crisis when the implications of rising global inequalities stand clearly 
exposed. The sector may emerge out of such a crisis through the forma-
tion of a new “ bubble,” but even when that happens, it constitutes only 
the prelude to a further severe crisis that must follow. The rising global 
in e qual ity, in short, is bringing capitalism to a denouement the like of 
which it has never encountered in its entire history.
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THE A RGUMENT of the foregoing chapters has been that in-
creasing supplies of tropical products for use within the cap i tal ist sec-
tor can be obtained only at an increasing supply price, which poses a 
threat to the value of money within this sector. This threat is met by 
diverting the already produced output of such goods from existing us-
ers outside of the cap i tal ist sector to  those within the sector. The 
means for such diversion, which obviates any need for larger produc-
tion and hence any prospects of increasing supply price, constitute the 
essence of imperialism. Additionally, imperialism also generates and 
maintains a pool of unemployed  labour within the periphery, which 
serves to thwart any autonomous cost- push in the case of tropical 
commodities required by the cap i tal ist sector, and serves in general to 
stabilize the system.

ch a pter si x

Further Elaborations 
and Clarifi cations
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I

The Low Weight of Tropical Commodities

The most obvious criticism that  will be leveled against this argument 
is that within the cap i tal ist sector, the weight of tropical goods in the 
total gross value of output, or even in the total value of consumption, 
is so small that the belief that a rise in the prices of such goods  because 
of increasing supply price (at a given money wage rate) would pose a 
threat to the value of money in the cap i tal ist sector is extremely far- 
fetched. The rise in the prices of fi nal goods produced in the metrop-
olis would hardly be much aff ected by the rise in prices of tropical 
goods; and even the money wage demand from the workers in the me-
tropolis is hardly likely to be much infl uenced by the prices of such 
goods, given their low weight in consumption. Hence the infl ationary 
consequences for metropolitan goods of a rise in prices of tropical goods 
are quite negligible.

As regards the rise in prices of the tropical goods themselves, rather 
than of metropolitan goods into whose production they enter  either as 
current inputs or as “ labour- feeding inputs” (to use Francis Seton’s 
[1957] expressive phrase), making them a favoured form of wealth- 
holding compared to money or money- denominated assets in the 
metropolis, the following  counter- argument can be easily made.

Since  these goods, like all goods, have high carry ing costs, one can-
not plausibly conceive their taking the place of money or money- 
denominated assets except in cases of extreme infl ation, which we have 
no reason to postulate, especially in view of the large unemployment 
in the periphery (which would prevent money wages in the periphery 
from adjusting to  these prices). And if it is argued, as we argued ear-
lier, that wealth- holders would switch not to commodities directly but 
to gold, since gold has a low carry ing cost and gold prices are generally 
expected to move in tandem with commodity prices, then the riposte 
can be easily made: “Yes, gold prices do move in tandem with commodity 
prices, but not necessarily  these commodity prices.”

Hence,  unless the rise in  these commodity prices generates a gen-
eral infl ation in all commodity prices,  there is no reason why metro-
politan wealth- holders would move to gold from money or money- 
denominated assets. And since we have just seen that the low weight 
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of  these commodities ensures that a rise in their prices would not 
cause, or even be expected to cause, a general infl ation, metropolitan 
wealth- holders  will not actually move to gold. The entire argument 
presented above then seems to have been built upon foundations that, 
even if they had substance earlier when the weight of  these commodi-
ties in the gross value of metropolitan output was larger, are fl imsy at 
pres ent.

A distinction needs to be drawn  here between the importance 
of tropical commodities as use values in the metropolis and their impor-
tance in terms of exchange value. Harry Magdoff ’s (1966) argument 
that even though the weight of raw materials in the gross value of man-
ufacturing output in the metropolis is small,  there simply can be no 
manufacturing without raw materials, draws precisely this distinction: 
raw materials as use values are indispensable to the metropolis, no 
 matter how small their weight in terms of exchange value. Exactly the 
same can be said of all tropical products. The metropolis simply can-
not do without them, no  matter how small their weight in the gross 
value of output or the value of consumption in the metropolis (on this 
more  later).

This low weight is refl ective of social relations. In fact, the reason 
for the negligible weight of tropical products in the gross value of out-
put in the metropolis lies in imperialism itself, which shifts terms of 
trade against the primary producers located on the tropical landmass 
and engaged in producing  these commodities (P. Patnaik 1997). But 
while this point may be conceded, it would still be argued that given 
the fact of low weight of tropical products in gross value of output in the 
metropolis, imperialism ceases to have any con temporary relevance. In 
the past, when imperialism took the form of colonialism, it might have 
been responsible for reducing the weight of the value of tropical com-
modities,  whether as current inputs or as “ labour- feeding inputs” in 
the gross value of output in the metropolis. But this very low weight 
robs it of its relevance in  today’s context, at least in terms of the argu-
ment presented in this book.

This counterargument against our position, however, is invalid for 
two reasons, one obvious and the other not so obvious. The obvious 
point is that since the low weight of the value of tropical products, used 
as current and “ labour- feeding” inputs, in the gross value of output in 
the metropolis is a refl ection of a social relation, maintaining this low 
weight requires a perpetuation of this social relation, i.e., a perpetuation 
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of the dominance that characterizes imperialism. The low weight in 
short, instead of being an argument against the existence of imperial-
ism, must be seen as something that refl ects imperialism as a perennial 
phenomenon. If the entire network of imperialist relationships, includ-
ing a vast reserve army of  labour in the periphery, did not exist, then it 
could have been pos si ble for the tropical producers to charge higher prices 
for their products and increase the relative weight of  these products in 
value terms in the gross value of metropolitan output; or, if this was 
resisted, then to cause accelerating infl ation without any upper bound, 
arising from the autonomous tropical- product- price- push. This latter 
would have undermined the value of money in the metropolis.

The less obvious answer is the following. Even if we assume that 
 because of the low weight of tropical products, a rise in their prices  will 
not have much impact on  those of metropolitan goods, and also that 
metropolitan wealth- holders  will not shift to other forms of wealth- 
holding in lieu of the money of the metropolis, a rise in  these products’ 
prices, owing to their being subject to the phenomenon of increasing 
supply price, still poses a prob lem. A rise in such products’ prices, even 
when they do not cause much infl ation in the metropolis, certainly 
 causes high infl ation within the periphery itself, where their total weight 
among commodities is high. The wealth- holders in the periphery there-
fore would shift to other forms of holding wealth in lieu of money of the 
periphery; indeed, as we have already seen, the monetary system of 
the periphery would become untenable in such a case.

Even if the metropolitan currency does not collapse, the universe 
within which metropolitan capitalism operates  will become untenable 
owing to the collapse of the periphery’s currency. Trade between the me-
tropolis and the periphery, for instance,  will not be  viable if the latter’s 
currency— and hence the latter’s  labour- power, which is paid in terms 
of this currency— has zero value in terms of the former. To prevent such 
a denouement, such a collapse in the periphery’s currency, income 
defl ation  will have to be imposed on the working population of the 
periphery itself. This, as we have been arguing, is an impor tant consti-
tutive ele ment of imperialism.

It follows therefore that if the system within which metropolitan cap-
italism operates, which includes obtaining tropical products that are 
not producible within the core itself, is to be tenable, then the value of 
the currency of the periphery cannot fall to zero relative to the currency 
of the metropolis. But if it cannot be allowed to fall to zero— i.e., some 
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lower bound to its relative value vis- à- vis the currency of the metrop-
olis must be enforced— then a rise in tropical product prices would 
pose a threat to the value of the metropolitan currency as well.

In  either case, it therefore becomes necessary to avoid a rise in tropi-
cal product prices, and thus it becomes necessary that the phenomenon 
of increasing supply price must not be allowed to manifest itself. In 
short, an income defl ation becomes necessary; and the weight of 
value of tropical products entering as current and “ labour- feeding” in-
puts into the gross value of metropolitan output is irrelevant to this 
argument.

II

Some General Theoretical Propositions

The basic theoretical point under lying our argument is  simple, though, 
strangely enough, it has not been made in economics. This point can 
be stated in the form of two propositions. The fi rst of  these proposi-
tions is: if  there is a commodity that is in fi xed supply in an economy that 
is other wise nonstationary, then no other commodity except this commod-
ity itself, if it has negligible carry ing cost (or another commodity that has 
negligible carry ing cost and whose relative price vis- à- vis this commodity, 
is generally believed, for what ever reason, rightly or wrongly, to remain 
invariant), can possibly function as money  under the usual rules of mar-
ket exchange, i.e., in the absence of constrained choices (or rationing 
equilibria).

The fact that such an economy is doomed to reach a stationary state 
has been known since the days of David Ricardo, who of course pos-
tulated “diminishing returns” rather than the more stringent assump-
tion of a fi xed supply (but the diff erence is immaterial for the pres ent 
purpose). And the Von Neumann rate of maximal balanced growth in 
such an economy is zero. But the point is that even while making a tra-
verse to the stationary state, no other commodity can possibly act as a 
store of value, which is the primary function of money even when it is 
being used as a mere medium of circulation.

The obvious conclusion that follows from this and has been discussed 
at length earlier is that  under the usual rules of market exchange, a 
modern credit money economy is incompatible with the existence of 
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any commodity that has negligible carry ing cost and is fi xed in supply, 
or subject to increasing supply price at given money wages (for the 
Ricardian reasons of “diminishing returns”).

But something far more impor tant also follows from this, namely, 
that even an economy with commodity money, including gold- money, 
is incompatible,  under the usual rules of market exchange, with the 
existence of such a commodity (which, to repeat, is fi xed in supply and 
has negligible carry ing cost). This is  because while both gold as well as 
the commodity in fi xed supply ex hypothesi have negligible carry ing 
costs, the latter  will drive gold, which itself is not in fi xed supply in the 
same way, from becoming a form of wealth- holding, in the sense that 
 under the usual rules of market exchange,  there  will be no stable equi-
librium in such an economy where wealth  will be held in the form 
of gold.

But this is not all. If gold itself happens to be the commodity subject 
 either to fi xity of supply or to Ricardian “diminishing returns,” then it 
would restrict the scope for other commodities, such as factories,  houses, 
and the like, to become forms of wealth- holding. And the same would 
be true if it is not gold but some other commodity that happens to be 
in fi xed supply and has negligible carry ing cost: the expected rate of 
increase in the price of such a commodity would put a fl oor to the “own 
rate of interest” (i.e., the rate of return less the risk premium less the 
carry ing cost, all mea sured in terms of the asset itself ) that an asset 
must earn for it to be a form of wealth- holding.

It may be thought that if gold as a commodity is in fi xed supply or 
subject to diminishing returns, then paper money that is convertible 
to gold can always be used to augment the supply of money consisting 
of gold and the gold- substitute paper. But in such a case it would be 
diffi  cult to maintain the convertibility of paper money to gold, especially 
if  there is also some other commodity, apart from gold, that has both 
fi xity of supply and low carry ing cost.

This brings us to the second proposition, namely that not only is it 
impossible for an economy where  there is fi xity in supply of some com-
modity that also has low carry ing cost, to have any other commodity 
acting as money, but that this commodity itself, while making it impossi-
ble for any other commodity to act as money, would put a constraint on 
wealth- holders also holding “non- money assets.”1

And what is more, even when non- money assets are held, the equi-
librium, with wealth- holders holding their wealth both in the form of 
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this commodity and also a range of produced goods with nonincreas-
ing supply price,  will be an unstable one. Any deviation in favour of this 
commodity, i.e., what would constitute an increase in “liquidity prefer-
ence” in such a world, would cause a cumulative deviation that would 
drive out other forms of wealth- holding,  because it would push up, 
and keep pushing up, the relative price of this commodity vis- à- vis the 
other “non- money” commodities in terms of which wealth is also held.

We have so far been talking about a commodity that is subject to 
increasing supply price and also has low carry ing cost. But the argu-
ment of the previous paragraph suggests a stronger conclusion. Sup-
pose the commodity that is subject to increasing supply price has some 
positive carry ing cost. And suppose  there is a rise in its price. Some 
wealth- holders would estimate its expected price appreciation to exceed 
its carry ing cost and hence to move to this commodity. This fact would 
raise its current price further and induce some more wealth- holders 
move to this commodity, and so on. It follows, therefore, that even if 
the commodity that is fi xed in supply, or subject to increasing supply 
price, has positive carry ing cost, it would still make a monetary econ-
omy, in which some other commodity acts as money and constitutes a 
form of wealth- holding, impossible; and it cannot itself act as money 
without making the holding of wealth in other assets untenable. In 
short, a cap i tal ist economy in which the normal rules of market ex-
change prevail becomes untenable if  there is any commodity subject to 
increasing supply price. This is what we have been arguing.

Put diff erently, a cap i tal ist economy with fi xity of supply (or increasing 
supply price) of some commodity not only grinds  towards a stationary 
state, as economic theory has held all  these years, but is fundamentally 
unviable  under the usual rules of market exchange. Capitalism is pre-
eminently a money- using economy, and if no  viable money can function 
in such an economy, then the system itself becomes unviable. And this 
would necessarily happen  because the fi xed- supply commodity can 
neither permit any other commodity to function as money nor itself 
function fruitfully as money, i.e., without putting constraints on the 
holding of other assets.

Since we know that cap i tal ist economies have functioned for a long 
time despite having commodities that are in fi xed supply or are subject 
to increasing supply price (of which minerals, including above all oil, 
are one obvious example, and the mass of products from the fi xed trop-
ical landmass are another), the question naturally arises: How has this 
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been pos si ble? And the answer lies simply in the fact that the usual rules 
of market exchange have not been followed. But they have been by- 
passed not in the sense that rationing equilibria and constraints on 
asset choices have been the norm  under capitalism, but in a very diff  er ent 
sense: namely, through the exercise of coercion in the form of imperi-
alism, whose economic content, in the form of income defl ation,  etc., 
has been explored in earlier chapters. Capitalism is supposed to be 
based on the rules of market exchange; but if capitalism  were based 
merely on the rules of market exchange, indeed any set of rules of market 
exchange, it would be an impossibility. Capitalism without imperialism 
is an impossibility.

III

Lenin, Luxemburg, and Imperialism

Much discussion has taken place in economics on the exact rules of 
market exchange. A contrast for instance has been drawn between the 
classical notion of “ free competition,” which entails an equalization of 
the rate of profi t and the wage rate (for homogeneous  labour) across 
sectors through the  free mobility of capital and  labour respectively, and 
the subsequently developed concept of “perfect competition,” which 
entails not only equal wages and rates of profi t across sectors, but zero 
profi ts. Perfect competition with zero profi ts can obtain only if in ad-
dition to the  free mobility of  labour and capital across sectors,  there is 
also  free entry into the ranks of the cap i tal ists in case they earn posi-
tive profi ts; and such entry can only be from the ranks of the workers. 
Perfect competition, therefore, is based on the assumption of perfect 
social mobility, and hence the nonexistence of any class distinctions in 
society— a proposition that classical po liti cal economy had rejected.

 These distinctions are impor tant, as is Sraff a’s (1960) revival of the 
classical notion of the natu ral price, if only to underscore the point that 
the distribution of output between the workers and the cap i tal ists is 
determined socially by the balance of class forces, which is outside of 
the sphere of demand and supply, rather than through the full employ-
ment marginal products as neoclassical economics suggests.

But all  these strands of theory still look upon capitalism as a self- 
contained, isolated system, rather than as a system set in the midst of 
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precapitalist petty producers with whom it interacts and from whom it 
must obtain supplies of goods that it needs, and in growing quantities 
as it accumulates capital, at nonincreasing prices.  Because economics 
does not look at capitalism as it has  really existed, it has also not come 
to terms with the fact that obtaining goods at nonincreasing prices from 
petty producers located on the tropical landmass, whose products are not 
producible within the cap i tal ist sector that has grown up in the temperate 
region of the world, is simply not pos si ble  under the normal rules of 
market exchange. It has therefore not accepted the fact that capital-
ism is unsustainable  under the normal rules of exchange. It requires 
coercion to be exerted on this outside world, a coercion that we call 
“imperialism.”

Imperialism, in short, is a coercive relationship exercised by the cap i-
tal ist sector on the “outside” world to ensure, fi rst, that it obtains the prod-
ucts that it needs from this “outside” world and second, that it does so at 
nonincreasing prices. This conception of imperialism, it should be noted, 
does not refer to the mere fact of imposition of the usual rules of 
exchange upon precapitalist producers. As Rosa Luxemburg (1963) 
emphasized, dragging  these producers into an exchange relationship 
with capitalism itself involves breaking down their natu ral economy, 
which cannot occur without coercion. But even  after they have been 
drawn into commerce with capitalism, such commerce  under the usual 
rules of market exchange—no  matter how we defi ne  these rules, in 
classical or neoclassical manner—is not enough for the viability of the 
system. A further continuous exercise of coercion is needed to ensure 
that the goods of such petty producers are obtained at nonincreasing 
prices.

The fact that imperialism is thus absolutely essential for capitalism, 
 because, without it, capitalism would face increasing prices for  these 
“outside” products, which would make the system unviable by under-
mining the value of money, has not been recognized  until now by any 
strand of economics. Strands outside of the Marxist tradition gener-
ally ignore imperialism; and strands within the Marxist tradition, while 
accepting imperialism as a phenomenon linked to capitalism, provide 
other explanations for it,  because Marx himself did not place much cre-
dence  either on diminishing returns à la Ricardo or on fi xity of supply 
of tropical or any other products. His concern was more with techno-
logical pro gress raising the capital- output ratio in general over time, 
from which he derived his falling tendency of the rate of profi t for a 
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given distribution of income between wages and profi ts; but he did not 
take seriously any tendency for a rise in the capital- output ratio over 
time, and hence for a fall in the rate of profi t,  because of Ricardian 
diminishing returns.

While a few economists outside of the Marxist tradition have rec-
ognized the phenomenon of imperialism, they have not seen it as 
having anything to do with capitalism. Schumpeter (1951) is a prime 
example. He saw imperialism not as being essential for capitalism but 
as the product of a precapitalist “superstructure” that persists into 
capitalism. He did not see any logical fl aws in the analy sis of capitalism 
advanced by Walras, even as he superimposed his own theory of inno-
vations upon Walras’s analy sis; consequently, he did not see any neces-
sity  under capitalism, for the viability of its economy, to take recourse 
to imperialism.

Within the Marxist tradition imperialism has been seen as being 
organically linked to capitalism. Rosa Luxemburg (1963) saw accumu-
lation as being impossible without capitalism’s interaction with the 
surrounding precapitalist sector, but except in stray passages suggest-
ing other wise, she saw such interaction as a destruction and assimila-
tion of the precapitalist sector by capitalism, which of course reaches a 
limit when the entire world is  under the exclusive domination of capi-
talism and hence accumulation becomes impossible. While Luxem-
burg has been hailed as a precursor of the theory of aggregate demand 
that came into the forefront with the “Keynesian Revolution,” and 
consequently also of the theory of the necessity of exogenous stimuli, 
outside of “multiplier- accelerator” type mechanisms, for sustaining 
growth  under the cap i tal ist system (both of  these ideas  were  later de-
veloped by Michal Kalecki [1954]), her theory, notwithstanding its 
tremendous insights, provides a shaky basis for a theory of imperialism 
as an abiding relationship  under capitalism.

For a start, it detaches imperialism from any spatial location. The 
destruction and assimilation of the precapitalist sector is a universal 
phenomenon, relating, as she said, to sociology rather than to geogra-
phy. Besides,  because of her emphasis on the “realization” question 
(even though in discussing accumulation she talks about capitalism’s 
need for raw materials, wage goods, and  labour power from the pre-
capitalist sector), the fact that the cap i tal ist state can take on the role 
of providing demand (as Keynes  later suggested), making imperialism 
as she saw it unnecessary, weakens her theory of imperialism.2
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 There is no doubt that encroaching on precapitalist markets kills sev-
eral birds with one stone for capitalism: it provides a source of demand 
and keeps accumulation  going (the very fact of such accumulation how-
ever entails ex post that this source of demand is not actually much 
tapped [P. Patnaik 1972], but let us leave that aside), even while by 
the same act of encroachment it also ensures supplies of raw materials, 
wage goods, and  labour power for itself. The provision of demand by 
the state by contrast does not si mul ta neously release any raw materi-
als, wage goods, and  labour power. Encroaching on precapitalist mar-
kets is therefore more favourable for capitalism than having the state 
undertake “demand management.” But her theoretical emphasis on 
the demand issue alone pushes this aspect to the background.

Lenin’s (1977) theory of imperialism on the other hand was meant 
to explain the conjuncture of the First World War and the immediate 
postwar years and to provide the theoretical background to his call for 
a world revolution. Even though he recognized the spatial nature of 
imperialism by referring to it as a “world system of colonial oppression 
and fi nancial strangulation of the overwhelming majority of the pop-
ulation of the world by a handful of ‘advanced countries’ ” (Lenin 
[1977], 637; emphasis added), his confi ning the use of the term “impe-
rialism” only to the mono poly phase of capitalism meant that this 
system of spatial exploitation in its historical entirety remained unthe-
orized by him, and consequently by the communist movement as a 
 whole. Colonialism of course was very much a part of the communist 
discourse but  there was no communist theory of colonialism, let alone 
a communist theory of imperialism inclusive of the colonial phase.

A second feature of Lenin’s theory of imperialism, which is not often 
recognized, is that it was not a functional theory. Imperialism was not 
“explained” in any way as being functionally necessary for capitalism, 
as in the case of Rosa Luxemburg. It was simply the expression of ri-
valry among mono poly combines in an era when capitalism had be-
come characterized by mono poly combines and when competition 
among capitals had taken the form, consequently, of global rivalry for 
“economic territory.” Hence imperialism was just the outgrowth of cap-
italism; it was mono poly capitalism— a proposition that his contempo-
raries like Karl Kautsky found so diffi  cult to understand. They  were 
looking for a functional theory of imperialism, a theory that would ex-
plain it as being in some sense “necessary” for capitalism, fulfi lling 
some specifi c role without which capitalism would be in the doldrums.
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But such a perception, of imperialism being the outgrowth of capi-
talism, though it was pertinent for the mono poly phase when  there was 
close personal  union among big fi nanciers, large industrialists, and the 
state, could not be used for explaining colonialism, for that, as Lenin’s 
own discussion suggested, corresponded to the period of  free compe-
tition. Hence the entire phenomenon of colonialism did not get prop-
erly theoretically comprehended in the communist tradition that took 
off  from Lenin. Correspondingly  there was also no theory that covered 
both the “colonial” and “imperial” periods and could explain why cap-
italism universally engaged in this spatial exploitation. As the nation- 
based fi nance capitals became transformed into international fi nance 
capital, the absence of such a theory created scope for the question: 
Does imperialism as a spatial category remain relevant in the era of 
globalization?

The answer to this question requires in our view a theory of impe-
rialism as a system of spatial exploitation. Such a theoretical perception 
cannot of course constitute the totality of the theory of imperialism; 
but it needs to be embedded within any overarching discussion of 
imperialism. This is what we have attempted to provide in this book. 
It is not an alternative to the ideas of Lenin or Luxemburg or the many 
other authors who have discussed imperialism, but something that re-
mains valid in  every phase of capitalism,  whether  free competition or 
mono poly, no  matter what  else can also be said about colonialism or 
imperialism.

IV

The Contrast Between Colonialism 
and Con temporary Globalization

 There are nonetheless impor tant diff erences between the colonial re-
gime and what prevails now over much of the periphery. The two sit-
uations we are contrasting should be clearly distinguished. They do not 
correspond to the distinction between  free competition and mono poly, 
since our argument has been that notwithstanding the other impor tant 
diff erences between  these two phases that Lenin highlighted, in the 
 matter of obtaining tropical primary products from the periphery at 
the expense of local absorption of such products, they scarcely diff er. 
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Likewise the distinction we are making cannot be reduced to one be-
tween colonialism and imperialism, since we use the term “imperial-
ism” in an inclusive sense such that the colonial period is part of impe-
rialism; we can scarcely therefore treat colonialism and imperialism as 
separate categories.

Our distinction is between two periods during each of which capi-
tal was juridically  free to move all over the globe (even though in  actual 
fact it may not have moved around freely). And the distinction between 
 these two periods, which had this common feature that the periphery 
was open to capital infl ows (and hence outfl ows as well), consists in the 
fact that during the fi rst, the metropolis directly controlled the periph-
ery through a colonial or semi- colonial state, while during the second 
the periphery had been formally po liti cally decolonized but was in 
thralldom to global capital. By focusing upon  these two periods, which 
are not contiguous, we leave out of account the period of the immedi-
ate post- decolonization dirigisme, which was altogether sui generis and 
which meant a release of sorts from the stranglehold of imperialism. 
We are thus in eff ect comparing two periods of imperialist dominance 
over the periphery, one before decolonization, and the other  after the over-
throw of third world dirigisme.

Now, one impor tant diff erence has already been discussed, namely, 
the breakdown of the segmentation of the world economy  because of 
which advanced- country wages get restrained by the existence of the 
massive third world  labour reserves. This breakdown of segmentation 
in turn arises from the fact that although capital was juridically  free 
to move to the periphery even earlier, it hardly did so except to sectors 
like mines and plantations (Nurkse 1954); it did not move to sectors 
where it could have used the low- wage workers of the periphery to 
produce for the world market the same goods that it was producing in 
the metropolis.

One consequence of this breakdown of segmentation, which has also 
been noted, is the tendency  towards global underconsumption, which 
manifests itself in a secular tendency  towards crisis and stagnation in 
the world economy, especially in the metropolitan economies. A second 
consequence, which has also been noted earlier, is that insofar as 
“spontaneous” income defl ation arises from the fact that the purchas-
ing power in the hands of the working  people does not grow rapidly 
enough  because growing income inequalities create demand for goods 
that are not particularly employment- intensive, such “spontaneous” in-
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come defl ation now aff ects the workers both in the metropolis and the 
periphery. It ceases to be a specifi c burden imposed on the workers and 
peasants in the periphery and instead comes to be generalized to the 
working  people of the world as a  whole.

A second diff erence between the two periods is even more impor tant. 
In the colonial period, not only did income defl ation imposed on 
the working  people in the periphery keep down the local absorption of 
tropical commodities, but the mode of imposing such income defl ation 
was to a large extent through the colonial tax system, which also meant 
that such commodities  were obtained gratis by the metropolis. In the 
recent period of globalization, while income defl ation is imposed like-
wise through taxation and “austerity” mea sures of the state, since the 
state is not a colonial one, the metropolis does not get such commodi-
ties gratis.

This has an impor tant implication. A hallmark of the cap i tal ist world 
economy has always been the following: the “leader” of the cap i tal ist 
world “permits” a current account defi cit against itself by its rivals, in-
cluding the newly emerging cap i tal ist economies of the time, so that 
their ambitions are accommodated within the system, which is thereby 
kept  going (P. Patnaik 2006). If the leading cap i tal ist economy resorted 
to protectionist mea sures in order to insulate its own market against 
the goods emanating from its rivals and from newly emerging econo-
mies, both for domestic employment and for balance of payments rea-
sons, then the international monetary system would become unviable, 
pushing the world cap i tal ist economy into a crisis marked by generalized 
protectionism. Not surprisingly, Britain, the former leader of the cap i-
tal ist world, maintained a current account defi cit vis- à- vis continental 
Eu rope and the United States in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries when  these economies  were industrializing rapidly (Saul 1970); 
and the United States, the pres ent leader of the cap i tal ist world, is  doing 
the same  today vis- à- vis Germany and East Asia.

Of course, the reason for such a current account defi cit lies in the 
fact that the newly emerging economies have lower unit costs of pro-
duction than the leading economy. This, in the case of Britain, used to 
be attributed to lower productivity for more or less similar wages, owing 
the so- called “penalty of the early start” (which saddled Britain with a 
large body of relatively old equipment), and in the case of the United 
States  today is attributed to higher wages for more or less similar pro-
ductivity. The point, however, is not the reason for the current defi cit 
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of the leading economy vis- à- vis its rivals and emerging economies; the 
point is that given  these reasons, and hence the current defi cit, within 
a regime of more or less “ free trade” and  free capital movements, over-
coming this defi cit through protectionism by the leader destroys this 
regime with deleterious consequences for world capitalism as a  whole.

But then how can the leader meet such a defi cit? In the colonial 
period, Britain met this defi cit by taking away the export surplus earn-
ings of the colonies gratis. In fact, the surplus it took away was larger 
than what was required to meet its total current defi cit vis- à- vis its ri-
vals and emerging economies of the time,  because of which Britain ac-
tually made substantial capital exports to  these economies. What is 
more, not only was this the case in general, but even in individual years 
the surplus extracted appears to have been calibrated.

In the case of colonial India, for instance,  there was always a mer-
chandise and current account surplus vis- à- vis the rest of the world 
(mainly with Britain’s rivals, the late industrializing countries and the 
“newly emerging economies”), a surplus that came to be the second 
largest globally  after that of the United States.  There was always a cur-
rent account defi cit vis- à- vis Britain owing inter alia to explicit invisi-
ble items of drain of wealth like the so- called “Home Charges” and 
earnings from the mono poly that Britain instituted in shipping and in-
suring Indian goods, in addition to the deindustrializing British net 
exports to India.  These two— the export surplus earnings of the colony 
and the mainly administered invisible liabilities it had vis- à- vis the col-
onizing economy— miraculously always balanced themselves over 
any stretch of time! India’s merchandise export surplus to the world as 
a  whole always appeared to match or marginally fall short of India’s net 
invisible imports vis- à- vis Britain (including explicit government admin-
istered “drain” items like the “Home Charges”), so that on the eve 
of the Second World War,  there was only a small amount of net debt 
against India.

It appears therefore that what ever India’s export surplus happened 
to be with Britain’s rivals and “emerging economies,” it simply magi-
cally dis appeared into thin air without benefi ting India. And even vari-
ations in this surplus from one period to the next left no palpable 
mark (except in years of a very sharp drop, when a small debt was con-
tracted by India).

This  matter is discussed at greater length in a  later chapter, but the 
basic point  here is that Britain could maintain its leadership role, which 
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called for  running a current account defi cit with rivals and “emerging 
economies,”  because it used for the purpose what it earned through its 
“deindustrializing exports” to the colonies and what it appropriated 
gratis from the colonies’ export surplus to the world.

 Today, in the case of the United States,  matters are diff  er ent. The 
United States also has to run a current account defi cit vis- à- vis its ri-
vals and “emerging economies” as part of its leadership role. Its not 
 doing so, and  going protectionist instead, would plunge the cap i tal ist 
world into trade rivalry and damage the interests of international fi -
nance capital (which wants unrestricted trade and capital fl ows). This, 
in turn, would shake the so- called “confi dence of investors,” and, within 
the current regime of fi scal “responsibility,” precipitate a further crisis. 
Since it cannot extract any tributes from the colonies as Britain had 
done, the United States perforce fulfi ls its leadership role by  running 
up its own net external debt, which is why we have this remarkable spec-
tacle of the world’s most power ful cap i tal ist economy also being the 
most indebted.

But the need for continuous borrowing by the leading metropolitan 
cap i tal ist economy also requires that the value of its currency, the 
U.S. dollar, and of assets denoted in terms of it, must not be undermined 
by infl ation, so that they continue to be attractive forms of holding 
wealth (whence the current obsession with “infl ation- targeting”). 
The necessity for imposing income defl ation therefore becomes partic-
ularly acute. The “spontaneous defl ation” referred to above is not enough. 
It is supplemented by several mea sures typical of neoliberalism, such as 
fi scal “austerity.”

V

Infl ation and the Dollar

Of course, notwithstanding all mea sures of income defl ation, a rise in 
the prices of tropical products may still occur. Indeed, we do know that 
during the fi rst de cade of this  century,  there has been a rise in prices of 
primary commodities generally. In the case of food grains, this rise has 
occurred owing to the decline in per capita global grain output as lands 
in developing countries  were diverted to export crops, without any 
compensating rise of grain output in advanced countries; and it has 
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been aggravated by the increasing diversion of grains for biofuels during 
the last de cade. The period from 2004 to 2006 saw an absolute decline 
in global cereal output by 56 million tons, even as world use of cereal 
for ethanol conversion  rose by 27 million tons. The single year 2007 
alone saw grain diversion to ethanol at an all- time high of 28 million 
tons, and although output improved,  there was still a net decline in 
per capita grain availability.3

Notwithstanding income defl ation, this diversion of grain for bio- 
fuel was bound to and did eventually cause a situation of excess demand. 
Grain prices  rose from 2007 onwards, spiking the next year. Commod-
ity speculation thrives on such experiences and expectations of supply 
constraints and becomes pervasive in the era of neoliberalism through 
inter alia the removal of restrictions on forward- trading. The fact that 
this rise has not undermined the confi dence of wealth- holders in 
the U.S. dollar, in contrast to the commodity price upsurge in the 
early 1970s and its eff ects, would be held against the argument of the 
pres ent book. This is an issue, therefore, that needs clarifi cation.

Before looking at this argument, however, a brief examination of what 
had happened in the early 1970s may be in order. The increase in com-
modity prices during that time is often interpreted as a temporary panic 
reaction following the collapse of the Bretton Woods system (Kaldor 
1976). The story, as we have already seen in an earlier chapter, is usu-
ally narrated as follows: the per sis tent U.S. current account defi cit, ow-
ing inter alia to its maintaining a string of military bases all around 
the globe, meant that  under the Bretton Woods system, in which 
the U.S. dollar was ordained to be “as good as gold,” other countries 
 were forced to hold on to the dollars pouring out of the United States. 
When this outpouring became a torrent during the Vietnam War, 
France  under President De Gaulle became unwilling to hold dollars 
anymore. It demanded gold instead, which forced the suspension of the 
dollar- gold link and the subsequent collapse of the Breton Woods 
system. This collapse created panic among speculators, who, on fi nd-
ing themselves suddenly denied a secure monetary form of holding 
wealth, moved to commodities, thereby causing the worldwide com-
modity price explosion.

A more plausible explanation, however, as already pointed out ear-
lier, is as follows. In the context of the generally high levels of aggre-
gate demand maintained through state intervention in metropolitan 
cap i tal ist economies, including above all through high U.S. military 
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spending, escalating expenditure on the Vietnam War gave rise to a 
state of excess demand, especially for primary commodities; since 
the scope for imposing income defl ation on the “outlying regions” did 
not exist as in colonial times, this pushed up their prices, which the 
speculative  factors, underscored by the fi rst interpretation described 
above, further aggravated. The commodity price explosion in short was 
the inevitable denouement that capitalism, enfeebled by decoloniza-
tion, which robbed it of its traditional weapon of income defl ation 
against third world producers, faced in the postwar period.

Postwar capitalism, though it kept up its level of aggregate demand 
through Keynesian demand management, did not have any means of 
keeping down raw material prices in the face of growing demands for 
such raw materials arising from accumulation, and hence warding off  
threats to the value of money. This fact was exposed in the early 1970s.

France’s moving to gold instead of U.S. dollars thus becomes expli-
cable not as an act of intransigence on the part of President De Gaulle, 
but simply as an expression of the “debauching of the currency” that 
Keynes (1919), quoting Lenin, had talked about. And the weakness of 
the Bretton Woods system, in comparison with the gold standard, is 
then seen to consist in the fact that the latter was based on a colonial 
system that made pos si ble the imposition of income defl ation on the 
“outlying regions,” while the former was crippled by the fact of de-
colonization, and hence a loosening of the bonds of imperialism.4

To be sure, nothing comparable has happened in recent years to 
commodity prices. But a rise in such prices, caused by excess demand 
aggravated by speculation, becomes a threat to the value of money in 
the periphery, which itself needs to be avoided; and it can even become 
a threat to the value of money in the metropolis if it induces a shift 
from such money to gold. Controlling infl ation therefore becomes an 
overriding objective.

Indeed, we can reiterate in this context a point made earlier in re-
sponse to the question: If, as argued in this book,  there is such a threat 
to the viability of the cap i tal ist system associated with the rise in prices 
of goods, then how is it that the price level of commodities has in-
creased so much over the years within the metropolis itself and yet 
nothing has happened to the system? The answer lies partly in the fact 
that the most pronounced increases in the price level have occurred 
during war years, when in any case  there are severe restrictions on as-
set preference. In addition, however, it is also the case, as we have seen, 
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96 Further Elaborations and Clarifi cations

that infl ation poses a threat by inducing a shift from money to gold. 
Not all infl ation need cause such a shift; indeed, as we have also seen, 
episodes of infl ation, perceived as episodes and not as a continuous 
phenomenon, may not cause such a shift. But even the danger of some 
episode of infl ation causing such a shift is ever pres ent, which is why 
capitalism seeks at all costs to avoid infl ation, including resorting to 
income defl ation, though it does not always succeed in  doing so.
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W E H AV E PUT FORWA R D three propositions in the preceding 
chapters. First, the stability of the value of money  under capitalism, 
and hence of the entire fi nancial system founded upon money, requires 
that as capital accumulates,  there should be no per sis tent tendency for 
a rise in the price of any commodity that is essential for the metropolis 
and is considered signifi cant by wealth- holders,  whether located in the 
metropolis or in the periphery. Second, given the limited size of the 
tropical landmass and the fact that capitalism can neither do without 
nor replicate elsewhere the products of this landmass, the ex ante ten-
dency  towards per sis tent infl ation in such products therefore becomes a 
threat to capitalism. And third, this threat is countered inter alia by 
imposing an income defl ation on the users of  these products in the 
periphery, so that capitalism’s growing requirement for them is met by 
squeezing the absorption by  these users, without the prob lem of in-
creasing supply price coming into play at all. Such income defl ation, 
imposed on the users of the tropical products located in the periphery, 
constitutes an essential feature of imperialism.

ch a pter sev en

Metropolitan Demand on 
Tropical Landmass

The Empirical Picture
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98 Metropolitan Demand on Tropical Landmass

If  these propositions are right, then we should observe two phe-
nomena: fi rst,  there should be a certain inverse relationship (to be de-
fi ned more precisely) between exports from the periphery to the me-
tropolis and food availability in the periphery; and second, accompanying 
such an inverse relationship, we should fi nd not any signifi cant profi t 
infl ation, but rather a state of relative stability in tropical commodity 
prices (and an adverse movement in their terms of trade vis- à- vis man-
ufacturing, which contradicts Ricardo1), as is to be expected with in-
come defl ation.

It may be thought that a precise testing of such an inverse relation-
ship2 requires the specifi cation of an alternative scenario that would have 
obtained in the absence of cap i tal ist encroachment in the periphery. 
This, however, is not needed for our purpose. An observed inverse rela-
tionship between the movement of exports of tropical products to the 
metropolis and the movement of per capita foodgrain availability within 
the periphery is suffi  cient to show the existence of a metropolis- induced 
squeeze on the population on the tropical landmass. This is so for the 
following reason.

If, in the absence of cap i tal ist encroachment, per capita foodgrain 
availability would have increased or remained constant, then an observed 
decline can be taken as being indicative of a metropolis- induced squeeze; 
and if, in the absence of such an encroachment, the per capita foodgrain 
availability would have declined anyway, then an observed decline can 
be taken as being indicative of a metropolis- induced squeeze that only 
worsened  matters. From an observed decline in per capita foodgrain 
availability in a situation of rising crop exports to the metropolis, we can 
therefore safely infer the existence of a metropolis- induced squeeze. It 
becomes diffi  cult to infer such a squeeze only when  there is an observed 
increase in per capita foodgrain availability within the periphery accom-
panying an increase in its exports to the metropolis.

In fact one can go further. Even if  there is no increase in the pe-
riphery’s exports to the metropolis but merely a decline over time in 
per capita foodgrain availability in the periphery in a situation of sub-
stantial (but not necessarily growing) tropical exports to the metropolis, 
then that too is suffi  cient to show such a metropolitan squeeze. This 
is  because in the absence of such a squeeze in the form of an income 
defl ation, even the maintenance of  these substantial exports in the face 
of a decline in per capita foodgrain availability would not have been 
pos si ble without jeopardizing the value of money in the metropolis.
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Metropolitan Demand on Tropical Landmass 99

What is remarkable, however, is that a decline in per capita foodgrain 
availability in the periphery, accompanying an increase in exports of trop-
ical products to the metropolis, is exactly what has happened in history. 
The pres ent chapter establishes this point on the basis of historical data 
for several countries and also examines trends in absolute poverty. The 
next chapter discusses the phenomenon of income defl ation in the colo-
nial period and how it underpinned the entire international monetary 
system. In short, the chapters that follow provide historical material 
to support the theoretical argument of the book.

I

Trends in Foodgrain Availability in the Indian Economy

The tropical landmass has the remarkable property that it can sustain 
production all year round, producing  under favourable conditions as 
many as three crops per year. The constraint  here can arise from the 
absence of  water, which irrigation facilities seek to overcome, but not 
from climatic conditions such as a harsh winter when the ground is 
frozen. A number of crops that are grown in the cold temperate north-
ern regions in summer but cannot be grown  there in winter, are pro-
duced in tropical and subtropical lands in winter.3 In addition, a  whole 
range of products, from tea and coff ee to cane sugar and raw cotton, 
which have become a routine part of the northern consumption bas-
ket, can be produced only on tropical and subtropical lands.

The demand of the cap i tal ist core upon the tropical landmass there-
fore is of two kinds: to produce a  whole range of goods that it con-
sumes but simply cannot produce; and to produce a  whole range of 
goods that it can produce only in certain months but whose fresh sup-
plies it needs all year around. Meeting  these requirements in the ab-
sence of land- augmentation necessarily involves restricting the use of 
this land for meeting domestic demands within the periphery, which 
in turn is achieved by curtailing  these demands through income defl a-
tion. And the most impor tant demand that is curtailed is for foodgrains.

The fundamental asymmetry, which consists in the fact that the cap-
i tal ist core requires tropical products but not vice versa (in the sense 
that what ever the tropical countries import from the core is in princi ple 
producible by them) and is as impor tant  today as in the past, is captured 
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100 Metropolitan Demand on Tropical Landmass

by  table 7.1, which shows that import dependence was far greater for 
advanced countries.4

A supermarket in West Eu rope or North Amer i ca carries on aver-
age  today about 12,000 items of food in raw or pro cessed forms. At 
least two- thirds of  these items have a partial or total import content 
from tropical areas (Friedman 1990). Supplying  these items from 
tropical lands has entailed historically, and even  today, a decline in per 
capita foodgrains output and availability in countries located  there.

 Table 7.2 gives fi gures for per capita foodgrain output and availability 
for British India for the half  century before in de pen dence as fi ve- year 
averages.5 Even ignoring the last year, 1945–46, which saw a precipitous 
decline in both,  there was nonetheless a decline of around 27  percent 
in output and over 25  percent in availability over the half- century. Since 
a common tendency is to attribute declines in per capita magnitudes in 
the periphery to excessive population increase, it is worth recalling 
that India’s population growth became noticeable for the fi rst time 
only when the 1931 census fi gures  were compared with the 1921 census 
fi gures. And yet per capita foodgrain output and availability had al-
ready declined markedly by the 1920s. This decline therefore had to 
do not so much with population increase as with the shift of acreage 
 towards the production of export crops.

The argument of this book remains unaff ected if metropolitan de-
mand for tropical products remains unchanged despite capital accumu-
lation, while growing population in the periphery increases the demand 
for such products, or if the increase in (ex ante) demand arises for both 
 these reasons. In all  these cases the pressure on the tropical landmass 
makes the satisfaction of metropolitan requirements of tropical prod-
ucts impossible without the metropolis resorting to income defl ation 
to preserve the value of its money. And such income defl ation consti-
tutes, in our argument, the essence of imperialism.

The shift away from foodgrains is evident from the fact that between 
the fi ve years ending in 1901 and the fi ve years ending in 1941 the trend 
growth rate of foodgrain output was a meagre 0.11  percent per annum 
(that for per capita output was -1.14  percent); but over exactly the same 
period the annual trend growth rate of non- foodgrain output was over 
ten times higher, at 1.31  percent (Blyn 1966). The colonial period, in 
short, constitutes the classic example of the use of the tropical land-
mass for meeting the requirements of the metropolis at the expense of 
local foodgrain production and absorption.
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102 Metropolitan Demand on Tropical Landmass

Let us now consider the post- in de pen dence period. With much stren-
uous eff ort, starting with the “Grow More Food” campaign of the 
early 1950s, the dirigiste regime in India, reviled ceaselessly  these days 
by the proponents of neoliberalism, pushed up the fi gure for per capita 
net domestic foodgrain availability, which had shrunk to below 137 kg 
in 1945–46 for British India, to an annual average of 177 kg for the 
country as a  whole for the triennium ending 1991–92 (comparable to 
the pre– First World War level during 1903–1908, before the decline had 
begun). This substantial per capita gain of 40 kg meant a rise for the 
population in average daily energy intake per head by nearly 400 
calories, as well as a rise in daily protein intake of about 6 grams.

The gain of forty years of eff ort was lost  after the introduction of 
neoliberal reforms starting in 1991, which entailed income defl ation, 
and particularly  after trade liberalisation in the mid-1990s, which ini-
tiated diversion of land to export crops.  There has been a fall, gentle at 
fi rst but sharp thereafter, in per capita average annual availability for 
three- year periods ending in the year specifi ed: 174.3 kg for 1994–95, to 
174.2 kg for 1997–98, and to 155.7 kg for 2002–03, which was lower 
than the average fi gure (159.3 kg) for the prewar period 1933–38. The 

 table 7.2
British India, 1897–1946: Net Output, Imports, and Availability of 
Foodgrains (fi ve- year averages except last year)

Period

Net 
Foodgrain 

Output 
(000 ton)

Net 
Foodgrain 

Import 
(000 ton)

Net 
Foodgrain 
Availablity 
(000 ton)

Population 
(million)

Output 
per Head 

(kg)

Availability 
per Head 

(kg)

1 2 3 4 5 6

1897–1902 44196.84 −475 43721.84 219.74 201.1 199
1903–1908 41135.94 −1105.83 40030.11 225.79 182.2 177.3
1909–1914 47292.59 −1662.83 45629.76 231.3 204.5 197.3
1915–1920 45298.31 −336 44962.31 232.81 194.6 193.1
1921–1926 44607.21 −203.67 44403.54 239.18 186.5 185.6
1927–1932 43338.46 858.83 44197.29 253.26 171.1 174.5
1933–1938 41786.79 1374.67 43161.46 270.98 154.2 159.3
1939–1944 42702.91 521.83 43224.74 291.03 146.7 148.5
Single Year

1945–1946 41397.13 596 41993.13 307 134.8 136.8
source: Primary source is G. Blyn (1966); this  table is from U. Patnaik (2008).
note: Net foodgrains output is obtained by deducting one- eighth for seed, feed, and wastage 
from gross output data in source, in conformity with current offi  cial practice. Therefore, columns 
5 and 6 are comparable with present-day offi  cial fi gures of output and availability per capita.
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Metropolitan Demand on Tropical Landmass 103

fi gure for the triennium ending 2006–07 was in fact 159.88 kg, almost 
the same as for 1933–38, and for the triennium ending 2011–12, 163 kg. 
The conclusion is inescapable therefore that the net per capita food grain 
availability by the fi rst fi ve- year period of the current  century has been 
lowered below that prevailing before reforms and below that of British 
India on the eve of the Second World War.

The decline in per capita availability  after the dirigiste period was 
not solely the result of decline in per capita food grain output, though 
the latter did see a decline with area diversion: the annual growth rate 
of food grain output over the period of neoliberal policies, 1990–91 
and 2011–12, which  were both good crop years, was 1.80  percent. By 
contrast the annual growth rate of population between 1991 and 2011, 
both census years, was higher, at 1.85  percent. What is remarkable, how-
ever, is that the decline in per capita availability was much greater than 
the decline in per capita output. The diff erence between grain output 
and availability showed itself in a combination of rising public grain 
stocks and rising grain exports.

 There has been a noticeable increase in foodgrain output in the very 
recent period  after 2010, though it does not negate our general point 
about the overall decline in per capita foodgrain output during the re-
forms.  There has been no such increase in availability, however. Between 
the triennium ending 2006–07 and the triennium ending 2011–12, the 
annual foodgrain output in the country increased by 17.4  percent. But 
the food grain availability over exactly the same period increased only 
from 159.9 kg to 163 kg, which, at less than 2  percent, was hardly any 
increase at all. In other words, the squeeze on  people’s absorption of 
foodgrains owing to income defl ation has been even sharper than the out-
put trend would warrant, resulting in the holding of substantial stocks 
with the government and substantial exports, even as  there has been some 
increase in food grain prices in recent years.

II

The Shift in Government Policy: The Indian Case

Government policy in the neoliberal era diff ers from the policy  under 
dirigisme in at least two crucial ways. One, while the dirigiste regime, 
formed as a sequel to the anticolonial strug gle, had supported, protected, 
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104 Metropolitan Demand on Tropical Landmass

and promoted peasant agriculture in keeping with the promise of that 
strug gle, the neoliberal regime withdraws such mea sures of support 
and promotion.  Under the dirigiste regime, for instance, peasant agri-
culture was protected against world market price fl uctuations; it enjoyed 
signifi cant input subsidies; it enjoyed subsidized credit, with banks,  after 
their nationalization in 1969, being obliged to meet “priority sector” 
lending targets;  there was a system of guaranteed remunerative prices 
for producers in twenty- two crops, with a mechanism of public procure-
ment to make it eff ective;  there was a network of government extension 
ser vices, together with a substantial research and development eff ort 
 under government auspices; and  there was a signifi cant step-up in public 
investment in irrigation and other heads of rural development. True, the 
benefi t of this state support did not accrue to all producers, but was 
garnered predominantly by the landlords and rich peasants who con-
stituted the core of the emerging cap i tal ist tendency in the agrarian 
economy. Nonetheless, it did help to break the retrogression in Indian 
agriculture that the last half  century of colonial rule had brought about. 
With the progressive withdrawal of  these mea sures  under neoliberal-
ism, we are witnessing a retrogression in agriculture again.

The progressive withdrawal of  these mea sures of support and pro-
motion for peasant agriculture amounts de facto to an income defl ation 
imposed upon the peasantry. The shift of bank credit  towards other 
sectors (even though “priority- sector” lending targets continue to re-
main nominally in force) increases peasants’ dependence upon private 
money lenders and raises the cost of credit. The withdrawal of input 
subsidies; the enforced reliance of peasants on multinational corpora-
tions providing seeds and marketing facilities, owing to the withdrawal 
of the government from R&D, and also extension, activities; the ex-
posure to the price fl uctuations in the world market owing to trade 
liberalization— all of  these have the same eff ect of reducing peasant in-
comes. And even when  there is no direct reduction in peasant incomes 
following from any of  these steps,  there is invariably an indirect reduc-
tion following from the increase in peasants’ vulnerability as a conse-
quence of  these steps.

Not surprisingly, the period of liberalization has seen mass suicides 
of peasants— more than 240,000 peasants have taken their lives in the 
de cade and a half since 1997, substantially in excess of the rate of sui-
cide in the general population; and it has also seen a reduction in the 
profi tability of agriculture, leading to hundreds of thousands of peas-
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Metropolitan Demand on Tropical Landmass 105

ants abandoning agriculture and migrating to cities in search of non-
ex is tent jobs. The per capita foodgrain output decline, reestablishing 
the trend of the colonial period and negating the reversal of this trend 
that had been achieved during the dirigiste period, is an outcome of this 
income defl ation imposed on the peasantry.

Secondly, however, this income defl ation has been embedded within 
a larger income defl ation aff ecting broader sections of the working 
 people,  because of which the demand for foodgrains has shrunk so 
much that, notwithstanding the decline in per capita foodgrain out-
put, large stocks have been held by the government even in the midst 
of growing hunger (on which more  later). In fact in the entire period 
between 1991–92 and 2012–13,  there have only been six years when the 
magnitude of government stocks has fallen below what is considered 
the “norm”; in  every other year the government has held abnormally 
large grain stocks, culminating in over 82 million tonnes by mid-2012.

The government could easily get rid of  these excess stocks and reduce 
the extent of hunger by distributing them through the public distribu-
tion system. But  here the argument has been that any such distribution, 
which would have to be at a price lower than the one at which the crop 
was procured from the producers (plus transport and storage costs), 
would raise the subsidy bill of the government and hence enlarge the 
fi scal defi cit; and that this would exacerbate infl ation! In practice food 
grains have been exported to the massive extent of 50 million tonnes 
between 2012 and 2014, even while average nutritional intake has been 
falling (see section iv below).

The argument about infl ation is completely wrong: the level of ag-
gregate demand is not altered one iota  whether commodities are locked 
up as additions to stocks or consumed. What is still more remarkable 
is that even from a monetarist point of view, such sale of foodgrain 
stocks through the public distribution system should be disinfl ation-
ary rather than infl ationary: since the government has already fi nanced 
its purchase of foodgrain stocks through bank credit and has added to 
the money supply, the dishoarding of such stocks should bring down 
money supply and hence the infl ationary threat. What the argument 
about infl ation shows is the thralldom of government policy to the fal-
lacious doctrine of “sound fi nance.”

Indeed, the income defl ation unleashed upon the peasantry, which 
itself is embedded within a pro cess of income defl ation unleashed upon 
larger segments of the working population, is justifi ed in the name of 
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achieving “fi scal responsibility,” a euphemism for adhering to “sound 
fi nance,” which in turn is what fi nance capital generally (and interna-
tional fi nance capital in the current context) demands. This predilection 
of fi nance is what underlies Joan Robinson’s (1966) epithet for the 
theory that fi scal defi cits should always be eschewed: “the humbug of 
fi nance.”

The phenomena noted above, namely the withdrawal of the state 
from its role of supporting, protecting, and promoting peasant agri-
culture (and petty production in general), its apotheosizing “sound fi -
nance” as demanded by international fi nance capital, and its reversion 
on this pretext to a policy of imposing income defl ation on the working 
 people are all indicative of a change in the class orientation of the state. 
Instead of being an entity apparently standing above classes and mediat-
ing between them (even as it promoted a relatively autonomous cap i tal-
ist development, as the dirigiste regime did), the state in the period of 
globalization becomes associated almost exclusively with promoting 
the interests of international fi nance capital and the domestic corporate- 
fi nancial elite that becomes integrated with it. The undermining of 
petty production that occurs is just the other side of this coin.

But this undermining of petty production has also been accompa-
nied by an opening up of crop production to the demands of the met-
ropolitan (and now also domestic) cap i tal ist sector, and hence a shift 
to cash crops for exports (and even to exports of foodgrains as feedgrains, 
and of meat into which feedgrains go as inputs). Between 1990–91 
and 2011–12, for instance, the gross area  under foodgrains declined 
from 127.8 to 125 million hectares. Over exactly the same period, if we 
take just two major cash crops, sugarcane and cotton, the gross area 
 under them increased from 11.1 million hectares to 17.3 million hect-
ares. The demand of the metropolis and the domestic cap i tal ist sector 
(where an affl  uent  middle class has grown during this period) for goods 
produced on the fi xed tropical landmass has meant a decline in per cap-
ita foodgrain production and availability. This decline in  actual avail-
ability would be even sharper if we  were to take into account the fact that 
a part of the foodgrain produced, which is not simply added to gov-
ernment stock or exported, is used as feedgrain for the increasing part 
of meat production that is exported.

The end of the period of dirigisme— a period that, we have argued, 
was marked by some loosening of the bonds of imperialism— has thus 
meant a re- strengthening of  these bonds. Saying this must not be con-
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strued as subscribing to a “conspiracy theory” of some kind. Capital-
ism, especially when it is unfettered by dirigisme, is a “spontaneous” as 
opposed to a planned system. What happens  under it is not a con-
sciously contrived denouement. But even in its restored “spontaneity” 
in the neoliberal period, it re creates, though with impor tant diff erences, 
many of the features of the colonial period.

The question may be asked: If “imperialism” is essential for capital-
ism, then why did the period of dirigisme, when the bonds of imperi-
alism  were loosened somewhat, not produce a crisis for capitalism? We 
have seen that it did in the early 1970s when the Bretton Woods sys-
tem collapsed. But how did the so- called “Golden Age of Capitalism” 
manage to sustain itself for so long even when the traditional means of 
income defl ation  were not operating  under the dirigiste regimes in 
the periphery? Many authors, including W. A. Lewis (quoted in Kaldor 
[1976]), had in fact predicted that in the postwar years  there would be 
a signifi cant increase in raw material prices. But  after the Korean War 
boom  there was a remarkable period of relative price stability in the 
metropolis  until the “wage explosion” in 1968; and the rise in primary 
commodity prices came only afterwards.

While this question needs to be carefully examined, one pos si ble an-
swer could be that in their eagerness to industrialize, for which for-
eign exchange was needed for importing machinery and other capital 
goods, each of the newly decolonized economies of the periphery 
competed with the  others to push out as much of its traditional primary 
commodity exports as it could. The suppression of nominal prices of 
tropical commodities (and the adverse movement in the terms of trade), 
which had been brought about through income defl ation  under colo-
nialism, continued even  after decolonization for this reason, despite the 
absence of colonial- style income defl ation. This pro cess, however, came 
to an end in the early 1970s.

III

Trends in Foodgrain Absorption in Some Other Countries

Let us now consider the historical experience of some other countries.6 
In Java  under Dutch rule, per capita paddy output fell by nearly 
20  percent over a period of fi fty- fi ve years between 1885 and 1940: the 
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rate of change was -0.3  percent per annum ( table 7.3). Over the same 
period  there was a dramatic growth of export crops: sugarcane output 
(base: annual average for 1890–99 = 100) increased to 668 by 1926–30 
(annual average);  after the agricultural depression  there was a fall to 
332 by 1936–40. In the case of rubber, another export crop that grew 
rapidly,  there was no fall in output even  after the agricultural depres-
sion: the index of output (same base) climbed steadily to 762 by 
1936–40. The decline in paddy output per head would have been even 
sharper if the agricultural depression had not hit some export crops; 
even so it was quite substantial, only a  little less than for India.

In the case of the Japa nese colonies,  Korea and Formosa (Taiwan), 
the export to Japan consisted of rice itself. Japan’s net rice imports 
started in the 1890s, but grew rapidly from the First World War on-
wards  after the widespread “rice riots” of 1918, and reached one- fi fth 
of all imports and over one- fi fth of domestic production by 1936. By 
the 1930s over half of  Korea’s rice output was  going to Japan, account-
ing for two- thirds of Japan’s total rice imports. The growth rate of 
retained rice output was below the population growth rate, leading to 
a per capita decline in rice consumption. Even though cheaper millets 
 were imported from Manchuria to substitute for higher- value rice in 
the Korean diet,  there was nonetheless a 15  percent decline in per cap-

 table 7.3
Java, 1885–1938: Output of Paddy Rice and Export Crops

Year

Population 
million

Paddy Rice 
million ton

Paddy 
Rice per 
Head kg

Rubber 
Output 
Index

Sugarcane 
Output 
Index

1 2 3 Period 4 5

1890–1899 – 100
1890 21.97 4.16 189 1900–1909 – 263
1895 23.67 4.21 178 1910–1919 100 382
1900 26.15 4.47 171 1921–1925 251 491
1905 27.39 4.41 161 1926–1930 504 668
1920 34.98 6.11 175 1931–1935 600 402
1930 40.89 6.5 159 1936–1940 762 332
1940 48.42 7.84 162

Growth 
Rate, %

1.6 1.3 −0.3 8.8 6 (−6.8)

source: Columns 1,2,4,5 from data in A. Booth (1988). Column 3 is derived from 1 and 2. 
note: Last column gives fi rst growth rate up to 1930 and, in parenthesis, the growth rate 
thereafter.
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ita calorie intake in  Korea in the interwar period. The poorer peasants 
in  Korea  were reduced even to eating wild grasses for part of the year 
(Penrose 1940; Grabowski 1985).

In the case of Formosa, rice and sugarcane  were both exported to 
Japan, but  there was Japa nese settlement on a larger scale and therefore 
larger investment, reminiscent of what had happened in the temperate 
region. (Sweet potato was also introduced into the local population’s 
diet.) As a result, even though export growth exceeded the growth 
of foodgrain output,  there was no  actual decline in per capita cereal 
consumption.

The classic case in more recent years of production for the metro-
politan market undermining food security relates to Africa. The inte-
gration of Africa as an agricultural exporter to the advanced cap i tal ist 
countries was greatly strengthened  under the diktat of the Bretton 
Woods institutions at the beginning of the 1980s, when African coun-
tries, for no fault of theirs, became indebted to  these institutions  because 
of the adverse shift in the terms of trade for their primary commodity 
exports vis- à- vis manufactured goods in the wake of the oil- price shocks 
(whose eff ects  were passed on in the form of higher prices of the lat-
ter). This thrust on exports of agriproducts meant a shift away from 
food crop production.

If we take cereals (wheat, maize, barley, and millets), tubers (potatoes, 
cassava, and yam), and plantains (bananas and plantains) and aggre-
gate them  under the category of food crops by using the convention that 
5 kg of tubers or plantain equal 1 kg of cereals, then we fi nd that al-
ready in 1980 the 46 countries of sub- Saharan Africa had a per capita 
annual food crop output of about 138.5 kg gross (or if we correct for 
pos si ble underestimation by revising the fi gure upwards by as much as 
20  percent, then 166 kg). Even the higher of  these fi gures was consid-
erably lower than the con temporary fi gures for India and China (notwith-
standing all defi nitional prob lems). And yet, for the entire sub- Saharan 
region between 1980 and 1987–89 (three- year average),  there was a 
decline in per capita foodgrain output of 11.5  percent. For the six most 
populous countries of the region the decline was of the order of 
20  percent (U. Patnaik 2008:64).

This decline in per capita foodgrain output was accompanied by a 
decline in imports net of “food aid” into  these countries over this 
period ( table 7.4). And even such increase in “food aid” as occurred 
over this de cade (which was generally meagre except in the case of 
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Ethiopia) was insuffi  cient to prevent a decline in their overall per cap-
ita food availability— a conclusion that has validity for sub- Saharan 
Africa as a  whole and constitutes the proximate explanation for its 
acute food insecurity.

The case of sub- Saharan Africa also highlights another form of 
 income defl ation, which we  shall call “auto- income defl ation.” We 
have earlier discussed income defl ation through a system of colonial 
“drain” and through unemployment (or deindustrialization). A third 
form of income defl ation is imposed on the poor through the pursuit 
of “sound fi nance” together with the handing over of tax concessions 
and subsidies to both international capital and to the domestic 
corporate- fi nancial elite (so that the resulting shift in income distribu-
tion has the eff ect of curtailing the overall demand for tropical prod-
ucts, since the “propensity to consume such products” is greater 
among the poor than among the rich).  There is yet another way that 
income defl ation can occur, which is exemplifi ed by Africa in the 
1980s, and it operates as follows.

Let us assume that starting from some initial situation, production 
of cash crops for exports suddenly becomes more attractive (maybe 
 because of an exchange rate depreciation) compared to foodgrain pro-
duction for home use. Since cash crop production typically requires 

 table 7.4
Change in Nutritional Level in Six Most Populous Countries in  
Sub- Saharan Africa

Country

Cereal Import 
(000 ton)

Food Aid (Cereals) 
(000 ton)

Change in 
Import Net 
of Food Aid 
(000 ton)

Change in 
Calories per 

Head (%)

1980 1990
1979–
1980

1989–
1990 1980–1990

1979–1981 to 
1989–1991

1 2 3 4 5 6

Tanzania 399 73 89 22 −259 −2.17
Ethiopia 397 687 111 538 −137 −9.92
Uganda 52 7 17 35 −63 −6
Nigeria 1828 502 0 0 −1326 15.45
 Kenya 387 188 86 62 −175 −9.86
Zaire 538 336 77 107 −232 4.54
note: Column 5 = (2–4) − (1–3).
source: Vari ous issues of World Development Report (World Bank) for columns 1 to 4. 
Column 6 from United Nations Food and Agriculture Organ ization, Food Balance Sheets/
Supply Utilisation Accounts (FBS/SUA). Presented in P. Patnaik (1999).
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credit fi nancing, suppose a plot of land that was yielding $100 of 
foodgrains now off ers $200 when converted to cash- crop production at 
existing prices, but the credit required for it, together with the interest 
payment at the end of the period, comes to $80. Cash- crop production 
therefore promises to yield $120 compared to $100 for foodgrains, and 
peasants  will turn to it assuming confi dently that they can meet their 
current foodgrain requirement, and more, by buying foodgrains in the 
market.

But when many producers turn to cash- crop production on this ar-
gument, its international price falls, let us say by 30  percent to $140. 
And to keep  things  simple let us also assume that the international price 
of foodgrains also falls in sympathy to an exactly equal extent to $70. (If it 
did not, then that would be an even stronger case of auto- income 
defl ation.) The peasant’s income,  after repayment of debt- cum- interest, 
however, comes to only $140 minus $80, or $60. The peasants there-
fore would have to reduce foodgrain consumption by 10 dollars’ worth 
in the new situation, or by one- seventh in physical terms, by shifting 
to cash crops. The burden of the decline in foodgrain production is 
felt by the peasants themselves who make the switch, even in the ab-
sence of any state- imposed income defl ation.

Something of this sort happened to Africa in the 1980s, both at the 
macrolevel to African countries and to individual peasants. The switch 
to cash crops was followed by a decline in the terms of trade vis- à- vis 
manufactured goods. With debt- servicing burden in terms of manu-
factured goods equivalent remaining unchanged, this squeezed the ca-
pacity of the countries to import foodgrains from the world market to 
keep up the earlier level of foodgrain consumption (even in the absence 
of any shift in the terms of trade between food grains and cash crops).

This, however, did not necessarily mean any signifi cant excess de-
mand for foodgrains in the domestic market,  because this very pro cess 
of terms of trade shift had imposed an income defl ation ( after taking 
into account individual debt- service commitments) upon the peasants 
themselves. The income defl ation imposed upon the peasantry in this 
manner, which restricts their foodgrain consumption even as foodgrain 
output falls, is what we call “auto- income defl ation.”

One of the prob lems with the Ricardian theory of “comparative ad-
vantage,” apart from its basic fallacy, which we have already discussed 
earlier, is that it does not take into account this possibility of an overall 
decline in the availability of goods in one of the trading countries as a 
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consequence of trade. This is  because the theory is developed in a set-
ting where the “market price” invariably equals the “natu ral price” (for 
which Ricardo generally took  labour values as an approximation); and 
in addition  there are no payments commitments associated with trade- 
induced “specialization.”

If  there is a fall in “market price” on account of specialization, then 
food security may become jeopardized, especially if specialization sets 
up payment commitments. This, however, does not appear to be a pos-
sibility if all calculations are made in terms of “natu ral prices” (which 
means that the importance of the fi xity of payments commitments on 
account of specialization in cash crops is ignored). The case of Africa 
not only demonstrates this possibility but also falls into the widely prev-
alent pattern wherein producing for the metropolis reduces domestic 
food availability, given the fi xed landmass.

No doubt  there are many long- term prob lems with African agricul-
ture, which many authors have noted. No doubt, too, that the high 
rate of population growth in Africa has an eff ect on per capita food 
availability. But the proximate cause for the loss of food security in Af-
rica lies in neither of  these  factors but in its allowing the pattern of 
land use to be aff ected by the pull of metropolitan demand. And yet this 
is an aspect that is scarcely ever mentioned in discussions on Africa’s 
crisis of food security.

IV

Evidence on Growing Absolute Poverty in the Periphery

We argued earlier that the growing demand of the metropolis on the 
limited tropical landmass has the eff ect of increasing absolute poverty 
in the periphery by lowering foodgrain availability in the latter. How-
ever, the question arises: Does an observed decline in net per capita 
foodgrain availability necessarily indicate an increase in absolute pov-
erty? This is an issue that has been much debated in India.

Poverty in India is defi ned with re spect to a calorie norm of 2,100 
per person per day in urban India and 2,200 per person per day in rural 
India (the original norm for rural India was 2,400 calories but this 
was scaled down in  actual application). Consumption expenditure data 
per month per  house hold are obtained regularly  under the National 
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Sample Survey (a large sample is canvassed  every fi ve years and a smaller 
sample  every year): the data comprise a basic vector of physical quanti-
ties of food items and quantities or numbers, as applicable, of other 
goods and ser vices consumed by each  house hold (whose size and age- 
sex composition is also available). This physical vector generates on one 
side the vector of expenditure with all items valued at  actual prices; on 
the other side the food quantities part of the physical vector generates 
the vector of calorie, protein, and fat intakes, or nutritional intake for 
short. Thus, expenditure and nutritional intake are both obtained from 
the same basic data on physical quantities and are presented in terms 
of average per capita spending and nutritional intake for twelve fractile 
groups. A clear positive monotonic relation has been found in  every 
survey, as may be expected, between the spending per capita per month 
on all goods and ser vices, and the daily per capita nutritional intake 
when we compare across fractile groups.

 These data can be used for estimating poverty in two pos si ble ways. 
One is to arrange for each point of time a  table for the twelve fractile 
groups, which contains the actually observed current average level of 
spending on all goods and ser vices for each group, the associated average 
nutritional intake levels for each group, and the proportion of persons 
falling below the (upper- end) value of spending for each group. That 
par tic u lar observed spending level that satisfi es the calorie intake norm 
is then the poverty line, and the proportion of persons who fail to reach 
this level constitute the poor. This was the method followed offi  cially, 
though only for the initial estimate relating to 1973–74, not for any 
 later years although all relevant data  were available. One of the authors 
(U. Patnaik 2007, 2013), applying this same offi  cial defi nition to  every 
fi ve- year data set to obtain the poverty level spending, found that the 
percentage of the poor was stable up to the end of the 1980s at below 
60  percent but started rising thereafter, reaching around 75  percent 
by 2009–10. In short, the proportion of persons unable to spend enough 
on all goods and ser vices to maintain the nutritional standard  rose 
quite sharply in both rural and urban India, precisely during the period 
of the implementation of neoliberal policies (see  table 7.5).

The other method, followed by government agencies  after the initial 
1973–74 estimate, was to take the level of per capita expenditure in this 
base year at which  these calorie norms  were met and then to adjust 
this poverty line to  later years by using a price index. The proportion 
of the population falling below the “poverty line” so defi ned in any 
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year is the “poverty ratio” for that year, and it has been declining par-
ticularly rapidly during the period of economic reforms. A Laspeyres 
index concept is being applied  here since the base- year basket is taken 
to be fi xed and the notion of poverty line is no longer linked to 
 whether nutrition norms are actually satisfi ed.

In brief, the very fi rst offi  cial estimate, as well as the U. Patnaik 
(2007, 2013) estimates for subsequent years, take the nutritional norms 
as fi xed and derive the spending at which  these norms are satisfi ed, as 
the poverty line spending at each point of time, from which the per-
centage of persons falling below  these poverty lines is determined. By 
contrast, the offi  cial estimates  after the initial year, take the initial 
basket as fi xed, and merely index its cost without any reference at all 
to  either  actual spending or nutritional intake data over the last four 
de cades!

Using the data for seven surveys up to 2009–10, it has been shown 
by U. Patnaik (2007, 2013) that in the second method, the offi  cial pov-
erty lines (obtained merely by price- indexing) corresponded to lower 
and lower nutritional intakes over time. In eff ect, poverty was being 
mea sured not by a constant, but by a declining nutritional standard, thus 
violating the offi  cial defi nition itself. It followed that the decline in 
poverty ratios arrived at by the offi  cial method was spurious, since the 
standard itself was being lowered, and in many states lowered quite 
drastically.7

It is not surprising that by contrast, applying constant nutrition 
norms over time— which is the correct method— shows a rise in pov-
erty,  because the sample survey data on consumption show directly a 

 table 7.5
Trend in Rural and Urban Poverty, 1973–1944 to 2009–2010, All- India 
( percent of persons)
Rural 1973–1974 1983 1993–1994 2004–2005 2009–2010

A)  Below 2400 calories 
poverty line

72 70 74.5 87 90.5

B)  Below 2200 calories 
poverty line

56.4 56 58.5 69.5 75.5

Urban

Below 2100 calories 
poverty line

49.6 58.8 57 64.5 73

source: Calculated  after 1973–1974 from NSS reports on consumer expenditure and nutri-
tional intake; NSS rounds for the years specifi ed. Presented in U. Patnaik (2006, 2007, 2013).
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decline in the average per capita calorie as well as per capita protein in-
take of the population over time (though fat intake shows a rise).

How is this divergence in the movements of the two mea sures to be 
explained in terms of economic  factors?  Those who swear by the offi  -
cial claims of declining poverty explain the decline in calorie intake 
through a change in tastes and preferences of the  people.  Here three 
diff  er ent strands of thought are brought in. One claims that the de-
crease in the amount of manual  labour that is put in now compared to 
earlier implies that a lower calorie intake is required now, and this al-
lows scope for buying other goods. The observed decline in calorie in-
take therefore is a symptom of  people being freed from the drudgery 
of manual work, not of an increase in absolute poverty.

The prob lem with this explanation, however, is that it runs com-
pletely  counter to observed cross- country experience: the calorie in-
take is much higher in advanced countries than in the periphery, even 
though the magnitude of manual work undertaken in the former is 
much less than in the latter. Hence the proff ered inverse relationship 
between  actual calorie intake and freedom from manual work has  little 
basis in facts.

The second strand within this argument talks of a shift away from 
foodgrains in the consumption pattern as real incomes of the consum-
ers improve. As they become better off ,  people consume less staple 
grains and more of other goods in the food basket. The decline in cal-
orie intake that may follow from this is therefore evidence not of im-
miseration, but, if anything, of an improved living standard through a 
diversifi cation of food consumption. But this claim also runs  counter 
to observed behaviour. True, direct consumption of foodgrains per 
capita fi rst goes up from very low levels and then goes down as incomes 
increase, but total consumption of foodgrains per capita, which includes 
both direct and indirect consumption (the latter through pro cessed 
foods and animal products into which foodgrains enter as feedgrains), 
increases with per capita real income ( until it plateaus at a very high level 
of real income). The more diversifi ed the diet is with regard to animal 
products, the greater is the demand for grain and the higher is the share 
of grain used for feed. Thus per capita cereal consumption for all uses 
is found to range from only 175 kg in India to around 500 kg in Eu ro-
pean countries to 900 kg in the United States.8

This behaviour is vis i ble not only in cross- section data across coun-
tries, but also across income groups within a country; it is vis i ble too 
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in pooled time series and cross- section data for countries including In-
dia (Krishna 2013). Since  there is no reason to believe that Indian con-
sumers would behave diff erently compared to  others (even though the 
level of their average per capita foodgrain consumption may be lower), 
this explanation also does not stand scrutiny.

The third strand talks of  people preferring to spend more on health 
and education in lieu of foodgrains in con temporary India. But as 
 table 7.5 makes clear, signifi cant increases in the proportion of popula-
tion below the calorie norms have occurred even over periods as short 
as fi ve years, which are in fact too short to witness such sharp shifts in 
consumer preferences as this explanation requires. It is more likely, there-
fore, that the decline in calorie intake, in tandem with an increase in 
health and education expenditure, refl ects a rise in the price of health 
and education ser vices (owing to privatization of such ser vices  under 
neoliberalism). This implies that the decline in calorie intake does re-
fl ect genuinely growing deprivation, although this growth in depriva-
tion is camoufl aged in offi  cial data showing declining poverty  because 
of the inadequacy of the price index used to bring forward the poverty 
line, which does not take into account this rise in the cost of impor-
tant ser vices owing to privatization.

An example  will make the point clear. Suppose between the base year 
and the current year  there is zero change in hospital charges in gov-
ernment hospitals, but while in the base year  there  were no private hos-
pitals, so that every one went to government hospitals, in the current 
year government hospital facilities have dwindled  under neoliberalism, 
and most  people go to the far more exorbitantly priced private hospi-
tals. Suppose also for the sake of simplicity that all other prices remain 
unchanged between the base and the current year. Then a price index 
weighted by base year quantities (used for obtaining the offi  cial “poverty 
line”)  will not take into account the new ele ment of private hospitals, 
and  will show zero infl ation between the base and the current years 
and hence an unchanged “poverty line.”

As a  matter of fact, however,  there has been a substantial increase in 
the cost of living  because  people are forced to access the more expen-
sive private healthcare facilities instead of the less expensive government 
ones. With an unchanged poverty line in nominal terms, the poverty 
ratio is likely to show a decline. But  because  people are pushed from a 
less expensive government healthcare system to a more expensive pri-
vate one, they are bound to have skimped on some other purchase, no-
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tably of food grains, and hence obtained reduced calories. The poverty 
line based on  actual calorie intake would then show an increase in the 
poverty ratio, while the offi  cial mea sure, which estimates the poverty 
ratio by using a base year poverty line blown up in accordance with 
the consumer price index,  will show a decline. Something of this sort 
has been happening with re spect to poverty estimates in India and else-
where. Notwithstanding claims of declining poverty on the basis of 
offi  cial mea sures, hunger, and hence poverty, even as offi  cially concep-
tualized (though no longer mea sured using the offi  cial concept itself), 
has been increasing.

To say this is not to suggest that  people in India and elsewhere in the 
periphery actually live worse than before in  every re spect. As mentioned 
earlier, scientifi c advances, especially the availability of aff ordable med-
icines, control of disease- bearing vectors, and greatly improved possibil-
ities for surgery have increased longevity and improved the quality of life. 
But all that has nothing to do with, and does not negate, the basic 
proposition being presented  here— namely, that absolute poverty man-
ifesting itself in hunger increases when the limited tropical landmass is 
called upon to meet growing metropolitan requirements, which entails 
a reduction in per capita foodgrain output and, related to this, in per 
capita foodgrain availability.
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IN THE PR ECEDING CH A PTER we saw how the increase in 
exports of primary commodities to the metropolis for meeting its 
growing requirements has been historically associated with a decline 
in per capita food availability in the periphery— a relation that contin-
ues to hold to this day. In the pres ent chapter we  shall examine, again 
historically, the relationship between obtaining such exports and the 
viability of the international monetary system.

I

General Observations on International Monetary Systems

In a world knit together by the fl ow of commodities and capital across 
countries, a major role of the international monetary system is to pro-
vide wealth- holders, with a stable medium for holding their wealth. Or, 
put diff erently, a major ele ment of any international monetary system 
is an arrangement for the creation of “world money,” which can func-

ch a pter eight

The International 
Monetary System

Some Issues in Po liti cal Economy
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tion both as a medium of circulation and also, as a result, as a form of 
holding wealth.

If world money, whose quin tes sen tial form  under any par tic u lar in-
ternational monetary system is the key reserve currency of that system, 
is to function as a stable medium for holding wealth (which is required 
for it to act even as a medium of circulation in the world economy), 
then its expected price in terms of commodities must be stable. This 
does not rule out  actual price changes, but  these must not give rise to 
any expectations of sustained price changes.

A standard procedure for ensuring this has been to tie the price of 
the key reserve currency to that of gold; since gold is generally expected 
to move in sync with commodity prices, this constitutes an attempt to 
ensure the fi xity of expected commodity prices in terms of the key cur-
rency, so that it can function as a stable medium for holding wealth.

The gold standard, whereby the prices of all currencies, including 
above all the key reserve currency (the pound sterling),  were fi xed in 
terms of gold, was an obvious example of such tying. The Bretton 
Woods system, in which the price of the key reserve currency, the U.S. 
dollar, was fi xed in terms of gold, while other currencies could change 
their parity vis- à- vis the dollar in certain specifi c circumstances with the 
permission of the International Monetary Fund (IMF), also fell into the 
same genre. (The post– Bretton Woods system, in which  there is no 
gold backing for the key currency,  will be examined  later.)

But fi xing the currency value in terms of gold is only a formal act. 
 Unless a set of real relationships prevail under lying this formal act, this 
act in itself cannot create a stable medium for holding wealth.  These 
real relationships must ensure that, fi rst,  there should be no rise in prices 
of goods produced in the leading cap i tal ist economy, whose currency 
is typically the key reserve currency, through an autonomous money 
wage- push. (An autonomous wage- push in a non- leading cap i tal ist 
economy  will be typically accompanied by a depreciation of its currency 
vis- à- vis the key reserve currency, but if the currency of this non- leading 
cap i tal ist economy is also to function as a medium in which wealth is 
held, then such wage- push must also be avoided.) Second,  there should 
be no rise in the prices of commodities imported from the periphery 
through an autonomous wage- push in the latter. Third,  there should 
be no rise in the prices of commodities produced in the periphery 
through an excess demand for such commodities. Excess demand for 
metropolitan commodities is a rarity, as Kalecki (1971:168) pointed out 
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long ago, except in situations of war. And fourth,  there should be no 
excess supply of the key reserve currency itself; i.e., its supply must not 
exceed what  people are willing to demand at any time for transaction 
and wealth purposes.

The question may be asked  here: If our third condition above is satis-
fi ed and  there is no excess demand for commodities produced  either in 
the periphery or in the metropolis, then does that not automatically 
ensure the absence of excess supply of the key reserve currency? Does 
the fourth condition become unnecessary if the third is fulfi lled? The 
answer is “no”  because an excess supply of the leading currency may 
be associated not with an excess demand for commodities, but with an 
excess demand for gold (which may arise for in de pen dent reasons) or 
for some other cap i tal ist currency.

Let us now see how  these conditions have been historically fulfi lled. 
The fi rst two of  these conditions are fulfi lled by having a reserve army 
of  labour both in the metropolis and also in the periphery. Since this 
has been a common and well- known feature of capitalism, we need not 
dwell upon it  here. It is in their arrangements for meeting the other 
two requirements that diff  er ent international monetary systems have 
diff ered from one another. Let us therefore examine the diff  er ent 
international monetary systems in this light.

II

The Gold Standard

A. The Mechanism of Appropriating the Colonies’ 
Export Earnings

Under lying the gold standard was the entire system of colonial ex-
ploitation, which had two basic characteristics. One was the imposi-
tion, through a trade regime that has been described as “one- way  free 
trade” (Bagchi 1989) of a pattern of international division of  labour 
whereby the metropolis produced manufactured goods and the periph-
ery produced primary commodities; this imposition in turn created 
large  labour reserves through what we have earlier called “deindustri-
alization,” which ensured the absence of any signifi cant autonomous 
money wage- push in the periphery.
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The second characteristic was a system of taxation of the  people of 
the colonies, wherein taxes  were a substantial part of the economic sur-
plus, and a large part of  these tax proceeds was used to “pay” local 
producers of goods comprising the export surplus. Thus, this part of 
economic surplus was “drained away” in the form of a merchandise 
export surplus to the world, whose foreign exchange proceeds remained 
with the par tic u lar metropolitan centre and  were not permitted to fl ow 
back to the colonised countries. The producers in the latter  were “paid” 
in local currency out of the bud getary revenues— namely, out of the 
taxes they themselves had handed over to the government. Thus they 
 were only apparently paid, but  were actually not paid at all: the export 
surplus goods  were the commodity form of taxes extracted from them!

In the Indian case the countries in the world paid for the goods they 
imported from it by depositing gold, sterling, and other currencies to 
the value of their imports with the secretary of state for India in Coun-
cil, who issued bills that could be cashed only in rupees.  These bills 
 were sent (by post or telegraph) by foreign importers to the Indian 
exporters who, on submitting the bills, got rupees from the exchange 
banks, where  these rupees in turn came from the trea sury out of the 
sums earmarked in the bud get as the rupee equivalent of government’s 
sterling expenditure abroad.

We earlier stated that the huge export surplus earnings of India from 
the world magically “seemed to dis appear” as far as India’s external ac-
count was concerned. Of course,  these foreign exchange earnings did 
not actually dis appear: they  were entirely swallowed up in the account 
held in London in the Bank of  Eng land by the secretary of state for 
India.  These earnings, which should have been a large credit for India, 
were appropriated by Britain by showing  every year administered ster-
ling debits vis- à- vis Britain, which always added up to a sum that was 
equal to, or a somewhat larger than, the total export surplus earnings, 
thereby obliging India to borrow. The sterling debits  were in large part 
fi ctitious, manipulated, and far in excess even of the sum of “Home 
Charges”1 and direct merchandise import surplus with Britain. Thus 
Saul’s  table on the 1910 balance of payments of Britain with India shows 
a massive sum of £60 million as the credit claimed by Britain from In-
dia (somewhat higher than the latter’s entire global export surplus), of 
which merchandise debit with Britain was £19 million while “Home 
Charges”  were about £15 million (Pandit 1937:65). The available data 
from the United Nations on the matrix of global trade show that by 
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1928 India’s global export surplus was £106 million, entirely claimed 
as Britain’s credit, while the Home Charges  were about £28 million2 
and the debit on merchandise account with Britain, £22 million.

Thus, the “drain” obviously did not announce itself as a “drain” in 
the trade data: it was off set by, and hence camoufl aged by, the sum of 
a large number of items shown on the debit side of the colony’s balance 
of payments (not just the well- known Home Charges), which for con-
ve nience we  shall call “drain- associated payments,” whereby  these entire 
exchange earnings  were siphoned off .  These same items also appeared 
in the colony’s bud get as the rupee equivalent of sterling expenditures 
abroad, as earlier mentioned. (It may be noted that  after World War I, 
whose  later years saw extra foreign earnings by India, one such debit 
item of payment was a “gift” of £100 million by British India to Britain, 
a ‘gift’ no Indian knew about. At current prices and at 3  percent interest, 
this alone would amount to at least £1,920 billion  today.)

India was a classic case of “drain,” and a large lit er a ture exists on 
the subject.3 The “drain- associated payments” fi gured both in the co-
lonial government’s bud get and in the balance of payments. This means 
that leaving  these payments out, the colonial government ran a fi scal 
surplus that paid for the current account surplus (again leaving  these 
payments out). The primary commodities and manufactures exported 
by India and other economies of the colonised periphery, in other 
words,  were partly paid for through the imports of manufactured goods 
like textiles the colonies could well produce, which caused deindustri-
alization, but the bulk was not paid for at all since the “payment” came 
out of taxes. In fact the invisible debits imposed through “drain”- related 
items often even exceeded the entire merchandise export surplus 
earnings, which forced the colony to borrow, and hence face increased 
 future interest burdens. During the period 1922–38, for example, India’s 
cumulated total export surplus earnings, taking merchandise and gold, 
from the  whole world (including the managed trade defi cit with Britain) 
was £1,022 million, while largely manipulated invisible debits with 
Britain alone totaled £1,170 million and necessitated borrowing by 
India to the extent of £148 million (Banerjee 1963).4 In the “through 
the looking glass” world of colony and metropolis, relations  were trans-
posed: the trade- surplus colony was obliged to borrow from the trade- 
defi cit metropolis. For no sovereign country would we fi nd the invisible 
debits with one country alone thus systematically exceeding the positive 
earnings with all other countries.
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One implication of this arrangement, as we have seen, was the im-
position of income defl ation, which “released” the limited tropical land 
for producing export crops. The other implication was that  these crops 
 were obtained by the colonial power mainly gratis, being paid for by 
the tax revenue obtained from within the country itself. But that was 
not all. Since the magnitude of the “drain” could be adjusted (with ad-
ditional items to the bud getary provisions), a situation of excess demand 
for commodities could be eliminated, as could, correspondingly, any 
situation of excess supply for the key currency, the pound sterling, arising 
from this source.

 There was an additional  factor as well. All the British colonies  were 
obliged to hold the gold and foreign exchange reserves backing their 
currencies in London with the Bank of  Eng land. Much of the reserves 
was in the form of pound sterling, but such reserves that  were held in 
other foreign currencies  were also held in London. In eff ect, Britain 
was therefore sitting on a mountain of colonial- earned gold and for-
eign exchange reserves with which it could  counter any tendency on the 
part of any other metropolitan economy to move away from pound ster-
ling to some other currency. Any ex ante excess supply of the key cur-
rency, the pound sterling, matched by an excess demand for some 
other currency therefore, could be countered by Britain.

This arrangement was further facilitated by the fact that colonies like 
India had rising trade and current account surplus vis- à- vis continen-
tal Eu rope and the United States, while being obliged to run a current 
account defi cit vis- à- vis Britain mainly through the imposition of 
administered invisible liabilities, namely the “drain- associated payments” 
mentioned already, over and above importing deindustrializing manu-
factured goods. By 1913 just over 70  percent of India’s global export 
surplus earnings  were from North Amer i ca and continental Eu rope 
combined (United Nations 1962; U. Patnaik 2013). The colonies  were 
therefore earning other metropolitan currencies, as well as gold, which 
 were held in London  either directly or converted to pound sterling. The 
fact that the colonies  were earning other metropolitan currencies meant 
that at the margin any excess demand for such currencies arising within 
the system, on account of a movement away from the pound sterling, 
could be countered by making a movement into pound sterling from 
such other currencies (since it was the metropolitan power in association 
with the colonial governments that deci ded on the pattern of foreign 
currency holdings earned by the colonies, but held in London).
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This entire arrangement therefore meant that any ex ante excess sup-
ply of pound sterling,  whether caused by an excess demand for com-
modities or by an excess demand for some other currency, could be 
countered by Britain. This preserved the role of the pound sterling as 
a stable medium of holding wealth and did not even give rise to any 
tendency to move away from pound sterling ( until the system itself came 
unstuck for reasons we discuss below).5

B. The “Balancing Role” of the Colonies’ Exchange 
Earnings in the International Payments System

India earned the second largest merchandise export surplus in the world 
for at least four de cades up to 1928, second only to the United States, 
according to the available League of Nations (1942) and United Nations 
(1960) data on the matrix of world trade. Had India not been in thrall 
to Britain but a  free and sovereign country,  these huge export earnings 
could have been used to import technology to build a modern industrial 
structure, as Japan was  doing in this period. What the exchange earn-
ings  were actually used for was to help off set Britain’s global current 
account defi cits and to permit it to invest on the Eu ro pean continent, in 
North Amer i ca, and in recent Eu ro pean settlement regions, with no 
balance of payments worries.

This arrangement thus had an additional advantage of  great impor-
tance. Britain could maintain its leading position only to the extent that 
it accommodated the ambitions of the newly industrializing countries 
of the time by keeping its own markets open for them. The newly in-
dustrializing countries, however,  were necessarily more competitive 
than Britain  because of their more modern technologies (Britain, as 
mentioned earlier, had to pay, as many economic historians have put it, 
the “penalty of an early start”). Its keeping its markets open to the 
products of the newly industrializing countries meant therefore that it 
had to run a per sis tent current account defi cit vis- à- vis  those countries, 
which it did  towards the end of the nineteenth  century. In the event of 
its not  doing so, they would have revolted against the gold standard, 
which would have therefore become unsustainable.

But colonies like India ran large and rising current account surpluses 
vis- à- vis  these economies, notably with Continental Eu rope, the United 
States and Canada, and Japan, to whom they exported their primary 
commodities, as well as  simple manufactures like cotton yarn in the case 
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of Japan. Since Indian exports  were raw materials and foodstuff s re-
quired by the newly industrialising countries, they  were  free of tariff s, 
whereas Britain’s own exports faced barriers. Britain settled its defi cit 
with  these late industrializing economies in large part by appropriat-
ing the exchange earnings of India and its other colonies and by  running 
a current account surplus with them. As Marcello de Cecco (1984:71) 
puts it, “India’s foreign trade was so structured that it realized a large 
defi cit with Britain and a large surplus with the rest of the world.” How-
ever, the po liti cal economy of the apparently “large defi cit” of India 
with Britain, which is the same as a “large surplus” of Britain with India, 
is not discussed by the author since no reference is made to the key 
 factor, Britain’s po liti cal control over the Indian bud get and its direct 
linking to trade. The large defi cit of India was manipulated to be so 
 because the local producers of export surplus  were “paid” out of their 
own tax contribution to the budget— namely, they  were not paid at all 
—while their exchange earnings  were appropriated by imposing ad-
ministered invisible liabilities on the external account to the required 
amount.

This “current account surplus” of Britain with its colonies would not 
have existed at all without direct po liti cal control. It arose in some part 
from the deindustrializing exports that Britain made to colonies. 
S. B. Saul (1960) calls the Indian market for Britain a “market on tap,” 
which could be turned on at  will; but it arose in much larger part from 
the invisible liabilities that Britain heaped on the colonies by way of 
“drain- associated” items, including munifi cent “gifts” it took from 
the colonies for itself. Not only did Britain balance its current account 
using the colonies’ global export earnings through this managed tri-
angular settlement, but so large  were  these earnings in certain periods 
that they could be used for making capital exports as well, including to 
the newly industrializing countries.

Britain was exporting capital to the very countries with which it had 
current account defi cits, thus  running up very large balance of payments 
defi cits with them. By 1913 its combined balance of payments defi cit with 
the Eu ro pean continent and the United States reached £145 million— 
quite an unsustainable sum if it had to be fi nanced by normal means. 
Britain could incur such large capital exports and resulting balance of 
payments defi cits with impunity  because it could appropriate at  will the 
enormous gold and foreign exchange earnings from the global export 
surplus of its colonies, while “paying” the colonised producers of the 
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export surplus in local currency out of the taxes raised from  these very 
same producers. (A large part of gold infl ow from foreign importers 
was monetary gold, and not commodity gold, though all of it is treated 
as commodity gold in the existing lit er a ture.)

The more complex system thus retained the essence of the earlier 
one, obtaining the export surplus earnings gratis since the goods  were 
the commodity equivalent of taxes. The “drain” from the colonies 
was, as earlier mentioned, not merely large enough to fi nance a very 
substantial part of Britain’s current account defi cits vis- à- vis the newly 
industrializing countries; in many periods it was large enough to fi nance 
a substantial part of Britain’s capital exports to the temperate regions 
of white settlement. As Saul (1960:58, 88) writes, “The key to Britain’s 
 whole payments pattern lay in India, fi nancing as she prob ably did more 
than two- fi fths of Britain’s total defi cits,” and furthermore, “This was 
by no means all, for it was mainly through India that the British balance 
of payments found the fl exibility essential to a  great capital exporting 
country.” 6

This both gave rise to a tremendous diff usion of industrial capital-
ism and also kept up the level of demand in the world economy, which 
made pos si ble the “Long Boom of the long nineteenth  century.” If, 
for instance, the colonial markets had not been available to Britain, then 
since British goods  were not much in demand in the newly industrial-
izing countries, Britain would have been forced  either to protect its 
economy or to abandon pound sterling’s parity with gold. In  either case 
the gold standard would have become unsustainable, and the uncer-
tainties that would have followed, including a spate of beggar- my- 
neighbour policies of exchange rate depreciations (such as actually 
occurred when the gold standard was fi  nally abandoned), would have 
truncated the “Long Boom.”

The stranglehold it had on the internal fi nances and export earn-
ings of the colonies thus conferred a number of advantages on Britain 
and therefore upon the metropolitan cap i tal ist system as a  whole. First, 
it ensured that the role of the British pound sterling as the key cur-
rency, and hence as a stable medium for holding wealth, was maintained 
without any prob lems, with neither commodities (or gold) nor any 
other metropolitan currency posing a threat to the pound sterling. 
Second, it brought about a tremendous diff usion of industrial capital-
ism across the globe, excluding the colonies. Third, it kept up the level 
of aggregate demand for world capitalism, not in the sense empha-
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sized by Rosa Luxemburg— namely, that exports to the colonies (or 
export surpluses) boosted demand for the cap i tal ist sector of the world 
in a  simple direct manner— but in the more complex sense that while 
diff usion of capitalism boosted world demand— the “open frontier” 
argument that Alvin Hansen (1938) was to underscore  later— this diff u-
sion itself could occur  because of the possibility of triangular trade 
through the colonies.

It follows that not only was the success of the gold standard based 
on the existence of an empire, but the role of the empire was more 
complex and intricate than even theories of imperialism, such as Rosa 
Luxemburg’s, which discuss this issue at all, suggest. The role of the 
empire, not surprisingly, has been missed not just in the analy sis of the 
gold standard and of the “Long Boom” associated with it, but also in 
the genesis of the  Great Depression of the 1930s.

It is clear from the above that a complex and intricate arrangement, 
based on the colonies, was involved in the international monetary sys-
tem sustaining the “Long Boom.” This arrangement could get unstuck 
by new developments, and in such a case a revival of the arrangement 
would be diffi  cult, which would then prevent the emergence of a new 
boom  until a  whole new arrangement had been put in place. This is 
exactly what happened in the interwar period. The emergence of Japan 
as a competitor for Britain in its Asian markets, which had served the 
entire metropolis well  until that time, was the fi rst such new develop-
ment. The emergence of the world agricultural crisis, whose origins 
need not detain us  here, was another.

Japa nese competition, which became serious from the 1920s, meant 
that Britain’s colonial markets like India  were no longer “on tap.” Its 
ability to run a merchandise surplus with colonies by imposing its 
goods on the colonial markets was undermined, and to that extent, the 
possibility of sustaining very large balance of payments defi cits vis- à- vis 
continental Eu rope and the United States (by investing in them while 
 running current account defi cits with them) was also undermined— 
though the quantitatively much larger drain- related extractions contin-
ued to sustain the system for a few years longer. The old market arrange-
ment, in short, simply could not be revived (and British attempts to 
form an alliance with the domestic bourgeoisie in colonies like India, 
against the encroachment of Japa nese capital, still meant conceding 
ground to such bourgeoisies by way of protective tariff s, which prevented 
a revival of the prewar scenario.)
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The clearest proof of the fact that the pre- war scenario could not be 
revived was the fi asco of Britain’s return to the gold standard at the 
prewar parity, which could not be sustained and led perforce to the at-
tempt at wage defl ation in Britain, and the resulting General Strike of 
1926. (Interestingly the changed position of colonial markets as an ex-
planation of this fi asco has also received  little attention.) Britain’s un-
employment rate had already touched 10  percent by 1929; and this was 
before the  Great Depression, not in the sense of the stock market crash 
but in the au then tic sense of a piling up of unemployment, had begun 
in the United States.

Explanations of the  Great Depression have been many, from Alvin 
Hansen’s (1938) theory of the closing of the frontier, to Schumpeter’s 
(1939) theory of the coincidence of the troughs of the three types of 
cycle, the Kondratieff s, the Juglars, and the Kitchins, to Baran and 
Sweezy’s (1966) theory of the rise of mono poly capitalism with its in-
herent tendency  towards stagnation. All  these postulate in de pen dent 
demand- side  factors for explaining the slump. But even if none of  these 
 factors had operated, the very fact of Britain’s not being able to meet 
its current defi cit to the same extent  because of the loss of its colonial 
markets would have meant in any case a decline of the gold standard, 
which eventually did occur, and hence enormous uncertainty in a cap-
i tal ist world left without an international monetary system; this would 
have choked off  investment and precipitated a slump anyway. Thus, 
 simple aggregate demand- based explanations for the  Great Depression 
that do not take into account the role of the empire in sustaining the 
“Long Boom” and the changed scenario in which this role could no 
longer be played are seriously inadequate.

A very impor tant and generally ignored part of this changed scenario 
was the impact of falling agricultural prices from 1926, which sharply 
reduced the export surplus earnings of the colonies from the world (in 
India,  these earnings collapsed to one- fi fth of the 1925 level within six 
years by 1931); distress gold outfl ow from India, while cushioning the 
impact on Britain, also ceased soon while export earnings did not re-
cover. As a result, it fi  nally became impossible for Britain to continue 
to export capital to the industrialising countries or even to shore up 
demand by meeting its current account defi cits with them in the new 
situation (U. Patnaik 2014). The agricultural crisis had exactly the 
same sort of eff ect, only more intensively so, as the competition from a 
newly emerging Japan; both undermined the gold standard by making 
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Britain’s position untenable within it. While perceptive observers like 
Charles Kindleberger (1987) have seen the changed position of Britain 
as contributing to the  Great Depression, this changed position has not 
been analysed in the entire lit er a ture on the subject with reference to 
the changing economic conditions of the British empire.

Despite the worsened position of the colonised population owing 
to depression, another massive round of surplus extraction from India 
by Britain took place from 1941 to 1946, and this substantially cush-
ioned the impact on Britain itself of the war. War- related Allied expen-
diture in the South Asian theatre over this period (totaling over £2,500 
million, while the prewar annual bud get was about £140 million) was 
charged to the Indian bud get.  These swollen sums  were raised in mi-
nor part through greatly increased direct taxes, but in major part 
through profi t infl ation, with forced savings being extracted through 
the Keynesian mechanism described earlier. This compressed the real 
incomes of peasants and artisans in India generally, but did so with par-
tic u lar severity in Bengal, the main base area of Allied forces. The 
profi t infl ation led to the death by starvation of 3.1 million persons in 
Bengal during 1943–44 and reduced another half a million families to 
destitution (Lokanathan 1946; Sen 1981; U. Patnaik 1991).

III

The Bretton Woods System

Even though the Bretton Woods system came into being before the 
pro cess of decolonization got  going, much of its life coincided with the 
post- decolonization world. And the basic weakness of the Bretton 
Woods system arose, as suggested in an earlier chapter, from the fact 
that unlike the gold standard, it was not founded upon an empire.

Interestingly, decolonization per se did not create any prob lems aris-
ing from the phenomenon of increasing supply price of tropical prod-
ucts and other primary commodities. This is  because for a change the 
newly in de pen dent countries in the periphery  adopted signifi cant land- 
augmenting mea sures  under the aegis of their states, uninhibited, in 
the new situation characterized by the hegemony of Keynesianism and 
the practice of Keynesian demand management, by the doctrine of 
“sound fi nance.” For the fi rst time, as we have seen, agricultural output 
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increased to a point where, notwithstanding the continuation of pri-
mary commodity exports, per capita foodgrain availability in the 
countries of the periphery showed a signifi cant increase. And the com-
petition between the newly in de pen dent countries of the periphery to 
earn foreign exchange for their industrialization drive also meant that 
the prices of the commodities  were kept down. Contrary to what authors 
like W. A. Lewis had expected (see Kaldor 1976), postwar infl ation, 
 after the Korean War boom, was remarkably low, and the terms of trade 
between primary commodities and manufacturing moved against 
the former (Spraos 1980; Chakraborty 2011) despite the fact of decol-
onization, which opened up possibilities for cartel- like organ izations 
among primary producing countries of the periphery. The danger of 
any threat to the value of the key currency from an increase in com-
modity prices was thus kept at bay, despite the absence of any mecha-
nism for the imposition of income defl ation upon the population of the 
periphery.

At the same time  there was no other currency that was strong enough 
to challenge the hegemony of the U.S. dollar. Inter- imperialist rivalry, 
which had become serious since the beginning of the twentieth  century, 
was muted, with the United States being the undisputed leader of the 
cap i tal ist world both in terms of economic might and above all in terms 
of military strength. Other major cap i tal ist countries, enjoying the mil-
itary protection off ered by the United States  were willy- nilly forced to 
accept the supremacy of the dollar. And it is signifi cant that when the 
challenge to the dollar emerged, which led to the collapse of the Bretton 
Woods system, it was from gold rather than from any other cap i tal ist 
currency.

The period of the Bretton Woods system that coincides with what 
has been called the “Golden Age of Capitalism” was marked above all 
by far higher growth rates and far lower levels of unemployment in the 
metropolis than had ever been historically experienced by capitalism 
(Armstrong, Glyn, and Harrison 1991). Low unemployment was a prod-
uct inter alia of Keynesian demand management, or of what has been 
called “military Keynesianism” in the United States, as well as some 
welfare state mea sures  under the aegis of social democracy, in a con-
scious bid to ward off  the socialist challenge, in Eu rope. But it exposed 
metropolitan capitalism to the “danger” of “too small” a reserve army 
of  labour. And this “danger” manifested itself in the worldwide wage 
explosion in 1968.
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Much has been written on why this explosion occurred: some 
(Turner, Jackson, and Wilkinson 1970) have argued that the high taxa-
tion on account inter alia of the welfare state mea sures kept post- tax 
wages relative to  labour productivity subdued and produced the up-
surge in demand for money wage increases.  Others (for instance, 
Kaldor 1976), to our minds more plausibly, have drawn attention to the 
excess demand pressures that  were built up when the Vietnam War es-
calated: this caused some erosion in the real wages of advanced- country 
workers, which produced a response in the form of higher wage de-
mands in 1968. But what ever the stimulus for money wage demands, 
the success of such demands owed much no doubt to the sustained 
levels of low unemployment rate that characterized advanced cap i tal ist 
economies.

The collapse of the Bretton Woods system, however, did not occur 
on account of this wage- push infl ation. Had infl ation been the only 
 factor at work, the advanced cap i tal ist countries could have reached some 
agreement to curtail aggregate demand and restabilize metropolitan 
capitalism by pursuing a lower growth– lower infl ation trajectory. The 
collapse occurred  because this infl ation was accompanied by an enormous 
increase in the supply of dollars. It was, in other words, the combination 
of infl ation with an enormous outpouring of dollars from the United 
States that persuaded the world’s wealth-holders to move away from 
the dollar to gold.

The United States, which traditionally had a trade and current ac-
count surplus, fi rst moved to a current account defi cit in the 1960s 
owing to large- scale expenditures on military bases all over the globe 
which it had to maintain  because of its position as the leading cap i tal-
ist power of the world. But since the Bretton Woods system decreed 
the dollar to be “as good as gold,” with its price being offi  cially fi xed 
at $35 per ounce of gold, the United States simply printed dollars to 
meet its current account defi cit and to make capital exports, including 
through American fi rms taking over Eu ro pean companies by using 
money printed back home. This fl ood of printed dollars became a 
torrent as the Vietnam War escalated, and the United States basically 
fi nanced the war through an enlarged current account defi cit. Other 
advanced cap i tal ist countries, which  were forced thereby to maintain a 
current account surplus,  were obliged to hold on to this torrent of 
dollars emanating from the United States. When infl ation began to 
appear in the late 1960s, the fi rst cracks in the Bretton Woods system 
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became vis i ble; with the acceleration in infl ation owing to the wage 
explosion, the system began to crumble.

Interestingly, the worldwide explosion in commodity prices was a 
result, not a cause, of the collapse of the dollar. It was  people moving 
away from the dollar and into commodities that caused the worldwide 
price explosion in commodities. Soon this explosion subsided, except 
in oil, where a cartel had meanwhile come up and jacked up prices.

We have covered this ground in earlier chapters. The real point is 
the following. If the United States had had access to colonial “drain” 
in the era of the Bretton Woods system, as Britain had during the gold 
standard, then  there would have been no outpouring of dollars, no 
build up of claims against the United States, just as  there had been 
no build up of claims against Britain during the gold standard years 
despite its  running per sis tent current defi cits vis- à- vis other metropol-
itan powers. No doubt, as radical opinion held (e.g., Frank 1975; Amin 
1977; Emmanuel 1972),  there was an outfl ow of surplus from the pe-
riphery to the metropolis, including especially to the United States, even 
during the Bretton Woods period on account of “unequal exchange,” 
“transfer pricing,” and other such means, but  these  were not compara-
ble to the po liti cally imposed “drain” of the colonial period.

Our argument should not be interpreted to mean that the United 
States’ “deprivation” consisted simply in a lack of access to po liti cal col-
onies. Even if the United States had po liti cal colonies, the fact remains 
that the surplus from  these colonies, taken out in the commodity form 
of what they produced, would simply not have been enough, especially 
in view of the already low prices paid for such products (owing pre-
cisely to  factors like “unequal exchange”), to counterbalance the cur-
rent account defi cit of the United States. In other words, the point is 
not simply that Britain had po liti cal colonies, which the United States 
lacked. The point additionally is that what had suffi  ced during the long 
nineteenth  century would no longer suffi  ce now.

It is in this sense that Rosa Luxemburg’s basic insight that the pro-
cess of “development” unleashed by capitalism on the world economy 
has the contradictory eff ect of removing the very props upon which 
such development rests, has an abiding relevance, though not exactly 
the way she envisaged it. The drain that can be imposed on the  people 
of the periphery by the leading cap i tal ist power  today would take a com-
modity form whose price has been so pushed down (with the pos si ble 
exception of oil), that it would no longer suffi  ce to pay for the current 
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account defi cit that such a power must run in order to play its role of 
being the leader and allowing access to its markets by its rivals.

The Bretton Woods system, in short, had two basic weaknesses, both 
of which arose from the fact that it was not based on an empire of the 
sort Britain had. The fi rst was that it had no means of imposing an 
income defl ation, a weakness that became apparent only  towards the 
fag- end of the system; the second was that it did not rest on a situation 
where the leading cap i tal ist power, the one with the key currency, could 
use colonial “drain” to off set its current account defi cits vis- à- vis its ri-
val newly emerging economies. The system that followed the Bretton 
Woods system and that characterizes con temporary capitalism has over-
come the fi rst of  these weaknesses but not the second. And this fact contin-
ues to make con temporary capitalism vulnerable.

IV

The Post– Bretton Woods World

The post– Bretton Woods system is less diff  er ent from the Bretton 
Woods system than appears at fi rst sight. True, the formal diff erences 
are formidable:  there is no gold- dollar link;  there are no fi xed exchange 
rates; and currency values are supposedly “market determined.” But 
the substantive diff erences are less signifi cant. The dollar continues to 
be the key reserve currency in terms of which the bulk of international 
transactions are carried out and which provides the stable medium for 
holding wealth.

For it to play this role, however, it is essential that commodity prices, 
including the price of gold in terms of the dollar, should not be ex-
pected to increase signifi cantly (for other wise wealth- holders would 
simply shift to gold at the expense of the dollar). It is not necessary 
that they should be absolutely stable in terms of the dollar, but what-
ever increases do occur should not give rise to any per sis tent expecta-
tions of a price increase. Hence the absence of a gold link does not mean 
that the dollar is  free to take on any value in terms of gold.

Likewise, the absence of fi xed exchange rates does not mean that the 
major currencies of the cap i tal ist world, in terms of which the bulk of 
the world’s wealth is actually held, can simply take on any value vis- à- 
vis the dollar; for if  there is an expectation of a per sis tent decline in the 
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value of any of them vis- à- vis the dollar, then wealth- holders would sim-
ply move away from that currency (and currency- denominated assets) 
to dollar (and corresponding dollar- denominated assets). The other ma-
jor cap i tal ist countries therefore pursue defl ationary domestic policies 
if necessary to maintain the value of their currencies vis- à- vis the 
dollar.

The diff erences between their currencies, the U.S. dollar, and the 
currencies of the periphery, can be seen as follows. The United States 
does not have to pursue any defl ationary policies to maintain the value 
of the dollar since, as of now, when  there are no serious infl ationary 
threats to it, what ever dollars are made available to the world economy 
by the United States are simply held. Put diff erently, the dollar is the 
only currency (and  there is none other like it, which is why it contin-
ues to be the key reserve currency) whose fall in value relative to other 
currencies creates expectations among wealth- holders that this fall  will 
reverse itself even without any domestic defl ation in the U.S. economy.

In the case of the other major currencies, any similar fall does not 
necessarily create such expectations, which is why, to preserve the role 
of  those currencies as wealth- holding mediums, their economies do 
have to pursue domestic defl ationary policies from time to time, in a 
move that actually succeeds in keeping them as wealth- holding mediums.

In the case of currencies of the periphery, however,  there is an addi-
tional  factor: namely a tendency over time for the par ameters under-
lying any short- run equilibrium in the exchange market to change in a 
manner that expresses an unfolding preference of wealth- holders for 
metropolitan currencies and metropolitan currency– denominated 
assets, compared to the currencies of the periphery and assets denom-
inated in them.7 This change typically gives rise to  either one, or a 
combination, of the following: an intensifi cation over time of income 
defl ation on the  people of the periphery and a secular decline in the 
nominal, and real eff ective, exchange rates of the currencies of the peri-
phery.8 Such a secular decline, owing to the wealth- holders’ growing 
preference for metropolitan currency– denominated assets compared to 
the peripheral currency– denominated assets, if it occurs, then becomes 
an impor tant reason for the decline in the terms of trade of commodities 
produced by the countries of the periphery vis- à- vis the commodi-
ties produced by the metropolis, i.e., of primary commodities vis- à- vis 
manufactures, and of lower- end manufactures, such as what several devel-
oping countries produce for the world market  these days, vis- à- vis 
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higher- end manufactures such as what the advanced cap i tal ist econo-
mies produce.

Put diff erently,  there is a hierarchy of currencies in the world econ-
omy in the post– Bretton Woods system consisting of the dominant cur-
rency, which is the  U.S. dollar; other major currencies, which also 
constitute permanent wealth- holding mediums but only through the 
imposition of defl ationary mea sures when necessary in their respective 
countries; and the currencies of the periphery, from which  there is al-
ways a tendency over time for wealth- holders to fl ee to the dollar or 
other metropolitan currencies. This last assertion may appear odd in 
view of the fact that China has been such a successful exporter and so 
prominent an example of an “emerging economy.” But even the upper 
echelons of the Chinese bureaucracy, like  those in con temporary 
Rus sia, reportedly shift their private fortunes out of China systemati-
cally, which only underscores the point being made  here.

This development of a hierarchy among the world’s currencies be-
comes pos si ble only  because of the possibility of cross- border capital 
fl ows. If  there  were capital controls, as  under the Bretton Woods 
system, then wealth- holders’ preferences for one currency (or currency- 
denominated assets) over another (or assets denominated in terms of 
the latter) would have remained unrealized, taking the form at best 
of illicit cross- border fl ows.

The transition from the Bretton Woods to the post– Bretton Woods 
system therefore is impor tant  because of the change in context, of the 
fact that the latter system is based upon a regime of freer cross- border 
fl ows of capital, not  because among the major cap i tal ist currencies  there 
is any tendency  towards a secular change in their relative values vis- à- 
vis one another or even vis- à- vis gold, notwithstanding the formal pos-
sibility for such secular change  under the new system.

One eff ect of this change in context has been widely recognized: 
namely, the denial of scope for Keynesian demand management  under 
the new system. This arises for the following reason. Finance capital 
typically favours “sound fi nance” and is also opposed to heavier tax-
ation, certainly of the rich. Hence, in a world where fi nance is glo-
balized while states continue to be nation- states,  these demands of 
globalized fi nance must be acceded to by the government of each 
nation- state for fear that other wise fi nance would leave its shores for 
other countries, precipitating a severe fi nancial crisis for the nation- state. 
But acceding to  these demands in turn means that state intervention 
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in demand management becomes impossible, since neither the weapon 
of a fi scal defi cit nor the weapon of a “balanced bud get multiplier” can 
be used by the state for stimulating demand. In other words, an in-
crease in government expenditure for enlarging the level of activity, 
 whether fi nanced by a fi scal defi cit or by larger tax- fi nanced state 
spending, becomes a virtual impossibility.

This logic, strictly speaking, should not apply to the leading cap i tal-
ist power, whose currency is de facto still considered to be “as good as 
gold” even if not de jure as  under the Bretton Woods system. With the 
dollar considered to be “as good as gold,” fi scal policy within the 
United States should not frighten fi nance capital into leaving for other 
shores (which in fact is the hallmark of the key reserve currency  under 
the pres ent system, as discussed earlier). Even in the United States, how-
ever,  there is pressure to pursue a policy of “sound fi nance” (or cap-
ping the fi scal defi cit) for two obvious reasons.

One reason consists in the fact that the demand- stimulating eff ect 
of a U.S. fi scal defi cit “leaks out” to a considerable extent to other coun-
tries through larger imports from them. An increase in the fi scal defi cit 
entails to that extent therefore an increase in the foreign indebtedness 
of the United States for the sake of generating larger employment abroad; 
and this engenders opposition within the United States to an increase 
in the fi scal defi cit. In other words, the U.S. state is constrained to act not 
as a surrogate world state stimulating global demand but as a nation- 
state, of the United States; and this fact prevents an increase in the fi scal 
defi cit.

The second reason is the political- ideological hegemony that fi nance 
capital exercises over the U.S. administration. The sheer pervasiveness 
of the doctrine of “sound fi nance,” the proximity of the U.S. admin-
istration to the dominant fi nancial interests of Wall Street which es-
pouse this doctrine, the bluster of agencies close to fi nancial interests 
who even on occasion “downgrade” the credit rating of the U.S. gov-
ernment itself— all  these together ensure that the U.S. administration 
is  under thralldom to this ideology.

This has the eff ect of keeping the unemployment level larger and the 
growth rate lower on average in the metropolis  under the post– Bretton 
Woods system than earlier. A second  factor contributes  towards this 
same end. While fi scal defi cit caps are the “norm,” the major cap i tal ist 
currencies other than the U.S. dollar, as we mentioned earlier, have to 
maintain their parity vis- à- vis the dollar from time to time by pursu-
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ing defl ationary policies. This means an even lower level of aggregate 
demand than would ensue if fi scal defi cit caps alone  were being adhered 
to. The level of activity therefore is even lower than if all metropolitan 
countries  were simply pursuing “sound fi nance” as defi ned in the con-
temporary context. It is not surprising, then, that the average growth 
rate of the advanced countries’ economies taken together has been lower 
and that the average unemployment rate has been higher, despite the 
“ bubble”- based booms that have characterized the United States, and 
hence, by implication, the world economy, in the period since the mid-
1970s, than during the so- called “Golden Age” years.

It is the second implication of the globalization of capital, however, 
especially fi nance capital, that has received less attention. The removal 
of capital controls, we have suggested above, makes pos si ble a secular 
decline in the nominal and even real eff ective exchange rate of the peri-
pheral economies, even as they impose increasingly strict mea sures of 
defl ation. The basic reason for this is an unfolding preference of the 
wealthy in the periphery to locate their wealth in the metropolis, which 
is the home base of capitalism. This means that  there is no long- term 
“equilibrium” level of the exchange rate, even for a given level of money 
wage rate in the domestic currency and even in the absence of “increas-
ing supply price” of tropical commodities coming into play, at which 
 these economies can  settle.

This point should be distinguished from the central concern of our 
book. Our concern has been: What happens to the value of the currency 
in the event of “increasing supply price”? The point  here however is: 
What happens to the value of the currency, even when increasing supply 
price does not come into play,  because of the long- term desire of the 
rich in the periphery to fl ee to the currencies of the metropolis?

Such preference for the metropolitan currencies over the currencies 
of the periphery does not mean that the value of the latter, even in the 
absence of specifi c countervailing mea sures such as intensifi ed income 
defl ation, would necessarily zoom down to zero in any period. This 
danger, we suggested earlier, is serious if “increasing supply price” is 
allowed to come into play. But the unfolding preference for the metro-
politan currency is qualitatively diff  er ent from, and operates more grad-
ually than, the response to increasing supply price. It may make the 
currency of the periphery drift downwards over time (and when it does, 
it further reinforces itself ); but this is a more long- term threat.9 At any 
rate, this unfolding “absolute preference” is the diff erence between the 
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currencies of the periphery and even the non- leading metropolitan 
currencies.

Some may argue that if the peripheral economies became clones of 
the metropolitan ones, then this tendency on the part of the wealthy 
in the periphery to shift their wealth to the metropolis would dis appear. 
But notwithstanding the high rates of growth that some economies 
of the periphery have experienced of late, this denouement of their be-
coming clones of the metropolitan economies does not seem to mate-
rialize. The “advantage” that Eu rope had, of the possibility of vast 
amounts of emigration of its population to the temperate regions of 
white settlement, is not available to countries like India  today, in whose 
case therefore even high growth  will not come anywhere near deplet-
ing the enormous  labour reserves. (Even stories of the exhaustion of 
China’s  labour reserves, though possibly true in coastal pockets, have 
to be taken with a pinch of salt if the focus is on the country as a  whole.) 
The per sis tence of vast  labour reserves and hence of poverty and mis-
ery essentially gives rise to a cap i tal ist development whose social base 
remains forever shaky, and hence creates a desire on the part of the 
wealthy to “fl ee” the country for the more secure home base of capi-
talism, which is the metropolis.

 There is perhaps an additional  factor  here. The bourgeoisie in the 
periphery, for reasons that Franz Fanon (2001) underscored, is forever 
keen to be “counted” in the metropolis, to join the “high  table” as it 
 were. And holding one’s wealth in the metropolis is one way of joining 
the “high  table.” An indication of this desire to join the “high  table” is 
given by the fact that the richest Indian businessmen prefer to donate 
money to Harvard University or to Cambridge University rather than 
to cash- strapped Indian universities.

The only way to prevent such fl ight of capital is for the peripheral 
economies to have capital controls as a permanent feature. In short, 
“globalization” in the con temporary context, which means above all 
the globalization of capital, including fi nance capital, must be avoided 
by the peripheral economies, no  matter how high their statistically mea-
sured GDP growth rates are, if they are to have a modicum of concern 
for their poor and working population.

Let us, however, come back to our main discussion. We argued ear-
lier that the Bretton Woods system had two basic prob lems. The fi rst 
was that it had no mechanism for imposing income defl ation on the 
peripheral economies. While the post- decolonization dirigiste regimes 
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in  these economies carried out land- augmenting mea sures, the prob-
lem of increasing supply price was kept at bay; and since  there was in-
tense competition between  these economies, with each being keen to 
earn as much foreign exchange as pos si ble for importing the where-
withal for industrialization,  there was no question of their colluding 
to jack up their prices. The absence of the scope for income defl ation 
therefore did not immediately  matter. But the moment  there was ex-
cess demand, buttressed by a “rush to commodities” in the aftermath 
of the collapse of the Bretton Woods system, this failing became obvi-
ous. Any revival of Bretton Woods was ruled out.

The second prob lem of the Bretton Woods system arose from the 
fact that the leading cap i tal ist country had no way of settling its current 
account defi cit, which it had to necessarily incur as the leader vis- à- vis 
newly industrializing economies if the system was to be acceptable to 
all, without simply getting into ever- growing debt. Since  others demand 
dollars, this does not  matter up to a point, but it does make the system 
fragile.

The post– Bretton Woods arrangement, which has been associated 
with a removal of capital controls and hence entails the globalization 
of capital, including fi nance capital, has dealt with the fi rst prob lem but 
not with the second. The pursuit of “sound fi nance,” with its reduced 
taxation of the rich, has squeezed purchasing power in the hands of 
the domestic working population to make a range of commodities pro-
duced on the limited tropical landmass available for exports. This has 
entailed reduced domestic per capita foodgrain availability. And the em-
phasis on “infl ation targeting” has also meant a calibration of domestic 
income defl ation in a manner that prevents the leading metro politan 
currency from becoming “debauched.”

But while we are back to a regime of income defl ation on the pe-
riphery, the current account defi cit of the leading country continues to 
be a prob lem with the new arrangement and makes the system fragile. 
A repeat of British experience during the gold standard years when 
despite having a current defi cit vis- à- vis the newly industrializing coun-
tries of the time, Britain used colonial surpluses appropriated gratis not 
only to avoid getting into debt but even to make substantial capital ex-
ports, is not pos si ble  today. And that, as we have suggested earlier, is 
not  because the United States does not have formal po liti cal colonies 
or lacks the might to appropriate surpluses gratis from the countries of 
the periphery; rather, it expresses the fact that capitalism, having already 
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exploited the periphery to the hilt, has signifi cantly exhausted the pos-
sibility of using it any further to stabilize itself.

V

Concluding Observations

The mode of exposition above may suggest that the shift from one 
international monetary system to another was a well- planned, con-
sciously thought- out operation. But capitalism is not a planned system. 
The transition from one monetary system to another neither occurs in 
a planned way nor for reasons having to do directly with the prob lems 
encountered in the original system. The time lag between the collapse 
of the gold standard and the coming into being of the Bretton Woods 
system was a de cade and a half. True, the war intervened, but even 
before the war, eight years had elapsed with the cap i tal ist world hav-
ing no international monetary system and yet being submerged in a 
depression.

While the current international monetary arrangement came into 
being with the collapse of the Bretton Woods system, globalization of 
capital that provides the setting for it and underlies the income defl a-
tion imposed upon the  people of the periphery was a result of “cen-
tralization of capital,” that is, the coming into being of larger and larger 
blocs of capital, which is a spontaneous tendency  under capitalism not 
willed by anybody. The end of dirigisme in the periphery and the 
imposition of income defl ation, in other words, is a result not of any 
conscious eff ort to overcome the “lacunae” (from the point of view of 
metropolitan capital) of the earlier Bretton Woods system, which, as 
we have noted, had no mechanism for imposing income defl ation, but 
of a spontaneous tendency of capitalism.  These complexities, which our 
brief pre sen ta tion may not make clear, must be borne in mind.

Likewise, our discussion of the international monetary systems has 
been motivated entirely by the desire to see how the basic structural 
contradiction with which this book is concerned— namely, how the re-
quirements of expanding capital are met on the basis of supplies from 
a fi xed tropical landmass, without jeopardizing the value of money in 
the metropolis— has been resolved  under each of  these systems. The 
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other implications of  these systems, though occasionally touched upon, 
are not the central theme of this chapter.

We are not even concerned with the diff  er ent ways in which the 
 people in the periphery are “exploited” by metropolitan capital. Our 
focus has simply been to highlight one par tic u lar structural relation-
ship of “exploitation” that metropolitan capitalism cannot do without. 
This relationship, notwithstanding its essential nature, has not received 
any attention in the lit er a ture, including in the lit er a ture on imperial-
ism. Our eff ort has been to rectify this lacuna.
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I

A Restatement of the Argument of the Book

The purpose of this book has not been to discuss the con temporary 
conjuncture in world capitalism, which is what Lenin had done in his 
classic work. Nor has it sought to provide an account of the multifari-
ous ways in which metropolitan capital,  whether or not with the 
support, connivance, and collaboration of the capital of the periphery, 
exploits the  people of the periphery, which is typically what postwar 
theories of imperialism tended to focus on. Its purpose has been alto-
gether diff  er ent and rather sui generis. It has asked the question: Is it 
necessary for metropolitan capital always to enter into a structural rela-
tionship with the  people of the periphery, which entails a subjugation 
of the latter?

This question by its nature constitutes a departure from Rosa 
Luxemburg’s perception, since in her view the  people of the periph-
ery would not remain forever in their pristine state: with the spread of 
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capitalism at the expense of the precapitalist sector, the  people of the 
periphery according to her would merely become the proletariat (or the 
reserve army of  labour in the usual sense) of expanding capitalism. Our 
very question therefore entails a nonac cep tance of the Luxemburg per-
ception. But this nonac cep tance, which does justice to real history 
(since the precapitalist producers lingered on in real history as a subor-
dinate mass in the periphery without becoming assimilated into the 
cap i tal ist workforce), is precisely what makes our question pertinent: 
Given the fact that the  people of the periphery linger on as a miserable 
mass and do not simply become the proletariat (or the reserve army as 
usually understood) of an expanding capitalism, is  there any necessity 
for capitalism to exploit them nonetheless on a continuous basis?

An obvious affi  rmative answer can be given to this question accord-
ing to the following reasoning. It is in the nature of capital not to leave 
any quarter of the globe untouched. Its subjugation of the  people of 
the periphery therefore is an integral part of its modus operandi. Such 
subjugation is embedded in its very be hav ior, and any question of its 
functional necessity for the working of capitalism is beside the point.

This argument amounts to saying that metropolitan capital subju-
gates the  people of the periphery  because “they are  there.” While we 
do not dispute this argument, it does raise a pertinent question: If per-
chance a segment of the periphery became unavailable to metropolitan 
capital, then would metropolitan capital carry on without any incon-
ve nience to it, as if that segment had simply never existed? True, it would 
try and snatch for itself what ever happened to become unavailable to 
it, for fear that not  doing so would encourage other regions also to 
make themselves unavailable; but apart from such strategic consider-
ations, are  there any economic reasons why metropolitan capital simply 
cannot do without the periphery?

We can put this question diff erently. Joseph Schumpeter argued that 
the tendency of capitalism was to look for possibilities of carry ing out 
“innovations” (in the sense defi ned by him) within what ever space was 
available to it, not to expand that space. Other than strategic consider-
ations (which Schumpeter himself never recognized) that may dictate 
that capitalism must expand the space  under its control as much as pos-
si ble, are  there also any economic reasons why it should do so? In other 
words, are  there any economic reasons why the Schumpeterian argu-
ment that capitalism simply adjusts to the space available to it cannot 
be valid? If  there are any such reasons, and if they hold for all phases 
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of capitalism, then the claim that imperialism has become an obsolete 
category in the con temporary epoch must be wrong.

The purpose of this book has been to argue that  there is indeed a 
compelling economic reason for metropolitan capital to subjugate, and 
to maintain continuous ascendancy over, the  people of the periphery; 
and that reason, to recapitulate the argument of the preceding chapters, 
is as follows.

Metropolitan capitalism requires a large range of commodities that 
are necessary for it (including not only for the subsistence of the work-
ers it employs but for consumption by all classes) but that it cannot 
produce in the geo graph i cal space within which it exists; nor can it de-
velop substitutes for all of  these commodities. It must obtain them 
from outside of its space, i.e., from the periphery constituting the global 
South, where they are produced by a host of precapitalist petty pro-
ducers and typically in conditions that entail an “increasing supply 
price.” Of course the phenomenon of increasing supply price (always 
defi ned with a given money wage or money income of producers) af-
fects many commodities required by metropolitan capitalism, includ-
ing exhaustible resources like oil; but in the pres ent study we have taken 
as our archetypal case the commodities produced on the fi xed tropical 
landmass, though our argument holds equally well for exhaustible re-
sources (for the overwhelming bulk of known reserves of  these resources 
lie outside the geo graph i cal space the cap i tal ist core occupies). Since 
land- augmenting investment can be done primarily by the state located 
on such land mass, and since state activism in undertaking investment 
is typically frowned upon by capital (which prefers “sound fi nance”), 
the supply of such goods cannot be augmented, ceteris paribus to match 
the growing demands of metropolitan capital, as accumulation is 
undertaken.

An increase in the prices of such commodities, on the other hand, 
would threaten the value of money in the metropolis, making it 
 impossible for wealth to be held in money or money- denominated 
assets. To maintain the value of money and yet obtain its requirements 
of products from the tropical landmass, metropolitan capital must 
impose “income defl ation” upon the  people of the periphery, entailing 
compression of their demand, so that commodities are snatched away 
from being absorbed by them for use in the metropolis. The structural 
arrangement for such income defl ation is an essential component of 
imperialism and is as central  today as ever.
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Other than in the immediate aftermath of decolonization, when 
imperialism was in retreat and income defl ation was eschewed by the 
newly in de pen dent states in the periphery, such income defl ation 
has been a necessary feature of capitalism at all times. In the post- 
decolonization dirigiste phase, while income defl ation was eschewed, 
land- augmenting investment was undertaken by the new states, which, 
in tandem with metropolitan states undertaking Keynesian demand 
management, rejected the doctrine of “sound fi nance.” But this absence 
of any mechanism for income defl ation in the periphery was a “weak-
ness” (from the point of view of metropolitan capital) of the Bretton 
Woods system, which came to the fore in the early 1970s. Globaliza-
tion, though arising for reasons that do not necessarily concern this 
par tic u lar issue but rather lie in the phenomenon of centralization of 
capital, once more reestablished a mechanism for income defl ation.

Imperialism is concerned in short with the imposition of income de-
fl ation by metropolitan capital on the  people of the periphery in order 
to squeeze out larger and larger supplies of a range of commodities re-
quired in the metropolis, without bringing into play the prob lem of 
increasing supply price that would threaten the value of money in the 
metropolis.

II

A Recapitulation of the Main Objections to the Argument

The immediate objection to this argument would be that the value of 
periphery’s goods imported into the metropolis is so small that to imag-
ine that a rise in the prices of such goods owing to increasing supply 
price (or to forced savings on the part of the  people of the periphery in 
the absence of income defl ation) would threaten the value of money in 
the metropolis is to defy credibility.

Of course the fact that the value of such goods is small is itself an 
outcome of imperialism, which has kept the value small, even though 
the use value of such goods in the metropolis is enormous. But even 
leaving aside this aspect, our argument is that a per sis tent rise in prices, 
even of goods of the periphery, would make wealth- holders shift to gold 
in lieu of money, which would jeopardize the value of money in the 
metropolis. Even if the wealth- holders in the metropolis do not shift 
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to gold, wealth- holders in the periphery would, and that would raise 
gold prices relative to all currencies, destabilizing the value of money 
in the metropolis. And even if wealth- holders in the periphery did not 
shift to gold but to the metropolitan currency so that  there is no threat 
to the latter, the collapse of the periphery’s currency that would follow 
would make the system as a  whole nonfunctional.

For all cases of nonvanishing excess demand,  whether for gold or for 
the metropolitan currency within the periphery, the argument may be 
made that  there would eventually be rationing in the concerned market, 
and that this would lead to a stabilization of the value of money every-
where. But rationing of this kind is not the way that capitalism in its 
spontaneity has functioned. Its “rules of the game,” except in periods 
of dirigiste regimes or of war, have allowed freedom of choice, of the 
sort that  matters for our argument, to wealth- holders with regard to 
currency and gold holdings.

The second objection that can be raised against our argument is that 
since prices have  after all increased sharply throughout the twentieth 
 century, why should we imagine that such price increases hold any ter-
ror for the system? The answer is simply that the price rise occurred 
predominantly during the war years and in the postwar period of 
dirigisme. A per sis tent and signifi cant price rise becomes particularly 
diffi  cult to sustain without serious threat to the value of money and 
hence to the entire fi nancial architecture of metropolitan capitalism, 
in a regime where capital controls have been lifted, where controls 
over the fl ow of gold have been lifted, in short in a world where wealth- 
holders are  free to choose the form in which they hold their wealth. 
Such freedom generally characterized the gold standard, just as it 
characterizes the current international monetary system resting upon 
“globalization.” The war period and the period of dirigisme  were not 
characterized by such unrestricted freedom of asset choice. This is not 
to say that any amount of infl ation could be sustained  under  these re-
gimes; we have seen from their experience that they could not be. But 
certainly more infl ation could be tolerated when  there  were restric-
tions on asset choice than when  there  were none.

In fact, even when the restrictions on asset choice are removed, it is 
not as if all wealth- holders immediately act on the basis of such removal. 
Old habits persist; besides, even among the bulk of wealth- holders, 
especially in countries where the spirit of capitalism has made only a 
belated entry, hedonism is far from being rampant. The response of as-
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set preference to infl ation that has been postulated by us may not 
therefore be as prompt as we have assumed, which also means that in-
fl ation may occur to a greater extent without bringing the system to a 
standstill than suggested by us.

By the same token, however, as hedonism, or “economic rational-
ity” as some would prefer to call it, gains currency over time, the analy-
sis of this book should become even more relevant. To say this is not 
to suggest that it has not been; but even the distance that may be said 
to exist between real world phenomena and the reasoning of our book 
is likely if anything to shorten over time.

Another  factor working in the same direction is the enormity of the 
fi nancial architecture that has been developed of late. Its intricateness 
and complexity, far from making old- fashioned imperialist coercion 
over the  people of the periphery irrelevant, actually makes it even 
more urgent, since the defence of the value of money becomes even 
more necessary  because of the complexity and nontransparency of this 
architecture, which make for more proneness to fi nancial crises. The 
irony of capitalism is that the more it changes, the more it stays the 
same; the greater the sophistication it acquires, the more urgently it 
requires the old practices of coercion. All this only underscores the 
basic theme of this book: namely, that imperialism, far from becoming 
unnecessary in the current era of capitalism, remains indeed even more 
necessary  today than it has ever been. Let us now turn to some issues 
surrounding the argument we have presented.

III

Capitalism’s Diff erential Treatment of the Peasantry

The fact that capitalism undermines precapitalist petty production is 
well understood. The real question relates to what ensues as a conse-
quence. Rosa Luxemburg, as noted earlier, was of the view that such 
undermining led to a supplanting of petty production by capitalism 
(though occasionally in her opus one does get a somewhat diff  er ent im-
pression of the denouement she visualized). As a  matter of fact, how-
ever, while such supplanting did occur in history in the case of the ar-
tisans and other petty producers of manufactured goods, which  were 
the sectors where cap i tal ist production made its entry, “supplanting” 
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as a general rule was far from being the case for the bulk of the petty 
producers, especially the peasantry.

One can see the impact of capitalism on the precapitalist petty pro-
ducers, especially the peasantry, in terms of two sharply contrasting 
scenarios. In the heartland of capitalism, namely within the metropo-
lis itself where capitalism fi rst developed, the peasantry was largely 
destroyed as a class (with certain obvious exceptions like France where 
it survived but kept reducing in relative size over time); the erstwhile 
peasants along with other segments of the workforce, including dis-
placed artisans, who  were not absorbed by cap i tal ist activities at home, 
migrated to the temperate regions of white settlement. They set up 
as “farmers”  there at the expense of the local inhabitants whose re sis-
tance was suppressed and who  were driven off  their land and herded 
into special areas and reservations.

In the case of the metropolis, in other words, the pro cess of under-
mining of petty production led to a large scale relocation of the dis-
placed petty producers; but this relocation itself was made pos si ble by 
an imperialism that entailed conquest of distant lands to set up “colo-
nies of settlement.”  These colonies themselves  were  later to throw off  
the metropolitan yoke, without relenting at all in their drive against 
the local population.

But in lands far from the cold temperate metropolis, the disposses-
sion of local petty producers in the tropical and subtropical regions was 
not accompanied by a destruction of the peasantry as a class. It was eff ected 
through the setting up of “colonies of conquest,” to which relatively 
 little migration took place from the metropolis. The object of the expro-
priation of peasants in such colonies of conquest was not to introduce 
cap i tal ist agriculture in lieu of peasant agriculture. On the contrary, the 
peasantry in  these countries lingered on, even when losing its rights 
over land and being reduced to the status of inferior tenants. The 
peasantry in  these colonies of conquest was not supplanted but was 
further suppressed and reduced to an inferior status. It was made to 
produce crops to meet the demands of the metropolis, and  these  were 
appropriated gratis through the system of colonial taxation of which 
the peasants themselves  were major victims.

In fact, the pressure on the peasants to produce for the metropolis 
was itself often exerted through the very cash taxation system that took 
away what they produced gratis. The peasants who paid directly to the 
colonial authority  were made to pay the cash taxes by certain fi xed dates. 
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And when they  were reduced to the status of tenants having to pay their 
dues to landlords,  these landlords in turn had to pay their cash reve-
nue to the colonial authority by a certain date. The entire system of 
payments, in short, became rigid; and nonpayment meant forfeiting 
what ever rights the peasants still had on land.

To meet their payment dues, they had to borrow from merchants 
who doubled as moneylenders and gave them advances. The condition 
for such advances was that they should grow certain crops and sell them 
to the merchants at precontracted prices. The production decision was 
thus related to market conditions, but the decisions themselves  were 
not necessarily taken voluntarily by a group of optimizing peasants. 
Rather, they  were taken by merchants and middlemen who responded 
to market signals, but made their responses eff ective by coercing the 
peasants to produce certain crops and taking advantage of the colonial 
system of taxation.

Thus, while the peasantry was destroyed in the metropolis and was 
reincarnated at best as “farmers” in the “new world” who carried on 
mechanized agriculture and who, despite not employing much hired 
 labour (owing to such mechanization) could still be called “cap i tal ist 
farmers” (Lenin 1964), the story was entirely diff  er ent in the tropical 
and subtropical colonies of conquest.  Here the peasantry lingered on 
and was made to produce increasingly for meeting the demands of the 
metropolis. Such production, however, did not give rise to the prob-
lem of “increasing supply price”  because of the imposition of income 
defl ation, of which the peasantry itself ironically was a major victim.

 There was thus a basic diff erence in the treatment meted out by cap-
italism to the peasants in the tropical and subtropical lands and to 
 those in the temperate regions. In the latter, they  were destroyed as a 
class to be reincarnated in another avatar, while in the former, they con-
tinued to linger on despite the fact that their incomes  were increas-
ingly compressed by capitalism.

The Bengal famine of 1943–44 illustrates the last and extreme case 
of compression of income of the peasantry  under colonial rule in India— 
a compression so intense that three million  people starved to death. 
The peasants, fi shermen, artisans, and rural labourers  were made to 
bear the brunt of war fi nancing through an engineered profi t infl a-
tion, which raised prices much faster than the incomes of  these self- 
employed petty producers, thus extracting the forced savings required 
to fi nance the enormously swollen war- time spending.
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IV

Asymmetry between Tropical and Temperate Regions

Let us go back to the asymmetry we mentioned in an earlier chapter, 
that while the major products of the cold temperate regions such as 
wheat, summer fruits, and vegetables could also be produced in the 
larger tropical and subtropical countries in winter,  those goods that 
 were specifi c to the latter, such as stimulants, fi bres, cane sugar, some 
edible oils, tropical fruits, and vegetables, could not be produced in the 
former. This asymmetry has two implications. First, obtaining a large 
range of goods that simply could not be produced in the temperate re-
gions from the tropical landmass, and  doing so in growing quantities 
 because of capital accumulation, was, and remains, a perennial neces-
sity for capitalism. And if increasing supply price is to be avoided, 
then  there is no alternative to obtaining such goods at the expense of 
their local absorption. This in short remains a perennial feature of 
capitalism.

Second, insofar as goods that are produced in the temperate regions 
are concerned and that can pose a similar threat to the value of money 
in the metropolis,  there is no need, even in princi ple, to impose any 
similar income defl ation upon the  people in the temperate region, since 
 these goods, being producible in the tropical and subtropical region as 
well, can be obtained through the same pro cess of income defl ation 
that is imposed on the tropical population.  There is therefore something 
very specifi c about the structural relationship between the cap i tal ist seg-
ment and the  people of the tropical and subtropical regions. It is this struc-
tural relationship that we cover  under the term “imperialism.”

Imperialism as an  actual historical phenomenon no doubt entailed 
many  things, including the dispossession of Amerindians, the original 
inhabitants of the temperate lands of the new world, so that the dis-
placed petty producers and peasants of the metropolis unabsorbed by 
metropolitan capitalism could migrate  there. But even though  these 
par tic u lar phenomena, such as the dispossession of the original popu-
lations, may come to an end, as it did  after a while, the phenomenon 
highlighted by us, namely, the imposition of income defl ation on the 
periphery so that tropical goods (and temperate goods in winter) can 
be obtained by the cap i tal ist sector without any threat of an increasing 
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supply price, continues unabated. This is a relationship that existed at 
the inception of capitalism, that exists  today, and that  will continue to 
exist as long as capitalism remains. Hence this relationship constitutes 
in our view a basic defi ning characteristic of imperialism.

The foregoing also explains the asymmetry between the temperate 
and tropical regions: income defl ation has to be imposed upon the lat-
ter and not necessarily upon the former. This is not just a  matter of 
diff erential treatment of diff  er ent groups. In other words, the basis for 
the asymmetry is not that the cap i tal ist sector has a par tic u lar antipa-
thy  towards the  people of the tropical and subtropical lands, while it 
has less antipathy  towards the  people of the temperate region. That may 
or may not be the case, but it is not germane to our argument. The 
basic reason is that while temperate goods can be produced in the tropical 
and subtropical regions, the opposite is not true. Hence income defl ation 
in the periphery can meet the needs of capitalism for both kinds of 
goods.

This remains true even in a world where  there is no  actual import of 
temperate region goods into the tropical lands. It remains true, in other 
words, not  because reduced absorption by the population of the tropi-
cal and subtropical region of goods produced on the temperate lands 
helps the metropolis. It remains true  because with temperate region 
goods being producible on tropical and subtropical lands, an income de-
fl ation imposed upon the  people of the latter region would cause a di-
version of land use to produce even the temperate region goods on their 
lands, and thereby negate any threat to the value of money arising from 
their potential shortage. Any asymmetry in the treatment of groups, in 
other words, becomes pos si ble  because of the diff erence in the capacities 
of temperate and tropical lands.

The tropical and subtropical regions  were both historically self- 
suffi  cient and are potentially capable of being self- suffi  cient even  today. 
The temperate regions neither  were historically self- suffi  cient nor are 
potentially self- suffi  cient even  today. The living standard of  people liv-
ing in the temperate region simply cannot be met through the produc-
tion within this region alone. They have to rely on imports of tropical 
and subtropical products. The same, however, is not true of the latter 
regions, which do not have to rely on imports of temperate products.

The foregoing discussion should absolve us of the charge of advanc-
ing just a “geo graph i cal” theory of imperialism. Imperialism being a 
spatial phenomenon does bring in geography. But, though founded 
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upon certain geo graph i cal diff erences, it is a relation between classes. 
And the fact that the spread of capitalism to the periphery implies 
that the class of bourgeoisie or proto- bourgeoisie of the periphery 
switches sides, as it  were, in the contradiction between metropolitan 
capital on the one side, and the peasants and petty producers of the 
periphery, together with the agricultural and other labourers depen-
dent upon them, on the other, merely facilitates the per sis tence of 
this contradiction.

V

Transcending Capitalism

The fact that capitalism necessarily imposes income defl ation and pov-
erty upon the peasants and petty producers of the periphery under-
scores both the need for transcending the cap i tal ist system for  human 
pro gress and the diffi  culty of  doing so. This diffi  culty arises from the 
fact that a world- level worker- peasant alliance for overthrowing the 
system is not practicable in the foreseeable  future. International working- 
class organ izations are virtually non ex is tent, and international peasant 
organ izations even more so. And given the diff erences in the levels of 
material conditions and consciousness between the working  people of 
the metropolis and  those of the periphery, forging such bonds poses 
formidable practical prob lems in the immediate  future.

Hence the alternative scenario of transcendence of capitalism that 
might be visualized is one where in par tic u lar countries, especially of 
the periphery, worker- peasant alliances are forged and advance po liti-
cally by de- linking  those countries from the web of globalization, and 
hence from the hegemony of international fi nance capital. But such 
delinking makes  these attempts extremely weak and vulnerable to im-
perialist counterattacks. In addition, given the fact that the peasantry 
in  these countries often carries over a precapitalist feudal consciousness 
that is premodern and reeks of superstition, caste, and patriarchal atti-
tudes (which the development of capitalism in  those countries does 
 little to demolish), the advance of such a worker- peasant alliance  towards 
socialism remains fraught with diffi  culty.

Imperialism, in short, not only oppresses the working  people in the 
periphery but also makes any challenge to such oppression by its victims 
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that much more diffi  cult. But imperialism is bringing the world to such 
an impasse at pres ent—an impasse characterized by economic crisis, 
stagnation, and unemployment both in the metropolis and in the pe-
riphery; by unpre ce dented and intolerable levels of oppression of peas-
ants and petty producers in the periphery (of which the mass suicides 
of peasants in India is one indication); and by an acute threat to our 
ecosystem— that mass re sis tance to it, as had happened in the context 
of the world wars that provided the backdrop to the previous round of 
revolutions, can suddenly erupt anywhere. That could usher in a  whole 
new era of re sis tance and revolutions through which all existing social 
conditions, including levels of consciousness, could alter with astonish-
ing rapidity.
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THE THEORY OF IMPER I A LISM that Utsa and Prabhat 
Patnaik propose depends on the idea that tropical regions have a natu-
ral mono poly over the supply of certain crucial goods required for the 
functioning of metropolitan capitalism by virtue of the physical geo-
graph i cal (climatic) conditions required for the production of  those 
goods.  There is, they claim, a fundamental asymmetry: anything that 
the temperate region produces can be produced on the tropical land-
mass, but the converse is not true. Imperialism is defi ned as a set of non-
market coercive po liti cal and economic mechanisms designed to prevent 
tropical producers from ever exercising their potential mono poly pow-
ers in global trade. If they  were ever able to do so, then prices in the 
metropolis would skyrocket, the value of money in the metropolitan 
cap i tal ist economies would be destroyed, and the cap i tal ist system 
would crumble. Imperialist domination over the tropical landmass is, 
therefore, a necessary condition for the reproduction of capital.

During the colonial period  there  were obvious ways in which colo-
nial powers accomplished this goal (and the Patnaiks provide an in ter-
est ing account of how this was done in India and with what eff ects). 

A Commentary on 
A Theory of Imperialism

DAV ID H A RV EY
CU N Y Gradu ate Center
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 After a brief fl irtation with postcolonial dirigisme  after World War II, 
the tropical landmass has been brought back into line by neo co lo nial 
and market- driven structures of domination that produce “income de-
fl ation.” The inhabitants of tropical regions are prevented from acquir-
ing the purchasing power to buy their own products. This keeps the 
prices of tropical products artifi cially low for the benefi t of the metrop-
olis. It is on this basis that metropolitan capitalism survives intact.

This interpretation of how imperialist practices worked in the past 
allows us to see the continuity of  those practices, though  under changed 
po liti cal and economic conditions and through new mechanisms, into 
the pres ent. The idea that con temporary globalized capitalism is no 
longer characterized by or dependent upon this continuous undercur-
rent of imperialism is, they argue, profoundly mistaken. The super- 
exploitation of the tropical landmass through imperialist practices has 
always been and still is a constant and necessary feature of the repro-
duction of capital. Without it, capital would simply cease to be.

In advancing this thesis, the Patnaiks characterize the agrarian sys-
tem prevailing in the tropical regions in the following way. It consists 
broadly of noncapitalist peasant social relations underpinning an agrar-
ian mode of production where what they call any large scale “land- 
augmentation” is po liti cally if not technically impossible. By this they 
mean that the land is already fully occupied and exploited mainly by 
noncapitalist producers and that the prospects for any dramatic increases 
in productivity are limited. Agrarian resources are, in short, maxed out 
on the tropical landmass, and imperialism is about squeezing as much 
 labour and product out of  these noncapitalist producers as pos si ble for 
the benefi t of metropolitan capitalism.

Economics, they claim, “has not looked at capitalism as it has  really 
existed” and “has not come to terms with the fact that obtaining goods 
at nonincreasing prices from petty producers located on the tropical 
landmass, whose products are not producible within the cap i tal ist 
sector itself that has grown up in the temperate region of the world, is 
simply not pos si ble  under the normal rules of market exchange. It has 
therefore not accepted the fact that capitalism is unsustainable  under 
the normal rules of exchange. It requires coercion to be exerted on this 
outside world, a coercion we call imperialism.”

The material basis of this argument rests on the physical character 
and capacities of the tropical landmass in relation to metropolitan cap-
italism’s requirements.  There is, however, a damaging looseness in the 
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way they articulate this physical proposition. In some instances they 
write about “the periphery,” “the third world,” or sometimes simply 
“outlying regions” and “distant lands” as if they  were all the same as the 
tropical landmass. By the end of their essay, for example, the language is 
mostly about “the periphery” (wherever that is). This would not  matter 
 were it not for the fact that it is the very specifi c productive capacities 
of the tropical landmass that grounds what their theory of imperialism 
is all about. They also suggest— implausibly— that the exploitation of 
mineral and energy resources can be handled in the same way as agrar-
ian products. “The case of mineral extractions is in princi ple no diff  er-
ent,” they claim, but this is obviously wrong. The limitations imposed 
upon agricultural production by climatic conditions on the tropical 
landmass have no parallel when it comes to the extraction of oil and 
mineral resources. Oil from Alaska, Rus sia, Nigeria, and Angola enter 
into the same global market system as equivalents in ways that are not 
so for cacao, palm oil, coff ee, tea, and cane sugar. The  Middle East, 
the world’s major oil producer region, is not part of the tropical land-
mass and it would be strange to exclude it from imperialist infl uences 
given its historical geography.

Extractivism (as the Latin Americans defi ne it) is certainly a prob lem 
when it comes to energy and mineral resources. Bolivia and Ec ua dor 
articulate their own distinctive anti- imperialist politics via a strug gle 
against cap i tal ist extractivism, but the limiting physical conditions that 
prevail in the agrarian case and are crucial to the Patnaiks’ argument 
do not apply. Oil, I repeat, can equally well be and is extracted from 
Arctic and temperate regions.

So where is this “tropical landmass” and what are the climatic con-
ditions that create the mono poly over the supply of certain agricultural 
inputs to metropolitan capitalism? Again,  there is a lot of looseness of 
defi nition  here. Sometimes the Patnaiks talk exclusively about tropical 
regions, while elsewhere they include the subtropics. So where is this 
region exactly and what are its geo graph i cal characteristics? Checking 
on the Köppen classifi cation of tropical and subtropical climatic regions, 
I see a band of countries that encompasses most of sub- Saharan Africa 
(apart from South Africa), much of South Asia (with the exclusion of 
Northern India, though that may be controversial) and all of South-
east Asia, the southern part of China and Taiwan, and Central and 
South Amer i ca, including most but not all of Brazil, with the Andean 
Region and the Southern Cone of Chile and Argentina excluded. The 
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Ca rib bean lands and Florida are also included. Where to put what 
is conventionally referred to as the “ Middle East” in all of this is not 
quite clear but it is defi nitely not tropical or subtropical in the conven-
tional sense, given the aridity that generally prevails. Most defi nitions 
treat it as a continental extension of the Mediterranean climatic zone 
bordering on the desert regions that clearly demarcate the northern and 
southern borders of the tropics and subtropics in many parts of the 
world.

 There is some awkwardness in this classifi cation  because many states 
(like China, Brazil, Argentina, Mexico, the United States, and even In-
dia itself ) straddle climatic zones, and the trading patterns occurring 
between countries and currency blocks do not correspond to climatic 
confi gurations. This is particularly the case in China, where a vast sub-
tropical southern zone contrasts with a temperate continental climate 
north of the Yangtze River. China is one of the biggest producers of 
both rice (in the south) and wheat (in the north) as well as cotton, but 
most of that is for domestic consumption and is hardly subject to im-
perialistic designs. In the United States the super- effi  cient and highly 
subsidized production of sugar, rice, cotton, and citrus allows for a sub-
tropical component within a metropolitan cap i tal ist economy, and this 
component is highly competitive with tropical producers both at home 
and abroad. And if one looks in more detail, the Mediterranean regions 
also have certain monopolies on agrarian production— olive oil, wine, 
nuts, and other ele ments in the famed Mediterranean diets— and of 
course they too (e.g., Israel) produce citrus fruits for export to the met-
ropolitan regions.  Here the incredible productivity of Californian agri-
business (producing fruit, nuts, and vegetables that can outcompete in 
global markets)  ought surely to feature. California produces 80  percent 
of the world’s almonds, for example, and the recent drought and partial 
failure of the almond harvest  there has wrought havoc in the world’s 
bakeries, including  those in the tropics.

But laying aside the details,  there are a number of questions that 
have to be posed concerning the validity of the Patnaiks’ challenging 
pre sen ta tion. Is all the land in the tropical landmass already used up? 
The answer is a resounding “no.”  There is abundant “open land” in 
sub- Saharan Africa, and the recent pace of invasion of Amazonia by 
the soybean planters, the  cattle interests, and the loggers defi nes a 
vigorous frontier of conversion of tropical rainforests to commercial 
agriculture (if soil fertility is not too rapidly depleted, which it usually 
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is).  There are still major regions in Southeast Asia that are “open,” as 
indicated by the pall of smoke that emanates from Sumatra in the dry 
season to cause major pollution prob lems in Singapore as more and 
more of the tropical rain forest is burned down through illegal logging 
and agrarian conversions. I use the scare quotes around “open”  because 
in many of the instances I cite,  there are indigenous populations or even 
traditional cultivators,  cattle grazers, and in the Brazilian case rubber 
tappers— sometimes even a peasantry as conventionally defi ned— who 
 will need to be displaced or transformed such that commercial goods 
can be produced.

The tropical frontier for agrarian conversions is undoubtedly clos-
ing rapidly, so the scenario painted by the Patnaiks of full capacity uti-
lization could become true in the  future. But  there is still some way to 
go. This brings us to the proposition that the agrarian systems of the 
tropical landmass are being worked at their maximum capacity  under 
noncapitalistic social relations.

Tropical agrarian systems are heterogeneous in the extreme. The 
variation is partly a refl ection of diff  er ent adaptations to diff  er ent envi-
ronmental conditions. The environmental contrast between, say, West 
Africa (e.g., Senegal) and East Africa (e.g., Tanzania) is substantial and 
produces very diff  er ent agrarian regimes and potentialities. But much 
also depends on social or ga ni za tion, cultural presuppositions, colonial 
histories, and the like. The prob lem in many parts of sub- Saharan Af-
rica, for example, is a traditional form of agrarian or ga ni za tion (and it 
is not  really accurate to call it “peasant”) that does not conform to cap-
italistic standards of  labour effi  ciency and optimal use of inputs and 
still has a substantial ele ment of self- subsistence in its mode of life. Many 
areas still have very  little access to mechanization or irrigation tech-
niques. The uneven penetration of “green revolution” techniques (what-
ever one thinks of them) must also be factored in. State pressures for 
social reor ga ni za tion and agrarian reform have been around for a long 
time (backed by international agencies like the World Bank and the 
IMF) but often resisted (for good and bad reasons) in ways that block 
the transition to cap i tal ist forms of development. It is true, though, 
that over many years  there have been agrarian transitions  towards the 
production of more and more commercial products— such as cotton in 
West Africa and the Sudan—to be sold in metropolitan markets. The 
recent dispossession of large tracts of land in Africa by foreign interests— 
conventionally referred to as “land- grabbing”—is proceeding apace. 
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Local populations are ruthlessly chased off  the land to make way for 
large scale industrialized agriculture mainly, it seems, to produce bio-
fuels, palm oil, or what ever.1 In other instances, it has proven more effi  -
cient to revert to smaller- scale but capitalistically or ga nized agricultural 
production of export crops (fl owers, fruits, vegetables, coff ee, and ba-
nanas, though usually  under the monopolistic supervision of merchant 
cap i tal ists). It is certainly not true that most of the agrarian production 
is noncapitalistically or ga nized in tropical regions (e.g., Brazil). Temper-
ate region crops (such as wheat) can be grown in some places on the 
tropical landmass, but good luck with trying that in Amazonia, the 
Congo River Basin, or Sumatra, and even where wheat is grown (as 
in parts of India and Mexico), competition with the United States and 
Canada is impossible.

So where, then, do we fi nd tropical and subtropical land that can 
grow temperate region crops and is fully occupied  under conditions of 
noncapitalistic, peasant agrarian production? The best answer I can 
come up with is much (but by no means all) of the Patnaiks’ India (and 
perhaps the African Sahel zone). If all the tropical world  were like India, 
then they might have a case, but it is not.

The de pen dency of metropolitan capitalism on products from trop-
ical and subtropical regions produced by petty commodity producers 
is nowhere near as signifi cant as the Patnaiks claim. I cannot imagine 
that the Indian peasantry is producing much for the metropolitan 
markets, for example. And quite a lot of the crops exported to metro-
politan regions— e.g., palm oil— are not produced by peasants but by 
corporate forms of capital. Only about 8  percent of imports into the 
metropolitan North come from the tropics. The Patnaiks concede this 
low proportion as mea sured in value terms, but claim that it conceals 
the hidden subsidy of artifi cially low prices of tropical products created 
by the imposition of a politics of income defl ation, through, for exam-
ple, typical structural adjustment mechanisms of the IMF and the 
politics of the WTO.  There is a certain truth to this. It is, they say, the 
use value of the tropical goods for both industrial inputs and wage 
goods (primarily food) that is critical to the survival of metropolitan 
capitalism. This assertion is unwarranted. The idea that metropolitan 
capitalism  will collapse  because of price infl ation in the strawberries and 
blackberries that come from Guatemala in winter and the cut fl owers 
that come from Ec ua dor and Colombia or that the lack of haricot vert 
from  Kenya in Paris markets  will bring the French economy to its knees 
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is farfetched. Some seemingly crucial tropical and subtropical products, 
such as sugar, are substitutable. Ever since the Napoleonic Wars taught 
the  peoples of the metropolis how vulnerable they might be to the 
disruption of sugar supplies from tropical and subtropical regions in 
times of war, a subsidized sugar- beet industry has been or ga nized in 
temperate regions to provide an alternative.

The case of cotton (not  really a tropical crop but one that requires 
warm production conditions) is by far the most in ter est ing. It can be 
produced in both the United States and China (the world’s largest pro-
ducer). The highly subsidized U.S. industry is now the world’s largest 
exporter. The United States lost a case recently brought by Brazil be-
fore the WTO regarding unfair competition by way of agricultural 
subsidies to U.S. cotton producers. The United States settled the case 
with a buyout of Brazil, which has left the West African cotton pro-
ducers at a serious price disadvantage. But it would cost Burkina Faso 
several years of its total national income to pay the  legal fees to bring a 
case against the United States before the WTO. The artifi cially low 
global prices of cotton are maintained by policies within the metropo-
lis. The politics are  simple: keep the global price of cotton (and other 
primary products) as low as pos si ble while compensating domestic pro-
ducers with subsidies. But  there is another prob lem with cotton— its 
use is substitutable with artifi cial fi bers in much the same way that the 
once- upon- a- time exclusive reliance on the tropical landmass for rubber 
(that led Ford to create a failed Fordlandia in the Amazon) has been 
displaced by oil- based synthetic rubber.

If we are to speak of imperialist strategies in general and the power 
exercised by the United States in par tic u lar, then surely this is the sort 
of  thing that we should be examining.  There has been and still is a defi -
nite tendency for the more power ful nations in the global economy to 
hold the price of primary products down. But the impact of this strat-
egy (which is not always successful) is global and by no means confi ned 
to tropical regions. The fact that the terms of trade for primary pro-
ducers have been negative for much of capitalism’s history (though 
recently they did improve  under the impact of burgeoning Chinese 
demand) is relevant, and to the degree that tropical regions have been 
forced into the production of raw materials in order to gain access to 
metropolitan products, this does create an eff ect that looks something 
like that which the Patnaiks describe. But such eff ects are not confi ned 
to the tropical landmass.
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 There are only a few products like cacao, palm oil, coff ee, tea, and 
citrus fruits (many of which can of course be grown in Mediterranean 
climates very well) that may be critical for metropolitan capitalism. 
Among the food grains, we have rice as the only crop of global rele-
vance (with millet and yams impor tant in tropical regions but not to 
metropolitan capitalism). Rice is successfully and competitively grown 
in South  Korea, Spain, and the United States, which are not exactly 
tropical. And while it is useful as a supplement to have imports of beef 
from Costa Rica and Brazil, it is certainly not the case that metropol-
itan capitalism depends upon such trade. Indeed, the shift  towards 
meat- based diets in tropical regions on the part of  those who can af-
ford such products is sparking de pen dency in the other direction.  Cattle 
and chicken feed coming from temperate regions supports beef and 
chicken production on a large scale in many tropical regions (e.g., 
southern China and Indonesia). Depriving the metropolis of coff ee, 
tea, bananas, cacao, peppers, and spices might provoke revolutionary 
thoughts in metropolitan populations who are used to such products, 
but this is hardly a convincing basis for a theory of imperialism. The 
claim that the agrarian use values extracted from tropical regions 
are physically critical to metropolitan capitalism does not wash. And 
the energy and mineral resources taken from tropical regions are not, 
as we have already established, specifi c to  those regions and cannot be 
analyzed in this way.

Indeed, if anything, the imperialism prob lem—if such  there is— 
arises from forces arranged the other way round. A highly effi  cient and 
powerfully subsidized agriculture in North Amer i ca and Eu rope is 
destroying peasant production systems where they still exist through 
competition over a  whole range of crops. Taiwan’s vegetable growers 
cannot compete with imports from California  under WTO rules, and 
the super- effi  cient agribusiness (armed with explicit as well as hidden 
subsidies) makes the United States a major exporter of food (both raw 
and pro cessed). We have already mentioned the case of cotton, the de-
pressed price of which has been destructive particularly for West Afri-
can producers. The point  here is not to deny the transfers of wealth 
and value that occur through global trade and extractivism, or from 
geo- economic policies that disadvantage primary producers. Rather it 
is to insist that we not subsume all  these features  under some  simple 
and misleading rubric of an imperialism that depends upon an anachro-
nistic and specious form of physical geo graph i cal determinism. To take 
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such a path reminds me of the disastrous turn within Marxism that 
occurred with Karl Wittfogel’s Oriental Despotism and his theory of 
the geo graph i cal distinctiveness of the oriental mode of production. 
This is not, of course, Patnaiks’ specifi c argument, but they at times 
appeal to the same kind of crude environmental determinism found 
in Jared Diamond’s Guns, Germs, and Steel or in Jeff rey Sachs’s The 
End of Poverty: Economic Possibilities for Our Time.2 Being good Marx-
ists, they claim, of course, that the foundation of their  whole analy sis 
lies in class relations. But, they say,  these class relations play out across 
the immutable and fi xed geo graph i cal environment of the tropical 
landmass in such a way as to make its imperialist domination and ex-
ploitation both necessary and inevitable to the survival of capitalism.

The Patnaiks  here equate materialism with physicality, which is a 
common error in reading Marx. It eliminates the history that distin-
guishes Marx’s historical materialism from the physical materialism of 
the natu ral sciences. Marx could not abide social theories that depended 
on so- called natu ral conditions or forces to explain anything about 
capitalism. But the Patnaiks  here choose to follow a  whole line of econ-
omists who conceive of “geography” in purely “natu ral” physical and 
immutable biotic terms as if the social production of space and the long 
history of  human modifi cations of environments do not  matter. Our 
relevant geo graph i cal environment has in large mea sure been modifi ed 
and produced by  human action and, particularly over the last few cen-
turies, by cap i tal ist imperatives. The economists have staged in recent 
times an intense and entirely bogus debate over  whether (physical) ge-
ography  matters. Jeff rey Sachs, who says it is the physical environment 
that  matters, is pitted against Acemoglu et al. (who insist that institu-
tions are key, as if institutions of the state are not geo graph i cal facts 
identifi able on the ground).3 All of this presumes a clear distinction 
between “nature” on the one hand and “culture, institutions, and econ-
omy” on the other. Marx, however, was not a Cartesian. He had a far 
more dialectical understanding of the relation between economy and 
nature. We can only change ourselves by changing the world, and when 
we change the world and our environment through  human  labour, we 
change ourselves. The dialectical metabolic relation to nature is in con-
stant evolution and much of that evolution has been dictated by  human 
action so that we now live in a world profoundly modifi ed by that 
 human action in general and capitalism in par tic u lar. In exactly the 
same way that ants and beavers modify their environments to reproduce 
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themselves and meet their needs, so capital does the same. The histori-
cal has to be reinserted into materialism. The contradictory unity be-
tween  human action and natu ral evolution has to move to the center 
of our thinking. The conditions of agrarian production (to take just 
that sector for the moment) are not fi xed by nature but defi ned by his-
torical transformations in land, technology, culture, economy, and 
politics. The tropical landmass as it is now constituted is completely dif-
fer ent to that of the last  century. Flowers, fresh fruits, and vegetables 
come to the metropolitan regions from tropical regions  because revo-
lutions in transport have dramatically reordered the relative spaces of 
the global economy to make metropolitan markets accessible to tropi-
cal producers. The steamboat and the railways did this in the nineteenth 
 century and the internal combustion and jet engines along with inno-
vations like containerization have done much the same over the last fi fty 
years. The “annihilation of space through time” that Marx spoke of in 
the Grundrisse has produced a radical bout of time- space compression 
in global economic relations, and the tropical landmass has been ab-
sorbed within that pro cess.4

From this perspective we see that the temperate regions have accu-
mulated distinctive mono poly powers far beyond  those claimed by the 
Patnaiks for the tropical landmass. And it is from this that a lot of 
con temporary asymmetries derive. Humanly constructed physical 
infrastructures are a fundamental feature to the nature we have pro-
duced.  There is a stark contrast between what that produced nature 
looks like on the tropical landmass, largely constructed  under condi-
tions of colonial rule, and the nature that has been produced in the 
advanced cap i tal ist economies of temperate regions. Look at a map of 
the transportation system of West Africa and you see a north- south 
orientation in the rail and road system that is designed to drain wealth 
from the interiors down to the port cities that then ship that wealth to 
the metropolis. The rivers drain a bit in the same way, but the diff erence 
is that the rivers existed before colonialism, while the rail and road 
systems  were built by  human activity engaging in extractivism. To this 
day, the lineaments of this produced physical geography have profound 
eff ects on economy and culture, just as the territorial divisions of the 
colonial administrations did when they became the basis for the forma-
tion of states in much of the tropical world—of states that thus had no 
basis whatsoever in nature, culture, or even any history apart from ex-
tractivist colonialism. Contrast this with the pattern of infrastructural 
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development and state formation in the metropolitan cap i tal ist econo-
mies, and we see two very diff  er ent worlds defi ned not by raw nature 
but by diff erentially produced “second natures”  shaped by a history of 
uneven pro cesses of application of economic and po liti cal power.  There 
is nothing unnatural about New York, San Francisco, and Chicago. 
They are physical geo graph i cal facts in the North American landscape 
of production and consumption.5 Capital is drawn to locate in such cit-
ies rather than in Mogadishu  because of the agglomeration economies 
that can be realized in such advantaged locations. It is not only the 
physical but the social infrastructures that play a crucial role in where 
capital locates. The mono poly power that accrues to capital based in the 
United States by virtue of the outstanding system of research universi-
ties created  there is just one ele ment of a competitive advantage of the 
region that has been created and most certainly not given by nature.

Metropolitan capitalism has a  great deal of accumulated mono poly 
power over knowledge production, research and development capac-
ity, orga nizational forms and social infrastructures (to say nothing of 
military power). The United States and Britain may not be able to pro-
duce cacao and palm oil, but the state apparatuses on the tropical 
landmass cannot easily produce anything equivalent to the social and 
physical infrastructures available to capital in the metropolitan temper-
ate regions. It was the genius of Lee Kuan Yew to create Singapore as 
the exception to this rule (with Brazil, China, and India lurking rather 
far  behind). The tropical landmass may be able to produce many of the 
agrarian products available to metropolitan capitalism (though as we 
saw in the case of the U.S. export of cotton and rice even this perspec-
tive must be challenged), but it has to confront the mono poly power 
of metropolitan capital when it comes to advanced automotive or aero- 
spatial engineering, electronics, phar ma ceu ti cal technologies and prod-
ucts, and biomedical engineering. Ec ua dor may have a part role in the 
tropical “mono poly” of cacao and banana production, but Germany 
has Siemens and BMW, while the United States has big pharma, Boeing, 
Monsanto, Caterpillar, and Apple. Phar ma ceu ti cals are now protected by 
TRIPS agreements and the WTO. All of this confers mono poly pow-
ers within metropolitan economies, which are hard to break, no  matter 
how hard India and Brazil might try in the production of, say, generic 
drugs. If  there is any asymmetry  here, the balance has to be on the 
side of the mono poly power lodged in metropolitan regions. Tropical 
regions are even more subjected to the mono poly power of Monsanto 
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and Cargill than their temperate region counter parts. Furthermore, 
to the degree that the populations of the tropical landmasses need 
and desire the cars, computers, cell phones, and other electronic goods 
largely in ven ted, designed, and produced in the metropolitan regions 
(though with branch- plants in the tropical landmass), they are forced 
to give in to extractivism to get the foreign exchange to survive. Ec ua-
dor and Bolivia both articulate an anti- extractivist anti- imperialist pol-
itics, but both have to allow their hydrocarbons and their agrarian base 
to be exploited in order to acquire the foreign exchange they need to 
fund social welfare and alternative economic development strategies 
while every one buys cell phones.

The Patnaiks do, however, have some impor tant observations on the 
conditions of the  labour reserve on the tropical landmass. In many re-
spects I think this is their most impor tant contribution, although they 
fail to recognize its full implications. Samir Amin has long pointed out, 
for example, that Africa constitutes the last vast  labour reserve for 
capital that has yet to be exploited. The Patnaiks fudge somewhat 
 because again it is sometimes the reserve on the tropical landmass and 
at other times the reserve in some ill- defi ned periphery (that would 
presumably include the massive  labour reserves in China, Turkey, North 
Africa, and elsewhere) that counts. The tropical and subtropical land 
mass has a huge  labour reserve living  under conditions conducive to 
super- exploitation. Over the last forty years (and this is new), capital 
has increasingly sought to mobilize this  labour reserve in search of 
higher profi ts through industrial development. If  there is any one map 
that confi rms the distinctiveness of the tropical landmass, it is one that 
shows the location of export pro cessing zones, 90  percent of which 
are on the tropical landmass. And it is the  labour reserve that is the 
lure not the agrarian base (though the partial proletarianization that 
occurs as social reproduction is taken care of on the land while capital 
just exploits the  labour at a less than living wage is undoubtedly 
impor tant).

The Patnaiks correctly note that Marx’s theory of the production 
of an industrial reserve army and a consequent increasing immisera-
tion of the proletariat in Volume I of Capital assumes a closed- space 
economy (it also assumes no prob lems of eff ective demand and no 
impacts of the division of the surplus among rent, interest, taxes, and 
profi t of merchant’s capital).6 The existence of a vast reserve of  labour in 
the colonies and in noncapitalist social formations is excluded from 
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consideration in Marx’s theorization in part  because at that time it was 
too diffi  cult to exploit that reserve except in plantation  labour. They also 
argue, correctly in my view, that the distinction between the reserve in 
the metropolitan center and in the periphery has been much reduced 
by globalization in recent times, such that we can reasonably think of 
the capital- labour confrontation as being more unifi ed now across the 
spaces of the global economy. Income defl ation (and export pro cessing 
zones) in the periphery now exercise a considerable drag upon  labour 
conditions in the metropolis. One of the resulting complications is that 
as income defl ation spreads back into metropolitan regions, a trend 
 towards underconsumption becomes an issue (partly mollifi ed by ex-
tensions in the credit system). Unfortunately, the Patnaiks largely ig-
nore the industrialization occurring on the tropical landmass in  favor 
of their obsession with agricultural production.

In this regard they correctly note that the increasing need to allo-
cate land to export crops to earn foreign exchange in peripheral regions 
tends to reduce local food supplies. As a consequence, as they show 
convincingly from their Indian data, the supply of food energy to pop-
ulations on the tropical landmass and in the periphery more generally 
is much diminished, producing rising malnutrition in an environment 
rich in agricultural potential.  There are many examples of such a de-
cline in per capita food production as a result of  these pro cesses of 
developing export- oriented agricultural production, but  these are not 
confi ned to the tropical land mass, nor are they universal to it.  Under 
conditions of income defl ation,  people are often, as the Patnaiks cor-
rectly point out, faced with the ugly choice of paying for decent medical 
care and education or securing an adequate food intake. The conditions 
of life of the  labour reserve on the tropical landmass are indeed a major 
issue and in many re spects anchor an alternative view of imperialist prac-
tices to  those that the Patnaiks emphasize.

Geography, I insist, is far more than a bunch of data about climate 
and soil types, and I object strenuously to the Patnaiks’ antiquarian 
conception of it. The geography I study is dynamic and not static. It is 
perpetually evolving, and  there are a few basic princi ples under lying that 
evolution. The relative spaces of the global economy are perpetually 
being revolutionized by innovations in transport and communications 
(how many of the major innovations in the history of capital are about 
overcoming spatial constraints and accelerating turnover times?). The 
potentiality for capital mobility has consequently increased dramatically, 
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but it is now money that is the most mobile compared to commodi-
ties, and both are typically more mobile than production itself. But with 
accelerating turnover times, even an auto plant can be erected and 
abandoned in a dozen or so years. Capital is therefore better positioned 
to take advantage of small diff erences in the qualities of places (e.g., its 
 labour supplies) such that  those place qualities ( labour skills and cost, 
access to resources and markets, taxes, and infrastructures) are more 
impor tant now than ever before. The  labour reserve in tropical and sub-
tropical regions can now be mobilized with dire consequences as we 
have seen in Bangladesh. The cap i tal ist state, furthermore, is now 
obliged to lure capital to town with subsidies and tax relief (hence the 
emphasis upon special economic zones, which suddenly became all 
the rage in India with often disastrous results). The capacity to produce 
places and modify environmental qualities is much enhanced by tech-
nological and po liti cal changes. The fl ows of capital around the world 
are constantly changing direction, and  labour seeks to follow suit. In 
spite of all manner of barriers, population movements are very strong 
across the spaces of the global economy. Meanwhile, environmental is-
sues and stresses are taking their toll, to become a major issue threat-
ening global security.

The geography I study encompasses the changing  human use of the 
earth and what  humans have done to it.  Humans have made a diff er-
entiated environment and landscape in which, as Gunner Myrdal long 
ago pointed out, rich regions tend to grow richer by virtue of the ag-
glomeration economies and cumulative synergies they generate and the 
social and physical infrastructures they build up. Poorer regions decline 
 because of their cumulative lack of such advantages.7 This pro cess can 
happen at local levels (contrast Detroit with San Francisco or London 
with Newcastle), but it also happens on a world scale by a pro cess that 
may or may not be reinforced by what is conventionally referred to as 
“imperialist practices.” The fertility of the tropical landmass, to take 
another example, has been depleted by de cades of soil degradation and 
erosion, a history from which it has been hard to recover. Yet the trop-
ical landmass is a dynamic space in the full fl ood of rapid evolution. 
Con temporary Brazil or the export- processing zone in Mauritius looks 
nothing like the kind of space that the Patnaiks describe.

So how, then, might we best characterize the pro cesses of uneven 
geo graph i cal development in  today’s capitalism, and what role do  these 
play in the reproduction of capital?  There are undoubtedly imperialist 
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practices and geopo liti cal strategies deployed within the framework of 
this uneven development of con temporary capitalism. So how might 
we best theorize them?

The Patnaiks  here make an extraordinary claim. Theories of 
 imperialism, they say, have hitherto been “detached from any spatial 
location,” and this has prevented economists from understanding 
imperialism as “a system of spatial exploitation.” While this may be the 
case with Marxist economists, this is certainly not true of the sociolo-
gists and geographers who have long addressed the prob lem of the geo-
graph i cal and spatial development of capital and advanced all manner 
of theoretical formulations from de pen dency, unequal exchange, and 
variants of world system theory to theories of the production of space 
and nature and of uneven geo graph i cal development.8

I have, for example, been studying and writing on  these questions 
for over forty years. I do not propose to go over my arguments in any 
detail  here. But some ele ments are I think foundational to understand-
ing the lineaments of what con temporary imperialism (if that is what 
we still choose to call it) might be about.

Let me begin with an example that illustrates a conundrum.  There 
are multiple forms of extractivism occurring around the world, depend-
ing upon who is  doing the extracting where. Indian and Chinese cor-
porations currently dominate the exploitation of Zambian copper, for 
example, and their practices seem not much diff  er ent from North Ameri-
can or Australian mining companies.9 Brazilian soybean producers 
have been invading Paraguay, converting it into a vast soybean plantation 
for the China trade. So can we meaningfully speak of Chinese, Indian, 
and Brazilian imperialisms? I would prefer not to. Furthermore, the 
tropical regions have in recent times been invaded, precisely  because of 
their  labour reserves, by industrialization (and export pro cessing 
zones) such that “made in” Indonesia, Bangladesh, Guatemala, the 
Philippines, Vietnam, and Cambodia, as well as in Turkey and Egypt, 
can be found in all the shops in the metropolitan countries.  There has 
been massive industrialization in subtropical Southern China and an 
increasing preoccupation in India for setting up special economic zones 
in which foreign capital—be it subcontractors from South  Korea, Tai-
wan, Indonesia, Japan, and even China— are given  free reign. This in-
dustrialization has accelerated the tendency to launch yet another 
round of primitive accumulation against the peasantry that is left. Yet 
it does not generate much local wealth. Foxconn, which makes Apple 
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computers  under super- exploitative  labour conditions for immigrant 
 labour in Southern China, registers a 3  percent profi t while Apple, which 
sells the computers in the metropolitan countries, makes 27  percent.

It is not only industrialization that has penetrated into the tropical 
landmass. Massive urbanization has produced cities like Sao Paulo, 
Lagos, Mumbai, Jakarta, Shenzhen, and Shanghai, which have ab-
sorbed huge amounts of surplus capital while acting as a problematic 
destination for increasingly dispossessed rural populations. The indus-
trialization and urbanization that have occurred on the tropical land-
mass, accompanied by a lot of rural- urban migration, is totally ignored 
in the Patnaiks’ account.

 Those of us who think the old categories of imperialism do not work 
too well in  these times do not deny at all the complex fl ows of value that 
expand the accumulation of wealth and power in one part of the world 
at the expense of another. We simply think the fl ows are more compli-
cated and constantly changing direction. The historical draining of 
wealth from East to West for more than two centuries has, for example, 
been largely reversed over the last thirty years.

In order to track the cross- cutting currents of exploitation, we need 
to look at where capital surpluses are produced, how they are geo graph-
i cally dispersed, and in search of what. When South  Korea suddenly 
found itself with masses of surplus capital in the late 1970s, followed a 
few years  later by Taiwan, then fl ows of surplus capital out of  those 
countries at fi rst into China and Southeast Asia and  later across the 
 whole globe produced a pattern of exploitation in one place to the ben-
efi t of capital originating somewhere  else. South Korean and Taiwan-
ese subcontractors have been responsible for some of the most ghastly 
and exploitative  labour practices all around the world (particularly on 
the tropical landmass) as they have sought to absorb the surplus capi-
tals piling up in their home countries by moving their operations 
abroad. I hesitate to call this “imperialism” in the old fashioned sense. 
But it certainly entails geo- economic exploitations. If this is a form of 
imperialism, then it is perhaps best we dub it “sub- imperialism” since 
it is the Taiwanese and South Koreans who provide the goods for mer-
chant cap i tal ists (such as Nike, Walmart, the Gap) located mainly in 
the metropolitan regions.10

It is precisely the uneven geo graph i cal development of  these patterns 
of exploitation and super- exploitation that I would argue must be the 
focus of our studies, rather than cramming every thing that is  going 
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on into some simplistic theory of imperialism of the sort that the 
Patnaiks propose.

I am not resorting to an argument  here of “it is more complicated 
than that” in response to the Patnaiks’ propositions.  There are some 
basic forces at work that help explain the pattern of capital fl ows around 
the world and the current hyper- activity of capital in searching out new 
opportunities for surplus value extraction. In my own work I have re-
lied mainly upon a theme that can be traced from Marx via Lenin to 
the con temporary situation. This rests on the dilemmas that arise out 
of the per sis tent trend within capitalism to produce more and more sur-
plus capitals that thereby pose perpetual and escalating prob lems of 
capital surplus absorption. This tendency underpinned Marx’s con-
clusion that capital must ultimately conquer the  whole world for its 
market and Lenin’s focus on capital export as the most impor tant le-
ver for imperialist practices.  These positions led me to think in terms 
of capital’s incessant pursuit of what I have called a “spatial fi x” to its 
overaccumulation prob lems.11 The tendency  towards perpetual overac-
cumulation of capital is relieved by perpetual geo graph i cal expansion 
and/or geo graph i cal reconstruction (e.g., the conversion of formerly 
industrial cities such as Sheffi  eld, Essen, and Pittsburgh into consumer 
and commercial hubs). The quest for a perpetual “spatial fi x” internal-
izes a fascinating contradiction between fi xity and motion in the the-
ory of capital accumulation. Part of the overaccumulated capital has to 
be fi xed in space as place- bound physical and social infrastructures em-
bedded in the land (including  those of state apparatuses) in order to 
facilitate the  free and continuous fl ow of the remaining capital across 
space.12 The geo graph i cal mobility of one part of capital is facilitated 
by immobilizing part of the total capital in a produced and fi xed phys-
ical and social landscape (of transport and communication infrastruc-
tures, for example).

But capital mobility diff ers considerably depending upon  whether it 
exists as money, as commodities, or as productive activity. Money is the 
“butterfl y” form of capital that can fl it around the world without any 
constraints other than  those imposed by  human decisions (e.g., capital 
controls on artifi cially constructed state bound aries). The liberation of 
fi nance capital from many constraints  after the 1970s (mainly with the 
intent of disciplining  labour), along with the long- standing attempts 
to reduce barriers to cross- border trade both by tariff  reductions and 
lower transport costs, has changed the  whole spatial dynamic of capi-
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tal accumulation. Finance capital became a major instrument for engi-
neering the deindustrialization of metropolitan capitalism and the 
simultaneous industrialization of selected sites on the tropical land-
mass. It also introduced a new impetus for deepening the contradictions 
between, for example, the geo graph i cal fi xity of the state versus the 
fl uidity of money fl ows such that the latter now exercises a much stron-
ger disciplinary authority over state policies (the power of the prover-
bial bond- holders). On the other hand, the larger and more power ful 
states or collections of states (e.g., the Eu ro pean Union) typically use 
their collective po liti cal and police powers on the global stage to weld 
highly mobile capital to their particularist agendas. It is out of this 
contradiction that a diversity of quasi- imperialist practices fl ow— e.g., 
the United States’ power of seigniorage of the global currency, its power 
to dominate the policies of the IMF and the WTO (a topic that the 
Patnaiks take up  towards the end of their essay), and its capacity to ex-
tend its own regulatory regime like a blanket over much of the world.13 
But this power is contested, even as it is hard to break. For this reason, 
I think it useful to take up Giovanni Arrighi’s preference to abandon 
the idea of imperialism (along with the rigidities of the core- periphery 
model of world system theory) in  favor of a more fl uid understanding 
of competing and shifting hegemonies within the global state system.14 
But while I am increasingly inclined to accept Arrighi’s view, I would 
want to insist upon a better understanding of the contradiction be-
tween the territorial logic of state interests and the molecular logic of 
capital fl ow (particularly in its money form), which cannot easily be (if 
at all) corralled within the logic of the state system.15

Investigations into uneven geo graph i cal developments, shifting he-
gemonies, and the fl uid movement of extractivist practices and of ac-
cumulations by dispossession through, for example, land grabs in the 
global economy would be deemed as irrelevant if we accepted the Pat-
naiks’ formulation. All such questions would be swept aside as “not 
germane to the argument,” as happens throughout their text whenever 
they encounter an awkward conundrum. Their arguments would not 
be valid even if the  whole world looked like India (which it does not). 
Living conditions are indeed dire in many parts of the tropical land-
mass (with some exceptions of course), and  those conditions need to 
be analyzed, addressed, and acted upon by way of the kind of cap i tal ist 
development logic identifi ed with “emerging markets” (the so- called 
BRICS, along with other rapidly growing economies such as  those of 
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Turkey, Mexico, Chile, and Indonesia), which, far from threatening 
the  future of metropolitan capitalism, might save it from its more self- 
destructive impulses. But the Patnaiks’ argument does not, I fear, help 
us understand any of this.

So why, in the face of all this evident dynamism in the global 
economy do the Patnaiks insist on the unreal concept of a fi xed and 
immutable “dead” agrarian space of a tropical landmass populated by 
noncapitalist peasant producers destined for perpetual exploitation of 
metropolitan capital as the latter’s primary lifeline to survival? Only the 
Patnaiks can answer that question. But what is clear is that without this 
prop, their theory of imperialism fails. From this we should not con-
clude that  there are no geo- economic threats to the reproduction of 
capitalism or that spatial specifi cities do not  matter. They plainly do, 
but theirs is no way to theorize how and from where such threats might 
materialize. Unfortunately, they get their concepts of space, place, en-
vironment, and geography all wrong. It is crucially impor tant for them 
and for us to get them right.
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W E W ELCOME THE FACT that David Harvey has taken the 
time and trou ble to read through our book and write a comment. We 
 will take this opportunity both to expand on some of our proposi-
tions, which are stated somewhat tersely in the book, and to respond 
to some of the more impor tant comments that Harvey has made.

We regret that we have not been able to make our theory of imperi-
alism clear to Harvey, let alone persuade him of its worth. Central to 
our theory is not some geo graph i cal determinism but the concept of in-
creasing supply price, which implies an undermining of the value of 
money  under capitalism, and refl ects the fact that certain commodities 
 under certain circumstances are producible only at an increasing sup-
ply price— a fact that no economist can deny and that even Keynes un-
derscored in his classic The Economic Consequences of the Peace. Harvey 
appears to be  under the misconception that we have made some ab-
surd claim that oil is a tropical product, but we have not, and this would 
be clear from a careful reading of our argument. It is a material real ity 
that the overwhelming bulk, nearly nine- tenths, of known oil and natu-
ral gas reserves lie outside the borders of advanced countries, that can 
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no longer directly control their supply. While it has already been pointed 
out that U.S. attempts to control oil supply was “closely linked to the 
monetary stability of the cap i tal ist world” (P. Patnaik 2009: 219), the 
pres ent book is concerned with exploring the impact of asymmetric ag-
ricultural production capacities of countries, which can give rise to 
increasing supply price. If increasing supply price is allowed to mani-
fest itself,  whether for oil or other primary products, then it poses a 
serious threat to the value of money  under capitalism, which is why 
capital does not allow it to manifest itself by imposing income defl a-
tion on the working  people in the periphery, and this is a phenomenon 
central to imperialism.

Even with regard to increasing supply price, we are suggesting that 
it could be warded off  in other ways— namely, through state eff orts, which 
require state expenditure; but capitalism in its spontaneity insists on 
“sound fi nance,” rejects this route, and prefers income defl ation instead. 
Imperialism in short is linked to capitalism as a social system; it is not 
an inevitable product of geography. Put diff erently, capitalism as a so-
cial system overcomes its deprivation of certain natu ral resources, which 
arise not exclusively but inter alia for climatic (geo graph i cal) reasons, 
in a specifi c manner involving income defl ation, and that is the hall-
mark of imperialism. That is our position; and it is a caricature of our 
theory of imperialism to read into it a “capitalism- would- collapse- if- 
spices- are- not- imported” view.

On the issue of the products of the tropical and subtropical land-
mass in par tic u lar, which we take for highlighting increasing supply 
price,  there is a signifi cant lack of knowledge as well as a signifi cant ob-
fuscation of material facts in the theoretical lit er a ture. Before reiterat-
ing our theory of imperialism, therefore, we would like to make the 
factual position clear.

LOW PRODUCTIVITY IN EU ROPE AND 
EXTERNAL EXPANSIONISM

The existing lit er a ture in academia of the global North abounds in 
questions like “Who  will feed China?” and discussion of “the origins 
of third world food dependence.” The impression conveyed is that 
 today’s developing countries have diffi  culty in feeding their own pop-
ulations and this arises from their large populations or low productiv-
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ity. Much of the discussion is both fallacious and tendentious. The basic 
fact that is con ve niently ignored is that the origins of food dependence 
for some third world regions  today (Africa, the least developed coun-
tries) lie in the fi rst world’s centuries- old and continuing heavy depen-
dence on developing countries for both raw materials and foodstuff  
imports, leading to diversion of area  under foodgrains to export crops 
and reduction in local food availability.  Today’s developing countries, 
which are located mainly in tropical to subtropical areas,  were per-
fectly capable of feeding their own populations in the past and this 
remains true  today. But they  were obliged  under direct colonial subju-
gation in the past, and are continuously pressurized through the Bret-
ton Woods institutions, the WTO, and bilateral agreements at pres ent, 
to “open up” to trade and devote an increasing part of their limited 
land and resources to providing advanced- country populations with 
the primary goods that the latter’s own cold countries cannot ever pro-
duce but that have become an essential part of their consumption baskets 
 whether for direct consumption or for productive use.

 These goods include  today not only the traditional imported crops 
(such as cane sugar, spices, tea, coff ee, cereals, and fi bres) but also all 
 those perishable vegetables, fruits, and fl owers that cold temperate lands 
can grow only in their summer but not in their winter when the land 
is frozen, hence, the necessity of imports to avoid seasonal lack of sup-
ply. So fresh carrots, tomatoes, fruit, and fl owers in December–January 
are, analytically speaking, to be conceptualized as “tropical goods” for 
northern populations.

The importance of external expansion in the rise of capitalism dates 
from the end of the fi fteenth  century, when the West Eu ro pean coun-
tries engaged in the greatest land grab in history. While Spain and Por-
tugal vied in destroying Central and South American civilizations and 
seizing their resources, the French and the British fought over the vast 
land resources of North Amer i ca, seized from indigenous inhabitants 
who  were decimated and whose remnants  were driven into reservations. 
The British  later ousted the Dutch from control over South Africa and 
had an uncontested run in taking over Australasia from the indigenous 
population. Ireland was conquered with violent campaigns during 
 Cromwell’s Commonwealth period: the local farmers  were dispossessed 
and turned into pauperized tenants of the En glish settler landlords. 
 Under the pressure of heavy rent payments, they exported wheat and 
animal products to Britain while being forced by poverty to subsist on 
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potatoes alone. The  great potato blight famine of 1846–47 killed one 
million Irish, out of a total population of eight million at most, while 
wheat and livestock products continued to be forcibly exported.

This insensate drive by a handful of West Eu ro pean maritime na-
tions to acquire by force the very conditions of existence of the  peoples 
of other pre industrial socie ties, separating small producers forcibly from 
the  free owner ship or usufruct of their own lands and in many cases 
enslaving them for production, cannot be understood without some 
knowledge of the low productivity of late medieval Eu ro pean agricul-
ture and the very poor standard of life of the Eu ro pean population— a 
standard that started rising only  after  these countries acquired control 
over the superior productivity of biodiverse tropical lands.

If we study the historical origins of the fi rst world’s agricultural de-
pendence on  today’s developing countries, several in ter est ing facts 
emerge. First, agricultural productivity in medieval Eu rope and food 
availability  were clearly extremely low compared to Asia or Central 
Amer i ca during the same period, and this was owing to a combination 
of  factors detailed in the magisterial study by B. H. Slicher van Bath 
(1963), among other sources.  There was only a single growing season 
in the year, with land too frozen to grow anything in winter (which 
continues to this day); a very high seed- to- yield ratio ranging from one- 
third to two- fi fths, which correspondingly lowered the net grain out-
put; a high rate of fallowing, with one third to one half the arable left 
uncultivated to restore fertility; and the necessity of using half of the 
actually cultivated land for raising feed crops. What resulted was an 
“atrocious competition” between  humans and animals over sharing the 
inadequate grain output as food and feed. When crops failed in suc-
cessive years and famine ensued in Eu rope, as it did in the  fourteenth 
 century, many cases, documented in the chronicles, of collective canni-
balism occurred. As Slicher van Bath (1963:83) put it, “ People did not 
shrink from appeasing their hunger in strange fashions.”

The violent outward expansion of a handful of maritime West 
Eu ro pean nations is easier to understand in the light of the extreme 
poverty of late medieval life and the absolute necessity of obtaining 
spices to preserve meat through the winter months to avoid starvation. 
A pattern of global specialization was initiated and forcibly imposed by 
 today’s advanced countries  under colonial systems using slave  labour, 
indentured  labour, and taxation of peasants. This entailed the industri-
alizing countries’ increasing dependence on primary imports (food-
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stuff s and raw materials) mainly from tropical and subtropical coun-
tries. The fi rst industrializing nation, Britain, imported more primary 
products— four- fi fths of which  were from its colonies— than it pro-
duced by the mid- nineteenth  century (Davis 1979:  table  31.51). The 
North American colonies won in de pen dence at the very beginning of 
the fi rst Industrial Revolution, so the only cold temperate country that 
remained a colony for any length of time was Ireland.

The combined imports from Asia, the West Indies, and Ireland 
amounted to half of Britain’s total imports over the entire crucial period 
of Industrial Revolution as  table 1 shows. Merchandise import surpluses 
from Asia and the West Indies, combined,  rose rapidly to comprise 
over 6  percent of Britain’s GDP. Most importantly,  these trade defi cits 
created no external liability and did not have to be paid for by the 
metropolis  because they embodied taxes, slave rents, and land rents 
extracted from the subjugated populations. A vast fl ow of foodstuff s 
and raw materials was extracted completely gratis, a fact that continues 
to be not only ignored but actively obfuscated to this day by the lead-
ing economic historians of Britain, who try to proj ect a purely internal 
dynamic for the fi rst cap i tal ist industrialization. They go to the extent 
of eliminating a large part of colonial trade entirely when estimating 
Britain’s early trade, and give incorrect, grossly underestimated trade 
fi gures.1 France and the Netherlands followed similar patterns of ex-
ploitation. Smaller northern countries that had no colonies sourced 
their tropical goods requirements from the major powers.

The basic reasons for imposing by force such a pattern of special-
ization lay fi rst in the inability of the fi rst industrializing countries to 

 table 1
Structure of Britain’s Total Imports by Commodity Groups, 
1784–1786 to 1824–1826

Period Manufactures % Foodstuff s %
Raw 

 Materials % All %

Total 
Value of M 

(£mn.)

Share of 
Colonies 
in Total %

1784–1786 14.2 42.2 43.6 100 22.76 52.3
1794–1796 10.7 48 41.3 100 37.92 51.5
1804–1806 6.8 43.1 50.1 100 55.56 45.6
1814–1816 3.8 44.6 51.6 100 71.80 49.5
1824–1826 5.9 39.7 54.4 100 66.39 43.7
source: Calculated from Davies (1979) Appendix  Tables. (Current values, three- year annual 
averages).
note: Colonies are Asia, West Indies, and Ireland.
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meet their food, energy, and raw material needs from their own agri-
culture, and second in their cold countries’ permanently poor range of 
crop production, dictated by a climate that no degree of cap i tal ist techni-
cal pro gress can alter, at least up to the pres ent, compared to the highly 
diversifi ed productive capacity of tropical and subtropical lands. (We 
have to remember that agriculture was the main source of energy in that 
it provided feed grains for oxen and  horses used in cultivation, traction, 
and transport  until the 1840s when fossil fuels came into wider use. 
Advanced countries are once more reverting to agriculture for biofuels 
 today.)

The fact that per capita corn output actually declined in Britain 
during its so- called “agricultural revolution” in the eigh teenth  century 
has emerged from the recent empirical work of a number of economic 
historians of that period.2 With growing nineteenth- century grain and 
meat imports from the Amer i cas,  there should have been a decline in 
the pressure on colonies for grain exports to the fi rst industrial nation, 
but the reason the latter continued into the twentieth  century (to the 
detriment of local food security) was that such imports  were fi nanced 
from locally raised taxes, and hence came  free for the metropolis, in-
volving no external liability for it, while imports from the Amer i cas 
did not.

The term “crop rotation” has completely diff  er ent spatial meanings, 
a fact that is seldom understood: in the North it refers to crops grown 
over successive years on the same piece of land; in the South it refers to 
crops grown over successive seasons within the same year on the same 
piece of land. The output vector in warm lands includes a large range 
of crops that can never be grown in the cold temperate North, but 
the converse is not the case: most summer temperate land crops can 
be grown in winter in warm lands. This is a very impor tant material 
real ity that is never taken into account in economic theory, which on 
the contrary fudges the argument in the most intellectually disingen-
uous fashion and tries to hide this real ity in three ways: by pretending 
that land productivity is higher in developed compared to developing 
countries; by positing necessary mutual benefi t from specialization and 
trade; and by making the factually baseless assumption that the North’s 
dependence on the South was of no  great importance  either historically 
or at pres ent.
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ELEMENTARY FALLACIES IN THE 
RECEIVED LIT ER A TURE

The fi rst fallacy, that land productivity was historically higher and 
continues to be higher in developed countries, is clearly subscribed to 
uncritically by Harvey as well, since he repeatedly refers to the “super- 
effi  ciency” of northern agriculture. This is a misconception, for, as we 
discuss below, advanced- country agriculture is in real ity the most 
“super- ineffi  cient” in the world. The fallacy of allegedly higher land 
productivity in the North was expressed de cades ago by W. Arthur 
Lewis in his Prince ton lectures titled The Evolution of the Interna-
tional Economic Order (1979), and his incorrect argument is worth 
recapitulating.

Lewis compared the Indian farmer’s wheat yield per acre in 1900 of 
700 lbs unfavourably with the Eu ro pean farmer’s wheat yield of 1600 
lbs, and this allegedly lower Asian land productivity was made the ba-
sis for arguing that emigrating Indians and Chinese accepted a low 
“product wage,” thereby ending up as “coolies”; but the emigrating 
Eu ro pe ans, given their higher yields, would not accept anything but a 
higher “product wage.”

But an incorrect statement of fact leads to a material fallacy in the 
argument since Asian land productivity was not lower, but was consid-
erably higher than Eu ro pean land productivity. The period of produc-
tion for mea sur ing output has to be the same, and we cannot, as Lewis 
did, compare output that the Eu ro pean farmer produced over an entire 
year with output that the Indian farmer produced in only four months. 
(This means succumbing to a variant of the “fallacy of composition,” 
since the part in one case is taken as equivalent to the  whole in the 
other.) Over the entire year the Asian farmer produced on the same 
acre of land, not only wheat or an oilseed in the minor rabi, or winter 
season, but also a second crop (another food grain like rice, or cotton) 
in the major kharif, or monsoon season, and sometimes grew a third 
crop of a pulse, gram, or groundnut. The fact that nineteenth- century 
emigrant Eu ro pe ans had a high income had nothing to do with any 
allegedly higher “product wage” in their home country since no such 
higher annual yield in fact existed on their cold single- crop lands. 
Their relatively high income had much to do with their successful 
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decimation of indigenous populations in the Amer i cas, Australia, and 
elsewhere and their seizure of rich resources— land, timber,  water, 
minerals— to a far greater extent than they commanded in their home 
countries. The fact that mi grant Indians and Chinese served as “coo-
lies” had nothing to do with any allegedly lower “product wage,” since 
annual yields in their home countries  were in fact higher than in Eu rope; 
their “coolie” status was the outcome of their pauperization  under 
military conquest followed by colonial or semicolonial3 exploitation, 
as was the starvation status of Irish peasants who emigrated to the tune 
of a million persons in a single year  after one- eighth of the population 
perished in the  great famine of 1846–47, while wheat exports to Britain 
continued. In Lewis’s exposition, however, colonial or semi- colonial 
subjugation by some Eu ro pean or Asian nations of other nations never 
existed, or if it did, played no role worth mentioning for explaining the 
increasing economic distance between nations. Lewis is not unique in 
this re spect: his analy sis mirrors the sanitized approach of what goes by 
development theory at pres ent.

Many ele ments of earlier low land productivity have been success-
fully overcome in modern agriculture in the North, including in Eu-
rope: the seed fraction of yield has been lowered greatly, artifi cial 
fertilizing permits nearly all arable land to be cultivated, grain is now 
produced far in excess of domestic absorption needs as food and feed, 
and a large part of grain output is exported, as  table 2 shows (the 
diff erence between production and domestic supply is mainly ex-
ports). But over much of the North, single- cropping imposed by climatic 
constraints cannot be overcome. We do not enter into defi nitions of 
what is north and what is south, what is the centre and what is the 
periphery— matters with which Harvey makes much play. As Joan 
Robinson famously remarked, it is pos si ble to defi ne a point in mathe-
matics in one sentence, but we cannot so defi ne an elephant; it hardly 
 matters, however, for we know an elephant when we see it— unless we 
happen to be blind.

As  table 3 shows, to this day the annual total output in physical units 
per hectare, taking all food- crop groups, in China is more than two and 
a half times the level in the United States; in India it is 52  percent more 
than in the United States. No amount of technological change  under 
capitalism in its most advanced centres is able to negate the eff ects of 
the more favourable natu ral conditions  under which farmers in the 
global South operate, or the effi  cacy of their cultivation practices tested 
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 table 2
Cereals Supply/Demand per Capita and Utilisation for Selected 
Countries/Regions for year 2011 ( unless specifi ed other wise)

Country/Region
Population 
(millions)

Per Capita in Kilograms per Annum

Total 
Production 

(kg)

Total 
Supply/ 
Demand 

(kg)
Food 
(kg)

Feed 
(kg)

Other Use & 
Food 

Manufacture 
(kg)

India 1221.2 192.7 176.5 152.1 9 0.42
India (2001) 1059.5 185.3 175.9 156 6.8 0.42
Least Developed 

Countries
773.5 197 216.2 148.4 26.9 19.5

Africa 971.2 158.3 225.7 150.5 40.5 12.6
China 1368.4 330.2 330.7 152.5 121.7 34.3
West Asia 230.3 217.5 351.6 178.4 119 16.3
Rus sian 

Federation
143.4 637.5 514.1 149.5 254.7 31

Eu ro pean 
Union

507.4 577.6 549.1 124.9 330.5 61.6

USA 314.9 1219.5 1032.9 105.8 396.3 521.4
USA (2001) 287.5 1118.9 877.9 112.7 571.4 179.1
World 6887.31 340.6 336.6 147.2 118.9 46.1
World (2001) 6122.51 311.5 313.2 148.7 117.8 22.1
source: Food and Agriculture Organ ization, Rome, faostat3 . fao . org / faostat - gateway / go 
/ to / download / F / FO / E.
note: “Supply,” which is identical to  actual use for all purposes, is obtained by the FAO by 
adjusting the output fi gure for net import and change in stockholding. The last column, 
“Other Use and Food Manufacture,” includes conversion of cereals to ethanol. Use of ce-
real as seed and waste is not shown but can be obtained as a residual. For India, USA and 
the World the values for year 2001 are also shown.

 table 3
Annual Food Crops Output per Hectare in China, India, and the 
United States, 2011

Arable + 
Permanent 
Crop Area 
(million 
hectares)

Food 
Output 
(million 

tons)

Output 
per Ha 
(tons)

Index A 
Comparative 
Output per 
Ha, base 

USA value

Index B 
Comparative 
Output per 
Ha, base 

India value

Index C 
Comparative 
Output per 
Ha, base 

China value

USA 166.93 645.778 3.87 100 65.7 38.2
India 157.4 927.911 5.89 152 100 58.1
China 152.83 1549.879 10.14 262 172.2 100
note: “Food Output” includes all the vegetal food groups shown in  tables 4 and 5, but 
not foods of animal origin. Area total above includes the area  under fi bre crops (cotton, 
jute,  etc.) and rubber, but output does not include  these. The index for India and China is 
higher than shown relative to United States, since the latter does not produce jute or rub-
ber. Area fi gures are from offi  cial government data on land use in each country.
source: Output calculated from United Nations Food and Agriculture Organ ization, 
Food Balance Sheets/ Supply Utilization Accounts (FBS/SUA), available at faostat3 . fao . org 
/ faostat - gateway / go / to / download / F / FO / E.
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over centuries. The Mekong delta  today produces 11 crops in four years, 
or has an annual cropping intensity of nearly three.

Harvey’s statement that advanced- country agriculture is “super- 
effi  cient and highly subsidized” involves a glaring contradiction. If 
U.S. agriculture was even of average effi  ciency, it would not need any 
subsidies at all, let alone high subsidies.  Under capitalism, “effi  ciency” 
is always defi ned in terms of unit cost of production relative to unit 
output value. This must necessarily be much higher in the United 
States and Eu rope than the global level since heavy subsidies are pres-
ent, and indeed we fi nd that unit costs are so high that in many years 
 there is negative value added in some crops; i.e., the global market 
price does not cover even unit material cost, let alone give a return to 
 labour. The reason for high unit production cost is the enormously 
high dependence on fossil fuels used directly and embodied in manu-
factured inputs. Many authors, including David Pimentel and Marcia 
Pimentel (2003), have shown that the meat- based diets of northern 
populations are extremely resource-  and energy- intensive in terms of 
very high feedgrain, pasture, and  water demand, while  others have 
found that the energy balance ratio is not only unfavourably high in 
northern agriculture but rising over time. (The energy balance is the 
proportion of the total energy embodied in the inputs required to 
produce a unit of output to the energy that unit of output provides).

Chinese, Indian, and Egyptian farmers produce at a much lower unit 
cost and could competitively decimate the United States on global 
markets in cereals, cotton, and virtually any other product (other than 
perhaps maple syrup), if U.S. farmers  were not state- supported through 
unbelievably large subsidies. The U.S. cotton subsidy is globally noto-
rious, amounting to over $110,000 annually per full- time farmer during 
the period 1997–2012, and is carefully calibrated to swings in global 
production conditions, with the bulk of subsidies  going to the largest 
one- tenth of farming enterprises. Over the same period the resulting 
artifi cially lowered and volatile price of cotton has contributed to the 
average annual tally of nearly 18,000 farmer suicides in India and has 
undercut incomes of cotton farmers in African countries. Harvey can 
take some comfort from the fact that Eu ro pean and Japa nese agricul-
ture require even higher subsidies than U.S. agriculture and are the 
most “super- ineffi  cient” of all. Since mechanization has raised  labour 
productivity to such an extent that less than 5  percent of their workers 
and an even lower share of their GDP is attributable to agriculture and 
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allied activities, the advanced industrial countries can aff ord to, and do, 
give as subsidy out of the bud get, up to half or more of the entire value 
of their agricultural output, and thus can dominate global markets de-
spite their ineffi  ciency.

The second fallacy, that international specialization and exchange 
necessarily lead to mutual benefi t for trading partners, is embodied in 
David Ricardo’s illogical and hence incorrect theory of comparative cost 
advantage, which is the mantra for  free traders to this day. As discussed 
already in this book, Ricardo’s conclusion of mutual benefi t follows 
only if the assumption of his model, that “both countries produce both 
goods” (indeed his unstated assumption is that “all countries produce 
all goods”) is satisfi ed, since without this assumption, relative cost and 
comparative advantage cannot be defi ned. But material real ity tells us 
that “both countries produce both goods” is a very special premise that 
did not hold for the bulk of global trade, in par tic u lar trade in tropical 
products with temperate lands. When  Kenya imported Lancashire cloth 
and exported tea to  Eng land, the relative cost of production could be 
defi ned for  Kenya (the number of units of cloth producible by redirect-
ing to it the  labour released by reducing tea output by a unit) since it 
could and did produce both cloth and tea. But the relative cost of pro-
duction could not be defi ned at all for  Eng land, where cloth output 
was positive but tea output was and  will always remain zero. If a good 
cannot even be produced, the question of any defi nable cost of pro-
duction does not arise, let alone the  matter of relative cost, without 
which no comparison of costs and hence of advantage is pos si ble. 
Ricardo’s ignoring material real ity gives rise to what logicians call the 
“converse fallacy of accident,” meaning that from a very restricted prem-
ise a general conclusion of mutual benefi t is improperly drawn and ap-
plied to situations where the premise is not satisfi ed.4 The conclusion of 
mutual benefi t no longer follows.

Indeed trade became positively harmful for the colonies obliged 
through extra- economic coercion to specialize in primary products for 
export, which reduced both their high value- addition manufacturing 
activities and their domestic grain availability. The same outcomes are 
seen  today as advanced countries directly, and via the international fi -
nancial institutions and the WTO, constantly badger developing coun-
tries to “open up” and specialize to the benefi t of advanced countries 
on the false promise of mutual benefi t explic itly quoting Ricardo’s 
fallacious theory. The latest eff ort of the Doha round is to restrict public 
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stockholding for food security purposes in the developing countries, 
never mind that it was the diversion of grain to ethanol in advanced 
countries that precipitated a major global food- price crisis in 2008 and 
undermined welfare.

The third fallacy arises from the deep, almost deliberately cultivated 
ignorance in northern academia regarding the specifi c conditions of 
global trade and investment  under which their countries developed 
from the last quarter of the nineteenth  century, the heyday of the gold 
standard. They choose to have no inkling that their cap i tal ist develop-
ment was substantially dependent on colonial exploitation even when their 
countries had no colonies themselves. The system worked as follows: Brit-
ain and France  were the impor tant net capital exporting nations in 
this period, Britain as the world cap i tal ist leader being far ahead of 
France. Over four- fi fths of export of capital from Britain went to de-
veloping continental Eu rope, North Amer i ca, and regions of recent 
white settlement such as Argentina, South Africa, and Australia. Fur-
ther, Britain kept its markets open to imports from  these regions and 
thereby kept up their level of activity. It thus ran large current account 
defi cits with  these regions at the same time that it exported capital to 
the very same regions thereby incurring rising capital account defi cits 
with them (since capital export is a negative item in a country’s balance 
of payments). These two defi cits summed to very large and increasing 
balance of payments defi cits with them, which by the eve of the First 
World War had reached what would normally have been a totally 
unsustainable percentage of Britain’s GDP. Nor did Britain have off set-
ting surpluses with other regions of the world to pay for  these defi cits, 
if normal items of trade and ser vices are considered.5

The mechanism through which it avoided any balance of payments 
diffi  culties and gold outfl ow was ripping off  its tropical colonies. Given 
the insatiable demand of the then- developing countries for food stuff s 
and raw materials, India earned the second largest export surplus in 
the world for over four de cades up to 1928 (the largest surplus earner 
was the United Sates); and in the year 1928 earnings reached the peak 
of half a billion U.S dollars. But all its foreign exchange earnings  were 
systematically appropriated by Britain  every year to pay for Britain’s own 
balance of payments defi cits with the above- mentioned developing 
regions, including the United States, while local colonized peasant and 
artisan producers of export goods  were “paid” out of the bud getary 
tax revenues raised from them— which means that they  were apparently 
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paid, but  were not actually paid at all. This compression of their in-
comes permitted export goods, including grain exports, to be released 
at the expense of a fall in their own consumption. The exchange earn-
ings from their export surplus piled up in London and, for accounting 
purposes,  were off set by showing government- administered invisible li-
abilities on the colony of an unwarranted and fi ctitious nature to at 
least an equal extent.6

The fact that the pound sterling was considered “as good as gold” 
rested on the material basis that Britain obtained gratis the commod-
ity equivalent of taxes squeezed out from over 400 million abysmally 
poor persons in the colonies. It was fi  nally toppled from this position 
in only 1931, when the agricultural depression starting from 1926, led 
to a collapse of colonial exchange earnings. The rapid diff usion of cap-
italism in Eu rope and North Amer i ca through capital exports by Britain 
simply would not have been pos si ble without its  wholesale appropria-
tion of the exchange earnings of its colonies that  were disguised as its 
own earnings. The fact that the dollar  today does not have the same 
rock- hard status as the pound sterling, despite desperate attempts by the 
current world cap i tal ist leader, the United States, to control the supply 
of vital global primary products including oil, has to do with lack of 
direct po liti cal control as in the colonial era, and the fact that the pe-
riphery has already been so “drained” for so long that its capacity for 
providing further “drain” to pay for the defi cits of the cap i tal ist leader 
is much less now.

When Harvey comments that India hardly exports much to the 
United States, he evidently has  little idea of the  actual historical facts: 
the United States alone accounted for nearly a quarter of all India’s ex-
port surplus earnings by 1928, while continental Eu rope accounted for 
40  percent. Not a single dollar earned from export surplus to  these fast- 
developing regions was allowed to fl ow back to the tropical colonies. A 
long history of direct po liti cal control has habituated advanced coun-
tries to getting tropical goods  free, as the commodity equivalent of 
taxes and rents: in the pres ent era that is no longer pos si ble, but it is 
approximated by unremitting pressure on developing countries to de-
value their already undervalued currencies so that their exports are con-
stantly cheapened in dollar terms.

Harvey remarks on our “obsession with agriculture,” a charge we 
gladly accept, while hoping that he would spare a thought for the 
reason, which is the past and pres ent implacable obsession of global 
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capitalism with accessing the lands and primary resources of the South, 
at the expense of infl icting famine in the past, increasing hunger in 
the pres ent era, and denuding  these lands of mineral resources.7 The 
ideologues of global capital seek to camoufl age  these realities: while 
urging income defl ation and larger exports from the South— which 
both compress local mass demand and reduce food output growth— 
they typically claim massive reduction in hunger and poverty  there by 
using the  simple expedient of quietly lowering over time the nutrition 
standard against which hunger and poverty are mea sured. Indeed, an 
impor tant part of the modus operandi of imperialism is in the intellec-
tual domain, where it promotes incorrect theories of trade and of un-
employment combined with illogical methods of mea sur ing poverty to 
show a decline when deprivation is actually on the rise.

CURRENT DEPENDENCE OF ADVANCED 
COUNTRIES ON AGRICULTURAL IMPORTS

The advanced countries’ import dependence on the ex- colonial coun-
tries has not declined; on the contrary, import dependence has inten-
sifi ed since air- freighting now permits imports of highly perishable 
products and seafood, not pos si ble in the earlier era of slow sea trans-
port. The method of securing the products that the northern countries 
want has necessarily changed, however, since direct po liti cal subjuga-
tion is no longer pos si ble. Instead, incessant pressure is exercised on 
developing countries, directly and through international organ izations, 
to remove all protection to their producers and engage in “ free trade” 
while altering their output mix  towards exports via systems of contract-
ing with local farmers by their food business corporations.

The cost to developing country populations as their scarce land is di-
verted to export crops, is falling grain output per capita and falling nu-
tritional levels. This inverse relation is extremely well established and 
the evidence has been summarized in our book already.8 As  table 2 
shows, by 2011 the absorption of grain per capita in all forms was be-
low 225 kg annually in India, the least developed countries, and Af-
rica, compared to over 1,000 kg in the United States. In developing 
countries undergoing trade liberalization and fi scal contraction, grain 
output per head has been falling as more resources are diverted to 
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export crops, and so has nutritional intake, in a manner that replicates 
the situation of colonial “one- way  free trade.”

Advanced countries have always urged developing countries to give 
up domestic food security systems and import food grains from them. 
Food imports may not actually take place to compensate for falling 
domestic output, however, for this depends on  whether domestic de-
mand is permitted to grow through expansionary public policies or 
constrained by the defl ationary macroeconomic policies so universally 
implemented in this neoliberal era. As we have shown, while taxation 
in the past squeezed out export goods at the expense of declining con-
sumption, the income defl ating policies of fi nance serve the same pur-
pose  today of restricting the growth of indigenous demand in order to 
release products for export to the North. And it is the institutions lo-
cated in the North that insist on income defl ation and  free trade: the 
IMF, the World Bank, and the WTO.

Harvey is not factually correct in asserting that “the de pen dency of 
metropolitan capitals on products from tropical and subtropical re-
gions . . . .  is nowhere as signifi cant as the Patnaiks claim.” Perhaps 
overnight all products from nontemperate lands have to dis appear from 
the supermarket shelves to make it clear how signifi cant  these products 
are in underpinning the highly diversifi ed consumption basket to which 
rich consumers in the North are complacently habituated. If tea, cof-
fee, cocoa, cane sugar, choco late or vanilla fl avoured ice- cream and con-
fectionery, fresh vegetables, fruits and fl owers, and imported seafood 
all dis appeared, their supermarket shelves, especially in winter, would 
be bare except for cereals and dairy and meat products, which are all 
that northern countries can produce in abundance. The unit supply 
price of agricultural products would shoot up without their access to 
the superior productive capacity of developing lands.

We require a complete matrix of world trade to establish sources of 
and destinations for the major traded primary goods, but such a ma-
trix is not available at pres ent. Data from the United Nations Food and 
Agriculture Organ ization’s database allow for at least a partial picture 
of the comparative import dependence of developed and developing 
countries. From  table 4, which covers a total of twenty food groups, 
we see that for advanced industrial countries like Germany and the 
United Kingdom,  there is zero domestic output for at least three food 
groups; hence import dependence approaches infi nity, as has been the 
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case always for two of  these groups, namely, the stimulants (coff ee, tea, 
and so on) and spices. For six more food groups in Germany and four 
more in the United Kingdom, imports exceed domestic output, in some 
cases amounting to a multiple of home output.  These food groups in-
clude sugars and sweeteners, fruits and vegetables, oil crops and vege-
table oils, fi sh and seafood. Interestingly Germany exports spices and 
stimulants to a substantial extent, though it produces none at all: it re- 
exports one- third of its spices imports and two- thirds of its stimulants 
imports. Germany imports three times more fruit than it produces, and 
its exports are more than its own production, again indicating 
re- exports.

Even a warm temperate Mediterranean country like Italy, endowed 
with the gifts of the olive and the vine, is very substantially import- 
dependent. As in cold temperate countries, its output of stimulants and 
spices is zero, so import dependence tends to infi nity. For six food groups, 
Italy imports more than its domestic output. Despite an extensive coast-
line, it imports more than four times the fi sh and seafood that it pro-
duces domestically. Additionally for cereals, starchy roots, and milk its 
imports exceed 60  percent of domestic output.

The United States, a country of continental dimensions with some 
subtropical land and the largest arable area  under cultivation of any 
country in the world, is less import- dependent than the Eu ro pean 
countries. However, it imports nearly one thousand times the stimu-
lants and over three hundred times the spices that it produces, and it 
engages in re- export of  these items. Despite its relatively more varied 
output, it is a net importer for ten out of the twenty food groups, and 
it imports more than 30  percent of domestic output in the case of veg-
etable oils, fruits, fi sh and seafood, aquatic products, and tree nuts. It 
is also a substantial importer to the extent of between 20 and 30  percent 
of domestic output, of pulses, sugar and sweeteners, vegetables, and al-
coholic beverages. For many product groups, although the ratios are 
lower, the absolute import volumes for the United States are close to 
or more than double that of Germany (sugars and sweeteners, vegeta-
bles and fruit, alcoholic beverages, fi sh and seafood). In spite of its ex-
tensive coastline, the United States imports fi sh and seafood to the 
extent of 90  percent of its domestic production.

Japan, the fi rst Asian industrial nation with an even greater land con-
straint than Britain, became food- defi cient, like that country during 
its industrial transition and relied heavi ly on tax- fi nanced rice imports 
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from its colonies— Korea and Taiwan—in the interwar period. Unlike 
the northern industrial nations, it remains  today a large importer of 
food grains, four times and double its domestic output for cereals and 
pulses respectively. For another seven food groups, it imports more than 
its domestic output. Another, newer import- dependent region is com-
prised of the oil- rich countries of West Asia, which have medium- high 
per capita income, while many of them face severe climatic constraints 
on production. This region is also substantially dependent on imported 
foodgrains, in addition to having higher import volumes than domes-
tic production for sugars and sweeteners, vegetable oils, and fi sh and 
seafood.

As soon as we compare the import dependence of regions and coun-
tries of the global South, we see a very striking diff erence: namely, that 
for only one or two food groups is  there any substantial import, and 
even for  these groups import is never more than domestic output 
( table 5). For thirteen out of the twenty food groups, India imports zero 
or 0.5  percent and less of domestic output; for another three groups its 
import dependence is below 5  percent. Only for three groups— pulses, 
vegetable oils, and tree nuts—is the import to output ratio high, for 
pulses nearly one- fi fth and for tree nuts and vegetable oils above four- 
fi fths. Tree nuts are of small importance in absolute terms, but imports 
of edible oils, mainly palm oil from Southeast Asia, have increased rap-
idly in recent years.

 After three de cades of trade liberalisation, China shows higher 
import ratios than India, but much lower than the advanced coun-
tries. Import dependence is below 5  percent for ten food groups and 
for another four groups it is below one- fi fth. The most impor tant im-
port is of oil crops, which almost equals domestic output, and vege-
table oils, at nearly half of output, but a substantial part is imported 
from neighbouring Southeast Asian countries.

Africa and the least developed countries show high import depen-
dence only for sweeteners and edible oils. With per capita cereals out-
put falling as exportable crops  rose  under the debt- conditional trade 
liberalisation regimes of the early 1980s onwards, Africa has come to 
have a severe cereals defi cit, relying on imports at pres ent to the extent 
of nearly half of domestic output.9 South Amer i ca shows consistently 
low import dependence in all food groups compared to the advanced 
countries, below 5.1  percent of domestic output for 11 groups and its 
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highest ratio does not exceed one- fi fth (for animal fats, of no  great ab-
solute magnitude).

We pres ent data for 1992–94 on import dependence for some of the 
more impor tant food groups in  table 7.1 of our book. Comparing that 
with the more detailed  tables 4 and 5 for 2011 given  here, we clearly 
see that advanced country import dependence has increased greatly over 
the two de cades and remains far higher than that of developing coun-
tries. U.S. import- dependence for spices and stimulants (and seafood) 
is now far higher, as is U.K. and German import dependence for fruits. 
Not only does import dependence as regards the traditional nonper-
ishable goods continue; rich populations have now become habituated 
to a year- round supply of perishable vegetables and fruit, fi sh and sea-
food. Without intensive trade with the South, the standard of living of 
populations in the North would collapse to levels certainly better than 
in late medieval times since grain supply is not a constraint, but their 
consumption basket would become extremely seasonally limited, mo-
notonous, and unhealthy. The incessant current pressure on develop-
ing countries to “open up” to the pull of global (read: advanced coun-
try) demand is the outcome of this material real ity of asymmetric 
production capacities and the one- sided demand from rich populations 
on the products of warmer lands.

THE THEORY OF IMPERIALISM

The theory of imperialism we advance is set within this context. Given 
the overwhelming dependence of the advanced countries on products 
of the tropical and subtropical landmass— a dependence that is not 
even recognized in much of conventional lit er a ture—an increase in the 
demand for such products, which is inevitable if  there is positive all- 
round growth in world incomes, could be met without any increase in 
their prices, if appropriate “land- augmenting” mea sures could be un-
dertaken. But  these require activism on the part of the state, and this 
is what was ruled out  under capitalism in the colonial period and is 
ruled out  under capitalism in the neoliberal period, i.e.,  under capital-
ism other than in the post- colonial dirigiste period. That period in our 
view represented a special situation of weakening of imperialism: the Sec-
ond World War had left the hegemony of capital in the metropolitan 
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economies, and of metropolitan capital in the colonies,  under severe 
challenge; and the socialist threat loomed large. It is this that made pos-
si ble not only the adoption of Keynesian demand management policies 
for the maintenance of high levels of employment in the advanced econ-
omies, but also “decolonization” and a degree of autonomy of the 
post- colonial states in the periphery in pursuing expansionary fi scal pol-
icies, including  those for “land augmentation”; some of them even 
embarked on “national planning” in an eff ort to emulate the successes 
of the Soviet Union.

The pro cess of centralization of capital, leading to the formation of 
an international fi nance capital, which was mobile across countries and 
which gradually forced all countries to open their doors to its  free 
movement, has brought that period to an end. And in the era of neo-
liberalism, as in the era of colonialism, the tendency of fi nance capital 
to prevent any state activism except what directly promotes its own inter-
ests, once again manifests itself; “fi scal responsibility,” which entails 
among other  things a withdrawal of the state from undertaking “land- 
augmentation” mea sures, is an outcome.

Growing demand for products of the tropical land mass  under  these 
circumstances—in the absence of income defl ation imposed on the us-
ers of such products to curtail their demand, and above all on the 
populations of the periphery where such products are produced— will 
necessarily cause a rise in prices (as happened once in the early 1970s), 
and this rise  will pose a threat to the value of money. This is anathema 
for international fi nance capital; and hence the pervasive imposition of 
income defl ation.

Our theory of imperialism therefore is based on the recognition of 
a basic trait of capitalism: namely, when it is faced with two alterna-
tives, one of which can be described as a “cooperative solution” ef-
fected through state activism to the benefi t of all, and the other at the 
expense of the working population, it invariably chooses the latter. This 
trait is pervasive: it has manifested itself in the imposition of “austerity” 
in the midst of the current recessionary crisis; it has manifested itself in 
the intransigence over the renegotiation of the Greek debt; and it is the 
diametrical opposite of what John Maynard Keynes believed was pos si-
ble within capitalism, namely an acquiescence of the system to state 
activism benefi ting all in a non- zero- sum game such as was pos si ble 
in a recession.10 We see imperialism as a manifestation of this trait, 
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which insists invariably on the “income defl ation route” for ensuring that 
metropolitan demands for tropical products are satisfi ed without a rise in 
their prices and without state activism for “land augmentation.”

Our theory of imperialism is about capitalism as it behaves in the 
context of certain undeniable facts relating to production possibilities 
of diff  er ent regions. It is about capitalism not geography. So Harvey’s 
comments about the fact that “production can be improved on the 
tropical landmass” (of course it can be improved, that is precisely our 
point, but is not permitted to improve), and about space and time and 
such like, are entirely irrelevant to our theory.

Similarly we fail to perceive the relevance of his comments about cap-
ital being drawn to locate production in metropolitan centres rather 
than in the periphery (“Mogadishu”) to our theory of imperialism. Cer-
tainly, in understanding the phenomenon of “underdevelopment,” this 
fact plays a role (P. Patnaik 1973). One can for instance argue as follows: 
while capital located in the metropolis destroyed precapitalist produc-
tion elsewhere in its quest for markets and thereby perpetrated “dein-
dustrialization” and mass unemployment in the periphery, it did not lo-
cate production in the periphery, notwithstanding the low wages caused by 
such unemployment,  because of its tendency to locate production where 
it is already located and hence the “physical” and “social” infrastruc-
tures, to use Harvey’s words, are already available. This is what creates 
“development” at one pole and “underdevelopment” at another (as 
Gunnar Myrdal (1957) pointed out in the context of “regions” and one 
of us has argued in the context of the world economy [P. Patnaik 1973]). 
And in case such “spontaneous” reproduction of the “development- 
underdevelopment” dichotomy is sought to be deliberately broken by a 
country of the periphery, as happened  after decolonization when the 
postcolonial dirigiste State worked to build up its own physical and so-
cial infrastructure to make it conducive for the location of modern in-
dustry, the power of metropolitan capital, which has mono poly over 
knowledge production, research and development, and technology, is 
invariably employed to thwart any such eff ort (often backed by the 
armed overthrow of the state that dared to challenge this mono poly).

But this entire argument, which we fully accept, is in no way  counter 
to our theory of imperialism. Besides, such “spontaneous” reproduc-
tion of the “development- underdevelopment” dichotomy becomes un-
dermined in the era of “globalization,” when capital becomes far more 
globally mobile, and the much lower wages of the periphery begin to 
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attract metropolitan capital, as it overcomes its reluctance to move out 
of its traditional habitat and locate plants elsewhere. But our point 
precisely is that even if such relocation happens it does not overcome 
imperialism,  because no  matter where capital is located, the prob lem of 
increasing supply price for a range of goods, especially  those grown on the 
tropical and subtropical landmass, remains. And capital copes with 
that prob lem by imposing income defl ation, above all on the working 
population of this landmass, which is why no amount of locational shift 
of capital to this landmass  will overcome the hunger and poverty of its 
working population.

Likewise, we do not of course doubt that much change has taken 
place  under capitalism. But what most authors do is to detail  these 
changes and to conclude from the enormity of their scale that old cat-
egories, like imperialism, have ceased to be relevant  today. We ask on 
the contrary: Are  there any major continuities between the colonial pe-
riod and now, continuities that are both rooted in the nature of capital 
and underlie the unquestionable poverty and degradation that exist over 
much of the globe? In focusing on  these continuities, we naturally refrain 
from detailing the numerous changes that have occurred in capitalism. 
That we do so cannot therefore be a legitimate criticism of our theory, for 
if we had harped on the changes, we could not have focused on the 
continuities.

To detect  these continuities, however, it is necessary to know what 
exactly colonialism entailed. And  here, even the Marxist tradition has 
been remarkably remiss. Lenin, who was concerned with the mono-
poly phase of capitalism and restricted the term “imperialism” to only 
this phase, wrote  little about colonialism per se. And Rosa Luxemburg, 
who was extremely sensitive to the issue of cap i tal ist penetration into 
the colonies, visualized not the per sis tence of the colonies (and semi- 
colonies and dependencies) as degraded and exploited economies that 
linger on in that state, but their disappearance as separate entities 
altogether and assimilation into a capitalism becoming a universal phe-
nomenon. Indeed, other than Marx himself in his writings on colonial-
ism, Marxist authors in the advanced cap i tal ist countries have produced 
very  little analy sis of colonialism. And thus it is not surprising that  there 
is a readiness among them to treat imperialism as no longer relevant, 
 because, not having analyzed colonialism, they fail to perceive any continu-
ities between then and now. The failure to perceive con temporary impe-
rialism is, at its core, a failure to perceive colonialism.
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The pervasiveness of the latter failure, upon which the former is 
based, is clear from some of Harvey’s remarks. When he says that “the 
historical drain of wealth from East to West for more than two centuries 
has been reversed over the last thirty years,” it is clear that he is unfamil-
iar with the concept of “drain.” Indeed the  whole of northern academia, 
and even the pres ent day Marxists, with very few exceptions,11 have 
systematically ignored the large lit er a ture on the drain available from 
the South. It refers not just to the direction of capital fl ows but to the 
phenomenon of sucking out the surplus of an economy without any 
quid pro quo. As already discussed, this is what Britain did to its colonies 
for centuries, and this “drain” occurred in the form of commodities 
taken out of  these colonies gratis. This phenomenon has not been re-
versed, as Harvey claims it has, since the “East” is not appropriating 
gratis any surplus from the “West.” The “West” also is no longer ap-
propriating gratis a part of the surplus of the “East” in the same way as 
it was  doing earlier, since decolonization has put a stop to that. The tax 
revenue of the colonies can no longer be used for “paying” local export 
goods producers while appropriating their global exchange earnings, 
which had thereby meant a  free fl ow of commodities and international 
purchasing power to the metropolis. But  there are other means of ap-
propriation such as unequal exchange, the enforcement of “intellectual 
property rights,” the wholly unreasonable demand that developing- 
country budget- spending on equipment must be globally tendered, and 
so on, and  these still go on. The “East,” on the other hand, does not 
appropriate from the “West” in any such way. Once we understand the 
meaning of “drain” and ask ourselves what it was used for, we are in 
a position to explore  whether  there are any continuities between then 
and now. Without understanding colonialism, we obviously cannot de-
velop any awareness of  these continuities, which is why our theory of 
imperialism places so much emphasis on understanding colonialism.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Let us look at our argument from a diff  er ent perspective. The fact that 
in a cap i tal ist economy  there may be certain sectors whose growth can-
not occur without an increase in the “real price” of their goods (to use 
Keynes’s 1919 term) has concerned economists from David Ricardo to 
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Keynes himself. The reason for this has typically been attributed to 
“diminishing returns” arising from the natu ral scarcity of land. We 
do not talk of “diminishing returns,” but argue instead that “land- 
augmenting” investment and technological change could prevent an 
increase in the “real price” of the goods produced by  these sectors. 
The fact that  these do not occur— that instead, in order to prevent any 
price rise that may threaten the value of money in the metropolis, 
income defl ation is imposed on the working  people of  these sectors—is 
the result of a certain immanent trait of capitalism. It is this trait that 
underlies imperialism, which is why we analyze imperialism starting 
with increasing supply price.

 These sectors include the products of the tropical and semitropical 
landmass, which are less commonly discussed. But exhaustible resources 
also fall  under the same rubric, since they too are subject to increasing 
supply price (though maybe over a longer period and as long as 
 appropriate new substitutes are not found). Obviously, we do not make 
the absurd claim that they are produced only on the tropical landmass. 
Their analogy with products of the tropical landmass relates to the 
phenomenon of increasing supply price, as already explained. But recent 
developments involving the return to crops as an energy source in cap-
i tal ist countries  after two centuries of using fossil fuels underscore the 
historically close interaction between agriculture as source of energy 
and as source of food and reinforces the point regarding increasing 
supply price.

The material real ity is that the overwhelming bulk of known fossil 
fuel reserves is located outside the territories of the industrially advanced 
countries, whose combined share is less than one- eighth in estimated 
remaining global reserves of oil and natu ral gas. Their share in global 
coal and lignite reserves is high, but about nine- tenths of  these reserves 
cannot be exploited at all if  there is genuine commitment to limiting 
global warming.12 Hence we see the vertiginous increase in subsidy- 
aided conversion of corn to ethanol in the United States, which has 
precipitated a global food- price crisis since 2008 and adversely aff ected 
 those developing countries that have become heavi ly food import- 
dependent as a result of their export specialization.

In the case of mineral resources including oil, however,  there is an 
additional  factor: owner ship over them gives a mono poly, and if  these 
mono poly  owners collude, then they can earn high rents. It is for this 
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reason that metropolitan capital has strug gled long and hard to pre-
vent  these resources from being nationally owned, to the point of 
overthrowing regimes that dared to do so. But this aspect of imperi-
alism is too well known to need recounting, which is why we have 
concentrated on the story relating to the other sphere where increas-
ing supply price  matters.
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PREFACE

1. Such “land augmenting” mea sures, which include irrigation that increases 
cropping intensity and innovations that raise yields, typically require state 
expenditure.

2. Among the useful studies of imperialism that have come out in the last 
several years, mention may be made of Owen and Sutcliff e (1972), Patnaik 
(1986), Chilcote (1999), The Palgrave Encyclopaedia, edited by Ness and Cope 
(2015), and a special issue of Monthly Review (2015).

1. INTRODUCTION

1. This is the title of a very infl uential book by Hardt and Negri (2000).
2. “Adjusted for infl ation, real wages have stagnated or fallen; a typical male 

worker’s income in 2011 ($32,986) was lower than it was in 1968 ($33,880)” 
(Stiglitz 2013).

3. John Smith (2015) notes that  under the current form of globalization, 
while competition between the workers of the periphery and  those of 
the metropolis has increased, the same is not true of competition between 
the fi rms of the two regions. Metropolitan fi rms compete intensely against 
one another by locating plants in low- wage countries of the periphery; 
competition is not between the fi rms of the periphery and  those of the 
metropolis.

4. An extract from Hilferding (1910) dealing with the ideology of fi nance 
capital can be found in Sweezy (1942).

Notes
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2. THE THREAT OF INCREASING SUPPLY PRICE

1. A situation of increasing supply price as defi ned by us, i.e., for a given 
money wage rate per effi  ciency unit of  labour, can, it follows, be prevented in 
real ity if the money wage rate of a natu ral unit of  labour is not allowed to rise 
with its productivity. This prevention is precisely one form of what we call “in-
come defl ation” below, that is resorted to, in practice.

2.  Free trade arguments have been systematically invoked by the advanced 
countries during the Doha round even to put barriers against a public distri-
bution system in foodgrains in some of the most hunger- affl  icted countries of 
the world.

3. For Ricardo this meant a lower amount of direct and indirect  labour 
embodied per unit of output. Take two countries, 1 and 2, and two goods, A 
and B, where both goods are produced using less  labour in Country 1. Re-
ducing by one unit the output of good A and redirecting the  labour released 
to good B, produces, say, 2 units of B in Country 1, but 1.5 units of B in Coun-
try 2. Country 1 should specialize in good B and Country 2 in good A.

4. The argument for  free trade put forward by Ricardo, like the  later 
Heckscher- Ohlin argument, presupposes the absence of any demand con-
straint. Ricardo, it may be recalled, was a believer in Say’s Law.

5. We refer to countries in the Northern Hemi sphere. Cultivable warm tem-
perate lands in the Southern Hemi sphere (parts of Argentina, South Africa, 
Australia) also meet seasonal demand in the North since they experience 
summer when the North is in the grip of winter.

6. The “fallacy of accident” argues improperly from a general proposition 
to an exceptional case— the premise that “all persons can see” does not mean 
that Homer can see. The “converse fallacy of accident” argues improperly from 
a special case to a general conclusion.

7. The term “vector- wise larger” is defi ned as follows: vector a is larger than 
vector b if a ≥≥ b but a ≠ b, i.e., if some ele ments of a are larger than the corre-
sponding ele ments of b but no ele ment is smaller.

8. This point has been discussed at greater length in P. Patnaik (2009).
9. The point that a monetary economy in which the money price of gold 

is infi nite, is untenable, need not be laboured. For if the money prices of non- 
gold commodities are fi nite, then the gold producers would claim their en-
tire supply, leaving nothing for the producers of  these commodities, which 
in turn would prevent them from producing at all; on the other hand, if the 
money prices of non- gold commodities are also infi nite, then money has 
become completely worthless anyway and can play no role whatsoever.
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3. COPING WITH THE THREAT

1. Marx wrote this in his article on “The British Rule in India,” in the New 
York Daily Tribune, June 25, 1853; the precise words of the quotation given 
 here are taken from Husain (2006:13).

2. For a critique of Wittfogel’s theory, see Habib (1961).
3. The “rent barrier” argument was adapted for developing socie ties in the 

reference cited, from Karl Marx’s discussion on the barrier of absolute ground 
rent to expansion of cap i tal ist production, in Capital Vol. 3 (1971), chap. 45. 
Joan Robinson (1979) referred to and appears to have accepted the argument 
of rent as a barrier to investment.

4. This point is discussed at length in the paper “The State  Under Neo- 
Liberalism,” reprinted in P. Patnaik (2011).

5. Evidence for India is put together in U. Patnaik (2003, 2008) and P. 
Patnaik (2015).

6. For a discussion of the Bengal famine as a “boom famine,” see Sen (1982), 
and for its specifi c character as an engineered “profi t infl ation,” see U. Patnaik 
(1991).

4. THE RESERVE ARMY OF  LABOUR 
IN THE PERIPHERY

1. For a discussion of NAIRU and a view on it diff  er ent from that of “main-
stream” economics, see P. Patnaik (1997); see also R. E. Rowthorn (1977).

2. The argument being presented  here is somewhat diff  er ent from that of 
Foster, McChesney, and Jonna (2011). They refer to a “global reserve army of 
 labour” that characterizes the new imperialism. The point being made  here, 
however, refers to capitalism’s need for  labour reserves in the periphery, quite 
apart from the reserve army that exists in the metropolis, throughout the his-
tory of capitalism.

3. Habib (1999) even talks of troops in Mughal India being used to bring 
back agricultural labourers, in case they fl ed their habitats, to prevent the emer-
gence of a shortage of  labour.

5. CAPITALISM, POVERTY, AND IN EQUALITY

1. The above theoretical argument can be rigorously stated as follows:  unless 
 there are zero- elastic price expectations in the foodgrain market in the tropical 
country, even when current price moves up,  because of increased demand for 
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tropical products from the metropolis, the foodgrain price  will always rule at 
some level higher than what prevailed initially and this  will be accompanied 
by a corresponding exchange rate adjustment; and this happening in  every pe-
riod into the  future would threaten the value of money. Inelastic, as distinct 
from zero- elastic, price expectations alone are insuffi  cient to rule this out. But 
zero- elastic price expectations cannot obtain  unless the state in the tropical 
country plays a proactive role to prevent any foodgrain price increase, which 
does not happen  under capitalism in its spontaneity.

2. It may be thought that since  under the gold standard the exchange rates 
 were fi xed anyway, the argument we have just presented has  little relevance. 
But the argument can then simply be restated to mean that the gold standard 
itself would have ceased to be sustainable in the absence of income defl ation. 
This point is discussed at length in a  later chapter.

3. Whenever the term “poverty” is used below in the text, it refers to the 
“basket- commanded” notion of poverty.

6. FURTHER ELABORATIONS 
AND CLARIFICATIONS

1. Keynes (1949: chap. 17) had famously suggested that land preference 
might have played a role in restricting the growth of wealth in older socie ties, 
rather like liquidity preference in con temporary cap i tal ist economies. Although 
in saying this he had not brought in the question of the fi xity of land, his gen-
eral conception of “money” as having a low elasticity of production would 
suggest that he thought of the fi xity of land as under lying land preference. Of 
course, land preference per se may not play this role when the usual rules of 
market exchange do not hold, i.e., when  there is a rationing equilibrium. On 
this, see P. Patnaik (2007).

2. Interestingly John Strachey, one- time British Communist theorist, saw 
Keynesian state intervention in “demand management” as making Lenin’s 
theory of imperialism irrelevant (Strachey 1959). He was wrong in attributing 
an “imperialism- is- necessary- for- resolving- the- realization- prob lem” theory 
to Lenin, but he was one among many in believing that Keynesian demand 
management obviated the need for imperialism.

3. The data source is Food Balance Sheet/Supply- Utilisation Accounts, 
Food and Agriculture Organ ization, faostat3 . fao . org / faostat - gateway / go / to 
/ download / F / FO / E.

4. The idea that postcolonial dirigsme represented a loosening of the bonds 
of imperialism, which have tightened  under the current neoliberal regime, may 
sound odd to many. In fact it is common to come across precisely the opposite 
view. The reason for this opposite perception could be that  there  were several 
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military interventions by the United States and other cap i tal ist powers against 
dirigiste regimes, such as in Iran (1953), Guatemala (1954), Egypt (1956), Brazil 
(1964), the Dominican Republic (1965), and Chile (1973), while their more re-
cent interventions do not appear openly “anti- dirigiste,” thus creating the im-
pression that imperialism as an economic relationship is unrelated to such recent 
interventions. This apparent contrast is also matched by a disappearance of the 
term “imperialism” from the discourse of the Left in the metropolis in recent 
years. On this latter point, see P. Patnaik (1995).

7. METROPOLITAN DEMAND ON 
TROPICAL LANDMASS

1. Such an adverse movement in the terms of trade would arise  because 
while the prices of tropical products in terms of the money of the metropolis 
would be prevented from increasing (and might even fall), through income 
defl ation, a rise inter alia in the “degree of mono poly” à la Kalecki (1954) 
would raise, relative to them, the prices of manufactured goods.

2. This inverse relationship was fi rst discussed in U. Patnaik (1996, 2003).
3. As also in the limited temperate lands in the Southern Hemi sphere, which 

experience summer during the Northern winter.
4. This  table is from U. Patnaik (2003).
5. “Net availability” is defi ned as net output (obtained by deducting from 

gross output, one- eighth for seed, feed, and wastage) plus net import plus net 
reduction of stocks. The  table is from U. Patnaik (2008). Note that before 
In de pen dence  there was no public stockholding, so net output is adjusted for 
trade alone

6. The discussion that follows is based on U. Patnaik (2003, 2008).
7. By 2004–05, the calorie intake accessible at price- indexed offi  cial pov-

erty lines in some of the individual states had reached as low as 1,400 to 1,500 
per day. Only the population falling below  these extremely low nutritional in-
takes  were offi  cially “the poor.”

8. Data for  every year are available in Food Balance Sheets/Supply Utiliza-
tion Accounts, United Nations Food and Agriculture Organ ization. The 
quoted fi gures relate to 2005. The relation between direct and indirect grain 
consumption as income rises was discussed by P. Yotopoulos (1985).

8. THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY SYSTEM

1. The “Home Charges”  were annual sterling liabilities put on India and 
included the leave allowances and pensions of British administrators, interest 
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on debt, outlays on purchase of government stores, and defence spending in-
cluding for operations outside India.

2. D. Kumar with M. Desai (1984),  table 12.10, 938.
3. See for instance S. Habib (1975), A. K. Bagchi (2005), and U. Patnaik 

(2006).
4. The fi gures are Rs.14,923 million export surplus on merchandise and 

gold, and Rs.17,093 million invisible debits giving a negative current account 
balance of Rs.2170 million. (Banerjee 1963:  table 37)  These have been divided 
by 14.6 to convert to pound sterling, taking a rough average of the exchange 
rate series from United Nations (1962).

5. De Cecco (1984) discusses the role of Britain’s empire in sustaining the 
gold standard, but even he does not touch on the role of the “drain of surplus” 
from the empire to Britain.

6. Again, while stressing the balancing role of India’s earnings in meeting 
Britain’s defi cits, Saul (1960) also does not link it to the drain, since no men-
tion is made of the fact that colonized producers  were “paid” out of taxes.

7. This can be visualized formally in the following manner: the diff erential 
risk premium that a “representative” wealth- holder in the periphery would de-
mand for holding wealth in the periphery’s currency, as compared to holding 
it in a currency of the metropolis, keeps increasing over time,  because wealth- 
holders in the periphery become both more aware and more sensitive to the 
diff erential risk itself.

8. For a fuller discussion of this point, see P. Patnaik (2013).
9. The following question may have struck some: If, according to our argu-

ment, increasing supply price, when allowed to express itself, would drive 
down the value of the currency of the periphery to zero, making the system 
untenable (which is what necessitates income defl ation), then how does the 
system survive in the face of this “absolute preference” for the currency of the 
metropolis by the rich in the periphery? The answer lies precisely in the fact 
that this “absolute preference” unfolds over time; it is a more gradual, more 
muted, more long- term phenomenon. Though this phenomenon is related to 
the  factors emphasized in this book, viz., the income defl ation and associated 
poverty in the periphery which makes it on the  whole a more “dangerous” 
place for capital than the metropolis, it is nonetheless quite distinct from the 
argument of our book.

A COMMENTARY ON A THEORY 
OF IMPERIALISM

1. S. Sassen, Expulsions: Brutality and Complexity in the Global Economy 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2014).
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2. J. Sachs, The End of Poverty: Economic Possibilities for Our Time (New 
York: Penguin, 2005); J. Diamond, Guns, Germs, and Steel: The Fates of  Human 
Socie ties (New York: Norton, 1997 [2003]); K. Wittfogel, Oriental Despotism 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1953). For my critical view of this lit er a-
ture, see D. Harvey, Cosmopolitanism and the Geographies of Freedom (New 
York, Columbia University Press, 2005).

3. D. Acemoglu, S. Johnson, and J. Robinson, “Reversal of Fortune: Geo-
graphy and Institutions in the Making of the Modern World Income Distri-
bution,” Quarterly Journal of Economics 117 (2002): 1231–94; J. Sachs, “Is 
Geography Destiny?,” in World Bank Conference on Development Economics, 
ed. B. Pleskovic and J. Stiglitz (Washington, D.C.: World Bank, 1999).

4. K. Marx, Grundrisse (London: Penguin, 1973). I took up this theme in 
some detail in D. Harvey, The Condition of Postmodernity (Oxford: Basil Black-
well, 1989).

5. D. Harvey, Justice, Nature and the Geography of Diff erence (Oxford: Basil 
Blackwell, 1996). See also W. Cronon, Nature’s Metropolis: Chicago and the 
 Great West (New York: Norton, 1991).

6. K. Marx, Capital, Volume 1 (London: Penguin, 1967), 709–10, 727.
7. G. Myrdal, Economic Theory and Underdeveloped Regions (London: 

Duckworth, 1957).
8. S. Amin, Accumulation on a World Scale (New York: Monthly Review 

Press, 1974); I. Wallerstein, The Modern World System (New York: Academic 
Press, 1974); A. Emmanuel, Unequal Exchange: A Study of the Imperialism 
of Trade (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1972);  A. Frank, Capitalism 
and Underdevelopment in Latin Amer i ca (New York: Monthly Review 
Press, 1969).

9. C. K. Lee, “Spectre of Global China,” New Left Review, 2nd series 
(September– October 2014): 29–66.

10. D. Harvey, The New Imperialism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2003), 185–86.

11. D. Harvey, “The Geography of Cap i tal ist Accumulation: A Reconstruc-
tion of the Marxian Theory,” Antipode 7 (1975): 1–28; This, and most of the 
subsequent essays are collected in D. Harvey, Spaces of Capital (New York: 
Routledge, 2001); see also D. Harvey, The Limits to Capital (Oxford: Basil 
Blackwell, 1982).

12. D. Harvey, Spaces of Global Development:  Towards a Theory of Uneven 
Geo graph i cal Development (London: Verso, 2006); D. Harvey, Rebel Cities: 
From the Right to the City to the Urban Revolution (London: Verso, 2013); D. 
Harvey, Seventeen Contradictions and the End of Capitalism (London: Profi le, 
2014).

13. L. Panitch and S. Gindin, The Making of Global Capitalism: The Po liti cal 
Economy of American Empire (London: Verso, 2013).
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14. G. Arrighi, The Geometry of Imperialism (London: New Left Books, 
1978); G. Arrighi, The Long Twentieth  Century: Money, Power, and the Origins 
of Our Times (London: Verso, 1994).

15. This is the main theme of D. Harvey, The New Imperialism (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2003).

A RESPONSE TO DAVID HARVEY’S COMMENTS

1. Phyllis Deane in The First Industrial Revolution (1965) had correctly em-
phasized the impor tant part that re- exports of imports (four- fi fths of re- 
exports  were tropical goods) had played in enabling  Eng land to pay for its 
temperate land imports of corn, iron, and naval supplies, given that Britain’s 
own domestic exports faced inelastic demand. But in her jointly authored book 
with W. A. Cole, British Economic Growth 1688–1959— Trends and Structure 
(1969, 2nd. ed.), not only was this discussion cut out entirely, the very fi gures 
of re- exports  were eliminated both from imports and exports, and only re-
tained imports and domestic exports  were added up to give what they called 
“the volume of British trade.” This is not the concept of trade in any macro-
economics textbook, nor is it used by any international or ga ni za tion such as 
the United Nations, the World Bank, or the IMF, which always sum up total 
imports and total exports. Using the correct concept of trade applied to  these 
authors’ own data, we found that Britain’s annual trade averaged over £82 
million by the triennium 1799–1801, compared to the mere £51 million esti-
mated by Deane and Cole (1969). Compared to their fi gure of 36  percent, the 
correct trade to GDP ratio was 58  percent. See U. Patnaik (2000, 2011a) for 
the time series for the period 1697 to 1804 and for a critique of Kuznets (1967), 
who reproduces the misleading Deane- Cole fi gures without mentioning that 
they are not comparable with trade estimates for other countries.

2. The references are available in U. Patnaik (2011).
3. North China (Manchuria) was occupied, and China’s sovereignty was 

undermined by a number of old and new imperialist powers— USA, Britain, 
France, Germany, Japan, and Rus sia. They obtained  under the Unequal Treaties 
and  after WW1, extensive trade privileges, rights of extra- territoriality, access 
to natu ral resources and to markets. Owing to its loss of tariff  autonomy, 
manufactured goods poured into China causing de- industrialization and dis-
placement of  labour as in India, while imposition of millions of pound sterling 
in war indemnities undermined its fi nances. The economic eff ects of semi- 
colonial control by numerous powers  were thus similar to colonial control by 
a single power.

4. See U. Patnaik (2005) for a detailed discussion of Ricardo’s fallacy.
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5. The necessary trade data are available from the United Nations (1962) 
and are reproduced in U. Patnaik (2014). S. B. Saul (1960) in his pioneering 
work usefully discussed Britain’s use of India’s global export surplus to balance 
its own international payments, but without any appreciation of the tax- 
fi nanced, hence gratis, ele ment of Britain’s appropriation of  these export 
surplus earnings.

6. For the real and fi nancial mechanism, see U. Patnaik (2006, 2014). No 
 matter what heights the merchandise export surplus reached, the government- 
administered invisible liabilities  were manipulated to be even higher, so that 
all exchange earnings  were siphoned off , and the colony was obliged to borrow.

7. British colonial rule in India, for instance, was marked by a series of fam-
ines of which the most severe one was the 1943 Bengal famine. For a discus-
sion of the Bengal famine see Lokanathan (1946), Sen (1981), and U. Patnaik 
(1991).

8. See also U. Patnaik (2003, 2008).
9. For a calculation from UN data of the extent of sub- Saharan Africa’s 

food staples decline see “The Loss of Food Security in sub- Saharan Africa,” 
in U. Patnaik (2008).

10. This trait is so  little recognized in economics, including in Marxian 
economics, that to our knowledge  there is no concept capturing it. The uncon-
ventional popu lar term “bloody- mindedness” comes closest to describing it. 
Kalecki’s classic 1943 paper “Po liti cal Aspects of Full Employment” (reprinted 
in Kalecki 1971) is one place where it fi nds implicit recognition.

11. The exceptions include Paul A. Baran (1973) and André Gunder Frank 
(1971), already referred to in our book, and more recently, Angus Maddison 
(2006).

12. See McGlade and Ekins (2015). North Amer i ca, Eu rope, and the Pacifi c 
OECD countries taken together account for 10  percent and 11  percent of oil 
and natu ral gas reserves.
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